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Abstract 
The present work is an exegetical and theological study of the antitheses in Galatians 
5.2-6. Chapter 1 justifies the present work by pointing out the fact that both the six 
"antitheses" in 5.2-6 and the passage itself have not been given sufficient recognition in the 
history of interpretation of Galatians. 
First, Paul contrasts circumcision and Christ in terms of "benefit" in 5.2-3; the 
salvific benefit of Christ is contrasted with the uselessness of circumcision (eh. 2). The 
salvific benefit of Christ is Paul's ultimate theological basis for his opposition to the 
agitators' theological rationale for circumcision, in particular the salvific efficacy and benefit 
of circumcision. Second, the law is contrasted to Christ in terms of the sphere of justification 
(5.4b vs. 5.4a), not as two antithetical means of justification (eh. 3). With God's 
eschatological transfer from the law to Christ as the sphere of justification Paul redefmes the 
boundary of God's people and replaces it from the law to Christ. Third, Paul contrasts the law 
with grace as two mutually exclusive foundations of justification (5.4b vs. 5.4c- eh. 4). Paul 
rejects the law as the soteriological basis of justification because God's saving grace brought 
the salvific effects (e.g. righteousness, the Abrahamic blessing, sonship, election) to the 
Gentiles without Torah-observance. Fourth, Paul sets the law in antithesis with the Spirit as 
two antithetical bases of justification (5.4b vs. 5.5 -eh. 5). For Paul the Spirit is the means of 
righteousness, the medium of the blessing of Abraham, and the agent and basis of sonship. 
Fifth, the law and Christ's faithfulness is contrasted as two antithetical means of justification 
(5.4b vs. 5.5 - eh. 6). The TILOH<; references in 55 and 5.6 refer to the faithfulness of Christ, 
not to the Christian's act of faith in Christ. Paul's antithesis between E:pyo: v611ou and TILOH<; 
Xpw't'OU should be understood as shorthand for the incompatibility between ethnocentric 
covenantalism and the gospel of Christ's faithfulness in terms of two mutually exclusive 
soteriological belief-systems. Sixth, Paul sets TIEpL't'O!lrl/aKpopuo't'(o: in antithesis with TILOH<; 
<'it' &yaTITl<; EvEpyoullEVl'] (i.e. Christ's faithfulness working through his love) as two 
antithetical bases of justification (5.6 - eh. 7). The antithesis between "circumcision vs. 
uncircumcision" and Christ's faithfulness working through his love should be interpreted as a 
microcosm of the two incompatible belief-systems between the agitators' ethnocentric 
covenantalism and Paul's gospel of the cross. 
Chapter 8 consists of the summary and implications for Pauline interpretation. The 
antitheses function as a summary of Paul's argument to the Galatians, the answer to the 
pivotal issues at stake in Galatians, the solution of the crisis in Galatia, the rationale for 
Paul's opposition to the agitators' gospel, and interpretive clues for understanding Paul's 
theology in Galatians. In conclusion, Gal 5.2-6, where the six antitheses appear, is the truth-
claim of Paul's gospel, the summary and climax of Paul's argwnent to the Galatians, and a 
hermeneutical key to Paul's letter to the Galatians. 
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CHAPTER! 
INTRODUCTION 
Paul's letter to the Galatians is one of the most important documents in the 
New Testament.' The letter has been very influential in the history of Christian 
thought? The letter has played an important role in understanding pivotal themes of 
Pauline theology, such as Paul's attitude to the law and first century Palestinian 
Judaism, the truth of the gospel, justification, the Spirit, salvation-history, and Paul's 
ethics. Another important role of the letter is that it testifies to the character of early 
Christianity 3 Moreover, the letter describes the inter-Christian debates on several 
crucial issues such as the inclusion of Gentiles into the people of God, social 
relationship between Jewish Christians with Gentile, and circumcision4 Since the 
Reformation, the letter has been a favourite epistle in pursuit of the theology of Paul 
and the historical situation of early Christianity. The letter was foundational to 
Luther' s interpretation of Paul's view of the law and j ustification5 It was an important 
1 H. D. Betz calls it "one of the most important religious documents of mankind" ("Spirit, 
Freedom, and Law," SEA 39 (1974), 145). 
2 Cf. J. D. G. Dunn, The Theology of Paul's Letter to the Galatians [hereafter, TPLG] 
(Cambridge: CUP, 1993), 133-145; R. N. Longenecker, Galatians (Dallas: Word, 1990), xlii-1vii. 
3 J. D. G. Dunn points out the importance of Paul's letter to the Galatians in understanding 
the theological foundation of Pauline Christianity and the nature of early Christianity. The letter, 
"helped to shape the character and self-perception of early Christianity, both in terms of its 
fundamental principles and in relation to the Jewish matrix from which Christianity emerged" (The 
Epistle to the Galatians (Peabody: Hendrickson, 1993), 2). 
4 J. M. G. Barclay notes the significance of the disputes between Paul and Peter in Antioch, 
and Paul and Paul's opponents in Galatia. These disputes, according to him, involved the 
interpretation of Scripture, the significance of the law, the relationship of the churches to Judaism, 
and many related moral and theological issues (Obeying the Truth (Fortress: Minneapolis, 1991), 1). 
5 M. Luther, Lectures on Galatians 1535, vols. 26 and 27 Luther 's Works, edited by J. 
Pelikan (St. Louis: Concordia, 1963, 1964). 
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epistle in F. C. Baur's investigations into Paul's opponents m Galatia and the 
historical context of early Christianity. 6 
In the last decades a considerable number of significant commentaries, 
monographs, and articles have focused on the letter. Many Galatians studies have 
focused on the identity of Paul's opponents in Galatia. Interpreters have proposed 
various hypotheses about the identity of Paul's opponents in Galatia, i.e. "the 
agitators."7 On his interpretation of 6.13, J. Munck suggested that oi. TIEpL-rE~v6~EVOL 
refers not to the Judaizers from outside but to the Gentile Christians in the church of 
Galatia. 8 This hypothesis is based on his assumption that the Gentile Christians in 
Galatia thought from their interpretation of the Old Testament that God required of 
them circumcision and the observance of the commandments of the law. 9 On his 
interpretation of 5.3 and 6.13, W. Schmithals insisted that the agitators were 
Gnosticsl 0 R. Jewett argued that Paul was fighting two sets of agitators at Galatia. 11 
According to Jewett, on the one hand, Paul was arguing against legalistic nomism 
imported from Jewish Christians under the persecution of Zealots. On the other hand, 
Paul was fighting libertinism which existed in the church of Galatia from the 
beginning because of their Hellenistic background. N. Waiter argues that the agitators 
were some of the non-Christian Jews who persecuted the church and intended to 
abolish the circumcision-free Christian mission. 12 Most commentators, however, 
believe that the agitators were Jewish Christians. 13 
6 F. C. Baur, Paul, the Apostle of Jesus Christ (London: Williams & Norgate, 1876), 105-
145. 
7 Paul's opponents in Ga1atia are traditionally called judaizers, but Barclay (Obeying, 36, n. 
1) and Dunn (TP LG, 1 0) appropriately criticize this label. The term "the agitators" is Paul's own 
language about his opponents in Galatia, found in 1. 7 and 5.10 (cf. 5.12). 
8 J. Munck, "The Judaizing Gentile Christians," in Paul and the Salvation of Mankind 
(London: SPCK, 1959), 87-134. 
9 Munck, "The Judaizing Gentile Christians," 132. 
10 W. Schmithals, "The Heretics in Galatia," in Paul and the Gnostics (Nashville: Abingdon, 
1972), 13-64. 
11 R. Jewett, "The Agitators and the Galatian Congregation," NTS 17 (1971), 198-212. 
12 N. Waiter, "Paulus und die Gegner des Christusevangeliums in Ga1atien," in L 'Ap6tre 
Paul, edited by A. Vanhoye (Leuven: Leuven University Press, 1986), 351-356. 
13 E.g. Barclay, Obeying, 86-87; J. Bligh, Galatians (London: St. Paul, 1969), 35; F. F. 
Bruce, Commentary on Galatians (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1982), 25-27; Dunn, Galatians, 11; I.-
G. Hong, The Law in Galatians (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1993), 120; G. Howard, Paul (Cambridge: 
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We have also seen some investigations into the letter to the Galatians by 
means of the rhetorical approach. 14 Pioneering rhetorical criticism to the letter, H. D. 
Betz claims that Galatians is an "apologetic letter'' 15 Although Betz's analysis has 
been welcomed by some scholars, 16 a considerable number of scholars have criticised 
his analysis. Some scholars claim that the letter is a letter belonging to the deliberative 
genre. 17 J. D. Hester considers that it is an "epideictic letter''18 R. Longenecker argues 
that Paul's letter to the Galatians is a "rebuke-request" letter. 19 However, R. D. 
Anderson argues that the letter cannot be classified into any one of the three most 
popular rhetorical genres (apologetic, deliberative, epideictic)20 Recently P. Kern also 
challenges the widely accepted view that the letter to the Galatians should be 
understood in light of Graeco-Roman rhetorical handbooks21 He claims that the letter 
CUP, 1979), 1-19; W. G. Kummel, Introduction to the New Testament (London: SCM, 1975), 298-
301; Longenecker, Ga/atians, xcv; G. Luedemann, Opposition to Paul in Jewish Christianity 
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 1989), 99-103; J. L. Martyn, Galatians (New York: Doubleday, 1997), 
120-126; F. J. Matera, Galatians (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 1992), 10; H. Ridderbos, The 
Epistle of Paul to the Churches ofGalatia (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1953), 16-18; E. P. Sanders, 
Paul, the Law, and the Jewish People [hereafter PUP] (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1983), 18. 
Interestingly, J. B. Tyson ("Paul's Opponents in Galatia," NovT 10 (1968), 241-254) argues that 
Paul's opponents in Galatia are Jewish Christians native to Galatia. F. R. Crownfield ("The Singular 
Problem of the Dual Galatians," JBL 64 (1945), 491-500) clain1s that Paul's opponents in Galatia 
are Jewish Christian syncretists. 
14 For recent scholarship, see R. D. Anderson, Ancient Rhetorical Theory and Paul 
(Kampen: Pharos, 1996), 111-167; P. Kern, Rhetoric and Ga/atians (Cambridge: CUP, 1998), 43-
56. 
15 H. D. Betz, "The Literary Composition and Function of Paul's Letter to the Galatians," 
NTS 21 (1975), 354; idem, Galatians (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1989), 14-25. 
16 In particular, B. H. Brinsmead, Galatians (Chico: Scholars Press, 1982). 
17 D. E. Aune, The New Testament in Its Environment (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1987), 
203; J. Fairweather, "The Epistle to the Galatians and Classical Rhetoric: Parts 1 & 2," Tynda/e 
Bulletin 45 (1994), 1-38; idem, "The Epistle to the Galatians and Classical Rhetoric: Part 3," 
Tynda/e Bulletin 45 (1994), 213-243; R. G. Hall, "The Rhetorical Outline for Galatians," JBL 106 
(1987), 277-287; G. A. Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation through Rhetorical Criticism 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1984), 144-152; J. Smit, "The Letter of Paul to 
the Galatians," NTS 35 (1989), 1-26; Ben Witherington Ill, Grace in Galatia (Edinburgh: T. & T. 
Clark, 1998). 
18 J. D. Hester, "Placing the Blame," in Persuasive Artistry, edited by D. F. Watson 
(Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1991), 281-307; idem, "The Use and Influence of Rhetoric in Galatians 
2:1-14," TZ 42 (1986), 386-408. 
19 Longenecker, Galatians. It was followed by G. W. Hansen, Abraham in Ga/atians 
(Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1989). 
20 Anderson, Rhetorical, 167. 
21 Kern, Rhetoric and Galatians. 
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cannot be analyzed according to Greco-Roman rhetoric not only because Galatians 
does not conform to Graeco-Roman rhetorical handbooks or to extant speeches but 
also because these handbooks cannot assist the search for a distinctly Pauline 
rhetoric 22 J. L. Martyn contends that the letter is a highly situational sermon.23 
Concerning the current rhetorical approach to the letter, J. D. G. Dunn argues that 
Galatians does not accord closely with any ideal rhetorical type and indicates both a 
danger that analysis of the letter will be too much determined by fitting it on to a grid 
drawn from elsewhere rather than by the natural flow of the argument and a danger 
that too much emphasis on rhetorical considerations may blur the extent to which the 
letter is driven by theological logic and passion 24 
Scholarly attention has also concentrated on a sociological approach to Paul's 
letters 25 Some scholars have focused on Paul's authority in relationship with the 
churches in Galatia. 26 Most interpreters have agreed that one of the critical issues in 
Galatia is the social issue of how Gentiles enter the people of God. 27 Thus, 
commentators have argued that Paul's Gospel of justification by faith is to be 
understood in light of this social issue 28 Many scholars shed some new light on the 
22 Kern, Rhetoric and Galatians, 259. 
23 Martyn, Galatians, 23. 
24 Dunn, Galatians, 20. 
25 E.g. B. Holmberg, Paul and Power (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1980); idem, Sociology and 
the New Testament (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1990); A. J. Malherbc, Social Aspects of Early 
Christianity (2"d ed.; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1983); W. A. Meeks, The First Urban Christians (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1983); J. J. Meggitt, Paul, Poverty and Survival (Edinburgh: T. & T. 
Clark, 1998); J. E. Stambaugh and D. L. Balch, The New Testament in its Social Environment 
(Philadelphia: Westminster, 1986); G. Theissen The Social Setting of Pauline Christianity 
(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1982). For a succinct survey of the field, see S. C. Barton, "The Communal 
Dimension of Earliest Christianity," JTS 43 (1992), 399-427. 
26 H. Schiitz, Paul and the Anatomy of Apostolic Authority (Cambridge: CUP, 1975), 114-
158; N. Taylor, Paul, Antioch and Jerusalem (Sheffield: SAP, 1992), 75-139. 
27 See, in particular, Sanders (PUP, 20) who argues, "The debate in Galatians is a debate 
about 'entry' in the sense of what is essential in order to be considered a member al all" and 
Matera, Galatians, 29-30. 
28 Notably, according to K. Stendahl, the doctrine of justification by faith "was hammered 
out by Paul for the very specific and limited purpose of defending the rights of Gentile converts to 
be full and genuine heirs of the promises of God to Israel" (Paul among Jews and Gentiles 
(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1976), 2). This point has been observed by several other scholars. M. Barth, 
"Jews and Gentiles," JES 5 (1968), 259; J. D. G. Dunn, "The New Perspective on Paul," in Jesus, 
Paul and the Law [hereafter JPL] (Louisville: JKP, 1990), 202; Howard, Paul, 46; Sanders, PUP, 
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issue of Paul's attitude to the law and Judaism and the disputes between Paul and the 
agitators in Galatia by means of such a sociological approach. In particular, Dunn has 
highlighted "the social function of the law" which he believes to be important for 
understanding the mind-set with which Paul is engaging in Galatians29 He argues, 
"Unless this social, we may even say national and racial, dimension of the issues 
confronting Paul is clearly grasped, it will be well nigh impossible to achieve an 
exegesis of Paul's treatment of the law which pays proper respect to historical 
context. "30 Dunn is distinctive in understanding the social function of the law that 
"serves both to identify Israel as the people of the covenant and to mark them off as 
distinct from the (other) nations. "31 In light of the social perspective on the law, Dunn 
understands the works of the law "as not only maintaining Israel's covenant status, but 
as also protecting Israel's privileged status and restricted prerogative."32 Analysing the 
social context of the letter to the Galatians with the help of sociological theories, F. 
Watson argues somewhat differently that the goal of Paul's arguments in the letter was 
that "the church should separate from the Jewish community."33 On the basis of his 
sociological approach to the letter, he also claims, "The essential issue in Galatians is 
thus whether the church should be a reform-movement within Judaism or a sect 
outside it"34 Recently P. Esler has provided a social-scientific reading of Paul's letter 
to the Galatians by employing Mediterranean social-identity theory. 35 In particular, 
18, 159; N. T. Wright, "Justification," in The Great Acquittal, edited by G. Reid (London: Collins, 
1980), 22. 
29 J. D. G. Dunn, "The Incident at Antioch (Gal2.11-18)," in JPL, 129-182; idem, "The 
New Perspective on Paul," 183-214; idem, "The Relationship between Paul and Jerusalem 
according to Galatians 1 and 2," inJPL, 108-128; idem, "Works ofthe Law and the Curse ofthe 
Law," inJPL 215-241. 
30 Dunn, JPL, 219. 
31 Dunn, JPL, 223. 
32 J. D. G. Dunn, The Theology of Paul the Apostle [hereafter TPA] (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1997), 355. 
33 F. Watson, Paul, Judaism and the Gentiles [hereafter PJG] (Cambridge: CUP, 1986), 64. 
34 Watson, PJG, 49. He also argues, "Paul's sole aim in discussing Judaism and the law is to 
maintain and defend the separation of his Gentiles Christian churches from the Jewish community" 
(p. 22). 
35 P. Esler, Galatians (London: Routledge, 1998). See also P. Esler, "Family Imagery and 
Christian Identity in Gal 5:13 to 6:10," in Constructing Early Christian Families as Social Reality 
and Metaphor, edited by H. Moxnes (London: Routledge, 1997), 121-149; idem, "Group 
Boundaries and Intergroup Conflict in Galatians," in Ethnicity and the Bible, edited by M. G. Brett 
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Esler draws attention to the connection between Paul's theology in Galatians and the 
social dimensions of the Galatian context. 
Above all, many significant studies of the letter have concentrated on the 
theological issues in Galatians, such as "Paul and the Mosaic law,"36 the theology of 
Galatians, 37 and the meaning and significance of Epyo: VOIJ.ou38 and n(onc; Xp wmD39 
(Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1996), 215-240; idem, "Making and Breaking an Agreement Mediterranean 
Style," Biblnt 3 (1995), 285-314. 
36 Notably Dunn, JPL, 89-264; Hong, Law; Howard, Paul, 66-82; H. Hiibner, Law in Paul's 
Thought (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1984); H. Riiisiinen, Jesus, Paul and Torah (Sheffield; SAP, 
1992); idem, Paul and the Law (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986); Sanders, PUP. For a comprehensive 
bibliography of works published during 1980-1994, see Paul and the Mosaic Law, edited by J. D. 
G. Dunn (Tiibingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 1996), 335-341. For a concise survey of the subject, see V. 
Koperski, What Are They Saying About Paul and the Law (Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press, 2001). 
37 J. D. G. Dunn, "The Theology of Galatians" in Pauline Theology vol. 1, edited by J. M. 
Bassler (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1996), 125-146; idem, TPLG; B. R. Gaventa, "The Singularity of 
the Gospel," in Pauline Theology vol. 1, 147-159; J. L. Martyn, "Events in Galatia," in Pauline 
Theology vol. 1, 160-179; N. T. Wright, "Gospel and Theology in Galatians," in Gospel in Paul, 
edited by A. L. Jervis and P. Richardson (Sheffield: SAP, 1994), 222-239. 
38 M. Bachmann, "Rechtfertigung und Gesetzeswerke bei Paulus," TZ 49 (1993), 1-33; 
idem, "4QMMT und Galaterbrief, ma'ase hatorah und ERGA NOMOU," ZNW89 (1998), 91-113; 
C. E. B. Cranfield, '"The Works of the Law' in the Epistle to the Romans," JSNT43 (1991), 89-
101; Dmm, JPL, 215-241; idem, "Yet Once More- 'The Works of the Law'," JSNT 46 (1992), 99-
117; D. P. Fuller, "Paul and 'the Works of the Law'," WTJ 38 (1975), 28-42; L. Gaston, "Works of 
the Law as a Subjective Genitive," in Paul and the Torah (Vancouver: University of British 
Columbia Press, 1987), 100-106; R. H. Gundry, "Grace, Works, and Staying Saved in Paul," Bib 
66 (1985), 1-38; D. Moo, "Law, Works of the Law, and Legalism in Paul," WTJ 45 (1983), 73-
100; T. R. Schreiner,"'Works of the Law' in Paul," NovT 33 (1991), 217-244; H. Hiibner, "Was 
heifit bei Paulus 'Werke des Gesetzes'?" in Glaube und Eschatologie, edited by E. Grasser et al, 
123-133 (Tiibingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 1985); H. B. P. Mijoga, "The Pauline Notion of 'Deeds of the 
Law'," (Ph. D. Dissertation, The Catholic University of America, 1995); 1. B. Tyson, '"Works of 
Law' in Galatians," JBL 92 (1973), 423-431. 
39 D. A. Campbell, The Rhetoric of Righteousness in Romans 3.21-26 (Sheffield: JSOT 
Press, 1992), 58-69; idem, "Romans 1.17," JBL 113 (1994), 265-285; idem, "False 
Presuppositions in the Ilii:TI~ XPII:TOY Debate," JBL 116 (1997), 713-719; B. Corsani, "EK 
Ilii:TEOI: in the Letters of Paul," in The New Testament Age, edited by W. C. Weinrich, vol. 1 
(Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 1984), 87-93; W. Dalton, Galatians Without Tears 
(Collegiville, MN: Liturgical Press, 1992) 41-46; B. J. Dodd, "Romans 1:17 ," JBL 114 ( 1994), 
470-473; J. D. G. Dunn, "Once More, Ili~TII: XPI~TOY," in Pauline Theology vol. 4, edited by E. 
E. Johnson and D. M. Hay (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1997), 61-81; J. Dunnill, "Saved by Whose 
Faith?" Colloquium 30 (1998) 3-25; L. T. Johnson, "Romans 3:21-26 and the Faith of Jesus," CBQ 
44 (1982), 77-90; R. A. Harrisville Ill, "Ilii:TII: XHPI~TOY," NovT36 (1994), 233-241; D. M. 
Hay, "Pistis as 'Ground for Faith' in Hellenized Judaism and Paul," JBL 108 (1989), 461-476; R. 
B. Hays, The Faith of Jesus Christ (Chico, CA: Scholars Press, 1983); idem, "Jesus' Faith and 
Ours," in Conflict and Context, edited by M. L. Branson & R. R. Patilla (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
1986), 257-268; idem, "Ili~TII: and Pauline Christology," in Pauline Theology vol. 4, 35-60; M. D. 
Hooker, "TIII:TII: XPII:TOY," NTS 35 (1989), 321-342; G. Howard, "Faith of Christ," ABD 2.758-
760; A. J. Hultgren, "The Pistis Christou Formulations in Paul," NovT 22 (1980), 248-263; L. E. 
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Most important of all has been the extensive reassessment of Paul's view of the law 
and of his attitude to first century Judaism. Before the ground-breaking book of E. P. 
Sanders (i.e. Paul and Palestinian Judaism) appeared,40 it was widely accepted that 
first-century Judaism was a legalistic religion in which one earned righteousness 
before God through meritorious observance of the law. 41 Luther himself understood 
first-century Judaism to be legalistic in light of his struggle with a tormented 
conscience and a works-righteousness orientation of sixteenth-century Roman 
Catholicism. Recent studies argue, however, that the imposition of the interpretive 
grid of the Reformers, especially by Luther, does not do justice to the issue of Paul 
and the law. The long-maintained view that first-century Palestinian Judaism taught 
that one could earn righteousness through meritorious works of the law has come 
under severe criticism notably by K. Stendahl,42 E. P. Sanders,43 J. D. G. Dunn,44 H. 
Raisanen,45 and F. Watson46 The challenge of recent studies has resulted in a 
"paradigm shift"47 in understanding the nature of first-century Palestinian Judaism. 
Keck, "'Jesus' in Romans," JBL 108 (1989), 443-460; V. Koperski, "The Meaning of Pis/is 
Christou in Philippians 3.9," Louvain Studies 18 (1993), 198-216; B. W. Longenecker, "Defining 
the Faithful Character of the Covenant Community," in Paul and the Mosaic Law, 75-98; idem, 
"Pistis in Romans 3.25," NTS 39 (1993), 478-480; idem, The Triumph of Abraham 's God 
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1998), 95-115; R. Longenecker, Galatians, 87-88, 93-94; Matera, 
Ga/atians, 100-102; Martyn, Ga/atians, 263-275; S. K. Stowers, "EK IIl1;TEQ1; and ~IA TH~ 
IIl1;TE81; in Romans 3:30," JBL 108 (1989), 665-674; I. G. Wallis, The Faith of Jesus Christ in 
Early Christian Traditions (Cambridge: CUP, 1995); S. K. Williams, "Again Pistis Christou," CBQ 
49 (1987), 431-447; idem, "The Hearing ofFaith," NTS35 (1989), 82-93. 
40 E. P. Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism [hereafter PPJ] (Philadelphia: Fortress, 
1977). According to Sanders, the first century Palestinian Judaism could be characterized as 
"covenantal nomism": "Briefly put, covenantal nomism is the view that one's place in God's plan is 
established on the basis of covenant and that the covenant requires as the proper response of man 
his obedience to its commandments, while providing means of atonement for transgression" (p. 75). 
For a full summary, see pp. 180-182 and 422. 
41 However, there have been several scholars who did not follow the line ofLuther. E.g. M. 
Barth, "The Kerygma of Galatians," Int 21 (1967), 131-146; C. G. Montefiore, Judaism and St. 
Paul (London: Max Goschen, 1914); Stendahl, Paul. 
42 
"The Apostle Paul and the Introspective Conscience of the West," HTR 56 (1963), 199-
215. 
43 PPJ; PUP. 
44 JPL. 
45 Paul. 
46 PJG. 
47 The term is used by R. Jewett in "The Law and the Coexistence of Jews and Gentiles in 
Romans," lnt 3 9 (1985), 341. 
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Moreover, recent studies of Paul's view of the law brought about a "new 
perspective"48 on the nature and role of the law in first-century Palestinian Judaism49 
Recently J. L. Martyn produced a provocative and paradigm-shattering 
commentary on Galatians. Since it is impossible in this short review to do justice to 
the rich texture of Martyn's superb commentary,50 it is sufficient to point out some 
major themes pertinent to the present study. Martyn effectively raises the 
consciousness of Pauline scholarship to the presence of apocalyptic theology in 
Galatians. He interprets Paul's letter to the Galatians as Paul's proclamation of the 
apocalyptic gospel of God's invasion into the world through Christ (cf. Comment #4). 
Concerning Paul's apocalyptic theology in Galatians Martyn concludes, 
"God would not have to carry out an invasion in order merely to forgive erring human 
beings. The root trouble lies deeper than human guilt, and it is more sinister. The whole of 
humanity- indeed, the whole of creation (3:22)- is, in fact, trapped, enslaved under the 
power of the present evil age. That is the background of God's invasive action in his 
sending of Christ, in his declaration of war, and in his striking the decisive and liberating 
blow against the power of the present evil age. "51 
He also understands the apocalyptic motif of God's sending forth his Son to liberate 
those who were enslaved under the power of the law as the theological centre of 
Galatians52 The apocalyptic motif of God's invasive action to liberate humanity from 
the power of the present evil age is carried throughout the commentary. 
In his recent studies on Galatians, furthermore, Martyn convincingly 
demonstrates that Galatians presents the reader with "apocalyptic antinomies" (e.g. 
antinomies between "the world" and "new creation," between "the Spirit" and "the 
Flesh") which owe their birth to God's new creation53 He argues that the framework 
48 See Dunn, "Perspective," 183-214. 
49 For recent critical evaluations of Sanders' portrayal of Palestinian Judaism (i.e. 
"covenantal nomism") and the "new perspective," see A. A. Das, Paul, the Law, and the Covenant 
(Peabody, Massachusetts: Hendrickson, 2001); S. J. Gathercole, "After the New Perspective," (Ph. 
D. Thesis, University of Durham, 2001); Justification and Varigated Nomism, edited by D. A. 
Carson, et a! (Tiibingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 2001). For further, see Gathercole, "After the New 
Perspective," 25-30. 
5° For a fme review, see G. N. Stanton, "Review of Galatians (1. L. Martyn)," JTS 5! 
(2000), 264-270. 
51 Martyn, Ga/atians, I 05. 
52 Martyn, Galatians, 388. 
53 Martyn, "Apocalyptic Antinomies," in Theological Issues in the Letters of Paul 
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1997), 111-123. 
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of the world-view of Paul in Galatians is represented in the "antinomy"s4 between "the 
power of the cosmos" and "the power of God. ,ss The power of God manifested 
through his sending of Christ and the Spirit destroys the power of the cosmos (e.g. the 
present evil age, sin, and elements of the world) and sets one free from it. According 
to Martyn, the antinomy between the cosmos and God is clearly present both in 3.19-
4.7 where God's victory over the anti-God powers is described (Comment #41, 42) 
and in 6. 15 where "the disappearance of the old antinomies" by the new creation is 
expressed (Comment #51). 
In his provocative study on Galatians, The Triumph ofAbraham 's God, B. W. 
Longenecker highlights the eschatological or apocalyptic dimension of Paul's thought 
in Galatians. He contends as follows: 
"Paul's conviction concerning the obliteration of one 'world' and its replacement by 
another lies at the heart of his programme in Galatians, and is arguably fundamental to the 
whole of Pauline theology. Eschatological eruption is not for Paul about the introduction 
of a new religious configuration on to the scene of world history. Instead, it is about God's 
triumph over competing suprahuman forces, about God's invasion into the order of this 
world in order to set things aright in a new sphere of existence where God's reputation as 
the cosmic sovereign is vindicated."56 
This theme is developed in chapter 3 and is linked to all other features of this book. In 
Chapters 4 and 7 Longenecker deals with Paul's understanding of the triumph of God 
in relation to Christian moral identity. In Chapters 5 and 6 he investigates "the way in 
which Paul imagines God's triumph in Christ to relate to God's dealing in history -
with Israel (chapter 5) and in relation to the law (chapter 6)." 
From this very brief survey of recent studies on Galatians, one can observe 
that rhetorical and sociological approaches have shed some fresh light on the 
interpretation of the letter. Above all, we may notice that the theological reading of the 
letter plays a pivotal role in interpreting Galatians not only because the issue at stake 
in Galatia seems primarily theological but also because Paul's argument in Galatians 
54 For Martyn's idiosyncratic definition of the term, see Martyn, Galatians, 570, n. 79 and 
587. Martyn (Ga/atians, 23) notes the distinction between antithesis and antinomy in an 
idiosyncratic way. I prefer to use the term "antithesis" in the present study. 
55 Martyn, "Events in Galatia," 179. 
56 Longenecker, Triumph, 3. 
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is theological in nature57 We may also note that, among recent Galatian studies, the 
most crucial debate has concentrated on the theological issues of the letter. 
The present study is motivated by the potential of Gal 5.2-6 to contribute to 
recent scholarship of Galatians. There are two important reasons why 5.2-6 needs a 
detailed investigation for the purpose of contributing to recent studies of Galatians. 
The first reason is that a striking feature, that is, six "antitheses" emerge prominently 
in 5 .2-6. These antitheses have not been given sufficient recognition in the history of 
interpretation of Galatians and should therefore be given more attention than they have 
received. The second reason is that insufficient recognition has been given to the 
passage itself In 5.2-6 there are some other important issues and problems treated 
insufficiently and inadequately in the history of interpretation of Galatians. Therefore, 
Galatians 5.2-6 needs a fresh study. To the elaboration of these two reasons we now 
turn. 
1. 1. Antitheses in Galatians 5.2-6 
A unique feature of Gal 5.2-6 is the appearance of a number of antithetical 
oppositions. It is striking that Paul has in mind six antitheses in 5.2-6. It might at once 
be said that these antitheses are not very clear, except the antithesis in 5.6. And it is 
true that Paul does not use his typical "antithesis formula" ouK (oooE:, outE) A &.Ua. B 
(Gal 1.1, 12; 4.7, 31; 5.6; 6.12, 15) in the passage, except in 5.6. Nevertheless, the 
other five antitheses become more apparent when we analyse Paul's argument 
carefully. 58 
First, it is clear that Paul opposes circumcision through the contrast between 
circumcision and Christ (5.2-3). Paul tells the Galatians, "I6E Eyw ITa.GA.oc;; A.Eyw ~l.v 
on En~V 1TEpl'"CEIJ.VT]08E, XpLOn)c;; UIJ.&c;; OOOEV w<flEA~OEL (5.2). He further says, 
IJ.O:pn)pOIJ.O'.L OE 1TUALV 1TO'.VtL &.v8puJrr4> 1TEpltE1J.VOIJ.EV4> on o<flELAEtT]c;; EOtLV OAOV tOV 
57 Most commentators have agreed that the subject of the letter is theological in nature. 
Notably, Dunn, JPL, 242; Esler, Galatians, 176. According to Martyn (Galatians) and Longenecker 
(Triumph), apocalyptic theology is the Leitmotif of Galatians. 
58 While N. Schneider (Die rhetorische Eigenart der paulinischen Antithese (Tiibingen: 
Mohr-Siebeck, 1970) comprehensively investigates the rhetorical characteristics of the Pauline 
antithesis, it is astonishing that he does not notice the other five antitheses in 5. 2-5. 
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v61lov noLfimu (5.3). Here Paul means that circumcision forfeits the benefits of Christ 
(5.2) and makes those who want to undergo circumcision debtors obliged to do the 
entire law (5.3). But Christ is of sufficient benefit to the uncircumcised believers. 
Thus, Paul contrasts circumcision and Christ in terms of "benefit" in 5.2-3; 59 the 
benefit of Christ is contrasted with the uselessness of circumcision through the 
intentional word-play between w<f>EA:r]oEL and o<f>ELAETT)~ 60 
Second, it is equally obvious in 5.4a and 5.4b that Paul persuades Galatians 
who want to be justified EV vow~ not to rely upon the law for their justification by 
contrasting the law with Christ in terms of "sphere of influence. "61 Paul says, 
KCXXTJPY~8T)tE &.no XpLDwO, o'LnvE~ E:v VOIJ.u;> OLK!XLo0o8E. Here Paul implies that 
justification Ev VOIJ.u;> means to be alienated from Christ (Ev VO!l4J vs. Ev XpwtQ; Ev 
VOIJ.4J =&.no XpwtoD). How can Paul contrast Ev VOIJ.4J with Ev XpwtQ? What does it 
mean to be Ev XpwtQ against Ev VO!l4J? What does Paul intend to convey by the 
antithesis? 
Third, Paul sets the law (5.4b) in antithesis with grace (5.4c). Here Paul says, 
o'(nvE~ EV VO!l(\l OLKIXLOU08E, tfi~ xapL'W~ E~EnEO!XtE. Tfi~ xapLto~ E~ETTEO!XtE denotes 
that the Galatians' attempt to depend upon the law is resulting in their separation from 
grace. Thus Paul contrasts the law with grace as two mutually exclusive foundations 
of justification62 How does Paul contrast the law with grace as two antithetical bases 
of justification? 
59 While J. M. Gundry-Volf(Paul and Perseverance (Tiibingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 1990), 208) 
does not develop the antithesis, she correctly notes it: "The benefit which the Galatians might think 
to derive from circumcision is here played off against the benefits which Christ bestows." 
60 Paul contrasts circumcision with Christ by creating a phonetic parallel between w!jJEA~OEL 
and o<j>ELA.hT]c;. Probably phonetic parallelism is one ofhis literary styles (e.g. Rom 5.15-19). Several 
scholars have observed the word play. E.g. Dunn, Galatians, 265; Howard, Paul, 16; Liihrmann, 
Galatians, 81; Matera, Galatians, 182; Witherington, Grace, 368. 
61 K. Snodgrass, "Spheres of Influence," JSNT32 (1988), 93-113. 
62 This is properly pointed out by Betz, Galatians, 261; E. D. Burton, A Critical and 
Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1921), 275, 277; 
Dunn, Galatians, 269; R. Y. K. Fung, The Epistle to the Galatians (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
1988), 223-224; J. Moffatt, Grace in the New Testament (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1932), 
182; F. Mufiner, Der Galaterbrief (Freiburg: Herder, 1974), 349; A. Oepke, Der Brief des Paulus 
an die Galater (3d ed. revised by 1. Rohde; Berlin: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 1973), 119; 
Gundry-Volf, Paul and Perseverance, 213; Raisanen, Paul, 162; S. Westerholm, Israel's Law and 
the Church's Faith (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1988), 113. 
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Fourth and fifth, two other antitheses can be drawn by inference: the 
antithesis between the law and the Spirit (5.4-5); the antithesis between the law and 
TILanc; (5.4-5). Paul says, ~1-LElc; yap TIVEUI..la.n EK TILOtEwc; EATILOa. OLKa.LoauvT)c; 
nTIEKOEX01..1E8a.. It is generally agreed that 5.5 is in contrast to 5.463 The yap (5.5) 
introducing an argument e contrario64 explains why those who want to be justified E:v 
V01..14J are separated from Christ and have fallen from grace. It is because by the Spirit 
and TILanc; "we," in contrast to those who want to be justified E:v V01..14J, are waiting for 
the hope of righteousness. Here, it seems that Paul deliberately contrasts o'CtwEc; with 
~1-LElc; switching the third person plural pronoun to the first person65 Moreover, he 
contrasts "the law" with "the Spirit" and TILanc; as the basis of justification because 
according to Paul's gospel the Spirit and TILanc;, not the law, is the sufficient basis of 
justification66 In other words, 5.5 is antithetical to 5.4 because 5.5 explains why the 
law is not the valid basis of justification by indicating the two antithetical bases of 
justification, i.e. the Spirit and TILanc; 67 In short, in 5.4-5 Paul sets the law in 
antithesis both with the Spirit and with TILanc; as incompatible grounds of justification. 
Sixth, as indicated earlier, the antithesis between "circumcision vs. 
uncircumcision" and TILanc; is clear in 5.6. Paul says, E:v yap Xpwn~ 'll)aou outE 
1TEpLtol..l~ "CL LOXUEL OU"CE nKpopuar(a. nU& 1TLOnc; OL' ayci.TIT)c; EVEPYOUI..LEVT). Here Paul 
implies that TILanc; has completely nullified the old epoch's distinction between 
63 This has been supported by a good number of scholars. E.g. D. C. Arichiea and E. A. 
Nida, A Translators Handbook on Paul's Letter to the Galatians (New York: United Bible Societies, 
1976), 123; BAGD, p. 152, Bruce, Galatians, 231; Burton, Ga/atians, 278; Dunn, Galatians, 269; 
Fung, Ga/atians, 224; Hong, Law, 57; T. Martin, "Apostasy to Paganism," JBL 114 (1995), 457; 
Martyn, Galatians, 472; A. L. Mulka, "Fides Quae Per Caritatem Operatur," CBQ 28 (1966), 185 
(174-188); Mufiner, Galaterbrief, 349-350; Ridderbos, Galatia, 189. Cf. NIV. 
64 See Burton, Galatians, 278; Fung, Galatians, 224. 
65 Cf. Burton, Galatians, 277; Martyn, Galatians, 472; Mufiner, Galaterbrief, 349. 
66 C. Kruse, Paul, the Law, Justification (Leicester: Apollos, 1996), 102; Mufiner, 
Galaterbrief, 349-350. 
67 Burton (Galatians, 278) argues, "The whole sentence introduced by yap is an argument e 
contrario, confirming the assertion of v.4 by pointing out that we, i.e., we who hold the gospel of 
grace, look for the realisation of our hope of righteousness, not in law, Ev vo~<.y, but on the one side 
by the Spirit of God and on the other through faith." Cf. Fung, Ga/atians, 227; J. B. Lightfoot, St. 
Paul's Epistle to the Galatians (3'c! ed.; London: Macmillan, 1869), 204; Mufiner, Galaterbrief, 350. 
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circumcision and uncircumcision. Paul contrasts "circumcision/uncircumcision" with 
nCanc; as the two contrasting foundations of righteousness. 68 
To sum up, although five of the antitheses are not clearly set out as antitheses, 
we can speak quite appropriately of the six antitheses clearly present in 5.2-6. 
Although the six antitheses overlap in one way or another, each antithesis has 
distinctive significance and function 69 The six antitheses are as follows: 
1. The antithesis between circumcision and Christ (5.2-3) 
2. The antithesis between the law and Christ (5.4b vs. 5.4a) 
3. The antithesis between the law and grace (5.4b vs. 5.4c) 
4. The antithesis between the law and the Spirit (5.4-5) 
5. The antithesis between the law and nCanc; (5.4-5) 
6. The antithesis between "circumcision/uncircumcision" and nCanc; (5.6) 
Paul thus makes a sharp distinction between two sets of concepts. On the one 
side stand the law and circumcision; on the other side Christ, grace, the Spirit, and 
nCanc;. It seems that Paul intentionally formulates the six antitheses both to summarise 
his previous argument and to express his theological conviction about circumcision, 
justification, the law, Christ, grace, the Spirit, and the mission to the Gentiles. It 
appears that the antitheses were devised by Paul not only to fight against "another 
gospel" (1.6) showing that circumcision and the law are no longer in effect for 
justification but also to persuade the Galatians not to follow the agitators' gospel. The 
antitheses play a very important role in understanding the issues at stake in Galatia 
(e.g. circumcision, justification). It is also possible that Paul expresses the antitheses 
in order to resolve the pivotal issue at stake in Galatia: what are the legitimate 
conditions on which Gentiles enter the people of God? According to Paul's gospel, 
neither circumcision nor the law but Christ (Christ's salvific benefits, Christ as the 
sphere of justification, Christ's faithfulness), God's grace, the Spirit are the valid 
68 Notably J. D. G. Dunn, '"Neither Circumcision nor Uncircumcision, but ... ' (Gal. 5.2-
12; 6.12-16; cf. 1 Cor. 7.17-20," [hereafter "Circumcision"] in La Foi Agissant par L'amour, 79-
110; Martyn, Galatians, 472-473. 
69 We will deal with the distinctive feature and function of each antithesis in the next 
following chapters. Dunn ("Circumcision") says, "In 5.2-6 circumcision is set in antithesis with 
Christ" (p. 79) in light of his understanding that the summary antithesis between circumcision and 
Christ is repeated in 5.3-4 (p. 85) and Christ is the key term elaborated by the complementary terms 
"grace", "Spirit" and "faith" (p. 95). While it is true that these terms are eo-related each other, each 
has distinctive feature and function, as we shall see later. 
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soteriological bases of justification. The major function of the antitheses seems to be 
to resolve the crisis in Galatia, i.e. the apostasy of the Galatians and the agitators' 
"another gospel" (1.6-9). 
Even such a brief introduction is sufficient to indicate that these antitheses are 
very significant for interpreting Paul's theology and his view of salvation and the law 
in Galatians. The antitheses are very significant in understanding Paul's view of the 
law and the theology of Galatians not only because the antitheses seem to crystallise 
the issues of the law and circumcision, but also because Paul's argument to the 
Galatians and the theology of Galatians could be represented and summarised in these 
antitheses. It might be thus said that the six antitheses would be "interpretive clues" 
for understanding Paul's view of the law in Galatians and for the substance of the 
theology of Galatians, the solution of the crisis in Galatia, and the answer to the issues 
at stake in Galatians. Therefore, we will need to enquire more closely, particularly 
within the body of the letter, as to what fuller theology lies behind these six antitheses. 
It is necessary for us, then, to clarify as much as possible the following questions in 
order to address the issue of the antitheses in 5.2-6: 1) the force of each antithesis; 2) 
the function of the antitheses in regard to the crisis in Galatia and the issues at stake in 
Galatia as illuminated by the rest of the letter to the Galatians; 3) the significance of 
the antitheses for Paul's view of circumcision and the law, the theology of Galatians, 
his mission to the Gentiles, his rejection of "the other gospel," and his critique of first 
century Palestinian Judaism. Given 5.2-6 is summing up the rest ofPaul's argument in 
Galatians (§ 1.2.), therefore, the antitheses can be illuminated by the rest of the 
argument. 
In spite of the significance and prominence of these antitheses in 5.2-6, as 
already noted, very few have paid attention to them. Of course, many interpreters have 
dealt with the antitheses in the Pauline letters (in particular in Galatians), such as the 
antithesis between the law and Christ, 70 between the works of the law and n(anc;,71 
70 E.g. J. C. Beker, Paul the Apostle (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1984), 47-56; T. L. Donaldson, 
"Zealot and Convert," CBQ 51 (1989), 655-682; Gaventa, "Singularity," 147-159. 
71 Most commentaries and Riiisiinen, Paul, 162-198; G. N. Stanton, "The Law of Moses 
and the Law of Christ," in Paul and the Mosaic Law, 101-116. For a survey of the history of 
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between "the flesh" and the Spirit,72 between, "the letter" and the Spirit,73 and 
between cosmos and new creation74 Nevertheless, almost no commentator has 
addressed efficiently the antitheses in 5.2-6 as a whole in relation to the crisis in 
Galatia and the issues at stake in the letter75 Nor has anyone explained satisfactorily 
the implications of the antitheses for the interpretation of Galatians. While Dunn 
rightly notes in 5.2-6 the antithesis between circumcision and Christ in terms of 
"identity marker,"76 he does not explain satisfactorily both the other antitheses and the 
significance of the salvific benefit of Christ for Paul's opposition to circumcision. 
Fung observes the antithesis between circumcision and Christ stating that 5.3 
"expresses an irreconcilable antithesis between circumcision and (faith) in Christ as 
two entirely different modes of receiving 'profit' (AV, RV) or 'benefit' (NASB) 
which are mutually exclusive and cannot be superimposed on each other."77 While 
Fung notes the antithesis in terms of two mutually exclusive modes of receiving 
benefit, however, he fails to notice that the antithesis is to be understood as two 
incompatible soteriological bases of receiving benefit, not as anthropological method. 
In other words, Paul does not contrast the Galatians' circumcision with their faith in 
Christ. As we shall see later (§2.2.), rather, he sets circumcision in antithesis with 
Christ as two antithetical soteriological bases of salvation. Although Watson also 
observes the antithesis, he misses the point that the benefit of Christ (Christ) is the 
interpretation, see A. B. Caneday, "The Curse of the Law and the Cross," (Ph. D. Dissertation, 
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, 1992), 12-52. 
72 Barclay, Obeying, 178-215; W. B. Russell III, The Flesh/Spirit Conflict in Galatians 
(Lanham: University Press of America, 1997). 
73 E. g. A. J. Dewey, Spirit and Letter in Paul (Lewiston, NY: Edwin Mellen Press, 1996); S. 
Grindheim, "The Law Kills But the Gospel Gives Life," JSNT 84 (2001), 97-115; S. J. Hafemann, 
Paul, Moses and the History of Israel (Hendrickson: Peabody, 1996); E. Kiisemann, "The Spirit and 
the Letter," in Perspectives on Paul (London: SCM, 1969), 138-166; 0. F. M. Schneider, "The 
Meaning of St. Paul's Antithesis 'the Letter and the Spirit," CBQ 15 (1953), 163-207; S. 
Westerholm, "Letter and Spirit," NTS30 (1984), 229-248; idem,Israel's Law, 209-216. 
74 Martyn, "Apocalyptic Antinomies," 111-123. 
75 Dunn ("Circumcision," 80) is exceptional when he expounds the antithesis between 
circumcision and Christ and in relation to the situation in the Galatian churches. 
76 Dunn, Galatians, 265; idem, "Circumcision," 92-97. 
77 Fung, Galatians, 222. 
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ultimate theological reason of the incompatibility between Christ and circumcision. 78 
It is thus fair to say that virtually all commentators have failed to explicate both that 
Paul contrasts circumcision and Christ in terms of "benefit" and that the salvific 
benefit of Christ is the most important theological ground of Paul's rejection of 
79 
ctrcumctsiOn. 
Several commentators have observed the antitheses between "the law" and 
"Christ" and between "the law" and "grace" in 5.4,80 and the antithesis between 
"circumcision/uncircumcision" and n(anc; in 5.6. 81 Surprisingly, few commentators 
have noted the contrast between "the law" and "the Spirit and n(anc;" (5.4-5) in terms 
of soteriological basis of justification. 82 Nevertheless it seems that most interpreters 
have failed to expound the antitheses efficiently and satisfactorily in light of "God's 
eschatalogical saving act"83 through Christ and the Spirit. At the same time, they have 
not paid sufficient attention to the antithesis between "the law" and "Christ" as 
mutually exclusive sphere of justification84 and the antithesis between "the law" and 
"grace" as two conflicting bases of justification. J. L. Martyn has rightly drawn 
attention to the antinomies between "the world" and "new creation" between "the 
Spirit" and "the Flesh" and the two antithetical spheres of existence colurnnized under 
the categories of the present and heavenly Jerusalems both in his provocative article, 
78 On the contrary Watson argues, "Christ is incompatible with circumcision not because 
'Christ' involves a theological principle ... Paul here grounds his insistence on the incompatibility 
of allegiance to Christ with membership of the Jewish community not on rational theological 
argument but on his apostolic authority" (PJG, 69). As we shall see (§2.2.2.), this argument cannot 
be sustained because he fails to appreciate the theological significance of the benefits of Christ for 
Paul's rejection of circumcision. 
79 As we shall see later (§2.2.2.), in Galatians Paul explains why it is unnecessary and 
useless for the Galatians to accept circumcision on the basis of the salvific benefits of Christ. 
80 Seen. 62. 
81 Dunn, Ga/atians, 271; idem, "Circumcision," 101-104; Fung, Ga/atians, 228; Martyn, 
Galatians, 4 72-4 73. 
82 Burton, Galatians, 278; Fung, Galatians. 227; Mufiner, Galaterbrief, 349. Unfortunately, 
however, they did not elucidate the antithesis. 
83 God's eschatological saving acts in Ga1atians are as follows: God's calling (1.6; 5.8; cf. 
5.13); God's revealing rr[anc; (3.23); God's sending his Son and the Spirit of his Son into the 
present evil age (4.4-6); God's knowing (4.9); God's new creation (6.15). 
84 While D. Guthrie, Galatians (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1973), 129) and H. Schlier (Der 
Brief an die Galater (5th ed.; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1971), 232-233) note the 
contrast between kv VDIJ.<.o,> and kv Xpwn-i), they did not elaborate the antithesis. 
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"Apocalyptic Antinomies" and his recent commentary of Galatians. But Martyn has 
not satisfactorily tackled the antitheses in 5.2-6. He has failed to note that the six 
antitheses summarise Paul's exposition about "new pairs of opposites" (e.g. 
circumcision vs. Christ; the law vs. Christ, the law vs. grace; the law vs. the Spirit; the 
law vs. n(anc;; "circumcision/uncircumcision" vs. n(anc;) which owe their birth to 
God's eschatological saving act through Christ and the Spirit ( 4.4-7) and the advent 
and revelation of n(anc; (3.23-25). Therefore, it is fair to say that almost all 
interpreters have not provided a satisfactory explanation regarding the force and 
function of the six antitheses in relation to the crisis and the issues in Galatia, their 
significance for Paul's view of circumcision, the law, and first century Palestinian 
Judaism, and their implications for the interpretation of Galatians and Pauline 
interpretation. This justifies a close inspection ofthe six antitheses in 5.2-6. 
1. 2. Insufficient Recognition Given to Galatians 5.2-6 
In addition to the antitheses, in Gal 5.2-6 one can find several significant data 
that motivate an investigation into the text. In 5.2-6 Paul focuses on the pivotal issues 
at stake in Galatia85 The passage tackles the issue of circumcision first (5.2-3), which 
is the real bone of contention in Galatians. It is also to be noted that in 5.4-6 Paul 
solemnly answers the central issue at stake in Galatia: what is the soteriological 
ground of the justification of Gentile believers? In the passage, moreover, there is 
significant vocabulary that encapsulates various central and pivotal terms appearing in 
the rest of the letter: 
a. Circumcision (2.3, 7, 8, 9, 12; 6.12, 13, 15- 5.2-3) 
b. Beingjustified (2.16, 17, 21, 3.11, 24- 5.4) 
c. Righteousness (2.21; 3.6, 21 - 5.5) 
d. Law (2. 16, 19, 21; 3.2, 5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 21, 23, 24; 4.4, 5, 21; 
5.14, 18, 23; 6.2, 13- 5.3, 4) 
e. Christ(l.l,3,6, 7, 10, 12,22;2.4, 16, 17, 19,20,21;3.1, 13, 14, 16,24,26, 
27,28,29;4.14, 19;5.1,24;6.2, 12, 14, 18-5.2,4,6) 
f. Grace (1.3, 6, 15; 2.9, 21; 6.18- 5.4) 
85 See H. Boers, The Justification ofthe Gentiles (Peabody: Hendrickson, 1994), 74-75. 
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g. Faith (1.23; 2.16, 20; 3 .2, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12, 14, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26; 5.22; 6.10- 5.5, 
6) 
h. The Spirit (3.2, 3, 5, 14; 4.6, 29; 5.16, 17, 18, 22, 25; 6.1, 8, 18- 5.5) 
1. Love (2.20; 5.13, 14,22- 5.6) 
Furthermore, one can note the uniqueness of the passage in various ways. Dunn states 
that 5.1-12 is "a passage almost unique within Paul's letters in its passionate 
forcefulness, in its polarization of choice, and in its dismissal of those opposing 
him."86 As Smit rightly notes, Gal 5.2-6 is a summing-up passage "in which Paul 
undisguisedly and very emphatically clarifies what is at stake. To this end he briefly 
enumerates the most important con cl us ions of his entire argument. "87 As Betz 
perceptively observes, Gal 5.5-6 "consists of a series of dogmatic formulaic 
expressions, which function as abbreviations of dogmatic statements."88 It should be 
noted that Gal 5.5-6 is a doctrinal statement that sums up Paul's theological conviction 
and arguments in the letter. 89 In this passage Paul uses the Pauline emphatic E.yw (5.2) 
and several formulas of solemn affirmation ("IoE E.yw Ilo:DA.o<;; A.Eyw UflLV on in 5.2 
and flO:p-cupof.iO:L oE: mfhv in 5.3). Most importantly, Gal 5.2-6 seems to contain the 
truth of Paul's gospel because "the truth" in 5. 7 might refer to what Paul has said in 
5.2-6. In spite of the significance of 5.2-6 for the interpretation of Galatians, it has 
been neglected in the studies of Galatians. While a few scholars such as Betz, 
Longenecker, and Smit have rightly offered hints at the summational force and broader 
hermeneutical significance of Gal 5.2-6 (or 5.5-6), no one has explored it in depth 
They have failed to explain that the six antitheses play a role as the summary and 
conclusions of Paul's argument in Galatians and hermeneutical key for the 
interpretation of Galatians. 
86 Dunn, Galatians, 260. 
87 Smit, "The Letter of Paul to the Galatians," 19. 
88 Betz, Galatians, 262. 
89 Longenecker (Ga/atians, 228) argues, "Paul sets out in vv. 5-6 a series of brief positive 
statements that are, in fact, largely a resume or precis of what he said before in the propositio (2.15-
21) and probatio (3 .1-4.11 ). " H. Hiibner, (Biblische Theo/ogie des Neuen Testaments: Band 2 
(Gottingen: Vandehoeck & Ruprecht, 1993), 101-102) notes that Gal 5.5-6 is "eine ganze 
Dogmatik in nuce." Burton (Galatians, 279) also speaks of 5.6: "For the disclosure of the apostle's 
fundamental idea of the nature of religion, there is no more important sentence in the whole epistle, 
if, indeed, in any of Paul's epistles. Each term and construction of the sentence is significant." 
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In light of a bibliographical survey of Galatian studies, moreover, it can be 
fairly stated that scholarly works of Galatians have paid little attention to Gal 5.2-6 as 
a whole. 90 In proportion to the abundant studies of the rest of the letter, only a few 
studies have dealt specifically with 5.2-6. In the last decades, many Galatian studies 
have concentrated on passages or verses within 1.1-5.1 and 5.7-6.18. Many studies 
have dealt with Paul's autobiography in chs. 1-291 Attention has focused on the 
significance of the Jerusalem conference,92 the Antioch incident,93 and the theological 
content of 2.15-21. 94 In addition to these, there are many other studies dealing with 
historical, rhetorical, and theological issues related to chs. 1-2. 95 Moreover, many 
90 F. J. Matera observes that in recent years many Galatian studies have dealt with chs. 1-4, 
whereas few have been concerned with the material in chs. 5-6 ("The Culmination of Paul's 
Argument to the Galatians," JSNT32 (1988), 79). 
91 F. F. Bruce, "Further Thoughts on Paul's Autobiography," in Jesus und Paulus, edited by 
E. E. Ellis and E. Grasser (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1975), 21-29; S.-B. Choi, "Die 
Wahrheit des Evangeliums: eine Traditionsgeschichte Untersuchung von Gal 1 und 2," (D. Th. 
Thesis, Ebehard-Karls-University Tiibingen, 2001); B. R. Gaventa, "Galatians I and 2," NovT 28 
(1986), 309-326; P. E. Koptak, "Rhetorical identification in Paul's Autobiographical Narrative," 
JSNT 40 (1990), 97-113; G. Lyons, Pauline Autobiography (Atlanta: Scholars, 1985), 123-176; K.-
Y. Na, "The Meaning of Christ in Paul: A Reading ofGalatians 1:11-2:21 in the LightofWilhelm 
Dilthey's Lebensphilosophie," (Ph. D Dissertation, Emory University, 2001); J. T. Sanders, "Paul's 
'Autobiographical' Statements in Galatians 1-2," JBL 85 (1966), 335-343; J. S. Vos, "Paul's 
Argumentation in Galatians 1-2," HTR 87 (1994), 1-16. 
92 F. F. Bruce, "The Conference in Jerusalem," in God Who is Rich in Mercy, edited by P. T. 
O'Brien and D. G. Peterson (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1986), 195-212. 
93 S. Agourides, "Peter and Paul in Antioch (Galatians 2,11-21)," in The Truth of the 
Gospel, 59-76; P. C. Bottger, "Paulus und Petrus in Antiochen," NTS 37 (1991), 77-100; S. A. 
Cummins, Paul and the Crucified Christ in Antioch (Cambridge: CUP, 2001); Dunn, "The Incident 
at Antioch (Gal 2.11-18)," 3-57; B. Holmberg, "Jewish versus Christian Identity in the Early 
Church?" Rev Bib 105 (1998), 397-425; T. Holtz, "Der antiochenische Zwischenfall (Galater 2.11-
14)," NTS 32 (1986), 344-361; P. Richardson, "Pauline Inconsistency," NTS 26 (1979-80), 347-
362; E. P. Sanders, "Jewish Association with Gentiles and Galatians 2.11-14," in The Conversation 
Continues, edited by R. T. Fortna & B. R. Gaventa (Nashville: Abingdon, 1990), 170-188; A. 
Wechsler, Geschichtsbi/d und Aposte/streit (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1991 ), 296-398. 
94 H. Boers, "We Who Are by Inheritance Jews; Not From the Gentiles, Sinners," JBL 111 
(1992), 273-281; W. G. Kiimmel, '"Individualgeschichte' und 'Weltgeschichte' in Gal. 2:15-21," 
in Christ and the Spirit in the New Testament, edited by B. Lindars and S. S. Smalley, 157-173 
(Cambridge: CUP, 1973); J. Lambrecht, "The Line of Thought in Gal. 2.14-21," NTS 24 (1977), 
484-495; idem, "Paul's Reasoning in Galatians 2:11-21 ," in Paul and the Mosaic Law, 53-74; idem, 
"Transgressor by Nullifying God's Grace," Bib 72 (1991), 217-236; H. Raisanen, "Galatians 2.16 
and Paul's Break with Judaism," NTS 31 (1985), 543-5 53. 
95 E. Baasland, "Persecution," Studia Theo/ugica 38 (1984), 135-150; R. E. Ciampa, The 
Presence and Function of Scripture in Galatians 1 and 2 (Tiibingen: Mohr-Sibeck, 1998); B. J. 
Dodd, "Christ's Slave, People Pleasers and Galatians 1.10," NTS 42 (1996), 90-104; P. Fredriksen, 
"Judaism, the Circumcision of Gentiles, and Apocalyptic Hope," JTS 42 (1991), 533-564; E. 
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studies have attempted to tackle several important issues in 3.1-5.1: the elements of 
the world,96 the Spirit,97 and the Hagar-Sarah allegory. 98 Furthermore, there are many 
other studies dealing with part of the section 3.1-5.1.99 Moreover, quite a good 
Griisser, "Das eine Evangelium. Hermeneutische Erwiigungen zu Gal1,6-10," ZTK66 (1969), 306-
344; R. G. Hamerton-Kelly, "Sacred Violence and 'Works ofthe Law'," CBQ 52 (1990), 55-75; K. 
Kertelege, "The Assertion of Revealed Truth as Compelling Argument in Galatians 1:10-2:21," 
Neat 26 (1992), 339-350; G. D. Kilpatrick, "Peter, Jerusalem and Galatians 1:13-2:14," NovT 25 
(1983), 318-326; J. Knox, "On the Meaning of Galatians 1:15," JBL 106 (1987), 301-304; B. 
Lategan, "Is Paul Defending His Apostleship in Galatians?" NTS 34 (1988), 411-430; B. H. 
McLean, "Galatians 2.7-9 and the Recognition of Paul's Apostolic Status at the Jerusalem 
Conference," NTS 37 (1991), 67-76; D. J. Verseput, "Paul's Gentile Mission and the Jewish 
Christian Community," NTS 39 (1993), 36-58; M. Winger, "Tradition, Revelation and Gospel," 
JSNT 53 (1994), 65-86. 
96 C. E. Arnold, "Returning to the Domain of Powers," NovT 38 (1996), 55-76; A. J. 
Bandstra, The Law and the Elements of the World (Kampen: J. H. Kok, 1964); Longenecker, 
Triumph, 47-58; D. R. Bundrick, "Ta Stoicheia tau Kosmou (Ga14:3)," JETS 34 (1991), 353-364; 
E. Schweizer, "Slaves of the Elements and Worshipers of Angels," JBL 107 (1988), 455-468. 
97 H. D. Betz, "In Defense of the Spirit," in Aspects of Religious Propaganda in Judaism and 
Early Christianity, edited by E. S. Fiorenza (Notre Dame, IN: Notre Dame University Press, 1976), 
99-114; idem, "Spirit, Freedom, and Law," 145-160; C. H. Cosgrove, The Cross and the Spirit 
(Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 1988); R. Lemmer, "Mnemonic Reference to the Spirit as a 
Persuasive Tool," Neat 26 (1992), 359-388; D. J. Lull, The Spirit in Ga/atia (Chico: Scholars Press, 
1980); H. T. Neumann, "Paul's Appeal to the Experience of the Spirit in Galatians 3.1-5," Journal 
of Pentecostal Theology 9 (1996), 53-69. 
98 C. K. Barrett, "The Allegory of Abraham, Sarah, and Hagar in the Argument of 
Galatians," in Rechtfertigung, edited by J. Friedrich et a/ (Tiibingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 1976), 1-16; C. 
H. Cosgrove, "The Law Has Given Sarah No Children (Gal. 4:21-30)," NovT 29 (1987), 219-235; 
S. M. Elliott, "Choose Your Mother, Choose Your Master," JBL 118 (1999), 661-683; G. Galitis, 
"Gesetz und Freiheit: Die Allegorie von Hagar und Sara in Gal 4,21-5,1," in La Foi Agissant par 
L 'amour, 41-69; K. H. Jobes, "Jerusalem, Our Mother," WTJ 55 (1993), 299-320; R. N. 
Longenecker, "Graphic Illustrations of a Believer's New Life in Christ," RevExp 91 (1994), 183-
199; F. S. Malan, "The Strategy of Two Opposing Covenants," Neat 26 (1992), 425-440; J. L. 
Martyn, "The Covenants of Hagar and Sarah," in Faith and History, edited by J. T. Caroll et al 
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990), 160-192 - revised in Issues, 191-208; A. C. Perriman, "The 
Rhetorical Strategy of Galatians 4:21-5:1," Evangelical Quarterly 65 (1993), 27-42; M. G. 
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In contrast to plentiful studies focusing on chs. 1.1-5.1 and 5. 7-6.18, there are 
only a few studies dealing with 5.2-6. 108 Those works, however, have not sufficiently 
and satisfactorily tackled questions and problems posed by the section, in particular 
the six antitheses. Although there are a good number of articles and books dealing 
with specific parts of the section such as 5.3, 109 5.6, 110 these studies have not covered 
the section completely. Moreover, while scholars have attempted to elaborate several 
specific issues in 5.2-6, such as the tension between 5.3 and 5.14111 and the antithesis 
between circumcision and Christ, 112 there are some other important issues and 
problems treated insufficiently and inadequately in the section, such as circumcision, 
the benefits of Christ, the force of Paul's argument in 5.3, the meaning of TI(onc; in 
5. 5-6, the theme of Gal 5.2-6, and the rhetorical function of 5.2-6 within Galatians. 
Although commentaries on Galatians of course have dealt with the passage, they also 
have not properly or satisfactorily addressed some of the significant problems posed 
(Nashville: Abingdon, 1996), 62-82; Stanton, "The Law of Moses and the Law of Christ," 99-116; 
J. G. Strelean, "Burden-Bearing and the Law of Christ," JBL 94 (1975), 266-276; M. Winger, "The 
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et Theologica 7 ( 1977), 31-42. 
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Journal12 (1991), 151-183; K. Kertelege, "Gesetz und Freiheit im Galaterbrief," NTS30 (1984), 
382-394; J. Lambrecht, "Abraham and His Offspring," Bib 80 (1999), 525-536; idem, "Paul's 
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by 5.2-6 as a whole. As far as I know, there is not a scholarly article tackling 
satisfactorily the antitheses in 5.2-6. 113 Although A Saldanha's doctoral thesis is a 
detailed study of the section, it deals primarily with the concept of freedom. 114 
Unfortunately, this study does not cover sufficiently several important issues pertinent 
to 5.2-6, such as the six antitheses, circumcision, the benefit of Christ, and the 
meaning of n(anc; references in 5.5-6. In short, Galatians 5.2-6 is a passage most 
insufficiently treated in the history of the interpretation of Galatians. Since insufficient 
recognition has been given to Gal 5.2-6, there is need for a detailed investigation of 
Gal 5 .2-6, which justifies the present study. 
1. 3. Conclusion 
The passage Gal 5.2-6, which seems to be neglected in the studies of 
Galatians, can shed fresh light on the interpretation of Galatians and thus contribute to 
scholarship of Galatians. In particular, this study attempts to contribute to better 
understanding of some important issues in Galatians, particularly the six antitheses, 
the agitators' theological rationale for circumcision, the reason for the Galatians' 
acceptance of circumcision, the salvific benefits of Christ, Paul's view of the law and 
circumcision in Galatians, justification EV VOfl(J,l and EV Xpw-rc{), n(anc; Xpw-roO, and 
the interpretation of Paul's antithesis between justification by Epycx VOf.!ou and 
justification by nCanc; Xpwwu. Moreover, I will attempt to suggest the potential 
implications of Gal 5.2-6 for Pauline interpretation as well as the interpretation of 
Galatians. In particular, I would like to suggest some implications for the 
interpretation of issues such as the truth of Paul's gospel in Galatians, Paul's 
theological view on salvation history in Galatians, Paul's critique of the law in 
Galatians, the rhetorical function of Gal 5.2-12 within Galatians, the theme of 5 .2-6, 
Paul's critique of first century Palestinian Judaism, Paul's mission to the Gentiles, and 
the meaning of n(anc; Xp wwu. 
113 Although Dunn does not tackle all the issues raised above in his article ("Circumcision"), 
his article is an excellent study focusing on the antithesis between circumcision and Christ in 5.2-6. 
114 A. Saldanha, "The Concept of Freedom in Galatians," (Ph. D. Thesis, Katholieke 
Universiteit Leuven, 1994). 
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CHAPTER2 
THE ANTITHESIS BETWEEN 
CIRCUMCISION AND CHRIST 
Circumcision is one ofthe crucial issues at stake in Galatians (cf. 2.3-5, 12; 
5.2, 3, 6, 11; 6.12, 13, 15). When Paul preached "the gospel of Christ" (1. 7) to the 
Galatians, they welcomed Paul and the gospel (4.13-15). But after he left them, the 
agitators (5.12) came along and preached "another gospel" (1.6). In particular, the 
agitators were trying to compel Paul's Galatian converts to get circumcised ( 6.12). 1 
Since the Galatians were convinced by the agitators' persuasiveness (5. 7), they 
intended to accept circumcision (5.2-3). Paul considered it a crisis not only because 
it is apostasy (1.6) but also because his ministry for them might be wasted (4.11; cf. 
2.2). He was perplexed about the Galatians (4.20). Undoubtedly, the issue of 
circumcision was so sensitive for Paul because "the truth ofthe gospel" (2.5, 14; cf. 
4.16; 5.7) and his ministry were put in danger because of the agitators' success in 
persuading the Galatians to undergo circumcision (5.2-3). 
It is striking that Paul attempts to solve the issue of circumcision by setting 
circumcision and Christ in sharp antithesis - "I<'>E Eyw llaDA.o<; A.E.yw Uf.LLV on Erxv 
lTEpl1'Ef.LVT)09E, Xp LO"C(x; 4-t&<; OUOEV w<flEA ~OEL. f.L!Xp"CUpOf.LIXL DE mfALV lTIXV"Cl &vepwm.p 
1TEpL"CEf.LVOf.LEV4J Otl o<fJELAE"CT)c; EO"CLV OAOV n)v VOf.LOV lTOLfjOIXL ("Listen! I, Paul, am 
1 Although many aspects of the agitators' gospel are unclear, there is little doubt that 
circumcision was an important component of the agitators' gospel. There are two indications. It can 
be safely inferred from 5.2-3 that the Galatians intended to be circumcised because they were 
persuaded by the agitators' demand of circumcision. In 6.12-13 it is apparent that the agitators in 
Galatia were teaching that the Galatians must get circumcised. They were trying to compel the 
Galatians to be circumcised (6.12). And also they wanted the Ga1atians to be circumcised so that 
they could boast about the circumcision of the Galatians (6.13). So rightly Barclay, Obeying, 45-60; 
idem, "Mirror-Reading a Polemical Letter," JSNT31 (1987), 88; F. F. Bruce, "Galatian Problems," 
BJRL 53 (1970-71), 263-266; Dunn, "Circumcision," 79; Hong, Law, 114-116; Martyn, Ga/atians, 
290-294, 560-561; J. L. Sumney, 'Servants of Satan', 'False Brothers' and Other Opponents of Paul 
(Sheffield: SAP, 1999), 134-159. 
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telling you that if you are circumcised [because of the agitators' teaching of 
circumcision], Christ will not benefit you. Once again I testify to every man who is 
circumcised that he is obliged to obey the entire law"- 5.2-3). 2 Circumcision is set in 
antithesis with Christ: for the Galatians to be circumcised would mean that they 
forfeit the salvific benefits Christ brought them. It does not seem that the rite of 
circumcision is contrasted to Christ (a person). Rather, the two terms (circumcision 
and Christ) represent larger complexes of belief and praxis and the larger complexes 
are summarised in the antithesis; the two terms encapsulate the agitators' gospel of 
circumcision and Paul's gospel of Christ. 3 It is important for us, then, to clarify as 
much as possible the force and function ofthe antithesis. Moreover, the antithesis is 
important for understanding why Paul opposed the circumcision of the Galatians. 
A review of the history of interpretation of Gal 5.2-3 reveals that most 
commentators (especially German) have not addressed the force and function ofthe 
antithesis between circumcision and Christ in 5.2-3. While Dunn, Fung, and Watson 
note the antithesis, 4 they do not explain satisfactorily the meaning, function, and 
significance of the antithesis. As we shall see later (§2.2.2.), in particular, Pauline 
scholars have failed to expound the salvific benefit of Christ (Xpwro~ u1 .. ux~ oucSl:v 
wcpEA~OEL) as Paul's ultimate theological basis for his opposition to circumcision. 
In order to clarify the issue of circumcision in Galatia and the significance of 
the antithesis, first of all, it is necessary to investigate the agitators' theological 
rationale for their demand for the circumcision of the Galatians. 5 This is essential 
because the agitators' theological rationale is important for understanding why 
circumcision was such a sensitive issue for Paul, why Paul strongly opposed the 
2 Biblical translations are those of the author unless otherwise indicated. 
3 Dunn, "Circumcision," 80. 
4 See §1.1. 
5 It is to be borne in mind that the antithesis between circumcision and Christ was set forth 
not directly against the view of Second Temple Judaism concerning circumcision, but against the 
agitators' rationale for circumcision. It is widely recognised that Paul's arguments concerning the 
law (e.g. the works of the law and circumcision) were formulated in dialogue and dispute not with 
non-Christian Jews, but with fellow Christian Jews. This is a methodological agreement among the 
participants in the Third Durham-Tiibingen Research Symposium on Earliest Christianity and 
Judaism held in Durham on September, 1994. See J. D. G. Dunn, "In Search of Common Ground," 
in Paul and the Mosaic Law, 310. It is also recognised by other scholars. E.g. Fuller, "Paul and 'the 
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agitators' argument for circumcision, and why the Galatians were accepting 
circumcision. Second, we must clarify why Paul opposes the circumcision of the 
Galatians. Paul attempts to persuade the Galatians to reject circumcision both by 
warning of two fatal consequences of accepting circumcision (the forfeiture of 
Christ's benefit- 5.2 and to become OtPELAEtT}c;; oA.ov tov VOjlOV noLfjaa.L - 5.3) and by 
reminding them of the salvific benefits Christ gave them. 6 We will examine each 
aspect in turn. 
2. 1. Tllne Agitator§' Tllleonogican lRationane for Circumd§ion 
The aim of this section is to clarify the agitators' theological rationale for 
circumcision. The agitators were not arguing in a vacuum. As we attempt to 
understand the agitators' rationale adequately, therefore, we need to see the 
Scripture's view of circumcision to which they must have appealed. 7 In addition, we 
should investigate their immediate predecessors' and their contemporaries' view of 
circumcision that might have influenced the agitators' view. When investigating the 
agitators' rationale, we are not so much concerned with their political or social 
reason (6.12) because it is not directly related to the present study. 8 Rather our 
primary focus is on their theological rationale not only because Paul's letter is 
concerned with it but also because it caused the problem of circumcision in Galatia. 
A good number of proposals concerning the agitators' rationale for 
circumcision have been suggested9 But none ofthe proposals is entirely satisfactory. 
Although most commentators, notably Dunni 0 and Barclay, II rightly point out that 
Works of the Law'," 28-42; Hong, Law, 192; Martyn, Ga/atians, 470-471; Matera, Ga/atians, 32; 
Sanders, PLJP, 19, 46. 
6 That Christ bestows benefits is a logical inference drawn from the fact that Christ will be 
of no benefit. 
7 Barrett ("The Allegory," 15) argues, "The adversaries did not act out of mere personal 
spite or jealousy; they held a serious theological position which they supported by detailed biblical 
arguments." See also Longenecker, Triumph, 129-130. 
8 For the agitators' political rationale, see Jewett, "Agitators," 198-212. Jewett argues that 
the agitators preached circumcision because of the persecution of Zealots who were hostile to any 
Christian Jews who had fellowship with uncircumcised Gentiles. 
9 For helpful survey of scholars' proposals concerning the agitators' strategy for 
circumcision, see Barclay, Obeying, 47-52; Hansen, Abraham, 170-171. 
10 Dunn, "Circumcision," 82-92; idem, TPLG, 29-31. 
11 Barclay, Obeying, 47-60. 
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the agitators demanded ctrcumctston of the Galatians because it is an "identity 
marker" of God's people and a condition of full membership into the covenant 
community, they have not provided a satisfactory explanation concerning the salvific 
efficacy and benefit of circumcision as the agitators' most important theological 
rationale for circumcision (§2.1.3.)12 It is thus necessary to investigate the agitators' 
theological rationale. 
2. 1. 1. Circumcision as the Sign of the Eternal Covenant Defining the Identity 
of God's People 
The first reason for the agitators' demand for the circumcision of the 
Galatians no doubt was the belief that circumcision is the covenant sign between 
God and God's people, which defines the identity of the covenant people of God. 
Probably they found support in Gen 17.10-14 for this rationale: 13 "Every male 
among you shall be circumcised. You shall circumcise the flesh of your foreskins, 
and it shall be a sign of the covenant between me and you ... So shall my covenant 
be in your flesh an everlasting covenant. Any uncircumcised male who is not 
circumcised in the flesh of his foreskin shall be cut off from his people; he has 
broken my covenant" (NRSV). In particular, they must have appealed to Gen 17.11. 
It is clear in the passage that circumcision is "the sign of the covenant" (n'"l~ nit()14 
between God and Abraham and his descendants. Circumcision was both a token that 
testifies a special covenant relationship between God and Israel and a symbol that 
12 According to Barclay's and Hansen's survey of scholars' proposals, we cannot find any 
proposal which paid due attention to the salvific efficacy and benefits of circumcision as explaining 
the agitators' strategy. 
13 Dunn regards Gen 17 as "the constitutional document of circumcision" ("What was the 
Issue between Paul and 'Those of the Circumcision'?" in Pau/us und das antike Judentum, edited by 
M. Hengel and U. Heckel (Tiibingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 1991), 303). Barclay (Obeying, 54 and p. 54, n. 
53) writes, "The explicit connection in the Genesis text between circumcision, Abraham and 
covenant ensured the frequent association of these themes in Jewish theology as can be seen in a 
wide range of Jewish literature, both from Palestine and from the Diaspora." See also S. McKnight, 
A Light among the Gentiles (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1991), 79. For further bibliography, seep. 79, n. 
8. For the close relationship between circumcision and the Abrahamic covenant, see Hansen, 
Abraham, 171-174. 
14 For a detailed study of circumcision as the sign of the covenant, see M. V. Fox, "Sign of 
the Covenant," RB 81 (1974), 557-596. 
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reminds the Jews of their consecration and commitment to Godi 5 Furthermore, the 
agitators might have had a view similar to that of the author of Jubilees. The 
significance of Abraham's circumcision (Gen 17) as the sign of covenant is 
elaborated in Jub. 15.25-34. According to Jub.15, circumcision is the covenant sign 
showing that the circumcised belong to the Lord (Jub. 15.26). The author ofthe book 
urges Jews of his day to maintain circumcision so that they might not be uprooted 
from the land (15.28). So, the author finds the reason for circumcision in Gen 17 and 
urges the Jews of his day to keep the covenant forever because it is the mark of the 
covenant between the Lord and the sons of Israel. 16 
Furthermore, it is to be noted that circumcision is the everlasting covenant 
(c7ill n~!~ - 17.13; cf. 17.7, 19)17 between God and Abraham. The offspring of 
Abraham throughout their generations (17.9; cf. 17.12) should keep the covenant not 
only because it is God's commandment (~i1?~n iW~ ~n~i~ - 17.10) but also because 
not to keep it would result in being cut off from God's people (17.14). The 
significance of Abraham's circumcision (Gen 17) as the eternal covenant was again 
elaborated in Jub. 15.25-34. According to the passage, the covenant of circumcision 
is for all the generations because it is an eternal ordinance (Jub. 15.11, 14, 25, 28, 
29). The author of Jubilees says, "This law is for all the eternal generations and there 
is no circumcising of days and there is no passing a single day beyond the eight days 
because it is an eternal ordinance ordained and written in the heavenly tablets" (Jub. 
15 .25). Predicting that the sons of Israel will deny circumcision, moreover, the 
author warns that there is no forgiveness for those who deny circumcision (Jub. 
15.33-34). 
The significance of circumcision as the eternal covenant commanded by God 
culminates in the Maccabean revolt. The revolt was caused by the attempt oflsrael's 
Syrian overlords to destroy Israel's national and religious uniqueness by prohibiting 
15 Cf. N. M. Sama, Genesis (New York: JPS, 1989), 125, 385-387; G. J. Wenham, Genesis 
(Dallas, Texas: Word, 1994), 23-24. 
16 Dunn ("Circumcision," 83) states, "The elaboration of the importance of circumcision in 
Jub. 15.25-34 is only a more extreme expression of the attitude already implicit in Gen. 17." 
17 Fox ("Sign of the Covenant," 588) correctly notes, "The circumcision is a permanent, 
eternal sign, irradicable and irreversible both in the life of the individual and in the course of 
generations." 
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the practice of circumcision (1 Mace. 1.15, 48, 60-61; 2 Mace. 6.10; 4 Mace. 4.25). 
Antiochus stipulated that the Jews were "to leave their sons uncircumcised" (1 Mace. 
1. 48), and "they put to death the women who had their children circumcised, and 
their families and those who circumcised them; and they hung the infants from their 
mothers' necks" (1 Mace. 1.60-61). In spite of the persecution the Maccabeans 
circumcised by force the uncircumcised children within the borders of their land (1 
Mace. 2.46). In brief, circumcision as the everlasting covenant commanded by God 
is the reason why Jews during the Maccabean period continued to practise 
circumcision in spite of persecution. 
The agitators presumably derived their rationale for their demand of the 
circumcision ofthe Galatians from Gen 17.9-14, possibly also Jub. 15.25-34 and the 
Maccabean tradition. On the basis of the texts and in line with the Maccabean 
tradition, the agitators could argue that if the Galatians want to become the covenant 
people of God, they should get circumcised because circumcision is the sign of the 
covenant between God and God's people that must be kept forever by the people of 
God. 18 Moreover, like the author of Jubilees, the agitators might have said that 
circumcision is the sign of the covenant testifying that the circumcised belong to 
God, and thus become the members ofthe people of God. 
Furthermore, it seems that the agitators demanded the Galatians to get 
circumcised because circumcision was an identity marker of God's people. Although 
there are various significant aspects of Jewish circumcision (cf Philo, Spec. Leg. 
1.1-11)/9 its more fundamental role was an identity marker of the Jews within 
Judaism. The role of circumcision as an identity marker of the covenant people was 
vividly expressed when the Jews encountered "uncircumcised" nations, especially 
the Philistines (Judg 14.3; 15.18; 1 Sam 14.6; 17.26, 36; 31.4; 2 Sam 1.20; 1 Chr 
10.4). The Philistines were simply called "the uncircumcised" (C'"'J~;:t - Judg 14.3; 
18 Barclay (Obeying, 53) likewise maintains, "Armed with such unambiguous texts the 
agitators could readily demonstrate that, to share in the Abrahamic covenant and the Abrahamic 
blessing (Gen 12.3; 18.18, etc.), the Galatians needed to be circumcised; indeed, such was the 
command of God in their Scripture." See also Sanders, PUP, 18. 
19 R. G. Hall ("Circumcision," ABD 1.1026) notes various connotations of circumcision: 
marriage and fertility, covenant making, deliverance from evil, suitability for participation within 
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15.18; 1 Sam 14.6; 31.4; 1 Chr 10.4; lit. the "foreskin") distinguished from the 
circumcised Jews. It is striking that the Egyptians were designated as a•t,J~;:t (Ezek 
32.21; cf 32.19), despite the fact that they practised circumcision (Jer 9.25-26). 
Moreover, foreigners were simply characterised as c•'?J~ (Ezek 28.1 0; 31.18; 32.24, 
25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 32; 44.7, 9). We can infer from these texts that Jews regarded 
circumcision as the marker of the covenant people and the uncircumcised as aliens 
from the covenant community. In other words, for Jews circumcision was a 
distinctive marker of the children of Israel which distinguished them from other 
peoples designated as "the uncircumcised." 
This significance of circumcision as an identity marker of Jews continued 
through the Second Temple period. As noted earlier, in the Maccabean period 
circumcision became a still more distinctive marker of Jews. 2° Furthermore, we can 
substantiate the point by comparing Jewish circumcision with the circumcision 
practice of other nations, such as Egypt and Arabia. While Egyptians, Arabs and 
other surrounding nations (e.g. Colchians, Ethiopians) also practised circumcision 
(Jer 9.25-26; Herodotus, Hist. 2.36-47, 104; Philo, Spec. Leg. 1.2; Josephus, Ant. 
1.214; idem, Ag. Ap. 2.141),21 circumcision gave the Jews a sense of national 
identity. It is important to observe in Jub. 15.30 that "the Lord did not draw Ishmael 
and his sons and his brothers and Esau near to himself' despite the fact that they 
were the circumcised sons of Abraham. Moreover, it is noteworthy that the author of 
Jubilees viewed the real people of God as not the sons of Abraham but the sons of 
Israel because God chose Israel that they might be a people for himself (15.28-29). 
The sons of Ishmael and Esau were not called the people of God although they were 
circumcised and were the physical offspring of Abraham. Rather they were called 
Arab and Ishmaelites (20.13). While Roman authors knew the practice of 
circumcision in other countries, moreover, they thought circumcision as a unique 
God's activity, national identity. For a fine discussion ofPhilo's understanding of circumcision, see 
B. R. Braxton, The Tyranny ojResolution (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2000), 150-160. 
20 Dunn, "Circumcision," 84; Meyer, TTEpn4tvw, TDNT, 6. 77-79. 
21 Cf. L. H. Feldman, Jew and Gentile in Ancient World (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1993), 154-155; Sarna, Genesis, 385-386; J. M. Sasson, "Circumcision in the Ancient Near 
East," JBL 85 (1966), 473-476. 
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characteristic of Jewish males. That c1rcumc1s1on IS considered as the most 
characteristic feature of the Jews is found in Petronius' remark ("And please 
circumcise us too, so that we may look like Jews" - Petronius, Satyricon, 102.14). 
Another indication is attested in Tacitus, Hist. 5. 5.2 ("They adopted circumcision to 
distinguish themselves from other people by this difference"). In short, circumcision 
was the unique identity marker of the Jews (the true people of God), which 
distinguished them from other nations (Josephus, Ant. 1.192).22 
The point also can be vindicated by Paul's use ofnEpLtof.J.~. It is important 
for our argument to note that TIEp l'Wfl~ denotes the community of the circumcised, 
i.e. the Jews. Paul identifies the Jews as a people simply as TIEpL'rOfl~ (Rom 3.30; 4.9, 
12; 15.8; Gal2.7, 8, 9; Col3.11). IIEpLtaf.J.~ is used as a distinctive feature standing 
(by metonomy) for the Jews that distinguishes from aKpopuar(a. (Rom 2.26-27; 4.9; 
Gal 2.7; Col 3.11; cf. Eph 2.11). 23 It is probable that Paul takes over the Old 
Testament use of c'','::i~;;t (Judg 14.3; 15.18; 1 Sam 14.6; 31.4; 1 Chr 10.4; Ezek 
28.1 0; 31.18; 32.24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 32; 44.7, 9) and designates the Gentiles 
simply as aKpopuar(a.; from Paul's perspective, the Jews could be categorised simply 
as TIEpLtof.J.~ and the other people as aKpopuarCa.. Moreover, Paul's use ofthe phrases 
oL E:x rrEpLtof.J.il~ (Gal 2.12; Rom 4.12; cf. Acts 10.45; 11.2; Tit 1.10) and oL ovn~ EK 
TIEpLtof.J.il~ (Col 4.11) makes the point all the more forceful. While scholars have 
disputed whether oL EK TIEpLtof.J.il~ refer to either Jewish Christians24 or non-Christian 
22 Fredriksen ("Judaism," 536) notes, "Circumcision is likewise singled out in Hellenistic 
Jewish, pagan, and Christian literature as the premier mark of the Jew, and specifically of the 
convert to Judaism." See also Barclay, Obeying, 56; idem, Jews in the Mediterranean Diaspora 
from Alexander to Trajan (323 BCE-117 CE) (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1996), 411-412; Braxton, 
Tyranny, 133-141; E. J. Christiansen, The Covenant inJudaism and Paul (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1995), 
97-101; Dunn, JPL, 192; Feldman, Jew, 158; McK.night, Light, 79 and other scholars he cites inn. 8; 
E. P. Sanders, Judaism (London: SCM, 1992), 213-214; L. H. Schiffman, "The Rabbinic 
Understanding of Covenant," RevExp 84 (1987), 297; N. T.-L. Yee, '"You Who Were Called the 
Uncircumcision by the Circumcision'," (Ph. D. Thesis, University of Durham, 1999), 99-102. 
23 Dunn, "Circumcision," 82-83. 
24 H. Lietzmann, An die Galater (4th ed. Ttibingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 1971), 14-15; V. M. 
Smiles, The Gospel and the Law in Galatia (Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical Press, 1998), 89-92. 
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Jews, 25 there is little doubt that o \. EX nEp L WIJ f1c; Is used to express those whose 
identity was derived from their circumcision. 26 
To sum up, in light of the observations above, we can conclude that the 
agitators demanded the circumcision of the Galatians because circumcision is the 
sign of the eternal covenant which defines the identity of God's people. So the 
agitators could argue that no Gentile believers become part ofthe covenant people of 
God without first being circumcised. 
2. 1. 2. Circumcision as an Entrance Requirement into the Covenant 
Community 
A second likely reason for the agitators' demand for circumcision of the 
Galatians is that for the Gentiles circumcision is a prerequisite for becoming the 
people of God. The idea had been present before the third century BCE. We find 
several indications supporting this. 27 
First of all, an indication of the entrance of "iin:rl (Gen 17.12) into the 
household of Abraham by means of circumcision is already found in Gen 17.12-13:28 
"Throughout your generations every male among you shall be circumcised when he 
is eight days old, including the slave born in your house and the one bought with 
your money from any foreigner who is not ofyour offspring. Both the slave born in 
your house and the one bought with your money must be circumcised" (NRSV). It is 
important to note that the alien slaves who were not Abraham's physical offspring 
also should be circumcised in order to be included into the household of Abraham. 
25 Bruce, Galatians, 131. 
26 Dunn, "Circumcision," 82. Dunn writes elsewhere ("What was the Issue," 312), "oi. EK 
TTEpLtoflil~, like its synonym, oi. EK tou vOj.J.ou, defines a social identity marked out and bounded by 
law and circumcision in particular. These are phrases denoting ethnic identity; the group's self 
identity arises out of (f:K) their practice of the law and fact of circumcision (covenantal nomism)." 
See also E. E. Ellis, "The Circumcision Party and the Early Christian Mission," in Prophesy and 
Hermeneutic in Early Christianity (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978), 116-117. 
27 It should be noted that we shall focus on the issue ofthe inclusion of"uncirumcised man" 
in the covenant community. For the issue of the relationship between circumcision and women and 
the inclusion of women proselytes, see J. M. Lieu, "Circumcision, Women and Salvation," NTS 40 
(1994), 358-370. 
28 Sarna (Genesis, 236) rightly states, "Genesis 17.9-14 makes circumcision the 
indispensable precondition for admittance into the community of Israel." 
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According to God's command, Abraham circumcised the slaves born in Abraham's 
house and bought with money from any foreigner who was not of his offspring so 
that they might not be cut off from God's people: "all the men of his house, slaves 
born in the house and those bought with money from a foreigner, were circumcised 
with him" (Gen 17.27 - NRSV). So it is clear in Gen 17 that circumcision was also 
required ofthose not descended from Abraham. 
Gen 34. 14-24 is another passage that seems to refer to circumcision as a 
condition of entry into the covenant community for other than Abraham's direct 
descendants. According to the story in the passage, Shechem cannot marry Dinah 
because the sons of Jacob refused to give their sister to one who is uncircumcised. 
They said to Shechem and Hamor, "We cannot do this thing, to give our sister to one 
who is uncircumcised, for that would be a disgrace to us" (34.14 - NRSV). So they 
suggested one condition. "Only on this condition will we consent to you: that you 
will become as we are and every male among you be circumcised, ... and we will 
live among you and become one people" (34. 15-16 - NRS V). Hamor and Hamor's 
son Shechem were pleased with their suggestion and spoke to the men of their city 
that "Only on this condition will they agree to live among us, to become one people: 
that every male among us be circumcised as they are circumcised" (34.22- NRSV). 
So every male who went out of the city gate heeded Hamor and his son Shechem 
was circumcised (34.24). In this story, although the immediate issue was 
intermarriage, it is striking that circumcision determines whether the Shechemites 
can become one people (,~t:t !:1~7 ,J~~:: -34.16, 22) with the descendants of Abraham. 
Here again circumcision is required for the Shechemites as a condition for their 
becoming part ofthe covenant people. 
The same lesson is pressed home in Exod 12.48. In Exod 12.48 
circumcision is again the condition on which an uncircumcised resident alien (i~) can 
celebrate the Passover to the Lord: "If an alien who resides with you wants to 
celebrate the Passover to the Lord, all his males shall be circumcised; then he may 
draw near to celebrate it; he shall be regarded as a native of the land. But no 
uncircumcised person shall eat of it" (NRSV). Note that the one who is circumcised 
can be regarded as a native of the land (f)~;:t n'}~t:t:P ;,:::t\). In other words, for the 
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aliens circumcision is the means by which they may be regarded as the members of 
the covenant community (i.e. Jewish festival community). This indicates that 
circumcision was already a prerequisite for the Gentiles to be considered as the 
members oflsrael. 
This point can be validated by examining the Septuagint's interpretation of a 
formal conversion of many of the Babylonians to Judaism in Esther 8.17. The LXX 
interpreted circumcision as a prerequisite for the Gentiles to become members of 
God's people. The translators of the Septuagint did not follow the Hebrew text. They 
translated c·,;::t~I;1~ as nEp LHEf.!OV"W KO:L Lou6ch(ov. The difference between the 
Hebrew Text and LXX is important for understanding the significance of 
circumcision for the translator of the Septuagint. The addition of the word 
nEp LH~ovro clearly indicates that the translator regarded circumcision as a 
prerequisite for conversion to Judaism. The same point is found in Jdt 14.10 -
"When Achior saw all that the God of Israel had done, he believed firmly in God. So 
he was circumcised, and joined the house of Israel" (nEp LHEf.!HO t~v mxpm tf)c; 
&:Kpopuar(o:c; o:uwu Ko:L npoaHE81l ELc; rov ol:Kov Iapo:11A.); and in Josephus 
Ant.l3.3l9- Aristobulus compelled the Ituraeans to be circumcised and joined them 
to the Jews "by the bond of circumcision." Moreover, the much-quoted story of 
Izates, king of Adiabene, clearly illustrates the point that circumcision was a 
requirement. Influenced by a Jewish merchant, Arlanias, Izates wanted to adopt the 
Jewish way of life, including circumcision, in order to become an authentic Jew (Ant. 
20.38). Arlanias persuaded Izates that he could worship God without being 
circumcised. But Eleazar, a Jew from Galilee who was extremely strict in observance 
of the ancestral laws, urged him to get himself circumcised (Ant. 20.43). He 
compelled lzates to get circumcised because it is commanded in the law (Ant. 20.44-
45). Moreover, the Gentile nations captured by the Jews were required to circumcise 
themselves to remain in their country. For example, Ant. 13.257-258 - Having 
captured the Idumaeans, Hyrcanus "permitted them to live in their country so long as 
they had themselves circumcised." The literature above clearly indicate that for 
Gentiles (proselytes) circumcision was the indispensable precondition for admittance 
into the community of Israel because only circumcision could guarantee membership 
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of the covenant community. 29 There is little doubt, therefore, that circumcision was 
normally required for the Gentiles as a prerequisite for becoming members of the 
covenant people within the later Second Temple period?0 
It is entirely likely, therefore, that the importance of circumcision as a 
prerequisite for becoming a Jew and as the mark of the convert to Judaism was the 
theological rationale of the agitators. They would have insisted that the Galatians 
must enter Israel through circumcision in order to become the people of God;3 ' for 
them salvation is within Israel exclusively. 32 Since the concept of Abraham as the 
29 Fredriksen ("Judaism," 546) concludes, "All the material we have reviewed- biblical and 
extra-biblical Jewish writings, Josephus, the rabbis, and outsiders whether pagan or Christian -
emphasise circumcision as the sine qua non of becoming Jew." 
30 It is disputable whether baptism and sacrifice were normally understood as requirements 
for conversion to Judaism, for the two requirements are not attested in first-century stories of 
conversions such as Joseph and Aseneth and the story of Izates of Adiabene (Cf. J. J. Collins, "A 
Symbol of Otherness," in To See Ourselves as Others See Us, edited by J. Neusner and E. S. 
Frerichs, 163-186 (Chico: Scholars Press, 1985), 171; McKnight, Light, 82-87). But there can be 
little doubt that circumcision was a normal requirement. However, P. Borgen argues, "bodily 
circumcision was not the requirements for entering the Jewish community, but was one of the 
commandments which they had to obey after having received the status of Jews" (Paul Preaches 
Circumcision and Pleases Men (Trondheim: Tapir, 1983), 67). This is followed by T. Laato, Paul 
and Judaism (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1995), 173-174. N. J. McEleney also suggests that it is not 
always necessary for proselytes to be circumcised ("Conversion, Circumcision, and the Law," NTS 
20 (1973-74), 319-341). However, both have not been widely accepted by scholars. For the 
criticism, see J. Nolland, "Uncircumcised Proselytes?" JSJ 12 (1981 ), 173-194. Nolland concludes, 
"We must conclude therefore that none of the texts brought forward stand scrutiny as firm evidence 
for a first-century Jewish openness to the possibility of accepting as a Jewish brother a convert to 
Judaism who felt unable to undergo circumcision" (p. 194). See also M. Hengel and A. M. 
Schwemer, Paul Between Damascus and Antioch (Louisville: Westminster/JKP, 1997), 72. But 
McEleney agrees that circumcision was normally the approved way of a man's becoming a Jew in 
first-century Israel (p. 332). I think Barclay's argument is balanced and convincing. He argues, 
"Although it is possible that in exceptional cases Gentiles could be regarded by Jews as proselytes 
without circumcision, it appears to have been generally recognized that circumcision was a 
necessary and decisive requirement for adopting Jewish identity" (Obeying, 56-57). S. J. D. Cohen 
also concludes, "as far as is known no (non-Christian) Jewish community in antiquity accepted male 
proselytes who were not circumcised" ("Crossing the Boundary and Becoming a Jew," HTR 82 
(1989), 27). See also Donaldson, Paul, 58-60; Feldman, Jew, 299; McKnight, Light, 79-82; Mijoga, 
"The Pauline Notion of 'Deeds of the Law'," 157-162; E. Schiirer, The History of the Jewish People 
in the Age of.lesus Christ (I 75 B. C. -A.D. 135), vol Ill, part 1, revised and edited by G. Vermes, F. 
Millar, and M. Goodman (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1986), 173; E. M. Smallwood, The Jews Under 
Roman Rule (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1976), 205, 383; P. J. Tompson, Paul and the Jewish Law 
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 1990), 88-89. 
31 Jewett ("Agitators," 207) argues likewise, "circumcision was presented as a prerequisite 
for entering fully into Abraham's promise, into the chosen people whom God would spare in the 
parousia." See also T. L. Donaldson, "'The Gospel That I Proclaim among the Gentiles' (Gal 2.2)," 
in Gospel in Paul, 180. 
32 In the Jewish tradition, the description of "being cut off from Israel" as being removed 
from within the boundary of salvation indicates that salvation is within Israel (Gen 17.14; Exod 
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prototypical proselyte was present in Judaism (Jub. 11.15-17; Apoc. Abr. 1-8; 
Josephus, Ant. 1.154ff.; Philo, Virt. 212ff; Gen. Rab. 46.2),33 they may well have 
argued that the Galatians should be circumcised in order to be proselytes as Abraham 
was. At any rate they no doubt argued that the only way for the Galatians who were 
not Abraham's physical offspring ("aliens") to become the members of Abraham's 
family who can inherit the Abrahamic blessings was by accepting circumcision, an 
entrance requirement into the people of God. 
2. L 3. Salvific Effncacy of Cill"cumcision 
A third likely reason for the agitators' imposition of circumcision on the 
Galatians is the salvific efficacy of circumcision. For them circumcision most likely 
had power to achieve salvation and righteousness before God. We will attempt to 
validate the claim by reflecting on the significance of circumcision as a redemptive 
and apotropaic rite within Judaism. Furthermore, the claim can be substantiated by 
several Jewish writings in which salvific efficacy is ascribed to circumcision. And 
also the salvific efficacy of circumcision is reflected in Romans and Acts. Most 
importantly the thought is clearly implied in Galatians. 
2. 1. 3. 1. The §alvific Efficacy ofCircumcision within Judaism 
First of all, the salvific efficacy of circumcision is indicated by the Jewish 
understanding of circumcision as a redemptive rite within Judaism. Circumcision as 
a redemptive and apotropaic rite is hinted in the story of Zipporah's circumcision of 
Moses' son (Exod 4.24-26)?4 There are several issues in the passage, such as the 
meaning of the phrase C'~'T10Q, the identity of the potential victim, and the 
differences between the Hebrew text and LXX35 For the purpose of the present 
inquiry, we will focus on the significance of Zipporah's circumcision of her son. 
Zipporah cut off her son's foreskin (cq~ n~-,.:rn~ n"i=?/1~) because the Lord sought to 
12.15, 19; 30.33, 38; 31.14; Lev 7.20, 21, 25, 27; 17, 4, 9, 10; 18.29; 19.8; 20.3, 5, 6, 17-18; 23.29; 
Num 9.13; 15.30; 19.13, 20; Ezek 14.8). 
33 Barclay (Obeying, 54) argues, "But of particular relevance to the Galatian situation was 
his f Abraham] position as the first proselyte." 
34 See Braxton, Tyranny, 131-132. 
35 See B. S. Childs, The Book of Exodus (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1974) 95-96; J. I. 
Durham, Exodus (Waco, Texas: Word, 1987), 56-59. 
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kill him (Moses or her son). After she performed her son's circumcision, he (the 
Lord) left him alone. It is clear that she performed circumcision to save Moses or her 
son from death. It is important to note that the blood shed at the rite of circumcision 
redeemed him from mortal danger. So we can infer from the story of Zipporah's 
circumcision of her son that the blood shed at the rite of circumcision had a vicarious 
redemptive effect. 36 Moreover, it is likely that the blood of circumcision had the 
same significance as that of the Passover lamb which was of effect for the 
redemption of Israel (Exod 12.13, 22-23)37 As we shall see below, on the basis of 
the text, such a redemptive significance for circumcision was developed and became 
prevalent within Second Temple Judaism. 
The interpretation of Zipporah's circumcision of her son in the Septuagint 
(Exod 4.24-26) makes it probable that circumcision was regarded as a redemptive 
rite in the later Second Temple period. The translator(s) of the Septuagint did not 
follow the Hebrew text. Probably the translator(s) had Moses in mind as the potential 
victim and clearly regarded the angel of the Lord (&yyE'A.oc, Kup l.ou) not the Lord 
(itp~), as the attacker, refusing to follow the clear indication of the Hebrew text 
regarding the identity of the attacker. According to LXX, Zipporah circumcised the 
foreskin of her son and said to the angel that EO"CT) "CO ULIJU "Ci)C. TIEP L "COIJ f)c. wD 
naLMou IJOU (4.25). Then the angel departed from Moses because (c5Lon) she so 
spoke. The translators' departure from the Hebrew text, translating ·~ i1t;1~ t:l'~'TlOQ 
("you are a bridegroom of blood to me") into EO"CT) "Co ULIJU "Ci)C. 1TEp L "COIJ flc. wD 
naLMou IJOU ("the blood of my son's circumcision is staunched"),38 indicates that the 
redemptive blood of circumcision was significant for the translator(s). It is also to be 
noted that the translator(s) put the causal conjunctive c5Lon between the words of 
Zipporah and the departure ofthe angel. This indicates that Zipporah's circumcision 
of her son caused the departure of the angel from her husband and thus saved him 
36 H. P. Smith also notes the redemptive efficacy of the blood of circumcision 
("Ethnological Parallels to Exodus IV. 24-26," JBL 25 (1906), 15). 
37 There are similarities between the two. l) Redemption from death through blood; 2) 
touching with blood (Both used the same verb JJJl- Ex 4.25 and 12.22). Cf. Sama, Genesis, 125. 
38 G. Vermes writes, "Although the sense ofEa-r11 is not at first sight obvious, a similar use 
of '(a-rT]IJ. L in Luke viii. 44 shows that it should be translated 'staunched"' ("Circumcision and 
Exodus IV 24-25," in Scripture and Tradition in Judaism (2nd ed.; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1973), 180). 
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from death39 Thus we can conclude that the Septuagint interpreted Zipporah's 
circumcision ofher son as a redemptive rite for the guilt of Moses. 
The belief in the redemptive efficacy of circumcision was also developed in 
later Judaism. The Targums interpreted Zipporah's circumcision of her son as a 
redemptive rite. 40 Thus, in Tg. Onq. Exod 4.25-26, Zipporah circumcised her son and 
said "May my husband be given to us by the blood of this circumcision" and "But 
for the blood of this circumcision, my husband had merited death." Here it is not 
difficult to think that the blood of circumcision had vicarious redemptive efficacy. 
The point is explicit in Frg. Tg. Exod 4.25 (''Now may the blood of this circumcision 
atone for the guilt of my husband") and 4.26 ("How beloved is the blood of this 
circumcision which has saved my husband from the hand of the Angel of Death"). 
The same thought is indicated in Tg. Ps.-J. Exod 4.25- "May now the blood of this 
circumcision atone for my husband" and 4.26b - "How beloved is the blood of this 
circumcision which has saved my husband from the hand ofthe Destroying Angel." 
Here again it is clear that the sacrificial blood of circumcision was understood to 
have salvific force. The same point can be found in Tg. Neof Exod 4.25-26 which is 
almost identical with the Frg. Tg. Exod 4.25-26 and Tg. Ps.-J. Exod 4.25-26. Thus 
we can safely infer that the targumic exegesis of Exod 4.24-26 reveals that the 
salvific efficacy was ascribed to circumcision as a redemptive rite for sin. 41 If the 
targumic tradition originated in the third century BCE, 42 it is likely that the tradition 
was widespread in the later Second Temple period. 
The salvific power and merit of Zipporah's circumcision of her son is also 
found in Exod. Rab. 5.8:43 
39 Vermes ("Circumcision," 181) notes, "Moses was delivered from death by the expiatory 
virtue of the blood of the circumcision." Hall ("Circumcision," 1028) writes, "The blood of 
circumcision atones for the guilt of Moses, thus warding off the angel of destruction who seeks to 
kill him." 
40 The following pages dealing with the Targumim interpretation of Ex 4.24-26 are indebted 
to the provocative study of Vermes ("Circumcision"). I use his translation of the texts. 
41 McEleney, "Conversion, Circumcision and the Law," 334-345. T. R. Schreiner, 
"Circumcision," (Ph. D. Dissertation, Fuller Theological Seminary, 1983), 104-105; Vermes, 
"Circumcision," 183. 
42 Vermes ("Circumcision," 184) argues, "The date of its origin may, therefore, safely be 
placed arproximately in the third century BC." 
3 The similar thought is reflected in Mek. 2.169-170. 
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"And Zipporah took a flint. . How did she know that Moses was in trouble 
because of circumcision? Because the Angel came and swallowed Moses from his head to 
the place of circumcision. When she saw that the Angel had swallowed him to that place, 
she understood that he was in trouble because of the commandment of circumcision. She 
knew how great was the power of circumcision because he could not swallow him further. 
So immediately, she cut off ... She said: You will give my husband back to me by 
the merit of this blood. Behold, I have fulfilled the commandment. Immediately, the Angel 
departed from him. Then she said: Bridegroom of blood because of the circumcision. She 
said: How great is the merit of circumcision! For my husband deserved to be punished 
with death because he neglected to observe the commandment of circumcision. Without it 
he would not have been saved. 
There are several other indications that seem to refer to the salvific efficacy 
of circumcision. The significance is hinted in .Jub. 15.28-32: God sanctified Israel by 
means of circumcision so that they might be with him and with his holy angels 
(15 .27, 31 ). These texts imply that circumcision is a mark that testifies Israelites as 
the sanctified people of God who can draw near to the presence of God. Moreover, 
in the passage circumcision signifies God's rule and protection ofthe Jews from evil 
spirits ( 15. 32). In short, as Hall rightly notes, circumcision is of salvific effect in the 
sense that "Circumcision removes Israelites from the dominion of evil, places them 
under God's reign, and sanctifies them to experience God's presence with the holy 
angels who were created circumcised. "44 
Another indication that refers to the salvific efficacy of circumcision is to be 
found in the traditional Jewish mohel's blessing recited at the time of circumcision. 
The blessing is as follows: 
"Blessed art Thou, Lord our God, King of the universe, who sanctified the beloved in the 
womb, and set a statute in his flesh, and stamped his descendants with the sign of the holy 
covenant, Therefore, as a reward for this, 0 Living God, our Portion and our Rock, 
command [or the living God . . . commanded] that the beloved of our flesh shall be 
delivered from the pit, for the sake of His covenant which He set in our flesh. Blessed 
art Thou, Lord, who makes a covenant."45 
According to Flusser and Safrai, the blessing "expresses the idea that circumcision 
saves the circumcised infant from destruction ... that circumcision saves one from 
mortal danger."46 It is striking that circumcision is closely bound up with God's 
44 Hall, "Circumcision," 1028. 
45 Tosefla Ber. 6, 13; Pal. Tal. 9.4; Bab. Tal. Sabb. 137 b. These are cited from L. Hoffman, 
Covenant of Blood (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1996), 112. Cf. D. Flusser and S. Safrai, "Who 
Sanctified the Beloved in the Womb?" Immanuelll (1980), 50. 
46 Flusser and Safrai, "Sanctified," 52, [46-55]. 
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sanctification, seal, and salvation. The blessing therefore suggests that the salvific 
efficacy of circumcision was prevalent in the later Second Temple period because 
the blessing was probably customary in the period47 
The apotropaic nature of circumcision can also be found in Damascus 
Document (CD 16.4-6: "And on the day when a man accepts on himselfto return to 
the Torah of Moses, the angel Mastema leaves him if he fulfills his word; for this 
reason Abraham was circumcised on the day of his knowledge"). It seems that the 
author relates entrance into the Qumran community with Abraham's circumcision, 
which frees the circumcised person from the dominion ofPrince Mastema48 For the 
author circumcision has a salvific power requiring Prince Mastema to leave the 
circumcised man. 
Furthermore, the relationship between perfection and circumcision is found 
in Tg. Ps.-1. The author translated Gen 17.1 as follows. "Worship before me and be 
perfect in the flesh'' It seems clear that Tg. Ps.-1. connects circumcision ofthe flesh 
with perfection. The same interpretation is also found in m. Ned. 3.11 (cf Sabb. 
19.23; Gen. Rab. 11.4; 46.1, 4). Rabbi Judah says, "Great is circumcision for despite 
all the religious duties which Abraham our father fulfilled, he was not called 
'perfect' until he was circumcised, as it is written, Walk before me and be thou 
perfect. "49 Here again circumcision is closely related to perfection. 50 Probably Rabbi 
Judah understood Abraham's circumcision as the climactic act of his devotion to 
God. If the targumic tradition originated in the first century BCE, it is fair to say that 
perfection was regarded as a benefit of circumcision in first century Judaism. 51 
47 Flusser and Safrai ("Sanctified," 51) argues that the blessing recited at the time of 
circumcision was popular in the Second Temple period not only because the poetic language of the 
blessing points to the fact but also because the expression "sealed" in the blessing is already found 
in the Aramaic "Testament of Levi" in the story of Schechem which dates from the second century 
BCE and occurs in Paul's epistle to the Romans (Rom 4.11 ). 
48 Hall ("Circumcision," 1 028) likewise maintains, "Circumcision removes one from the 
wicked sphere and places one in the sphere of God; entering the community resembles Abraham's 
circumcision in that it frees one from the Angel of Enmity (CD 16.4-6)." See also Flusser and Safrai, 
"Sanctified," 49. 
49 The translation is from J. Neusner, The Tosefla, vols. 2-6 (New York: Ktav, 1977-1981). 
5
° Cf. 0. Betz, "Beschneidung," TRE 5.718 [716-722]; Christiansen, The Covenant, 41-42, 
282; Hansen, Abraham, 172, 195; Martyn, Ga/atians, 292-294. 
51 Pace Barclay (Obeying, 49) who claims, "we never find this 'perfection' motif in the 
context of Hellenistic Jewish apologetic." 
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To sum up, all the texts examined above strongly suggest that the redemptive 
and apotropaic significance of circumcision was one strong line of tradition within 
Judaism. The Septuagint and all the Targums understood Zipporah's circumcision of 
her son as a redemptive and apotropaic rite that saves one from death. We have also 
seen that several other Jewish sources imply the salvific efficacy of circumcision. 52 It 
is thus fair to say that the idea of salvific (redemptive) efficacy of circumcision was 
prevalent in later Second Temple Judaism. 53 In which case, it is likely that Jews in 
Paul's days believed in the salvific efficacy of circumcision on the basis of the 
redemptive nature of circumcision. 54 
2. 1. 3. 2. The Salvific Efficacy of Circumcision in Romans and Acts 
Paul's letter to the Romans likewise hints at the salvific significance of 
circumcision. Paul's statement concerning the benefit of circumcision in Rom 2.25 
(rrEpL'WIJ.~ 1-J.EV yap wcpEAEL EUV VOIJ.OV npn001Jc;) and 3.1 (~ ·cCc; ~ wcpEAELIX rf)c; 
nEpLW!J.f)c;;) suggests that the Jews ofPaul's day believed that circumcision removes 
Israelites from the eschatological wrath of God (1.18) and from God's judgement 
(2.3)55 In 2.25-29, Paul contests the salvific value of circumcision that protects 
circumcised Jews from the wrath and judgement of God. 56 The Jewish interlocutor 
52 We can also find the salvific significance of circumcision in later rabbinic teaching. Later 
Judaism claimed that "no person who is circumcised will go down to Gehenna" (e.g. Gen. Rab. 
48.18; Exod. Rab. 5.19 (81c)). According to later rabbinic teaching, circumcision is a guarantee of a 
share in the world to come and of salvation from the fires of Ge-Hinnnom (cf. H. Strack and P. 
Billerbeck, Kommentar zum Neuen Testamen aus Talmud und Midrash, 6 vols. (Munich: Beck, 
1926-1963), 1.119). Hoffman (Covenant of Blood, 96-11 0) observes the close relationship between 
the blood of circumcision and salvation in later Rabbinic Judaism, in particular in Pirqe Rabbi 
Eliezer. He concludes, "The Rabbis replaced the fertility symbolism of the Bible with blood as a 
symbol of salvation" (Covenant of Blood, 109). Vermes ("Circumcision," 190-191) also notes that 
the interpretation of the redemptive virtue of the blood of circumcision is closely bound up with the 
redemptive blood of the Passover lamb in later Judaism (Mek. 1.33-34; Exod. Rab. 19.7). Thus it 
seems clear that later Judaism ascribed salvific efficacy to circumcision. For the salvific merit of 
circumcision in Rabbinic Judaism, see Hoffman, Covenant of Blood, 111-135. 
53 Cf. McEleney, "Conversion, Circumcision, and the Law," 334. 
54 Hall ("Circumcision," 1028) likewise maintains that many of the Jews would have 
believed that "Circumcision atones for guilt as a sacrifice, transfers one from the realm of the 
deceiving, destroying angels to the realm of blessing, and sanctifies one for participation in heavenly 
worship in God's presence." 
55 Most commentators of Paul's letter to the Romans have not paid sufficient attention to the 
theme of the benefit of circumcision. 
56D. Moo, The Epistle to the Romans (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1996), 167. 
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would have argued that Jews have the salvific advantage of circumcision. 57 He could 
have argued that circumcision is of benefit for rescuing the Jews from the power of 
sin (3. 9) and the judgement of God (2.1-11; 3 .19) because it is a mark of God's 
covenant people. So it may be fairly claimed that many Jews probably believed that 
circumcision gives the circumcised salvific benefit. They may well have assumed, as 
the author of Jubilees did, that circumcision sanctifies the circumcised and enables 
them to draw near to the presence of God without any hindrance. Paul argues against 
the salvific effect of circumcision by means of the antithesis between circumcision of 
the flesh and that of heart and between circumcision E=v TIVEUjla:n and that (E=v) 
YPc4L!.!an. 58 He seems to contend that physical circumcision is irrelevant to salvation 
from the wrath of God (1.18) and justification, 59 and has become valueless because 
the true circumcision is the circumcision of the heart in the Spirit (Rom 2.29). 60 In 
other words, circumcision does not guarantee protection from the wrath and 
judgement of God because Jews and Gentiles are equally "under the power of sin" 
(3.9) and subject to God's wrath (1.18)61 Moreover, Paul argues that circumcision is 
irrelevant for the blessing of the forgiveness of sin ( 4.1-12). On the contrary, the 
blessing is given to those who believe. We can infer from Paul's critique of the 
salvific benefit of circumcision that the Jews (as represented by the Jewish 
interlocutor) ofPaul's day believed in the salvific efficacy of circumcision. 
What then is the benefit of circumcision that Paul has in mind in Rom 3 .1-2? 
Although he could list more,62 he actually lists only one item, that is the oracles of 
God63 What are the other benefits of circumcision that Paul had in mind? Since Paul 
links the benefit of circumcision with the advantage of the Jew (3.1), probably he 
had in mind the prerogatives of Jews as the benefits of circumcision. He seems to 
57 J. D. G. Dunn, Romans (Dallas, Texas: Word, 1998), 1.121. 
58 For a detailed exposition of the antitheses, see J. M. G. Barclay, "Paul and Philo on 
Circumcision," NTS44 (1998), 551-555. 
59 E. Kiisemann, Commentary on Romans (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980), 71-77. 
60 Barclay ("Paul and Philo on Circumcision," 546) argues that for Paul circumcision "is 
simply not worth counting as a circumcision; it has become an entirely superfluous phenomenon." 
61 Dunn ("What was the Issue," 311) writes, "Before the power of sin and the judgement of 
God ... circumcision provides no guarantee." 
62 This is suggested by "much," "in every way," and "first of all" (3.1-2). 
63 The oracles of God probably refer to the promises uttered by God. For bibliography, see 
Moo, Romans, 182. 
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have returned to the subject in Rom 9.4-5 where he lists the seven prerogatives of 
Jews. 64 The seven prerogatives are adoption, the glory, the covenants, the giving of 
the law, the worship, the promises, and the patriarchs. So it is likely that Paul had in 
mind the seven prerogatives of Jews as the benefits of circumcision. 
Acts 15.1, 5 also hints at the salvific efficacy of circumcision within first 
century Judaism. Acts 15.1 tells us, nvE<; KctrEA.8ovtE<; alTo rf}<; 'IoucSa(a<; EcSlcSaaKov 
wu<; 0:6EA.<Pou<; on, 'Eav 1-L~ 1TEpL1:1-LTJ8f1H n;l E:8EL n.\) MwuaEw<;, ou Mvaa8E 
aw8f}vn:L. Acts 15.5 clearly tells us that some believers who belonged to the group of 
the Pharisees insisted that it is necessary for the Gentile believers to undergo 
circumcision (cSE'L 1TEpL't"~VELV Q:U'l:OU<;) in order to receive in full the salvific benefits 
provided by God for his people. 65 Why did they require circumcision of the Gentile 
believers as a basis or condition of salvation? Probably because they believed in the 
salvific efficacy of circumcision (i.e. salvation through circumcision) on the basis of 
the Judaic tradition of the salvific efficacy of circumcision. Some believers who 
belonged to the group of the Pharisees had a position similar to the authors of Frg. 
Tg. Exod 4.26, Tg. Ps.-J. Exod 4.26, and Exod. Rab. 5.8 on the point that they 
regarded circumcision as the basis of salvation. 
2. 1. 3. 3. The Salvific Efficacy of Circumcision in Galatians 
It is very important to note that the salvific efficacy of circumcision is 
indicated in Galatians. First of all, it is striking that there is a similarity between Tg. 
Ps.-J. (cf m. Ned. 3.11; Sabb. 19.23; Gen. Rab. 11.4; 46.1, 4) and Gal3.3. In Gal3.3 
Paul says, Evap~tfttEvoL 1TVEU1-LUH vuv aapKL ETIL HAE'La8E; ("Having begun by the 
Spirit, are you now being perfected (E1TL'l:EAE'La8E) by means of flesh?"). 66 Probably 
64 Several commentators have observed it. E.g. C. E. B. Cranfie1d, A Critical and Exegetical 
Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans (Edinburgh: T. & T. C1ark, 1979), 1.326; Moo, Romans, 
181. 
65 C. K. Barrett, The Acts of the Apostle (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1998), 2.699. 
66 The verb E. m tE.AE.'La9E. can be taken as passive or middle. Most commentators have 
rendered it as middle. In the middle voice the sense is "are you now ending with the flesh" (NRSV; 
Burton, Galatians, 148; R. Mahoney, E.nmAf.w, EDNT 2.42). In the passive voice the sense is "are 
you now being perfected by the flesh" (NEB; Betz, Galatians, 136; Martyn, Ga/atians, 284; Matera, 
Galatians, 112-113) or "will you be completed with the flesh" (Dunn, Galatians, 155, Witherington, 
Grace, 197). However, the passive is more probable because Paul is thinking of the flesh as tlte 
means of perfection as aapKl. ("instrumental dative") indicates (Cf. BAGD, s.v. Martyn, Galatians, 
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the word acfp~ refers to the circumcised flesh signifying Jewish privileged ethnic 
identity as God's people (cf Gal 6.12-13; Rom 2.28; Phil 3.3-5; Col 2.11, 13; Eph 
2.11-12)67 So, it is possible that the agitators had a position similar to the author of 
Tg. Ps.-J. and R. Judah. 68 It is also noteworthy that James might have thought of 
circumcision as the basis of Abraham's perfection (Ex TWV Epywv n TTLOHc;; 
ETEAELW8T]- Jas 2.22), if"works" include circumcision. Provided that the agitators in 
Galatia were one with nvac;; &no 'laKwpou (Gal 2.12),69 they may well have shared 
the view of James. 70 It is possible that Jewish-Christian circles inherited the Jewish 
tradition that connects Abraham's circumcision and perfection and taught the 
Galatians to achieve perfection through circumcision as Abraham (the paradigmatic 
proselyte) did. We may justly infer, therefore, that the agitators argued for the 
necessity of circumcision for perfection. 71 
Secondly, another indication that refers to the salvific efficacy of circumcision 
is to be found in Gal 5.6. Paul says, E:v yap Xpwn.\) 'IT]oou oun nEplw~~ n toxuEL 
OUTE aKpopuaTLIX &u& n(anc;; 6L' &yct1TT]c;; EVEpyou~EVT]. He claims that neither 
circumcision nor uncircumcision but n(anc;; 6L' &ycfnT]c;; EVEpyoullEVT] is of effect or 
284). Another issue is the meaning of the verb ETTLLEAE1aElE. Does it mean "are you being ended or 
completed" or "are you being perfected"? The second translation is more probable because the 
Jewish tradition regarding perfection as a benefit of circumcision suggests that the Galatians desired 
to be perfected by circumcision. Cf. Martyn Galatiam, 289-294. 
67 The point is clearly indicated both in Gen 17.13, Sir 44.20 ("the covenant in the flesh") 
and in the traditional Jewish mohel's blessing, in which circumcision is equivalent to "His covenant 
which He set in our flesh." Cf. Barclay, Obeying, 180, n. 4; Burton, Galatians, 148; Dunn, 
"Circumcision," 89-92; R. Jewett, Paul's Anthropological Terms (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1971), 99-100; 
Martyn, Galatians, 290-292, 294; Witherington, Grace, 214. Thus "flesh" does not mean "human 
effort" (pace NIV; Longenecker, Galatians, 103) or "human nature in its fallenness" (pace Fung, 
Galatians, 134). 
68 Cf. Brinsmead, Galatians, 79-81; Jewett, "Agitators," 207; Martyn, Ga/atians, 285; 
Oepke, Ga/ater, 101. 
69 Although the both groups might not be identical, at least both are in common in 
maintaining circumcision; nvru; aTTo 'lo:Kwpou are possibly mix; f.K TTEpLm~f]c; (2.12). 
7
° Cf. Betz, Galatians, 134; Martyn, Galatians, 293; Witherington, Grace, 214. 
71 Martyn (Galatians, 294) writes, "We can be confident that they spoke about the need for 
perfection in the form of victory over the Impulsive Desire of the Flesh, and about circumcision of 
the flesh as the initial point in the line leading to that perfection." Jewett ("Agitators," 207) argues, 
"At first glance it may seem strange that a Hellenistic congregation would consider undergoing 
circumcision simply to enter the promised people oflsrael. It may be, however, that the contact with 
their own Hellenistic aspirations was at the point of the promise of perfection which the Judaic 
tradition attached to circumcision." Contra Barclay, Obeying, 49-50; Donaldson, '"The Gospel That 
I Proclaim among the Gentiles' (Gal2.2)," 179-180. 
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force (l.oxuEL). 72 Paul argues that circumcisiOn is not effective for justification73 
Since here Paul argues against the agitators' argument for circumcision, one can 
infer that the agitators argued that circumcision is powerful or effective (rrEp L tof.L ~ 
l.oxuEL) for justification. It is also quite important to note that there is a close 
relationship between Gal 5.6 and Exod. Rab. 5.8 in terms of the salvific power of 
circumcision. This strengthens the suggestion that the agitators believed in the 
salvific efficacy of circumcision effecting salvation and righteousness to the 
circumcised. 74 
Thirdly, the salvific efficacy of circumcision is also hinted in 6.15 ( cf 1 Cor 
7.19). Paul says, OU"CE yfx.p TrEpl"COf.l~ "Cl EOHV OU"CE aKpopuo"CLa. aA.A.ix. KCX.LV~ K"CLOLc;. 
Paul argues against the agitators' boasting in the flesh, i. e. pride in Jewish ethnic 
identity and prerogative as God's people75 by saying that circumcision is nothing 
(oun rrEpLTOf.l~ "CL Eonv). We can infer from this that the agitators argued that 
circumcision is something (TL Eonv). What does Paul mean by "CL Eonv? The 
expression occurs in several places in Paul's letters (1 Cor 3.7; 10.19; cf 7.19). What 
Paul was trying to say in 1 Cor 3. 7 is that the one who gives the growth of the 
Corinthian church is not Apollos and Paul but God Himself In 1 Cor 10.19 Paul 
means that food sacrificed to idols and an idol itself are not effective. So the 
expression in 6.15 describes something effective. Moreover, the verb Eonv in 1 Cor 
7.19 seems to mean "to be effective." We can justly infer, therefore, that Paul argues 
against the salvific efficacy of circumcision. Since Paul argues against the agitators' 
view on circumcision in 6.15, it follows that the agitators argued the salvific 
effectiveness of circumcision. 
In light of the discussion above, it is reasonable to claim that the Jewish 
belief in the salvific efficacy of circumcision was the theological rationale of the 
72 The verb laxuw can refer to "have power" (Mark 5.4; Acts 19.20; John 21.6), "to be able" 
(Phil4.13), and "to be of effect or force" (Gal 5.6; Heb 9.17; James 5.16). The best translation of 
the verb laxuEL in Gal 5.6 is "is of effect or force." Cf. Betz, Galatians, 263 n. 94; Dunn, Galatians, 
270. Most commentators fail to see the "power" character of the verb. 
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agitators. Since, as most scholars agree,76 the agitators were Jewish Christians, they 
presumably knew the tradition. If so, they probably argued that circumcision was 
necessary for salvation because it is a means of redemption. It is also likely that the 
agitators preached "Unless you are circumcised according to the custom of Moses, 
you cannot be saved" (Acts 15. I), 77 as "men came down from Judea" did, for the 
agitators are similar to them. 78 It is therefore hardly to be doubted that they required 
the Galatians of circumcision as a condition of salvation because they believed that 
one could not be saved except by means of circumcision. 79 The agitators might have 
taught that the Galatians could be protected from the eschatological wrath of God 
and delivered from the present evil age (cf Gal 1.4) by means of circumcision which 
saves God's people from destruction and mortal danger and marks God's rule. Since 
the significance of circumcision as a redemptive rite was prevalent in the Second 
Temple period, the agitators probably believed that one could be redeemed by means 
of circumcision. They also might have taught that circumcision secures and 
guarantees salvation not only because it signifies God's rule and protection and 
admits the circumcised to the presence of God but also because it is a guarantee of a 
share in the world to come. For them one achieves righteousness by virtue of 
circumcision. In short, they wanted the Galatians to get circumcised on the basis of 
the saving efficacy of circumcision and preached the Galatians that one could not be 
saved without circumcision. 
2. 1. 4. Conclusion and Corollary 
To recap what we have said so far, the agitators' theological rationale for 
circumcision was probably in accordance with the Jewish Scripture and the 
circumcision tradition ofPaul's days. According to the agitators, circumcision is the 
76 Cf. eh. 1, n. 13. 
77 T. R. Schreiner, "Circumcision," in DPL, 138. 
78 Probably the agitators in Galatia, "certain individuals came from Judea" (Acts 15.1; cf. 
15.5), and "the false brothers" (Gal 2.4) were from the same group ol EK TIEpLtoj..Lf]c; (Gal 2.12; cf. 
Acts 11.2; Tit 1.10). Cf. Martyn, Ga/atians, 195. 
79 J. McHugh rightly observes, "There is no doubt that Paul's opponents are Jewish 
Christians who preached both the necessity of circumcision and the need to observe the Law as 
conditions of salvation, and they were striving to convince the Gentiles of these doctrines" 
("Ga1atians 2.11-14," in Pau/us und das antike Judentum, 324). See also Schreiner, "Circumcision," 
138. 
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sign of God's eternal covenant playing a role as the identity marker ofthe people of 
God (§2.1.1.) and an entrance requirement into the community of Israel (§2.1.2.). 
Most importantly, they believed that circumcision is effective and profitable for 
salvation (§2.1.3.). For them circumcision defines the members of the covenant 
community and ensures the benefit of salvation. This is why the agitators hold 
together circumcision and Christ and thus would have argued that Christ was not by 
itself sufficient for salvation but that circumcision was also necessary; salvation is 
based on both circumcision and Christ. Furthermore, this is why the agitators wanted 
to make a good showing in the circumcised flesh (6.12) and why they boast in the 
circumcised flesh of the Galatians (6.13). It is also probable that the agitators, like 
the Jewish interlocutor in Romans (Rom 2.25; 3.1; cf 9.4-5), argued the salvific 
benefits of circumcision (TIEpL'WI-1~ wcpE.A.El). Although we cannot know for sure what 
kind of benefits the agitators taught the Galatians because Galatians itself does not 
tell us what they are precisely, we can infer it from the salvific benefits reflected in 
LXX, Jubilees, targums, Acts, Romans, and Galatians. The benefits could be 
redemption, sonship of Abraharn, participation in Abraham's blessing and his 
inheritance, adoption, perfection, and righteousness. Since it is probable that the 
agitators taught these benefits to the Galatians, it is likely that Paul deals with most 
of these themes because the agitators introduced them to the Galatians80 In light of 
the observations above, we can justly conclude that the agitators tried to persuade the 
Galatians to get circumcised through pointing out the salvific benefits of 
circumcision and thus succeeded in persuading many of the Galatians to consider 
seriously accepting circumcision. 
On the basis of the observations above, I would respond briefly to the major 
proposals concerning the reason why the Galatians were accepting circumcision. As 
80 Unless we have very good reasons to the contrary, it is reasonable to think that Paul 
brought out the themes (e.g. redemption, sonship, perfection, inheritance, righteousness) because 
they were raised by the opponents. Most scholars think that the agitators first introduced the issues 
of Gentiles sharing in Abraham' s inheritance and becoming descendants of Abraham in the Galatian 
context (e.g. Barrett, "The Allegory," 118-131; Brinsmead, Galatians, 107-114; J. J. Gunther, St. 
Paul's Opponents and Their Background (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1973), 82; Martyn, "A Law-Observant 
Mission to the Gentiles," 18). Others take Paul's mention of perfection (3.3) as an indication of the 
agitators' theological rationale for circumcision (e.g. Brinsmead, Galatians, 79-81; Jewett, 
"Agitators," 206-207; Lull, Spirit, 31; Martyn, Galatians, 285; Oepke, Galater, 101). 
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a matter of fact, it was very difficult for the Gentiles to decide to get circumcised 
because circumcision was disdained in the Graeco-Roman world and regarded with 
horror, contempt, scorn, and ridicule. 81 As R. G. Hall rightly observes, this was an 
important reason why some Jews in the Diaspora practised a surgical removal of 
circumcision, epispasm (1 Mace. 1.15). 82 Moreover, their problematic behaviour was 
contrary to what they did when Paul first announced the gospel to them ( 4 .15-16). So 
the Galatians would have been hesitant to get circumcised. Why then were they 
accepting circumcision despite the difficulties? There have been a number of 
attempts to answer the question. 
On the basis of the assumption that the agitators were Gnostics, 83 Schmithals 
argues that the agitators took over the Jewish circumcision rite and reinterpreted it as 
a Gnostic rite. He claims that the Galatians intended to undergo circumcision 
because they were fascinated by the act of circumcision which portrays the liberation 
of the pneuma-self from the prison of this body 84 He supports this argument both by 
referring to the use of circumcision by the Ebionites, Elchasaites and Cerinthians and 
by comparing the interpretation of circumcision in Col 2.11-13. Betz argues that in 
consideration of circumcision as an effort to reintroduce a "code of ethics" the 
Galatians were seeking circumcision in order to prevent falling into "problems with 
the flesh'' 85 On the basis of Gal 3.3, Jewett claims that the Galatians were accepting 
circumcision in order to attain perfection through circumcision. 86 He supports his 
argument by appealing to Gen. Rab. 46.4 and Jub. 15.25-33. Lull suggests three 
reasons why the Galatians considered taking up circumcision: 87 (1) because the 
Galatians were "religiously scrupulous"; (2) because they wanted to be "genuine 
81 See Barclay, Obeying, 46, n. 25; Feldman, Jew, 153-158; Hall, "Circumcision," 1027; 
Hansen, Abraham, 170, n. 21; L. L. Grabbe, "Orthodoxy in First Century Judaism," JSJ 8 (1977), 
150; Witherington, Grace, 455-456. 
82 R. G. Hall, "Epispasm and the Dating of Ancient Jewish Writings," JSP 2 (1988), 71-86. 
Hall offers five motives for epispasm (p. 78). 
83 Schmithals, "The Heretics in Galatia," 13-64. 
84 Schmithals, "The Heretics in Galatia," 38. 
85 Betz, "In Defence of the Spirit," 99-114; idem, "Spirit, Freedom, and Law," 145-160. 
86 Jewett ("Agitators," 212) states, "It was their desire to gain the final level of perfection 
which led to circumcision when they heard from the agitators that such an act would ensure entrance 
into the mythical seed of Abraham." 
87 Lull, Spirit, 30-39. 
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Jews"; (3) because of "transgression." Barclay seems to suggest that the Galatians 
wanted to get circumcised not only because they were convinced by the agitators' 
theological argument that circumcision is necessary for them in order to share in the 
Abrahamic blessing and to secure their identity as members of God's people and 
recipients of God's promise, but also because by accepting circumcision they wanted 
to "identify themselves with the local synagogues and thus hold at least a more 
understandable and recognizable place in society. "88 
While these theories might have elements of truth, but none of them is 
entirely satisfactory. These commentators have not paid sufficient attention to the 
soteriological function of circumcision (i.e. the means and basis of salvation) as the 
key reason why the Galatians were accepting circumcision. 89 As noted earlier, for the 
agitators, circumcision is the covenant sign that secures and guarantees the 
membership of God's people; it is the condition of becoming the offspring of 
Abraham; it is a redemptive rite. Since the Galatians evidently thought themselves 
not as full and equal members of the covenant community but as mere Gentile "god-
fearers" who need to be circumcised for full membership of the people of God and 
salvation,90 probably they desired to depend on the salvific effectiveness of 
circumcision in order to enjoy various salvific benefits of circumcision. In short, 
despite the fact that circumcision was widely regarded as the object of horror, 
contempt, scorn, and ridicule, the Galatians were accepting circumcision because 
they were fascinated and convinced by the agitators' teaching ofthe salvific efficacy 
of circumcision and believed that circumcision is necessary, effective, and beneficial 
for salvation. 91 
The soteriological function and salvific benefits of circumcision are also 
significant for understanding Paul's reason for his opposition to the circumcision of 
the Galatians. It is to be said that the issue is not concerned with the figurative 
88 Barclay, Obeying, 52-60. 
89 While Jewett ("Agitators," 2 12) observes perfection as a salvific effect of circumcision, 
he did not paid sufficient attention to other salvific effects of circumcision. 
90 Bruce, "Galatian Problems, 3," 271. 
91 Interestingly, Martyn (Ga/atians, 478) suggests that Galatians may have understood 
circumcision has a redemptive power like castration among the priests in the cult of cybele that is a 
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significance ofcircumcision. 92 It is clear that all ofPaul's references to the rite or act 
of circumcision in Galatians are literal (2.3; 5 .2, 3, 11; 6.12, 13), not figurative ( cf 
Rom 2.25-29; Phil 3.3; Col 2.11). 93 This indicates that literal circumcision was the 
issue between Paul and the agitators. What was at stake was the idea that physical 
circumcision is necessary for the Gentiles for their salvation. In particular, what was 
sensitive for Paul was the agitators' claim that circumcision is effective for salvation. 
In short, the issue was whether circumcision is valid and effective for becoming 
God's people. 
It is important to remember that Paul's objection to circumcision is not so 
much concerned with the significance of circumcision as the mark of the covenant 
people. It is clear that Paul did not deny the practice of circumcision itself (1 Cor 
9.20) and according to Acts he had Timothy circumcised when Paul needed him for 
ministry among the Jews (Acts 16.3). As Dunn rightly notes, "It was presumably not 
so much that he [Paul] objected to circumcision as the mark ofthe covenant people: 
'the circumcision' in [Gal] 2.7, 9 is a fairly neutral characterisation; and later on Paul 
was happy to affirm the 'sign or seal' [Rom 4.11] significance of Abraham's 
circumcision."94 The point is reflected in 1 Cor 7.18 ("Was anyone at the time of his 
call already circumcised? Let him not seek to remove the marks of circumcision. 
Was anyone at the time of his call uncircumcised? Let him not seek circumcision"-
NRSV). However, he vigorously opposed circumcision when it was regarded as an 
essential means to salvation. For to accept the soteriological validity and salvific 
effectiveness of circumcision meant for Paul a rejection of the ultimate efficacy and 
sufficiency of the saving work of Christ as well as the salvific benefits of Christ. 
Paul's opponents urged the Galatians to accept circumcision because they regarded 
circumcision as essential for their salvation. 95 In complete contrast Paul regarded the 
sign of trust in the redemptive power of religion. But he does not pay sufficient attention to the 
Judaic tradition of the salvific efficacy of circumcision. 
92 Circumcision of lips (Ex 6.12, 30); uncircumcised ears (Jer 6.1 0); uncircumcised in flesh 
and heart (Ezek 44.7, 9); uncircumcised heart (Lev 26.41); circumcision of heart (Deut 10.16; 30.6; 
Jer 4.4; 9.25-26; cf. Philo Spec. Leg. 1.8) 
93 Martyn, Ga/atians, 194. 
94 Dunn, "Circumcision," 84. 
95 Augustine, in his commentary on Galatians, thinks that circumcision is indifferent unless 
one relies on it for salvation. See M. F. Wiles, The Divine Apostle (Cambridge: CUP, 1967), 71. 
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Galatian's acceptance of circumcision as apostasy from God (1.6) and disobedience 
to the truth ofthe gospel (5.7); it meant to deny God's grace through Christ and the 
Spirit, which is wholly sufficient for their salvation. Therefore, Paul rejected 
circumcision not for social96 or ecclesiological97 reasons, but because of the salvific 
efficacy and benefits attributed to circumcision (§2.1.3.). 
The soteriological function and salvific benefits of circumcision as an 
important reason for Paul's opposition to circumcision is significant for further 
inquiry into Paul's opposition to circumcision in other of his letters (particularly 
Romans and Philippians). There are several places (Rom 2.25-3.2, 4.1-12; Phi! 3.1-
9)98 where Paul speaks of the salvific benefits of circumcision as he tackles the issue 
of circumcision. It seems that Paul argues against his opponents' view on the salvific 
benefit of circumcision. Furthermore, one of the critical issues in Paul's mission to 
the Gentiles was the salvific efficacy of circumcision, which is evident from Acts 
15.1, 5. This indicates that the salvific efficacy and benefit of circumcision is both a 
crucial concern for Paul and the main target of his attack on circumcision. While 
most commentators have rightly pointed out that the focus of Paul's opposition to 
circumcision is on the Jewish notion of circumcision as an identity marker of God's 
people and an entrance requirement into the covenant community,99 they have not 
paid sufficient attention to the salvific efficacy of circumcision. 100 Therefore, I would 
suggest that if we are fully to appreciate how it is that circumcision could become 
such a crucial concern for Paul and why he vehemently opposed to circumcision, 
Most commentators also note the point. E.g. Betz, Galatians 259, Borse, Galater, 179; Bruce, 
Galatians, 229; Mufiner, Galaterbrief, 346; Oepke, Galater, 156; Ridderbos, Galatia, 188; Schlier, 
Galater, 232; Z. A. Ziesler, The Epistle to the Galatians (London: Epworth, 1992), 74. 
96 Pace Feldman (Jew, !55) who thinks that Paul decided not to require circumcision of 
Christian proselytes because of the general hostility of the Graeco-Roman world to circumcision. 
97 It is too simplistic to suggest that Paul rejects or abandons circumcision to make it easier 
for Gentiles to join the church. Pace Watson, PJG, 28. Schreiner ("'Works of Law' in Paul," 237-
238) has rightly criticised Watson's argument that social factors alone were the decisive reasons for 
Paul's viewpoint on the law and the Jew-Gentile issue. 
98 In Phi! 3.2-10 Paul implies the antithesis between the profit of the flesh (circumcision) 
and the profit of Christ. The surpassing value of knowing Christ Jesus makes the profit of the flesh 
(i.e. circumcision) valueless and rubbish (3.8). 
99 Notably Dunn, "Circumcision," 85. 
100 While Christiansen (The Covenant, 283) notes, "Paul only rejects circumcision in its 
function of conveying perfection," she overlooks other salvific effects of circumcision. 
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then we need to consider the salvific efficacy and benefit of circumcision as the most 
important reason for Paul's opposition to circumcision. 
2. 2. The Antithesis between Circumcision and Christ: 
Paul's Rationale for his Opposition to the 
Circumcision of the Galatians 
We concluded above that the Galatians were accepting circumcision because 
they were probably fascinated by the agitators' theological rationale for 
circumcision, in particular the salvific efficacy and benefits of circumcision. Since 
their "persuasion" (5.8) was logical and attractive, the Galatians began entertaining 
doubts about Paul's gospel and many ofthem started departing from his gospel (1.6). 
Consequently, the burden of proof was on Paul to demonstrate that circumcision is 
unnecessary, ineffective, and valueless. Why did Paul find circumcision, which is the 
identity marker of the people of God and an entrance requirement into the 
community of Israel, so objectionable? Why was it objectionable to him that 
circumcision be regarded as effective for salvation? Paul argues for the valuelessness 
and ineffectiveness of circumcision on two grounds: two fatal consequences of 
circumcision and the salvific benefit of Christ. 
As we attempt to explain Paul's rationale for his opposition to the 
circumcision ofthe Galatians, which is given in 5.2-3, it is noteworthy that until 5.2 
Paul has not dealt with the issue of circumcision despite its being one of the crucial 
issues at stake in Galatia. While several references to circumcision appear before 
(2.3, 8, 9, 12), Paul does not endeavour to resolve the issue until 5.2ff. He does not 
tackle this crucial problem in the course of his main argument (3.1-5.1). It is the 
more interesting because he structured Galatians logically and carefully. 101 Why does 
Paul design to tackle such a pivotal issue in 5.2-6 (traditionally understood as part of 
exhortation - 5.1-6.18), and not in the main part of Galatians (the so-called 
theological section of the letter)? Probably it is because he wanted to persuade the 
101 Cf. Betz, "Literary Composition and Function of Paul's Letter to the Galatians," 353-
379; Hong, Law, 18-73; G. M. M. Pelser, et al, "Discourse Analysis of Galatians," Addendum to 
Neot26:2 (1992), 1-41. 
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Galatians not to undergo circumcision after securmg his apostolic authority and 
showing his paradigmatic examples (1.10-2. 21) and laying the theological 
foundation for his opposition to circumcision (3 .1-5 .1 ). Conversely, since to a certain 
extent the two terms (circumcision and Christ) in the antithesis between circumcision 
and Christ summarise Paul's argument in 1.1-5.1, Paul's rationale for his opposition 
to the Galatians' circumcision in 5.2-3 should be understood in light of Paul's 
argument in 1.1-5.1. 
2. 2. 1. Valuelessness of Circumcision: Two Disastrous Consequences of 
Circumcision 
On the basis of both his apostolic authority which is independent from the 
Jerusalem Church and his paradigmatic example following the truth of the gospel, 
which is different from the agitators and Peter, Paul solemnly urges ("HiE i:yw 
IIo:DA.oc; A.E.yw Uf.! Iv on) the Galatians to reject circumcision by warning of two fatal 
consequences of circumcision: 1) the forfeiture of the salvific benefits of Christ 
(5.2); 102 2) circumcision makes every man who is circumcised o<PELAE-rT]c; oA.ov -rov 
VOf.!OV TioLf]oo:L (5.3). These two consequences of circumcision are Paul's clear 
reasons given for his opposition to the circumcision of the Galatians. 103 In order to 
understand the two reasons, it is necessary first to explain what it means to forfeit 
Christ's benefit. Second, we must clarify what Paul means by o<PELAE-rT]c; i:a-rl.v oA.ov 
-rov vof.!ov noLf]oo:L (5.3b). 
2. 2. 1. 1. The Forfeiture of Christ's Benefit 
Paul's first reason for his opposition to the circumcision of the Galatians is 
that it causes Gentile believers who receive circumcision to forfeit the benefits of 
Christ (ECtV 1TEpL-r~VT]08E, Xpw-roc; i.Jj..t&.c; OOOEV w<PEA~OEL)I 04 It is clear that the 
102 As we shall see below (§2.2.2.), the salvific benefits of Christ refer to the soteriological 
effects of the saving work of Christ in Galatians (e.g. redemption, righteousness, adoption, etc.). 
103 K. Muller thinks that the consequences of circumcision are given in 5.2-4 (Anstoss und 
Gericht (Munich: Kosel, 1969), 111-112). It seems clear, however, that being cut off from Christ 
and falling away from grace (5.4) are the consequences of justification in the law, not of 
circumciSion. 
104 Dunn ("Circumcision," 86) takes 5.3 as Paul's first stated reason for his opposition to 
circumcision. In my view, 5.2 is Paul's first reason and 5.3 second. 
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object of Paul's persuasion is the Galatians who were accepting ctrcumctston. 
Although the conditional expression (E=av TIEP L -rEiJVTJG8E) suggests that the Galatians 
had not received circumcision yet, 105 the present indicative (nEpLHiJVOiJEvc.p) in 5.3 
indicates that Paul envisages a situation in which they were accepting 
circumcision106 The verb TIEp L 'L"EiJVT)G8E can be rendered as passive107 or middle. 108 It 
is more cogent to be taken as passive. Presumably Paul envisaged that the Galatians 
intended to be circumcised in response to the agitators' persuasion of circumcision. 
Thus one can paraphrase 5.2b as follows: "if you are circumcised because of the 
agitators' teaching of circumcision, Christ will not benefit you." 
What does it mean that Xp La'Coc; 4-t&.c; OOOEV w<j)EA ~GEL? In order to 
understand the phrase we need to clarify the meaning of the words Xpw-roc; and 
w<j)EA ~GEL. It seems that Xp w-roc; denotes the work and person of Christ, and so 
means the Christ-event. 109 No doubt it refers specifically to the saving work of 
Christ, Christ's sacrificial death (1.4; 2.20, 21; 3.1, 13), Christ's coming (3.24; cf. 
4.4), Christ's redemption (3.13), and Christ's liberation (5.1; cf. 1.4). The verb 
w<j)EAEW means "gain," "achieve," "benefit," and "help." Predominantly the verb is 
used in the sense of "benefit" in the New Testament (Matt 16.26; Mark 8.36; Luke 
9.25; John 6.63; Rom 2.25; 1 Cor 13.3; 14.6). It is important to note that w<j)EA~GEL is 
used of Christ's benefit with regard to salvation. 110 Thus Xp w-roc; 4-.L&.c; ou6Ev 
w<j)EA.~GEL means that the Christ-event will be of no benefit to you regarding 
salvation. 
105 Burton, Galatians, 273; Dunn, Galatians, 264; Martyn, Galatians, 469; Matera, 
Galatians, 181. 
106 That the Galatians had already begun the practice of circumcision is suggested by the fact 
that they were turning (j..Luat(9m9E -present) to a different gospel (1.6). In addition, that they were 
no longer running well (5. 7) indicates that they had already followed the agitators' gospel and thus 
had started accepting circumcision. 
107 KJV; Dunn, Galatians, 264. 
108 NRSV; NIV; REB; JB; most commentators. 
109 I basically follow J. A. Fitzmyer's definition. "The term "Christ-event" is a short way of 
referring to the complex of decisive moments of the earthly and risen life of Jesus Christ" (Paul and 
His Theology (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1989), 59). 
110 See M. Rutenfranz, w<j>EA.E.w, EDNT3.511. 
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When will Christ not be of benefit? The future tense of wcflEAEW can suggest 
two possibilities. One is that Paul had in mind the last judgement. 111 The other is that 
Paul thinks of the moment that the Galatians get circumcised. The former seems 
plausible because the future eschaton is in view in 5.5 (EA.nUia OLKtxLoouvT)~ 
&.nEKOEXOf.1E8tx). Nevertheless, the latter is more likely not only because there is no 
implication of the Parousia or eschatological judgement in this verse but also 
because the two aorist verbs Ktx't'T)py~8rrrE and E~ETIEOtx"CE in 5.4 suggest that the 
forfeiture of Christ's benefit begins at the moment that the Galatians get 
. . d 112 
ctrcumctse . 
In light of the exegesis of 5.2 above, one can paraphrase 5.2 as follows: "if 
you are circumcised because of the agitators' persuasion to circumcision, in 
particular the salvific efficacy of circumcision, you would have no salvific benefit 
from Christ from the moment that you receive circumcision." Thus one can infer 
from 5.2 that accepting circumcision results in the forfeiture of the benefit of the 
Christ-event. In terms of rhetorical effect, Paul urged the Galatians to remember the 
importance of the salvific benefits of the Christ-event before they underwent 
circumcision (cf 3.1). Two questions might be raised in relation to the forfeiture of 
the benefits of Christ. First, what is the implication ofthe forfeiture ofthe benefits of 
Christ for Paul? Second, why is circumcision the cause of forfeiting the benefits of 
Christ? 
Galatians itself does not explain clearly what is the implication of forfeiting 
the benefits of Christ. But this may be deduced from Paul's description of the past 
state of the Galatians before they received the benefits of Christ. This can be 
supported by Paul's conscious descriptions of the past life of the Galatians before 
receiving the benefits of Christ. Paul contrasts the old life before believing in Christ 
with the new life after. As their state of the old life Paul speaks of their life under "CtX 
111 E.g. Betz, Galatians, 259, n. 56; MuBner, Galaterbrief, 346; Schlier, Galater, 231; 
Witherington, Grace, 367. 
112 So rightly Burton, Galatians, 273; Longenecker, Galatians, 226; Gundry-Volf, Paul and 
Perseverance, 209. 
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awLXE'ia wu KOOf..LOU (4.3). 113 Probably he also had in mind that the Galatians were 
under the curse ofthe law (3.13), 114 and thus outside the realm ofGod's blessing. 115 
Paul implies that the Galatians were slaves who cannot inherit the blessings of God 
(4.7). They did not know God and were enslaved to beings that by nature are not 
gods (4.8). Therefore, it is legitimate to say that Paul would have implied by the 
forfeiture of the benefits of Christ that the Galatians returned to the state in which 
they were xwpl.c; Xpwwu, aTIT]AAOl:pLWf..LEVOL rfic; 1TOALTELac; TOU 'Iapa~A. K!X.l ~EVOL 
TWV 6La8T]KWV tfic; ETiayyEA.Lac;, EA1TL6a fl~ EXOVTEc; K!X.L a8EOL EV n.\) KOOfl4J (Eph 
2.12)116 In short, the forfeiture of Christ's benefit has several implications. First, it 
means returning to the life under the law and under the curse of the law. Second, it 
means to be enslaved by r& aWLXE'ia wu KOOf..LOU and false gods. Third, it means to 
become the children of the slave who will not share in the inheritance of Abraham 
(cf 4.30). In a word, it means the loss of God's salvation given through Christ and 
the Spirit. 
Why does circumcision forfeit the benefits of Christ? We can best answer 
this question by clarifying Paul's view of the implication of accepting circumcision. 
First, accepting circumcision means to deny the sufficiency of Christ for the 
salvation of Gentiles. If the earlier argument is correct, Paul understood the 
Galatians' acceptance of circumcision as the acceptance of the validity and saving 
efficacy of circumcision. He also might have thought that the Galatians wanted to get 
circumcised because they believed that circumcision is the identity marker of the 
covenant people and a guarantee of membership of God's people. Probably they 
believed in the agitators' teaching that the saving work of Christ is insufficient for 
their salvation and circumcision has to be added. But from Paul's point of view, to 
113 It seems clear that the Galatians were under the power oftlx atOLXE1a rou KO<J}-lou, for the 
first-person plural indicates that both Jews and Gentile Christians used to be enslaved under rlx 
atoLXE1a. It is not our aim to discuss the notoriously difficult issue of rlx atoLXE1a rou Koa~ou. For 
bibliography, see eh. 1, n. 96. 
114 The first-person plural in 3.13 indicates that Jew and Gentile believers were under the 
curse of the law. For details sec §2.2.2.1. 
115 Dunn, Galatians, 176. 
116 The authorship of Ephesians is not an issue here. For as M. Zerwick argues, "Whoever 
may have done the actual writing of the epistle, Paul is the source of the material of the epistle; and 
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accept circumcision would mean that the saving work of Christ is not sufficient for 
the salvation of Gentiles. If the Galatians thought that circumcision is effective and 
profitable for their salvation, then Christ died needlessly ( cf 2.21 ). Hence to accept 
circumcision was to deny the saving efficacy of Christ's death for the universal 
salvation of Jew and Gentile (3.28). It nullifies the liberating work of Christ (5.1 ). In 
short, circumcision denies the saving significance ofthe Christ-event; 117 it changes 
the basis of salvation from Christ to circumcision. 118 
Second, to accept circumcision means to deny the grace of God manifested 
in and through Christ and the Spirit 119 God granted the Galatians a new way to 
become the children of God not through circumcision but through Christ and the 
Spirit ( 4.1-7). God sent his Son in order to redeem Jews and Gentiles, so that they 
might receive adoption as children of God (4.4-5). God also sent the Spirit to make 
them the children of God (4.6-7). For Paul, the Galatians' acceptance of 
circumcision means to change the ground of salvation from God's grace to 
circumcision because they would then be depending not on God's grace through 
Christ and the Spirit but on circumcision for their salvation. Paul says to the 
Galatians who attempt to get circumcised that they were deserting God (1.6). He also 
admonishes them (3 .1-5) because their acceptance of circumcision means a denial of 
the sufficiency of God's grace through the Spirit (3.3-5; 4.6). In short, circumcision 
nullifies the grace of God manifested through Christ and the Spirit 
To sum up: Paul seeks to persuade the Galatians not to undergo circumcision 
by warning of its disastrous consequence, i.e. the forfeiture of Christ's benefits. He 
wants them to recognise that circumcision leads to the loss of God's salvation given 
through Christ and the Spirit because to accept circumcision means to deny the 
it can be read with the other Pauline writings as a part of a single body of Christian teaching" (The 
Epistle to the Ephesians (London: Burna & Oates, 1969), 8). 
117 Cf. Amadi-Azuogu, Paul, 299-300; Betz, Galatians, 259; Esler, Galatians, 73; Saldanha, 
"The Concept ofFreedom in Ga1atians," 170-172. 
118 Dunn ('Circumcision," 88) writes, "to accept the necessity of circumcision shifted the 
grounds for their redemption to membership of a people and made their previous commitment to 
Christ (in baptism) a pointless rite (5.4)." 
119 So I. H. Marshall, Kept by the Power ofGod (Minneapolis: Bethany Fellowship, Inc., 
1969), 110. 
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saving work of Christ and God's saving grace, by which he attempts to persuade 
them to reject circumcision. 
2. 2. 1. 2. Becoming ocpELAEtT]c;; OAOV tOV vOj..Lov 1TOI.floa.l. 
The second reason for Paul's opposition to the circumcision of the Galatians 
is given in 5.3. Paul testifies to the Galatians, lTCiVtL civepwm~ lTEplHJ.LVOJ.LEVC¥ on 
ocpELAEtT]c;; EOtLV OAOV tov VOI-LOV lTOLfloa.L. What is the force ofthis argument? There 
are various views on the issue. Some scholars suggest that Paul was simply exposing 
the deceitful tactics of the agitators in order that his readers might not be deceived by 
the agitators' teaching. 120 Some think that Paul warns the Galatians not to embark on 
the wrong way of salvation, i.e. "legalism," not only because the whole law cannot 
be kept because of human inability to obey the whole law but also because accepting 
circumcision results in the curse of the law (3.1 0). 121 In recent years, several 
interpreters argue that since the Galatians recognised the implications of accepting 
circumcision somewhat naively, Paul was reminding them of the fact that they must 
face realistically the implication of accepting circumcision, that is, obedience to the 
whole law. 122 Dunn argues in a distinctive way that Paul was reminding the 
Galatians of the fact that "what was being demanded of them was not simply a 
matter of a single act of circumcision, but a whole way of life, a complete 
assimilation and absorption of any distinctively Gentile identity into the status of 
proselyte." 123 Dunn interprets 5.3 in light of "the typical Jewish mind-set which 
understood 'doing the law' as the obligation of those within the covenant people, as 
that which marked out the covenant people, as the way to live within the 
covenant." 124 That there is no agreement on the force of Paul's argument in 5.3 
justifies a closer investigation of it. 
12
° For the various tactics suggested by commentators, see Dunn "Circumcision," 86. 
121 Bruce, Ga/atians, 230-231; Burton, Galatians, 277; Hiibner, Law, 18-19, 36-39; Fung, 
Ga/atians, 222-223; Schreiner, "Paul and Perfect Obedience to the Law," 266-268; idem, '"Works 
of the Law' in Paul," 217-244; F. Thielman, Paul and the Law (Downers Grove, IL: IVP, 1994), 
130. 
122 Barclay, Obeying, 04; Betz, Ga/atians, 259-261; Kiimmel, Introduction to the New 
Testament, 300; Matera, Galatians, 189; Witherington, Grace, 368. 
123 Dunn, Galatians, 267. 
124 Dunn, Ga/atians, 266; idem, "Circumcision," 87. 
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In order to understand the force and implication of Paul's argument in 5.3, it 
1s necessary to clarify the following issues and questions: 1) the grammatical 
function of naA.Lv in 5.3a; 2) the object of Paul's polemic in 5.3; 3) To what does 
"the whole law'' refer?; 4) What is the implication of "doing the whole law"?; 5) 
Where does Paul's emphasis fall in 5.3b?; 6) What is the significance of ocpELAEtT)c; in 
5.3? 
First, what is the grammatical function of mfA.w in 5.3a? Does it imply that 
Paul taught the Galatians about circumcision before? 125 Or does it refer back to Gal 
3.10? 126 Or does it indicate that Paul repeats the statement of 5.2 for emphasis? The 
first view is unlikely because it is not clear that Paul was simply restating his 
previous teaching about circumcision. Moreover, although Paul might have spoken 
of circumcision in general, it seems unlikely that Paul would have given advice to 
the Galatians about circumcision in the way now elaborated in Galatians because it 
was not issue at stake in Galatia when he first met them. 127 Only after hearing the 
agitators' teaching on circumcision did they begin to contemplate becoming 
circumcised. The second view is also implausible because Paul did not deal with the 
issue of circumcision in the Galatian churches in the previous argument (1.1-5.1). 
Paul is dealing with the problem of circumcision for the first time in this passage. 
Although it appears that 3.10 is related to 5.3 in terms of"keeping all the things in 
the book of the law," 3.10 is not speaking of the problem of circumcision 
specifically. In our view, the third interpretation is preferable. Paul's usage of the 
adverb nahv in Gal 1.9 clearly suggests that Paul is repeating the previous argument 
(1.8) for emphasis. Moreover, Paul uses naA.Lv when he repeats the previous 
statement (2 Cor 11.16; Phi! 4.4) and when he quotes similar scriptural passages to 
125 Some scholars argue that the adverb naA.Lv is to be understood as being logical rather than 
being temporal (e.g. Betz, Ga/atians, 259, n. 58). Some say that the adverb indicates that Paul had 
given the advice at the last meeting with the Galatians (e.g. Burton, Ga/atians, 275; Lietzmann, 
Galater, 37; Mu.Bner, Galaterbrief, 347). 
126 Barclay, Obeying, 64; Lightfoot, Galatians, 203; Liihrmann, Galatians, 81; Howard, 
Paul, 16; T. R. Schreiner, Law and Its Fuljillment (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1993), 63-64; Watson, 
PJG, 71. 
127 As noted earlier, the issue of circumcision in Galatia was raised by the agitators. See e.g. 
Bruce, Galatians, 229; Longenecker, Ga/atians, 226; Oepke, Galater, 156. 
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reinforce the previous quotation (Rom 15.1 0, 11, 12; 1 Cor 3 .20). We may justly 
infer, therefore, that Paul uses mfA.w to reinforce and explain the statement of 5.2. 128 
Second, what is the object ofPaul's polemic in 5.3? Is 5.3 a polemic against 
legalism that the observance of the whole law is necessary for salvation? 129 Or did 
Paul attack Second Temple Judaism? Or did Paul argue against simply the agitators' 
teachings of circumcision? First of all, it is implausible that Paul argues directly 
against legalistic first century Palestinian Judaism or "covenantal nomism'' One can 
substantiate this by indicating the object of Paul's polemic in Galatians. As most 
scholars agree, Galatians is a polemic not against first century Palestinian Judaism 
but against the other gospel of the agitators. 130 According to Martyn, the rhetorical 
horizons of Galatians are not two religions but "two Gentile missions." 131 Although 
Galatians can be situated within the context of the larger struggle among the Jews of 
the late Second Temple period, 132 the main rhetorical context of Galatians is not 
directly related to it. Although Paul's argument concerning the law, promise, 
Abraharn, and the Hagar-Sarah allegory has implications for Second Temple 
Judaism, they are not linked closely to it because his argument is directed not against 
Judaism but the other gospel. 133 The rhetorical context of Galatians is the inter-
Jewish Christian debate between the agitators and Paul. In short, the object ofPaul's 
polemic in Galatians is not Second Temple Judaism but the agitators' "other 
gospel''134 Furthermore, the immediate literary context of 5.3 is closely bound up 
128 So rightly Bruce, Galatians, 229; Dunn, Galatians, 265; Fung, Galatians, 222; 
Longenecker, Galatians, 226; Martyn, Galatians, 469; Matera, Galatians, 181; Mufiner, 
Galaterbrief, 347; Witherington, Grace, 368. 
129 Fuller ("Paul and 'the Works of the Law'," 28-42) argues that Paul was attacking the 
Judaizers' legalistic interpretation of the law. He further developed his view in Gospel and Law. 
Contrast or Continuum? (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980). 
130 Seen. 5 in this chapter. 
131 Martyn, Galatians, 431. 
132 E.g. The proper zeal for God - D. B. Garlington, "Role Reversal and Paul's Use of 
Scripture in Galatians 3.10-13," JSNT65 (1997), 91; the inter-Jewish debate on circumcision- R. 
G. Hall, "Arguing Like an Apocalypse," NTS 42 (1996), 440-441. 
133 So rightly Martyn, Galatians, 433; J. S. Siker, Disinheriting the Jews (Louisville: 
Westminster/JKP, 1991), 28-50. 
134 Braswell notes that the controversy in Galatians was over the agitators' particularism, not 
meritorious works ("'The Blessing of Abraham' versus 'The Curse of the Law'," 86, n. 39). See also 
Matera, Galatians, 31-32. 
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with Paul's argument against the agitators' argument for circumcision. 135 It is fair to 
say, therefore, that Paul does not argue against law-observant Second Temple 
Judaism as such in 5.3. 
Third, to what does "the whole law" refer? Most interpreters think that it 
refers to "all the things (commandments) written in the book of the law" (3. 10; cf. 
Jas 2.1 0). 136 Huhner argues that it refers to "the individual pronouncements of the 
law." 137 Martyn claims that it refers to "the plural Law" which has "the cursing and 
enslaving voice of the Law. " 138 The first view is preferable because circumcision is a 
marker to signify total devotion to the observance of the law. 139 For most Jews the 
proselyte's act of circumcision signified complete commitment to the observance of 
the law and the Jewish way of life (Esther 8.17 - LXX; Sir 44.20; Jdth 14.10; 
Josephus Vit. 113, 149; idem, Ant. 13.257; 20.39-46, 145-146). 
Fourth, what is the implication of "doing the whole law"? Does it imply the 
obedience of the law in a perfect way? 140 Or does it imply observing everything 
written in the book of the law without any sense of "perfectionism"? 141 The first 
view seems unlikely. The immediate literary context of 5. 3 is not so much concerned 
with perfect obedience of the entire law as with the fact that circumcision entails 
keeping the whole law. 142 In recent years, a good number of scholars have argued 
that Paul does not imply in 5.3 that it is impossible to keep the whole law. 143 Paul 
cannot mean that it is impossible to keep the entire law because he speaks in Phi! 
3.4-6 that he kept the law "without blemish. " 144 Moreover, Paul could not be 
implying the perfect observance of the law for salvation not only because it is 
135 Martyn (Ga/atians, 470-471) writes, "The instruction in v 3 is thus a polemic tightly 
focused on the message the Teachers are preaching to Gentiles, not a polemic against Judaism." 
136 E.g. Burton, Ga/atians, 275; Dunn, Ga/atians, 266; Matera, Galatians, 189; 
137 Huhner, Law, 37. 
138 Martyn, Galatians, 471, 503-514. For Martyn "the plural Law" refers to "the Law made 
up ofmanl commandments" and "the Sinaitic Law." 
13 P. Borgen, "Debates on Circumcision in Philo and Paul," in Paul Preaches Circumcision 
and Pleases Men (Trondheim: Tapir, 1983), 18. See also Dunn, "Circumcision," 86. 
140 Guthrie, Galatians, 129; Schreiner, Law and Its Fulfillment, 63-64. 
141 Westerholm, "On Fulfilling the Whole Law (Gal. 5.14)," 229-237, [235]. 
142 Dunn, Galatians, 266; idem, "Circumcision," 87. 
143 Notably, Cranford, "The Possibility of Perfect Obedience," 242-258; Dunn, Galatians, 
266-267; Martyn, Ga/atians, 310-311, 470; Sanders, PUP, 27-29. 
144 Betz, Galatians, 145; Dunn, Galatians, 267; Martyn, Ga/atians, 310. 
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difficult to imagine that Jews regarded their Jewish way of life as a perfect life but 
also because the cultic system in the law provided atonement145 It is likely, 
therefore, that "doing the whole law" means to keep all the things written in the book 
of the law without the sense of perfectionism. 
Fifth, where does Paul's emphasis fall m 5.3b? Is it oA.ov rov v61-1ov or 
6ct>ELA.Er11~? Most commentators think that emphasis falls on the word "the whole 
law. " 146 Some think that Paul puts the emphasis on the word 6ct>ELAETfl~. 147 In our 
view, the latter is preferable. It is to be noted that, since m:fhv is referring back to 
5.2, Paul contrasts the fact that Christ benefits with the fact that circumcision makes 
a debtor, through the intentional word-play between wct>EA~OEL and 6ct>ELAE'Cfl~ 148 In 
other words, the word is chosen carefully to highlight the valuelessness of 
circumcision in contrast to the benefit of Christ. At the same time, Paul employed the 
word 6ct>ELA.Erfl~ because he polemicizes against the agitators' theological rationale 
that circumcision does benefit (wct>EA.E'L - cf. Rom 2.25)149 Moreover, that Paul puts 
the emphasis on the word octJELAErfl~ is indicated by its place at the beginning of on 
clause. It is therefore likely that Paul's emphasis falls on the word 6ct>ELAETfl~. 150 
Sixth, what is the significance of 6cpuA.Er11~ in 5.3? Literally oct>ELA.Er11~ refers 
to the one who owes something to someone ("debtor"- Matt 18.24; Rom 15.27). 
Sometimes it means "offender" (Luke 13.4) and "sinner" (Matt 6.12). The term 
occurs four times in the Pauline corpus (Rom 1.14; 8.12; 15.27; Gal5.3). It is clear 
that Paul uses the word in the sense of "debtor" in Rom 15.27151 Figuratively 
oct>ELAETfl~ in Rom 1.14 is used in reference to the one who is under obligation to do 
145 Notably, Dunn, Galatians, 266-267; idem, "In Search of Common Ground," 311-313; 
Howard, Paul, 53; Sanders, PLJP, 28. Contra Das, Paul, 163-167. 
146 Notably, Barclay, Obeying, 64; Hiibner, Law, 37; Matera, Galatians, 181-182 
147 Howard, Paul, 16. 
148 Dunn, Galatians, 265; Howard, Paul, 16; S. K. Williams, Galatians (Abingdon: 
Nashville, 1997), 136; Witherington, Grace, 368. 
149 See M. Wolter, o<j>ELAE:tT)c; nA, EDNT 2.550. 
150 Howard (Paul, 16) rightly observes, "The emphasis is on the word 'debtor' both in that it 
is the first word in its clause (o<j>uAEtT)c; Em\.v oAov ~~:!A) and that it forms a word play with 'profit' 
(w<j>EA~au) of the previous verse." 
151 Paul teaches that the Gentile congregations in Macedonia and Achaia have shared in the 
spiritual blessings of the saints in Jerusalem and so are debtors to them who ought to share with 
them material things. 
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something. Paul calls himself o<j)ELAE't'T]c; both to Greeks and to barbarians, obliged to 
preach the gospel to all Gentiles (cf. 1 Cor 9.16b). It is plausible, however, that Paul 
employed ocpELA.ETT]c; (Gal 5.3) figuratively in view of the implication of "slave."152 
Paul's other figurative usage of o<j)ELA.E't'T]c; in Ram 8.12 substantiates the point. In 
Ram 8.12 Paul employs the word ocpELAE't'IXL to describe people who are subject to 
"flesh." Since the word ocip~ refers to the power-sphere of"the world" (cf. EV oapKl.-
Ram 8.9), 153 o<j)ELAEmL connotes those who are enslaved under the power of ocip~. 
Paul seems to relate o<j)ELAE't'aL to the power of the flesh to "a spirit of slavery" (8.15). 
Since Paul understands the law as power, 154 in the same way, o<j)ELAE't'T]c; EO't'LV ol..ov 
1ov vof.Lov TIOL f]oaL seems to describe those who are subject to the power of the law. 
This point can be strengthened by the fact that Paul relates circumcision to the 
slavery of the law. In Gal 2.4 Paul links circumcision to slavery. Probably Paul 
thought that the "false brothers" who wanted Titus to get circumcised attempted to 
enslave (Ka't'abouA.woouow) Paul and his eo-workers to the Mosaic law of 
circumcision. Probably Paul regarded those who wanted to be circumcised as those 
who desire to be under the enslaving power ofthe law (4.21). Furthermore, in light 
of 5.1 where Paul speaks of freedom from a yoke of slavery of the law, it is 
intelligible that Paul relates accepting circumcision to submitting to a yoke of slavery 
of the law. It is likely, therefore, Paul means that those who get circumcised put 
themselves under a yoke of the slavery of the law (cf. 5.1). 
In light of what we have discussed above, we may clarify the force of Paul's 
argument in 5.3. It is implausible that Paul was simply exposing the deceitful tactics 
of the agitators in order that the Galatians might not be deceived by the agitators. As 
Dunn rightly points out, this view fails to account for the fact that "Only 
circumcision could ensure membership of 'the circumcision,' but precisely as the 
152 Howard (Paul, 16) rightly argues, "For Paul, to be debtor is to be in bondage." Bruce 
(Galatians, 231) also notes, "Being obliged to keep the law, in part or in whole, is for such people a 
return to bondage under the atoLxE'La (4.9)." 
153 Fitzmyer, Romans, 492; Moo, Romans, 494. 
154 It is generally recognised that the preposition imo voj..LOV (Gal 3.23; 4.4, 5, 21; 5.18; Rom 
6.14-15; 1 Cor 9.20) denotes "under the power of the law." See e.g. Dunn, TPA, 141-142; Hong, 
Law, 156-161; Martyn, Galatians, 370-371; Moo, Romans, 389. Paul's perception of the law as 
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defining act of commitment to the whole, as the climax of a wholly judaized life. " 155 
Moreover, this view fails to pay attention to the fact that the agitators required the 
Galatians to observe the law (2.16, 21; 3.11, 18, 21; 5.4)156 Nor is it likely that Paul 
warns the Galatians not to embark on the wrong way of salvation, i.e. "legalism," not 
only because the whole law cannot be kept because of human inability to obey the 
whole law but also because accepting circumcision results in the curse of the law. 157 
Rather, the point ofPaul's argument is not the warning not to embark on the wrong 
way of salvation, (i.e. "legalism") but the rejection of the agitators' teaching 
concerning the salvific efficacy and benefit of circumcision. 
It seems plausible that Paul was reminding the Galatians, ignorant of the 
significance of accepting circumcision, of the fact that they must face realistically 
the implication of accepting circumcision, that is, obedience to the whole law. For 
instance, Sanders writes, "Paul may very well simply have been reminding his 
converts that, if they accepted circumcision, the consequence would be that they 
would have to begin living their lives according to a new set of rules for daily 
living."158 Although Sanders is right that accepting circumcision means to live by the 
precepts of the law, he fails to explain the significance of the word o<flELAEtT]c; as 
observed earlier. 
What is in view, rather, is that, reinforcing ("again" - 5.3) the point of 5.2 
that every man who become circumcised by the agitators' persuasion forfeits the 
benefits of Christ, circumcision results in another fatal consequence, that is, to 
become the slave of the law (i.e. enslaved proselytes). 159 He implies that accepting 
power also is indicated by that the law brought condemnation of sin (Rom 4.15), rules (Rom 7.1), 
and has a cursing power (Gal 3 .1 0, 13). 
155 Dunn, "Circumcision," 87. 
15~hile scholars have debated whether the agitators demanded obedience to the law as a 
whole or partially, there is little dispute that they claimed that the Galatians should observe the 
requirements of Toral1 for the full status as God's people, for Paul's argument against justification 
through the law (the works of the law) testifies to this point. See e.g. Barclay, Obeying, 60-72; 
Hong, Law, 107-109; Howard, Paul, 19; Longenecker, Triumph, 30-33. 
157 Pace Bruce, Galatians, 230-231; Burton, Galatians, 277; Hiibner, Law, 18-19, 36-39; 
Fung, Galatians, 222-223; Raisiinen, Paul, 94-95; Schreiner, "Paul and Perfect Obedience to the 
Law," 266-268; Thielman, Paul and the Law, 130. 
158 Sanders, PUP, 29. 
159 So rightly Howard, Paul, 19. 
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circumcision means to transfer from the state of solvency to a bankrupt state. Paul's 
argument on the valuelessness of circumcision reaches its climax in his fierce attack 
on the agitators, suggesting that circumcision is equal to "mutilation" (5.12). In light 
of the Jewish tradition that excludes those who have bodily defects from the 
assembly of the Lord (Lev 21.20; De ut 23.1) and the temple and city ( 11 QTemple 
45.12-14), he means that circumcision brings exclusion instead ofinclusion. 160 The 
implication would be that if the Galatians accept circumcision, it would lead to this 
exclusion from the people of God, i.e. loss of salvation. The aim of Paul's violent 
attack is to oppose and nullify the agitators' theological rationale for circumcision, in 
particular the salvific efficacy and benefits of circumcision. In short, since the 
Galatians recognised the implication of accepting circumcision so naively, Paul was 
warning the Galatians of the fact that a single act of circumcision entails a complete 
transfer of the identity of the children of God who enjoy the benefits of Christ (e.g. 
adoption, freedom) into the status of the slaves of the law (i.e. enslaved proselytes) 
who must obey the whole law under the power of the law This is rhetorical force of 
Paul's argument in 5. 3 . 
2. 2. 2. The Benefit (Value) of Christ 
In order to understand why Paul vehemently opposes circumcision, we must 
go to the other side of the antithesis, i.e. Christ. As noted earlier, Paul contrasts 
circumcision and Christ in terms of "benefit" in 5.2-3; the valuelessness of 
circumcision is contrasted with the benefit of Christ. In this section we will attempt 
to expound Paul's idea of Christ's benefit upon which Paul argues against 
circumcision. From a rhetorical perspective, Paul designed to solve the issue of the 
circumcision of the Galatians by reminding them of the benefits of Christ that he 
elaborated in the previous section (I. 1-5.1 )161 The theme of benefits of Christ seems 
to play the important role as Paul's persuasive strategy and theological rationale for 
16° Cf. Dunn, Galatians, 283; G. Ebeling, The Tntth of the Gospel (Philadelphia: Fortress, 
1984), 245; J. H. Neyrey, "Bewitched in Galatia," CBQ 50 (1988), 83. 
161 The benefit of Christ is a summary of various soteriological effects of the Christ-event 
that Paul brought up in 1.1-5 .1. 
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his opposition to the circumcision of the Galatians who were attempting to validate 
the salvific efficacy and benefits of circumcision. 
In order to investigate the significance of Christ's benefit for Paul's 
opposition to the circumcision of the Galatians, first of all, we need know what the 
benefits of Christ are in Galatians. They refer no doubt to the soteriological effects of 
the Christ-event: justification comes to the Gentiles not through the law but in and 
through Christ (2.15-21 ); Christ redeemed believers from the curse of the law (3 .13) 
and the power of the law (4.4-5); through Christ's death the blessing of Abraham 
comes to the Gentiles (3. 14 ); there is no distinction between Jewish believers and 
Gentile but oneness in Christ (3.28; cf. 5.6; 6.15); the Galatians become Abraham's 
offspring and heirs (3.29) and the children of God in Christ Jesus (3.26); believers 
receive adoption as sons through Christ (4.5); Christ gives freedom from the slavery 
of the law (5.1, cf. 2.4)162 Christ gave himself for forgiveness of sins (1.4) and 
deliverance from the present evil age (1.4), through Christ's redemptive death 
believers receive the promise ofthe Spirit (3.14). Thus the salvific benefits of Christ 
in Galatians are righteousness, redemption, the blessing of Abraharn, adoption and 
divine sonship, oneness between Jew and Gentile, Abraham's offspring and heirs, 
freedom, forgiveness of sins, deliverance from the present evil age, and the promise 
of the Spirit. In what follows we shall investigate the meaning of each benefit and 
the significance of each benefit for both Paul's opposition to the Galatians' 
circumcision and the inclusion ofthe Gentiles into the people ofGod. 163 
2. 2. 2. 1. Redemption 
Paul says, Xpw-roc;; ~lllic;; E~rwop!wEv EK -rflc;; Ka.nf.pa.c;; -rou voiJ.ou YEVOIJ.Evoc;; 
unE:p ~IJ.WV Ka.-r&pa. (3 .13a). In 4. 5 Paul also says, E~a.nEo-rHA.Ev o 8Eoc;; -rov uLov 
) "" I ) I I t \ I tl \ t \ I !XUWU, YEVOIJ.EVOV EK YUVIXLKOt;;, YEVOIJ.EVOV uno VOIJ.OV LV!X -roue;; uno VOIJ.OV 
E~a.yop&o1J 164 For Paul redemption is an effect of the Christ-event, i.e. Christ's death 
162 UnfortWlately, Fitzmyer does not pay sufficient attention to the effects of the Christ-
event in Galatians. He notes only two effects in Galatians: justification and freedom (Paul, 59-71). 
163 We shall deal with the benefit of righteousness in §3.2. and §6.3., forgiveness of sins and 
deliverance from the present evil age in §7.3.1., and the promise of the Spirit in §5.2.2. 
164 The subject of the verb E~ayopa(Hv could be either God or Christ (his Son). The latter is 
preferable because Paul probably was referring to Christ' redemption that he said earlier (3.13). 
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on the cross and the coming of Christ (Rom 3.24; 1 Cor 1.30; cf. Col 1.14; Eph 
1. 7). 165 Paul employs the verb E=~a.yoptf(ELv to describe the universal redemptive act 
of Christ. The imagery is of the ransoming of a captive or prisoner of war from 
slavery. The background of Paul's language of redemption is probably the OT -
God's redemption of Israel from slavery in Egypt (Deut 7.8; 9.26; 13.6; 15.5; Pss 
74.2; 77.16) and the Babylonian captivity (Isa 41.14; 43.1, 14; 44.22-24; 52.3; 
54.5). 166 If Scott's interpretation of E=~a.yoplf(ELv (4.5) against the background of the 
"Second Exodus" is right, 167 then it denotes redemption from the enslaving power of 
the law (t'mo vof.!ov). 
Paul thinks that Christ brought "us" redemption from the curse of the law by 
becoming a curse for us on the cross. 168 What is the reference of the first-person 
plural in Gal 3. 13? It has been disputed whether the pronoun "us" refers to Jewish 
Christians or Jewish and Gentile Christians. 169 Paul employs the first-person plural 
"we" to refer to at least three distinct groups in Galatians17° First, in reference to 
both himself and his eo-workers (1.8, 9; 2.4, 5, 9, 10). Second, in reference to Jews 
( esp. Paul and Peter) over against Gentiles (2.15, 16, 17). Third, Paul normally uses 
the pronoun to refer to both Jewish and Gentile believers ( esp. Paul and the Galatians 
- 1.3, 4; 3.13, 14, 23, 24, 25; 4.3, 5, 6, 31; 5.1, 5, 25, 26; 6.9, 14, 18). The first-
person plural ~fleX<; (3.13) probably refers to both Jews and Gentiles. 171 The equation 
165 Unfortunately, Fitzmyer fails to pay attention to redemption from the curse of the law as 
an important aspect of Christ's redemption. (Paul, 66-67). 
166 But A Deissmann (Light From the Ancient Near East (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1965), 319-
330) attempted to demonstrate that the ancient legal custom of "sacred manumission" as the model 
for the Pauline doctrine of redemption. According to the sacral manumission of a slave, the slave 
himself pays the ransom money. But for Paul the different fact is that Christ pays the price and 
Christ's death is the method of the redemption. Thus it is unlikely that Paul is dependent on Greek 
sacral manumission. Cf. R. Dabelstein, f.~ayopci(w, EDNT 2.1; K. Kertelege, rhroA.u-rpwaL<;;, EDNT 
1.138-139. For a brief survey of debate, see MuBner, Galaterbrief, 232, n. 101. 
167 J. M. Scott,AdoptionasSonsofGod(Tiibingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 1992), 172-174. 
168 We will not explore the connection between Christ having died the accursed death of the 
cross and "our" having been redeemed from the law's curse for it is the beyond the scope of the 
present study. For the study see, Brondos, "The Cross and the Curse," 3-32. 
169 For bibliography, see Betz, Ga/atians, 148, n. 101. For a detailed discussion, see Martyn, 
Galatians, 334-346. 
17
° Cf. S. Byrskog, "Co-senders, Co-authors and Paul's Use ofthe First Person Plural," ZNW 
87 (1996), 238-240. For four different uses of"we" in the Pauline letters, see pp. 232-233. 
171 Cf. Bruce, Galatians, 167; Dunn, Galatians, 176; Howard, Paul, 59; Longenecker, 
Galatians, 121; Martyn, Galatians, 317; Raisanen, Paul, 19-20. Contra Betz, Galatians, 148; 
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between ~~lie;; (3.13) and "we" (J..apw~Ev - 3.14) suggests that those under the curse 
of the law are identical with those who receive the promise of the Spirit. There is 
little doubt that "we" (J..apw~Ev - 3.14) refers to both Jewish believers and Gentile. 172 
Given ~~lie;; (3.13) is equivalent to "we" (J..apw~Ev - 3.14), therefore, ~~lie; includes 
the Gentiles. Paul's inclusion of the emphatic LXX insertions nlic;; and nliow in his 
quotation ofDeut 27.26 (3.10) also implies that Paul has in mind Jews and Gentiles 
with ~~lic;;. 173 It is thus fair to say that Gentiles are under the curse of the law. And 
also Christ redeemed touc;; uno v6~ov ( 4. 5). It is notoriously difficult to discern what 
the reference ofoL uno v6~ov is. Since we shall deal with its reference later (§4.2. n. 
68), we may simply assume here that oL uno v6~ov refers to both Jew and Gentile. 
Christ's redemption of Gentiles from the curse of the law is significant for 
Paul's opposition to circumcision. The agitators might have argued that it is 
necessary for the Gentile Galatians to be circumcised to secure deliverance from 
God's curse, for, according to the agitators, circumcision has power to achieve 
redemption (from God's curse) as a redemptive rite which is testified in the Jewish 
tradition of Zipporah's circumcision of her son (§2.1.3.1.). In contrast Paul argues 
that Christ's redemption from the curse of the law causes Gentile believers to 
participate in the blessing of Abraham. Christ's redemption means that it 1s 
unnecessary for those who received the benefit of redemption to accept circumcision 
for redemption. Moreover, Christ's redemption from the enslaving power of the law 
is another aspect of Paul's rationale by which he argues that the recipients of 
redemption of Christ must not undergo circumcision. For Paul in contrast to the fact 
that circumcision leads the circumcised to a life under the slavery of the law that 
circumcision entails and thus makes them the slaves of the law, Christ's redemption 
Donaldson, "The 'Curse ofthe Law' and the Inclusion ofthe Gentiles," 94-112; Kruse, Paul, 86-89; 
Longenecker, Triumph, 92; Matera, Galatians, 120; Witherington, Grace, 236-238; N. T. Wright, 
The Climax ofthe Covenant (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1991), 143. They think "us" referring to Jews or 
Jewish Christians. For the different views, Betz, Ga/atians, 148, n. 101; Fung, Galatians, 148-149; 
Gaston, Paul and the Torah, 62. 
172 This point can be confirmed by the fact that "we" (A.aPwi.J.E.V - 3.14) includes Jewish and 
Gentile believers in light of the parallelism of the two '(va clauses in 3.14- "we" (A.Upwi.J.EV - 3.14) 
includes Gentiles (de; ,a_ (81111 - 3.14). It is also clear that in 3.14 Paul had in mind the Galatians' 
reception of the Spirit (3 .1-5). Pace Wright (Climax, 143) who take "we" to mean Jewish Christians. 
173 Cf. Bruce, Galatians, 167. 
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grants Gentile believers "adoption"174 (4.5) and thus have them become the sons of 
God. Thus for Paul circumcision is useless and ineffective because Christ's 
redemption is sufficient and nullified the salvific efficacy of circumcision effecting 
redemption to the circumcised. On the basis of this conviction Paul urges the 
Galatians attracted by the salvific benefits of circumcision to reject circumcision. 
2. 2. 2. 2. The Blessing of Abraham 
Paul says that Christ redeemed us (Gentile and Jewish believers) from the 
curse of the law 'Cvo: Ek ·r:Cx E.8vl) ~ EuA.oy(o: wu 'APpwxf.! yEvl)mL E:v XpLo"CQ 'll)oou 
(3.14). By means of Christ's redemptive work (death on the cross) the blessing of 
Abraham comes to the Gentiles in Christ Jesus. 175 What is the reference of the 
blessing of Abraham? There is no agreement among scholars. Several commentators 
hold that it refers to the gift of the Spirit. 176 A number of commentators reckon that 
Paul employs the phrase to refer to the blessing of justification. 177 On the basis of 
Gen 22.17-18 and 28.4, Matera seems to think that it refers to the fact that Abraham 
becomes the father of innumerable descendants. 178 The disagreement among 
commentators requires us to clarify what is meant by the blessing of Abraham. 
One can find "the blessing of Abraham" in Gen 22.17-18, Gen 26.3-4, and 
Gen 28.3-4. For example, Gen 22.17-18 says, "I will indeed bless you, and I will 
make your offspring as numerous as the stars of heaven and as the sand that is on the 
seashore. And your offspring shall possess the gate of their enemies, and by your 
offspring shall all the nations of the earth gain blessing for themselves, because you 
have obeyed my voice" (NRSV). The blessing of Abraham has something do with 
the blessing of innumerable descendants, the blessing of the land, and the blessing of 
all the nations ofthe earth through the offspring of Abraham (cf. Gen 26.3-4; 28.3-
174 For the theme of adoption, see §2.2.2.3. 
175 We shall deal with the relationship between "the blessing of Abraham" and "in Christ 
Jesus" later (§3 .2.2.2.). 
176 Bruce, Galatians, 168; R. A Cole, Galatians (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1989), 144; 
Dunn, Ga/atians, 180; W. Hansen, Galatians (Downers Grove, IL: IVP, 1994), 96; Ridderbos, 
Galatia, 128. 
177 Burton, Ga/atians, 175; Fung, Galatians, 151; Hong, Law, 131; Williams, Galatians, 94; 
Witherin~ton, Grace, 228. 
1 8 Matera, Ga/atians, 120. 
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4). But the blessing of Abraham (3.14) must be understood in light of Gal 3.8-9 
because the passage (the immediate literary context of3.14) deals with the theme179 
Notably, Witherington thinks that the blessing of Abraham refers to "inclusion ofthe 
nations in the people of God by faith." 180 If so, the blessing of Abraham in 3.14 is 
not so much related either to the fact that the descendants of Abraham shall possess 
land or that Abraham becomes the father of innumerable descendants. 181 Rather it is 
closely bound up with the fact that "all the tribes of the earth"182 (Gen 12.3; 28.14) 
shall be blessed in you (Gen 12.3). 183 What then is the blessing that the Gentiles are 
receiving in Abraham? To put it another way, what is the blessing with which those 
of faith are blessed together with Abraham? Paul relates the blessing to justification 
of the Gentiles by faith. God's justification of the Gentiles by faith fulfils the 
promise that all the Gentiles shall be blessed in Abraham (3.8). Moreover, the 
blessing that those of faith share with Abraham is intimately related to righteousness 
that Abraham received by faith (3.6, 9). For Paul, then, the blessing of Abraham 
refers to justification of the Gentiles184 and it comes to the Gentiles in Christ and 
through the redemptive death of Christ. 
What is the significance of the blessing of Abraham for Paul's rejection of 
the Galatians' circumcision? 185 In contrast to the agitators' argument that Gentiles 
could gain access to the blessing of Abraham through circumcision, Paul argues that 
the Galatians could participate in the blessing of Abraham through Christ's death 
that is its ultimate source. Thus the Gentiles do not need to adopt a Jewish identity 
and life-style and enter the covenant community through circumcision in order to be 
included into the community of God's people. 
179 Burton, Galatians, 175; Dunn, Galatians, 178; Fung, Galatians, 151. 
180 Witherington, Grace, 240. 
181 Pace Matera. 
182 Compare "all the nations of the earth" (Gen 18.18; 22.18; 26.4). 
183 So Betz, Galatians, 152; Martyn, Galatians, 322. 
184 Williams (Galatians, 94) writes, "the 'blessing of Abraham' is the new status of being in 
God's favor,justified (3.6-9)." 
185 For the significance of the blessing of Abraham in Christ for Paul's rejection of 
justification in the law, see §3.2.2.2. 
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2. 2. 2. 3. Adoption and Divine sonsillip 
It is to be noted that the divine adoption (ui.o8mCa.) is one ofthe purposes (or 
consequences) of God's sending of his Son ((vex. tT)V ui.o8mCa.v !bmA.&pwf.!EV- 4.5)I 86 
The term ui.o8m(a. is unique to the Pauline corpus (Rom 8.15, 23; 9.4; Gal 4.5; Eph 
1.5)I 87 Scholars have debated the meaning and background of the term. Most 
commentators think that the term is to be seen against a Greco-Roman background 
since it is not found in the LXX or other Jewish sources. 188 But some argue that it is 
to be understood according to an Old Testament/Jewish background. 189 While one 
cannot rule out that the term was drawn from Paul's experience of Roman law and 
custom, the conclusion of Scott is preferable: "Hence, while the context of ui.o8Ea(a. 
in Gal. 4.5 gives no reason to suspect a Greco-Roman background for the term, the 
whole line of argumentation in Gal. 3-4, together with Pauline parallels, leads 
unambiguously to an Old Testament/Jewish background of adoption for the term (cf. 
Rom 9.4), and particularly to the 2 Sam. 7.14 tradition (cf. 2 Cor. 6.18)."190 He 
argues that 2 Sam 7.14 is essential to Paul's usage ofui.o8mCa.. 191 In particular, he 
argues that ui.o8mCa. in Gal 4.5 "should be interpreted in light of the Jewish 
expectation of divine adoptive sonship in the messianic time based on 2 Sam 
7.14."192 Moreover, scholars debate whether Paul's use of ui.o8EaLa. refers to the act 
186 C. F. D. Moule observes, "the Semitic mind was notoriously unwilling to draw a sharp 
dividing-line between purpose and consequence" (An Idiom-Book of New Testament Greek 
(Cambridge: CUP, 1953), 142). In my view, both are intended. 
187 The word does not occur in the LXX and in other NT writings. 
188 Dunn, Galatians, 217; J. D. Hester, Paul's Concept of Inheritance (Edinburgh: Oliver 
and Boyd, 1968), 57-59; F. Lyall, "Roman Law in the Writings of Paul- Adoption," JBL 88 (1969), 
458-466; Longenecker, Galatians, 172; Moo, Romans, 501. 
189 B. Byrne, Sons of God-Seed of Abraham (Rome: Biblical Institute Press, 1979), 79-80, 
99-100; Scott, Adoption. 
190 Scott, Adoption, 268. For a through study of an Old Testament/Jewish background, see 
61-117. For Byme's criticism of Scott's view, see B. Byme, "Review of Adoption as Sons of God (J. 
M. Scott)," JTS 44 (1992), 288-294. 
191 Scott, Adoption, 121-266. 
192 Scott, Adoption, 186. 
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of adoption or the status of "sonship. " 193 Here too Scott convincingly argues that 
uLo8EoLa. in Gal4.5 refers primarily to God's act of adoption as sons. 194 
It is significant for our present study that all the Galatian believers were 
receiving the benefit of adoption as a result of Christ's coming. It is noteworthy that 
the inclusive "we" ((hTOAtXpWI-LEV) are the recipients of adoption. It is almost certain 
that "we" in 4. 5 refers to both Jewish and Gentile believers (in particular Paul and 
the Galatians) since it is clear that the Galatians are regarded as heirs (3 .29; 4. 7) and 
sons of God (3.26, 4.6, 7). 195 So there can be little dispute that Paul thinks of the 
Gentile believers as the recipients of adoption as sons of God and as enjoying the 
privilege of divine adoptive sonship. This is striking because uLo8EO(a. has been 
regarded as a prerogative oflsrael (Ram 9.4). And also the privilege of adoption was 
given particularly to the proselyte (e.g. Abraham - Philo Sobr 56; and Aseneth -
Joseph Aseneth 12)196 But Paul argues that Israel's unique privilege was granted 
universally to non-proselyte Gentiles by means of Christ, without their becoming 
proselytes (Gal 4.5; cf Ram 9.26; Eph 1.5). 197 In short, Paul argues in 4.5 that "we" 
193 Some argue that the term denotes the act of adoption (e.g. Scott, Adoption, 3-57) or the 
event of adoption as a son (Martyn, Galatians, 390). But Byrne prefers the status of sonship (Sons, 
215). 
194 Scott, Adoption, 175-177. 
195 So rightly Dunn, Galatians, 217; Martyn, Galatians, 390; Matera, Galatians, 150; Pace 
B. Longenecker (Triumph, 92), R. Longenecker (Ga/atians, 164, 172), and Witherington (Grace, 
288) who think "we" referring to Jews, specifically Christian Jews. Note that Paul does not contrast 
"we" (Jews) with "you" (the Gentile Galatians) in 4.4-7 because no contrast can be ascertained in 
the sudden shift from "we" (4.5b, 4.6b) to "you" (4.6a, 4.7a). Rather Paul grounds a statement about 
the sonship of the Galatians (4.6-7 -"you") on a statement about the sonship of Christians including 
Jewish and Gentile believers ( 4.5 - "we"). So Bruce (Galatians, 196) states, "The oscillation 
between 'we' ((va ... arroA.cipw[.LE.V V 5; cf. E.t~ tft(, Kapc5La~ ~[.LWV, V 6), 'you' ("On bE EOtE. ulo(, V 
6) and 'thou' (m'>Kf.n El liouA.o~, v 7), attests the inclusive emphasis of Paul's wording and argument 
(as in 3:23-26)." Furthermore the view that regards "we" referring to Jews, specifically Christian 
Jews is hard to explain the inconsistency between "we" (4.5 -Jews) and ~[.LWV (4.6) referring to both 
Jewish and Gentile believers. It is very difficult to imagine that Paul spoke to two different groups in 
the same breath (cf. Byrskog, "Co-senders, Co-authors and Paul's Use of the First Person Plural," 
239, n. 46). This view is also not in accord with Gal 3.26 (llcivtE.~ yap ulol. emu Ean- referring to 
both Jewish and Gentile believers) and Rom 8.16 where Paul says that the Gentile Romans (EA.cipnE. 
- Rom 8.16) received the Spirit of adoption. 
196 For a through study of divine adoption of the proselyte in Philo Sobr. 56, see Scott, 
Adoption, 88-96. 
197 Byme, Sons, 215-219; Scott, Adoption, 61-117. God's adoption of Gentile believers 
through Jesus Christ is clear in Eph 1.5 (rrpoop l.aa~ ~1-Lfu; El~ u\.oSw(av lit a 'IT]aou Xp tmou El~ 
CiU"tOV, Kata "t~V E.UbOKLCiV taU SE.A~[.LCitO~ autou). 
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Jewish and Gentiles believers receive the "adoption" as an effect of God's sending 
his Son (Christ's coming) and have the privilege of divine adoptive sonship. 
Moreover, Paul says that the Galatians are the sons of God (II&vtEc; yfx.p ulot 
8E00 EotE 6Lfx. tf)c; n(otEwc; E=v XpLotQ 'I11ooO - 3.26). He proclaims that the Gentile 
Galatians are the sons of God (cf Rom 8.14, 19; 9.26). This is striking because Israel 
is characterised as God's "son" or "sons" in the Old Testament (Exod 4.22; Deut 
14.1; Isa 43.6; Jer 3.19; 31.9; Hos 1.10; 11.1) and other Jewish literature (Jub. 1.24-
25; Pss. Sol. 17.27; Sir 36.17; 4 Ezra 6.58). From a Jewish perspective Gentiles are 
normally excluded from the status of sonship because Y ahweh is the father of Israel 
only. 198 As noted earlier, the only way for Gentiles to gain access to the divine 
sonship is by becoming members of the family of God through circumcision. But 
Paul argues that in Christ Jesus (E=v XpLotQ 'I11oou) and through n(onc; Gentile 
believers receive the status of the sons of God (3.26). The phrase E=v Xp w-rQ 'I11ooD 
indicates that Christ is the realm where the divine sonship is available. 199 Paul argues 
that the Galatians can become the sons of God when they participate in the sphere of 
Christ by means of baptism into Christ and identification with Christ (3.27) 200 
What is the significance of ul.o8EO(cx. and divine sonship for Paul's opposition 
to circumcision? As noted earlier, the agitators probably argued that Gentile 
believers could receive divine adoption and divine adoptive sonship by means of 
circumcision because it is a prerogative of circumcised Israel (Rom 9.4). They might 
also have argued that the Jewish privilege of adoption and divine sonship could be 
available to the circumcised proselyte, for circumcision is an identity marker of and 
admittance requirement into the people of God. But Paul argued that adoption as 
sons has been given to all (Jews and Gentiles) believers in and through Christ. In 
other words, the two benefits are no longer exclusive prerogatives given to Jews and 
the circumcised proselyte because the Christ-event made adoption universally 
198 Yahweh is described as Israel's father (cf. Deut 14.1; Isa 43.6; Hos 2.1 (LXX); Wis 5.5). 
For a thorough study, see Byme, Sons, 9-70. 
199 For the discussion concerning the rendering of the phrase f.v Xp tarc.il as "in the sphere of 
Christ," see §3 .3 .1. 
200 Paul understands the Gentiles' becoming children of God as the fulfilment of Hosea's 
prophecy (Hos 1.1 0) in Romans 9 .26. 
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available to believers (Jewish and Gentile). As Dunn perceptively notes, sonship in 
the sphere of Christ implies that '"Christ Jesus' has replaced ethnic Israel as the 
social context of this sonship. "201 Thus the divine adoption of all believers as sons in 
and through Christ nullifies and denies the adoption through circumcision. 
Moreover, Paul says that the Galatians are sons of God because they have been 
baptised into Christ. 202 If Paul refers to the act of baptism, baptism is a ritual of the 
Gentile believers' changed identity from "aliens" to the children of God.203 This 
indicates that the valid ritual for divine sonship is not circumcision but baptism into 
Christ. In short, God's adoption of Gentile believers as sons in and through Christ 
(3.26; 4.4-5; cf. Eph 1.5), apart from the law and circumcision, nullifies the salvific 
efficacy of circumcision which effects sonship to Jews and proselytes. This is a key 
part ofPaul's rationale for his opposition to the circumcision ofthe Galatians. 
2. 2. 2. 4. "Oneness" between Jewish Believers and Gentile 
Paul says, auK EVL 'Iouoal.oc; ouOE "EUT)v, ... mxv-rEc; yfx.p 4-tEl.c:; ELc; E:a-rE E:v 
Xpwni) 'll)aou (3.28). In contrast to the agitators' distinction between Jewish 
believers and Gentile (cf. 4.17; 5.6; 6.15),204 Paul claims that there is no distinction 
between the two groups (5.6; 6.15); both groups are one in Christ Jesus. As a result 
of God's saving action in Christ,205 Jewish believers and Gentile believers became 
one family of God as children of God in Christ Jesus (3.26). Probably Paul had in 
201 Dunn, Galatians, 202. 
202 The preposition yap (3.27) indicates that baptism into Christ is the ground of becoming 
sons of God. 
203 For Paul's understanding of baptism in Gal3.27-29 as a ritual of changed identity, see 
Christiansen, The Covenant, 311-318. 
204 This point is testified by the agitators' requirement of the Galatians' circumcision. If the 
agitators believed that Jewish believers and Gentile are one people of God, they would not have 
demanded the circumcision of the Galatians for the inclusion of the Gaiatians into the people of 
God. 
205 Paul's theological reason for the equality and unity between the two groups is based on 
God's justification of Jews and Gentiles in Christ (§3 .2) and God's universal saving grace (§4.2). If 
this is true, D. Boyarin 's argument that Paul's conviction of the equality and sameness was 
"motivated by a Hellenistic desire for the One, which among other things produced an ideal of a 
universal human essence, beyond difference and hierarchy" should be disputed (A Radical Jew 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994), 7). For an excellent response to Boyarin, see J. M. 
G. Barclay, " 'Neither Jew nor Greek'," in Ethnicity and the Bible, edited by M. G. Brett (Leiden: E. 
J. Brill, 1996), 209-214. 
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mind one body of Christ (Rom 12.5; 1 Cor 12.13, 27)206 With the concept of 
"oneness in Christ" Paul redefines the social relationship between Jews and Gentiles. 
As Horrell rightly notes, "it is clear that identity is redefined and social relationships 
restructured by a new defining identity EV Xpw-r<.\). This shared identity - and this 
identity alone - defines the boundary between insider and outsider, and establishes 
the basis for intimacy and commensality. "207 
What is the significance of "oneness m Christ" for Paul's opposition to 
circumcision? Paul contrasts circumcision with Christ as two antithetical identity 
markers. 208 Circumcision is the fundamental identity factor for Jewish identity 
(§2.1.1.). On the contrary, for Paul, Christ is axiomatic for Christian identity (cf Col 
3. 10-11 ). According to Paul, the group-dividing function of circumcision has ceased 
because Christ abrogates the function of circumcision as an identity marker of God's 
people by making Jewish believers and Gentile the same offspring of Abraham in 
and through Christ (3.28-29). Circumcision is no longer necessary because the 
function of circumcision as an initiation rite into the covenant community has been 
abrogated by oneness in Christ (cf 5.6; 6.15). "Oneness in Christ" nullifies the 
function of circumcision in separating Jews from Gentiles so sharply. Christian unity 
in Christ means that Jewish identity as "circumcision" must cede to the common 
Christian identity as the church of God209 In short, Paul sees Christ (E:v Xpw-r<.\)) as 
the defining centre of the believer's identity, not circumcision or Torah. 210 Thus 
Gentile believers need not get circumcised in order to enter the covenant community 
because in the sphere of Christ they are neither aliens nor outsiders of the covenant 
community but are already the members ofthe eschatological people of God. 
2. 2. 2. 5. Abraham's Offspring and Heirs 
Paul says in 3.29, EL ()(: UflEl~ Xpw-roG, &pcx -raG 'Appcxfxt! OITEPflCX EO-rE Kcx-r' 
E:ncxyyEI..(cxv KA.npovof..LOL. Taking up the previous phrase E:v Xpw-r<.\) 'InooG (3.28), 
206 Cf. Betz, Ga/atians, 200-201; Martyn, Ga/atians, 377. 
207 D. G. Horrell, '"No longer Jew or Greek'," in Christology, Controversy and Community, 
edited by D. G. Horrell and CM. Tuckett (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 2000), 337. 
208 Dunn, "Circumcision," 92-95. 
209 See Holmberg, "Jewish," 414-416. 
210 See Donaldson, Paul, 298-299; Horrell, '"No longer Jew or Greek'," 321-344. 
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Paul argues that the Galatians are Abraham's offspring by means of belonging to 
Christ. 211 The Galatians become part of Christ both by believing in Christ (2.16) and 
by clothing themselves with Christ through baptism into Christ (3.27). 212 As a result 
of that, they can share in the status of Christ who is the singular seed of Abraham 
(3 .16)213 So they become the seeds of Abraham by participating in the unique seed 
of Abraham (Christ). 214 Moreover, Paul argues that the Gentile Galatians are heirs 
who can share in the inheritance of Abraham215 because God's promise of blessing to 
all the Gentiles has been fulfilled (3.8) 216 
The significance of being Abraham's offspring and heirs through 
participation in Christ for Paul's opposition to circumcision is that it makes it 
unnecessary and useless to receive circumcision in order to become Abraham's 
descendants and heirs. In contrast to the agitators' argument that the Galatians could 
come to share in the status of Abraham's offspring and heirs through circumcision 
(§2.1.2.), Paul claims that the Galatians have already become the offspring of 
Abraham and heirs through participation in Christ;217 they received the benefit of 
becoming Abraham's offspring and heirs through belonging to Christ. For Paul, the 
status of the Gentile Galatian believers was changed from aliens from the covenant 
community to Abraham's descendants and heirs. Moreover, the benefit of becoming 
Abraham' offspring and heirs in and through Christ nullifies both the salvific 
efficacy of circumcision effecting the benefits of Abraham's offspring and heirs to 
Jews and proselytes and the significance of circumcision as an identity marker of the 
211 Hester, Inheritance, 51-57. 
212 Dunn (Galatians, 208) writes, "To believe 'into Christ Jesus' (ii.l6), 'to be baptized into 
Christ' (iii.27), was to become so identified with Christ as to share in his status, not only before God 
('sons of God' - iii.26), but also in relation to Abraham, as Abraham' s seed and therefore participant 
in the promise given to Abraham and his seed (iii.l6)." Cf. Matera, Galatians, 143. 
213 For Paul's interpretation of the singular seed of Abraham as Christ, see Dunn, Galatians, 
183-185. 
214 As Beale rightly observes, "Paul understands that this Isaiah prophesy (lsa. 54 LXX) 
began fulfilment in Christ. Gentiles and Jews participate in the blessings promised to Israel in the 
eschaton by identifying with Jesus, the true Israel and true seed of Abraham" ("Peace and Mercy 
Upon the Israel of God," 218). See also C. K. Barrett, Freedom and Obligation (London: SPCK, 
1985), 38. 
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215 Hester, Inheritance, 63-67. 
216 For the argument that "promise" refers to God's promise to bless the nations, see §4.2.2. 
217 Longenecker, Triumph, 128-134. 
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offspring of Abraham. It is unnecessary, therefore, for those who already experience 
the benefits of Abraham's offspring and heirs to receive circumcision. 
2. 2. 2. 6. Freedom 
Paul says that we have freedom in Christ (t~v EA.Eu8Ep(av ~flWV ~v EXOflEV 
EV Xpwn.t3 'IT)oou- 2.4). And also he says, ttl EAEU8EpL~ ~fliic; Xpwroc; ~A.Eu8EpwoEv 
(5.1). It is clear that Paul speaks of"freedom" as an effect of the Christ's liberating 
work. Since it exceeds the scope ofthe present study to deal with the idea of freedom 
in Galatians,218 it is sufficient to focus on the significance of freedom for Paul's 
opposition to circumcision. The background of freedom is probably rooted in the 
Greco-Roman idea of freedom as the social status of Greek and Roman citizens219 In 
the Pauline corpus the freedom to which Paul refers is that from "sin" (Rom 6. 7, 18, 
22) and "the law" (Rom 7.3; 8.2; Gal 5.1). In particular Paul talks about the freedom 
from circumcision and the law in Galatians. Here again freedom is closely bound up 
with Christ. First, freedom is available in Christ. Paul and his eo-workers have their 
own freedom in Christ (Ev Xp wnt3 'IT)oou - 2.4b ). But "false brothers" tried to 
enslave them to rob them of their "freedom in Christ" by attempting to circumcise 
Titus. In other words, maintaining freedom in Christ is Paul's theological rationale 
for his opposition to the circumcision of Titus. The freedom to which Paul refers 
seems to be that from circumcision. This is also indicated by Paul's description of 
his gospel as to EuayyE:A.Lov tf'lc; aKpopuor(ac;. This suggests that Paul's gospel is a 
circumcision-free gospel for the uncircumcised. Furthermore, Paul urges the 
Galatians who desire to be subject to the law (4.21) not to submit again to a yoke of 
slavery of the law, for Christ set them free from the slavery of the law (5.1; cf Rom 
7.3; 8.2). 22° Freedom from the law implies freedom from the obligation of 
ClrCUmClSlOn. 
218 For a detailed discussion, see Saldanha, "The Concept of Freedom in Galatians." 
219 Cf. The Oxford Classical Dictionary, edited by N. G. L. Hammond and H. H. Scullard 
(2"d ed.; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1970), 851-852; Dunn, Ga/atians, 100. 
220 Saldanha ("The Concept of Freedom in Galatians," 127-163) argues that freedom in 5.1 
denotes not freedom from the law but the freedom of the sons of God. However, he fails to notice 
that freedom is Paul's answer to the problem of the Galatians' subjection to the law (4.21). 
Moreover, if 5.1 is the conclusion of the issue of the Galatians' desire to be under the law which is 
the subject of 4.21-31, probably freedom in 5.1 refers to the freedom from the law. 
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The benefit of freedom from the law (5.1) and circumcision (2.4) means that 
Gentile believers do not need to get circumcised. In other words, since Christ set 
them free from the commandment of circumcision, it is not obligatory for them to 
get circumcised in order to enter the covenant. Moreover, the benefit of freedom 
implies that the status of Gentile Christians has been changed from "children of the 
slave woman" to "the children ofthe free woman" (4.31), that is to say, they are the 
descendants of Abraham. In short, freedom in and through Christ makes 
circumcision unnecessary and abrogated. 
2. 2. 2. 7. Conclusion and Corollary 
The theme of Christ's salvific benefits plays an important role as Paul's 
persuasive strategy and theological rationale for his opposition to the circumcision of 
the Galatians. Paul wanted them to know that the benefits of Christ are sufficient for 
their salvation and make circumcision unnecessary. The benefit of Christ is Paul's 
solution to the issue at stake in Galatia: what is the valid condition on which Gentiles 
enter the people of God, either circumcision (the law) or Christ?221 If circumcision 
were necessary, effective, and beneficial for salvation, salvation would come by 
accepting Jewish customs and by living like Jews and thus the Christ-event would 
not have been necessary. But for Paul, circumcision is valueless and useless because 
it forfeits the salvific benefits of Christ and leads the circumcised Gentile believers 
to the slavery of the law under which they must obey the whole law. Since the 
salvific benefits of the Christ-event are necessary and sufficient for salvation, 
221 Sanders (PUP, 18) rightly notes, "The subject ofGalatians is not whether or not humans, 
abstractly conceived, can by good deeds earn enough merit to be declared righteous at the judgment; 
it is the condition on which Gentiles enter the people of God." Matera (Galatians, 29) also states 
that the question of Galatians is "what are the entrance requirements for Gentile Christians who 
want to be recognized as full members of that portion oflsrael which believes in Jesus the Messiah." 
Contra Cosgrove who argues that the Galatians' status as God's people was not disputed by the 
agitators; they advocated the works of the law (e.g. circumcision) "for the increase of life in the 
Spirit" (Cross, 118); Smiles (Gospel, 24) who claims that the issue in Galatians does not merely 
have to do with the conditions on which Gentiles enter the people of God. For him, "The issue is: 
What is the nature of the relationship that has been established in Christ between God and all 
believers, and what place does the law have in that ongoing relationship?" But he pays little 
awareness to the fact that circumcision and the law were required by the agitators as entry 
requirements into the people of God and that Paul rejects it by indicating antithetical soteriological 
bases for the inclusion of the Gentiles, i.e. Christ, God's grace, the Spirit, Christ's faithfulness. 
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salvation through ctrcumctston must be rejected. This means that non-proselyte 
Gentiles could be God's people without being Jews through circumcision. This 
conviction leads Paul to Christian universalism. 
One corollary should be mentioned. The theme of Christ's salvific benefits is 
significant for understanding Paul's theology in Galatians. First, the theme is 
important for Paul's view ofthe inclusion ofthe Gentiles into the people ofGod222 
The salvific benefits of Christ, not circumcision, define the Gentile believers' status 
as members of God's people. It is thus no longer a matter ofbeing a member ofthe 
circumcised community; the central thing is belonging to Christ who is the singular 
seed of Abraham223 Second, Paul's denial of circumcision on the basis ofthe salvific 
benefits of Christ implies the dissociation between the Jewish community and the 
Christian community; from a Jewish perspective denial of circumcision means 
exclusion from the Jewish community. The benefits of Christ encapsulate Paul's 
theological rationale for the separation of those who accept the salvific benefits of 
Christ (i.e. Jewish and Gentile believers) from the circumcised community who 
refuse to accept the benefits and maintain the efficacy of circumcision (i.e. 
synagogue). 224 Third, the benefits of Christ imply Paul's conviction of both the 
removal of the boundary of the law within which those benefits were available and 
the annulment of circumcision as the badge of the Jewish privileged status and as the 
identity marker of God's people. For Christ liberated the benefits confined to Jews 
alone for all to enjoy. 
222 It is noteworthy that Christ's benefits in Galatians are closely bound up with the 
inclusion of the Gentiles. The soteriological effects of the Christ, such as reconciliation, expiation, 
sanctification, transformation, glorification, do not appear in the letter. Cf. Fitzmyer, Paul, 59-71. 
223 Schreiner ("Circumcision," 171) writes, "For by belonging to Christ one becomes part of 
the seed of Abraham, a son of God, and an heir of the promise." 
224 While Watson (PJG, 69) rightly notes that the antithesis between circumcision and 
Christ, "asserts the separation of church from synagogue," he shows little awareness to the fact that 
the antithesis is Paul's theological rationale for the separation by saying that the antithesis "does not 
explain theologically why such separation is necessary." 
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CHAPTER3 
THE ANTITHESIS BETWEEN 
THE LAW AND CHRIST 
In Gal 5.4 Paul says, KIXt11PY~8rrrE &no XpwwD, o'CnvEc; E:v VOIJ.C¥ 
6LKCXLofla8E ("You who want to be justified in the sphere of the law have been 
separated from the sphere of Christ"). The issue in Gal 5.4 is obviously justification, 
which is one ofthe crucial issues at stake in Galatia (cf. 2.16-21; 3.6-29; 5.4-6). As 
we shall see below (§3.1.2.3.), the agitators demanded the Galatians to accept the 
law, in addition to their faith in Christ, in order to enter the boundary of the law 
where the Gentiles can be God's people. Since the Galatians evidently thought 
themselves not as full and equal members of the covenant community but as mere 
Gentile "god-fearers" who need to enter the boundary of the law for full membership 
of the people of God and salvation, they desired to be justified E:v VOIJ.C¥ (oh LVEc; E:v 
VOIJ.C¥ 6LKcxLoDa8E cf. 3.11 ). 1 For Paul it was a big problem, because they would be 
relying on the law for justification and thus denying the sufficiency of Christ. 2 He 
was much concerned that they were not obeying "the truth of the gospel" (5.7; cf. 
2.5, 14). He sums up his concern that their problematic behaviour would lead to the 
fatal consequence of separation from Christ (5.4a) and falling away from grace 
(5.4c). So Paul attempted to meet head on the issue of justification E:v VOIJ.C¥. 
As we shall see shortly, Paul attempts to persuade the Galatians not to rely 
upon the law for their justification by contrasting the law with Christ in terms of 
sphere of justification (K1Xt1lPY~81ltE 1bro XpwtoD, o'CtwEc; £:v v6JiC¥ OLKcxLooo8E -
5.4a and 5.4b). This expresses Paul's idea that getting within the boundary of the law 
through Torah-observance ( esp. circumcision) for the purpose of righteousness is to 
1 The present verb OLKaLouoBE is conative. Cf. BDF, §319; Bruce, Galatians, 231; Burton, 
Ga/atians, 276; Dunn, Ga/atians, 267; Longenecker, Galatians, 228; Martyn, Galatians, 471. 
2 Martyn, Ga/atians, 471. 
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separate oneself completely from the realm of Christ (E:v VOf.LC.V = &no Xp wwu; E:v 
vof.Lc.v vs. E:v Xpw-rQ) 3 Paul thus contrasts justification within two spheres - the 
sphere of the law and the sphere of Christ. The distinctive feature of the antithesis is 
that the law and Christ are antithetical as two incompatible spheres of justification, 
not as two antithetical means of justification. This claim can be substantiated by an 
exegesis of 5.4a and 5.4b. 
3. 1. Exegesis of 5.4a and 5.4b 
In order to explain and understand the antithesis between the law and Christ 
as two antithetical spheres of justification, first it is necessary to tackle two 
exegetical questions: 1) The meaning of KO:-rT)py~811'L'E &no Xp wwu; 2) The meaning 
of 6lKO:looo8E E:v VOfl4J. 
3. 1. 1. The Meaning ofKO:'L'11PY~81l'CE &no Xpw-rou 
We will not attempt to investigate the verb Ko:mpyEw outside the Pauline 
corpus because it is beyond the scope of the present study. 4 The verb Ko:mpyEw 
appears 25 times in the Pauline corpus. Paul employs the active forms of Ko:-ro:pyEw 
figuratively in the sense of"to make (something) ineffective, inactive, powerless" or 
"to nullify (something)" (Rom 3.3, 31; 1 Cor 1.28; Gal 3.17; cf. Eph 2.15). 5 The verb 
also means "to abolish, destroy" (I Cor 6.13; cf 2 Thes 2.8; 2 Tim 1.1 0) or "bring 
(something) to an end" (1 Cor 13. 11; 15.24). Paul uses the verb Ko:to:pyEw 15 times 
in the passive. The passive verb normally means "to be rendered ineffective, 
inoperative, powerless" (2 Cor 3.7, 11, 13, 14; Gal 5.11), "to be nullified" (Rom 
4.14), "to be destroyed" (Rom 6.6; I Cor 15.26), or "to be abolished, brought to an 
end" (1 Cor 2.6; 13.8, 10).6 
3 So rightly Mu.Bner, Galaterbrief, 349; Schlier, Galater, 232. 
4 For the verb Kampy(w outside the Pauline corpus, see Hafemann, Paul, 301-303. With 
regard to the meaning of the verb Kampy(w outside the NT, Hafemann concludes, "The few ancient 
sources that we do have outside the Christian sphere, including LXX, thus all testify to the meanings 
'put to an end,' 'abolish,' or 'destroy' as adequate equivalents for Kampy(w" (p. 303). 
5 Hafemann, Paul, 303. 
6 H. Hiibner, Ko:TapyEw, EDNT2.267-268. 
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The passive form of the verb Ket.mpyE:w is used with the preposition a:rr6 in 
Rom 7.2, 6 and Gal 5.4 with the meaning "to be removed from the sphere of 
something operative or influential."7 Clearly the law is understood as something 
powerful or influential in Rom 7 .1-6. 8 That the woman is discharged from the law 
(Ka.t~PYll'mL 1hro roD VOjlOU) means that she is not within the jurisdiction of the law, 
and thus she is free to marry another man. In the same way, believers were liberated 
from the law (Ket.t1lPY~81lllEV 1bro -roD v61-1ou - 7.6). So, they are no longer within the 
dominion of the law. Believers were transferred from a sphere where the law is 
operating to another realm where the Spirit is (7.6). In short, Ket.t1lPY~81lllEV O:no wu 
VOjlOU means that "we were released from the power-sphere of the law." 
In the same way, the Galatians who desire to be justified in the sphere of the 
law were separated from the sphere of influence of Christ (Ket.t1lPY~81ltE O:no 
Xpwwu). It is apparent that Christ (Gal 5.4) is the one who is powerfully working 
for salvation.9 As it shall become clear later (§3.2.1.), Christ is understood as the 
heilsgeschichtlich social and salvific sphere within which believers exist and enjoy 
the salvific benefits ofthe Christ-event. Elsewhere the contrast between "in the law" 
(5.4; cf 3.11; Phil 3:6) and "in Christ" (5.6; cf 3.14; Phil 3.9) can likewise be 
understood in terms of sphere of influence (§3.1.2.). Thus Ket.t1lPY~81ltE O:no Xpwwu 
means "you were removed from the realm of Christ." 
What does it mean to be removed from the realm of Christ? It means that the 
Galatians who accept circumcision and desire to be justified in the law have nothing 
to do with Christ in relation to Christ's salvific activity and the benefits ofthe Christ-
event.10 They are no longer under the lordship of Christ and thus cannot enjoy the 
grace and salvific effects of Christ available within the realm of Christ. 
7 G. Delling rightly notes that K!XtTJpYJ19TJtE arro Xp L<TtOU means "to take from the sphere of 
operation" of Christ (apy6c; KtA., TDNT 1.454). See also Hafemann, Paul, 306. 
8 This point is testified by 6 v6~oc; Kup LEUEL (7 .1 ), l>f.l>naL v6~c.y (7 .2), E.v <.\> (se. the law) 
KIHELXO~Eea (7.6a), and watE l>ouAEUELV ~~&:c; EV K!XLVOtT]H lTVEU~atoc; K((L ou lTaA!XLOtT]H ypa~~atoc; 
(7.6b). 
9 In Galatians Paul associates "power" with Christ (1.4; 3.13; 4.4-5; 5.1; cf. 1 Cor 1.18, 24). 
10 Gundry-Volf (Paul and Perseverance, 211) suggests that K!XtTJpYJ19TJtE arro Xp LatOU 
means "to be estranged from Christ, resulting in the complete dissociation of one's activity in 
relation to Christ. 
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3. 1. 2. The Meaning of c'hKo:Looo8E EV Voj.Ly 
The expression 6LKO:Lw8f)vo:L Ev voj.Ly occurs twice in Paul's letters (Gal 3.11; 
5.4; cf. Acts 13.38). In Phil 3.6 Paul mentions "righteousness in the law" 
(«'>LKo:Lom)vrw r~v E=v vowiJ). As we shall see, most commentators have not explained 
satisfactorily the meaning of the phrase E=v voj.Ly. Nor have they done justice to the 
theological and social significance of justification E=v voj.Ly. 
3. 1. 2. 1. The Meaning of 6LKo:tooo8E 
Without attempting to investigate 6LK -root words in Paul's letters, 11 we will 
discuss the meaning of the verb 6LKO:Low, focusing on Galatians. The verb occurs 25 
times in Paul alone (excluding the Pastorals) out of39 times appearing in the NT. In 
Galatians it occurs 8 times (2.16 [3 times], 17; 3.8, 11, 24; 5.4). Scholars have 
debated whether 6LKO:Low means "make righteous" (the classic Roman Catholic 
position) 12 or "declare as righteous" (the classic Protestant position). 13 As we 
investigate the meaning of 6LKO:Low in Galatians, it must be understood in light of the 
rhetorical context of Galatians; the meaning of a word is determined by its literary 
context. Since the Reformation the issue of justification in Galatians has been read in 
the context of the individual's pursuit of salvation. 14 According to the traditional 
understanding of justification, the essential issue in Galatians concerns individual 
salvation: one is justified by faith in Christ, not by meritorious good works15 
Recently this traditional understanding has been challenged. 16 Notably, Stendahl 
argues, ''Paul's thoughts about justification were triggered by the issues of divisions 
11 For the study of «'iLK-root words, see the extensive bibliography in Dunn, Romans, 1.36-
37; K. Kertelege, bLKctLoauvT], EDNT 1.325-330; J. Reumann, Righteousness in the New Testament, 
(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1982), 127-135; J. A. Ziesler, The Meaning of Righteousness in Paul, 
(Cambridge: CUP, 1972). 
12 E.g. Bruce, Galatians, 138; K. Kertelege, Rechtfortigung bei Paulus (Mi.inster: 
Aschendorf, 1966), 115-120; Matera, Galatians, 93; Schlier, Galater, 89-91. 
13 E.g. R. Bultmann, Theologyofthe New Testament (New York: Schribnerls, 1951), 1.271-
278; Fung, Ga/atians, 125-126; idem, "The Forensic Character of Justification," Themolis 3 (1977-
78), 16-21; Ridderbos, Galatia, 99. 
14 Luther struggled with a tormented conscience how he could be right before God. 
Lutherans emphasised the forensic nature of justification by individual's faith in Christ. 
15 Matera, Ga/atians, 28. 
16 E.g. Barth, "Jews and Gentiles," 259; Dunn, JPL, 202; Esler, Galatians, 177; Howard, 
Paul, 46; Sanders, PUP, 17-20; Wright, "Justification," 22. 
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and identities in a pluralistic and torn world, not primarily by inner tensions of 
individual souls and conscience." 17 Gal 2.16-21 is not so much concerned with how 
individuals can earn enough merit to be declared righteous as with what is the 
soteriological basis on which Gentiles enter the people of God (the law or God's 
grace and Christ - 2.21). Thus it is fair to say that the primary thrust of Paul's 
justification language in Galatians is not individual but social or ecclesial. 18 
Moreover, we need to understand the meaning of justification in light of the 
immediate literary context of 2.16 in which Paul first introduced justification into the 
argument. In the preceding context the explicit issues are circumcision (2.1-10) and 
dietary regulations and table-fellowship (2.11-14). In the Jerusalem consultation 
(2.1-10) and the Antioch incident (2.11-14), the issue was how Gentiles can be 
members of the covenant community. In other words, justification not E~ Epywv 
VOf..LOU but EK n(orEwc;; XpwroG is Paul's answer to the question: What is the 
soteriological basis of the inclusion of the Gentiles into the people of God? 19 The 
primary issue in 3.6-29 is how Gentiles can become Abraham's offspring and 
children of God to receive the blessing of Abraham. We may justly infer, therefore, 
that the meaning of justification in Galatians should be understood in light of the 
issue: how the Gentile Christians could be regarded as members of the people of 
God, which was central to the dispute between Paul and Jewish Christians? 
With that in mind, it is noteworthy that Paul equates "being justified" with 
becoming Abraham's offspring (3.29), becoming the children of God (3.26; 4.6), 
becoming heir (3.29; 4.7), receiving adoption (4.5), and becoming the children of 
promise (4.28). The term ''justification" is elaborated by those equivalent terms. As 
Sanders rightly argues, "the passive verb 'be righteoused' is employed in his 
discussions of transferring from one status to another."20 It may well be, therefore, 
17 Stendahl, Paul, 40. 
18 Notably J. D. G. Dunn, "The Justice of God," JTS 43 (1992), 1-22; F. J. Matera, 
"Galatians in Perspective," Jnt 54 (2000), 231-245. See further eh. 1, n. 28. 
19 So rightly Dunn, TPA, 340. 
20 Sanders, PUP, 6. Elsewhere Sanders (PPJ, 544) argues, "Most succinctly, righteousness 
is Judaism is a tenn which implies the maintenance of status among the group of the elect; in Paul it 
is a transfer term. In Judaism, that is, commitment to the covenant put one 'in', while obedience 
(righteousness) subsequently keeps one in. In Paul's usage, 'be made righteous' ('be justified') is a 
term indicating getting in, not staying in the body of the saved." 
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that the verb c'iLK!nofrr!n means to be set in right relationship with God as God's 
people (i.e. to become members ofthe people ofGod)21 
3. 1. 2. 2. The Meaning of the Phrase EV VOfl4> 
The phrase E:v VOfl4> and its cognates (E:v ni) VOfl4> and E:v 4}) occur 12 times 
in the undisputed Pauline letters (Rom 2.12, 20, 23; 3.19; 7.6, 23 (twice); 1 Cor 9.9; 
14.21; Gal 3.11; 5.4; Phil 3.6). The phrase also appears in the Gospels (Matt 12.5; 
22.36; Luke 2.23, 24; 10.26; 24.44; John 1.45; 8.5, 17; 10.34; 15.25). All 
occurrences in the Gospels unanimously refer to "in the book of the Mosaic Law. ,,22 
On the one hand, Paul uses the phrase in the sense of "in the book of Torah" in 
several places (Rom 2.20; 1 Cor 9.9; 14.21). It is fairly clear that in 1 Cor 9.9 and 
14.21 Paul used the phrase in reference to the book ofMoses; the similar formula (E:v 
rQ VOfl4> yEypa:rrrcu) appears in 1 Cor 9.9 and 14.21. In Rom 2.20 he says that Jews 
have "the embodiment of knowledge and truth in the law." Probably the law refers to 
the book of Torah in which Jews think that knowledge and truth is to be found. The 
usage ofthe phrase as such in the Gospels and Paul's letters is probably derived from 
LXX.23 
On the other hand, Paul employs EV VOfl4> in the sense of "in the sphere of 
the law" (Rom 2.12, 23; 3.19; 7.6, 23; Gal3.11; 5.4; Phil3.6; cf. Acts 13.38). The 
precise meaning of the phrase must be judged by the immediate literary context 
where it occurs. Paul uses the phrase in reference to the sphere of Jews' existence 
and life (Rom 2. 12, 23; 3 .19). The sentence ooo L E:v VOfl4> ~flo:prov (2.12) can be 
understood as "all who have sinned in the sphere of the law." In light of a Jewish 
perspective, Paul divides humanity into two groups: oooL EV VOfl4> ~flo:prov and oooL 
21 Dunn (Ga/atians, 134-135) states that to be justified means "to be counted as one of 
God's own people who had proved faithful to the covenant." Esler (Ga/atians, 141-177) 
convincingly argues that Paul understood "righteousness as privileged identity" as God's covenant 
people. See also Bruce, Ga/atians, 138; R. B. Hays, "Justification," in ABD 3.1130-1132; 
Longenecker, Triumph, 104. 
22 In most cases, the phrase is used in the form ofyf.ypamaL f.v vo~CJ}. This indicates that the 
phrase refers to "in the book of Torah." 
23 The formula yf.ypamaL f.v -r<.\) vo~CJ} and its similar formulae occur in LXX (Josh 9.21; 1 
Kgs 2.3; 1 Chr 16.40; 2 Chr 23.18; 31.3; 31.21; 35.26; Ezra 3.2; 7.6; Neh 8.14; 10.35, 37; Pss. Sol. 
10.4; 14.2; Bar 2.2; Dan 9.11). 
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cXVOf,LWc; nf.Lctpwv (2.12)?4 Moreover, he describes the "Jew" as oL EV r<.\) vow.p (Rom 
3. 19). Jews lived within the boundary defined and characterized by the law ( cf e.g. 
Neh 1 0.30; Jer 51.23; Pss 77.10; 118.1; Sir 23.23 - LXX; Pss. Sol. 14.2). They 
cannot imagine their life outside the law because the law defines their identity and 
existence. In a word, the law is the boundary of Jews' identity and existence. 
Furthermore, Paul depicts the past state of Paul and Romans ("we") as those 
who were in the domain of the law. The law is likened to a "power-sphere" within 
which they were held captive (E:v c.\i KcttELXOf.!E8ct- Rom 7.6). Rom 7.23 supports this 
interpretation (ctLXf.!ctAwt((ovtci f.!E E:v t<.\) VOf.L<..p tf]c; tXf.!ctpt(ac;). Ifvof,!oc; refers to the 
Torah, 25 Paul understands that the law takes one captive within the "power-sphere" 
of the law of sin. In other words, he regarded the law as "domain" in which one is 
. . d 26 1mpnsone . 
Paul also employs E:v vof.Lc..p as the sphere within which some hope to be 
justified (Gal 3.11; 5.4; Phil 3.6). Most commentators have rendered E:v VOf.L<..p in Gal 
3.11, 5.4, and Phil 3.6 as "by the law" taking the preposition EV as instrumental27 A 
few commentators have rendered it as "in the sphere of the law," taking the 
preposition as locative28 The phrase in 3.11 is likely to be rendered in a spatial sense 
because the phrase E:v vof.Lc..p (3. 11) and E:v Xp LOt<.\) 'I TJOOU (3. 14) are contrasted as two 
mutually exclusive spheres of righteousness. 29 Having understood EV VOf.L<..p in Phi! 
3.6 in the sense of"rooted in the law,"30 some interpreted "righteousness E:v vof.Lc..p" as 
24 Dunn, Romans, 95; Moo, Romans, 1.145. 
25 Scholars have debated whether vOj.J.oc; occurrences in 7.22-25 refer to the Mosaic law or 
"principle or authority." For the debate, see Moo, Romans, 462-465. Paul's ideas of both the slavery 
to the law (Rom 7.6b; cf. Gal 5.1) and the captivity within the domain of the law (Rom 7.6a) and 
under the power of the law (Rom 6.14, 15; 1 Cor 9.20; Gal 3.23; 4.5) suggests the former is 
preferable. 
26 Paul's understanding of the law as "domain" is also indicated by Paul's phrase urro VO~OV 
(Gal3.23; 4.4, 5, 21; 5 .18; Rom 6.14-15; I Cor 9.20) and its equivalents (Gal 3.10, 25). Cf. Ch. 2, n. 
154. 
27 Most commentaries and Beker, Paul the Apostle, 260; Hays, Faith, 206; H. Ridderbos, 
Paul (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1975), 138, 170; Sanders, PUP, 21, 23; Gundry-Volf, Paul and 
Perseverance, 210. 
28 Dunn (Ga/atians, 267) notes that the phrase could be translated "in/within the law." See 
also Guthrie, Galatians, 129. 
29 We have already anticipated that the blessing of Abraham refers to justification of 
Gentiles (§2.2.2.2). 
30 Bruce, Galatians, 160; G. F. Hawthome, Philippians, (Waco, Texas: Word, 1983), 134; S. 
Kim, The Origin of Paul's Gospel (Ti.ibingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 1981), 41. 
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the righteous way of life prescribed by the law. 31 But Paul uses the phrase E:v VOIJ.C.V in 
Phil 3. 6 in a locative sense32 because he contrasts E:v VOIJ.C.V (3. 6) with E:v cdrrQ (3. 9i3 
as two incompatible spheres in which righteousness was thought to be available. 
On the basis of the observations above, it is probable that E:v VOIJ.C.V occurring 
in Gal 5.4 probably means "in the sphere of the law." As we have noted already, 
Paul contrasts the law and Christ as two antithetical spheres of influence (E:v VOIJ.C.V 
vs. EV Xpw-cQ; EV VOIJ.C.V = a:rro Xpwwu). Moreover, he contrasts EV VOIJ.C.V (5.4) with 
E:v Xp w-cQ ( 5. 6) as two antithetical redemptive-historical spheres. These 
observations make the rendering of the preposition E:v as instrumental improbable34 
3. 1. 2. 3. Concluding Remarks 
On the basis of the study above, it may be fairly claimed that OLKo:Lw8f)vcu E:v 
VOIJ.C.V means to be set in right relationship with God as God's people within the 
sphere of the law. Righteousness in the sphere of the law does not mean ethical 
righteousness demanded by the law and required of human beings by God. Rather, it 
denotes becoming God's people acceptable to God by being within the boundary of 
the law within which the covenant community lives. 35 It also implies that the 
privileged status of the covenant people (i.e. righteous status before God) is limited 
within the sphere of the law (within the boundary of the law). Furthermore, 
OLKO:Lw8f)vo:L E:v VOIJ.C.V connotes "justification on the basis of the law" because the 
former includes the latter conceptually. 36 
Of course, "justification within the sphere of the law" is an important part of 
the agitators' gospel based on covenantal nomism, that is, salvation by membership 
31 E.g. P. T. O'Brien, Commentary on Philippians (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1991), 379; M. 
Silva, Philippians (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1992), 177. 
32 So rightly Longenecker, Triumph, 99. 
33 The pronoun refers back to Christ in 3.8. 
34 Pace scholars inn. 27. 
35 As Dunn (Ga/atians, 267) well puts, "to be justified in the law" denotes "an attempt to get 
within the area of safety marked out by the law, 'in the sphere of the law', 'within the boundary of 
the law,' that is, membership of the Jewish people." 
36 While taking the phrase as "in the sphere of law," Burton (Galatians, 276) understands it 
meaning "on the basis ofthe law." 
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m the covenant through Torah-observance. 37 The theme is in harmony with the 
agitators' teaching of circumcision, i.e. the inclusion of Gentiles into God's people 
through circumcision. Without entering the boundary of the law, the Gentiles are cut 
off from the people of God and from salvation. For them righteousness is a 
consequence of membership of God's people staying within the boundary ofthe law. 
It connotes Jewish Christian ethnocentric exclusivism or separatism arguing that 
salvation is given to the covenant community exclusively. 38 In the context of 
Galatians, moreover, justification in the law represents "Jewish Christian covenantal 
nomism"39 holding that acceptance by God is restricted to Jewish Christians who 
maintain the status of God's covenant people by staying in the sphere of the law 
through Torah-observance. At the same time, it represents the agitators' proselytism 
that requires Gentile believers to come within the boundary of the law through 
Torah-observance. The agitators maintained that since Gentiles who are outside the 
law are outside the sphere of salvation, Gentiles must enter the boundary of the law 
by observing the law; salvation is within the sphere of the law. The agitators' 
proselytism is based on Jewish ethnocentric proselytism. 40 In short, for the agitators 
the law is the domain of salvation and the means to get in the domain is to adopt the 
law and circumcision. It is this Jewish Christian ethnocentric covenantalism to which 
Paul objects. We shall now turn to Paul's rationale for his opposition to justification 
in the law. 
37 According to Sanders (PPJ, 147ff.), salvation by membership in the covenant is the 
soteriology of covenantal nomism. Jews must live within the boundary of the law because one can 
maintain the status of God's covenant people only by staying in the sphere of the law. 
38 Having not paid sufficient attention to this significance, however, Dunn ("Perspective," 
183-214; "Works," 215-241) rightly points out that "Jewish Christian separatism" was the problem 
addressed by Paul in Galatians. See also Smiles, Gospel, 15-21,65-67. 
39 Martyn ("Events in Ga1atia," 160) calls it "modified covenantal nomism." Barrett 
(Freedom and Obligation, 44) notes, "the theology of the Judaizers ... to tally in some remarkably 
ways (though not in every way) with the covenantal nomism of E. P. Sanders." 
4
° For Jewish nationalistic proselytism, see W. D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism (4th 
ed.; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1980), 58-66; Donaldson, Paul, 54-60. 
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Jo 20 Jli.H§tnfncatnonn nun <C!lnll"ll§t: JP>a\Ulll9§ 1fllu~ollogncall Ratl:iionnalle 
ffow IHin§ Oppo§ntnonn tl:o Jli.H§tllfncatl:ionn ill'll the JLaw 
In light of the study above it is clear that one of the pivotal Issues m 
Galatians is how the Gentiles can be included the people ofGod, i.e. whether Torah-
observance is a basic requirement for membership in the people of God. Paul urges 
the Galatians not to go within the boundary of the law through Torah-observance for 
their justification by warning them of the fact that it leads to the separation from the 
sphere of Christ. He does so in effect by setting "justification in Christ" (Gal 2.17; 
cf Gal3.14; Phi I 3.9) against ')ustification in the law" (Gal 3.11; 5:4; cf. Phil3.6). If 
Acts 13.38-3941 preserves Paul's teaching on justification,42 it confirms that Paul 
proclaimed justification in Christ as an antithesis to justification in the law. In what 
follows, then, we will attempt to argue that Paul holds that righteousness is not 
available in the law because the gift of righteousness is already universally available 
in the sphere of Christ, outside the sphere of the law. In order to explain 
"justification in Christ," first it is necessary to clarify the meaning of the phrase EV 
XpLO'CQ. 
3. 2. 1. The Meaning of the Phrase EV Xp LO'CQ 
From the outset it is to be said that we do not attempt to deal with all the 
occurrences of the phrase EV Xp Lo'CQ in their immediate context. It is sufficient 
rather to deal with them succinctly in order to ascertain the meaning of the phrase. In 
particular, we will attempt to clarify the meaning of EV Xpw1:Q which occurs in 
"justification" contexts (Gal 2.17; 3.14; Phil 3.9). Before getting into it, it is 
appropriate to survey the history of interpretation briefly. 
The unique Pauline phrase EV Xp LO'CQ and its equivalents ("in him/whom" 
and "in the Lord") are nearly absent from the other writings of the New Testament, 
except for the Petrine literature (1 Pet 3.16; 5.10, 14) and the pronominal references 
41 11 5: \ I "rh ( "' I,, [ I 1 J \ f .t J O'l'L uLIX 'COU'COU WlLV IX't'EOLc; IXI .. liXP'l'LWV K!XcayyEAAHIXL, KIXL IXTIO TIIXV'CWV WV OUK 
~6uv~811-rE E.v v4J,~ MwooE'wc; bLKaLw9fjvaL E.v -rou-r~ niic; 6 mam!wv bLKaLoumL (Acts 13.38-39). 
42 J. D. G. Dunn, The Acts of the Apostle (Peterborough: Epworth, 1996), 181; B. 
Witherington, The Acts of the Apostles (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 414, n. 230. Contra 
Barrett, The Acts of the Apostle, 1.650. 
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to Christ in the Johannine materials. 43 The phrase E:v Xp wt<.\) occurs 83 times in the 
Pauline corpus. If we exclude the Pastorals, it appears 7 4 times. 44 Any thoughtful 
reader of the Pauline letters will be struck by this unique and recurring phrase, and 
many scho Jars have investigated the meaning of Paul's formula "in Christ. "45 Some 
think that the formula is a very difficult one to pin down especially in an attempt to 
arrive at a definition of the phrase since Paul uses the phrase in more than one 
sense. 
46 Under the assumption that Paul uses the formula in various contexts and 
with differing shades of meaning, commentators classify the phrase into several 
categories. 47 
Without attempting to survey various views in detail, 48 it is sufficient for our 
purpose to survey four major approaches succinctly. ( 1) The "mystical approach" 
43 f.v ~o\. (John 6.56; 10.38; 14.10, 11, 20; 15.4, 5, 6, 7; 17.21, 23, 26; cf. 1 John 2.5, 6, 24, 
28; 3.6, 24; 4.12, 13, 15, 16; 5.20); f.v a{n<.\) (John 1.4; 3.15; 13.31, 32a; 19.6). 
44 For the statistics of the phrases' occurrence in the Pauline corpus, see Dunn, TPA, 396. 
45 E. Best, One Body in Christ (London: SPCK, 1955), 1-33; F. Biichsel, '"In Christus' bei 
Paul us," ZNW 42 (1949), 141-158; A Deissman, Die neutestment/iche Forme/ "in Christo Jesu" 
(Marburg: Elwert, 1882); idem, St. Paul (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1926), 135-157; Dunn, 
TPA. 396-401; G. E. Ladd, A Theology of the New Testament, (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1974), 
480-483; I. H. Marshall, "The Theology of Philippians," in The Theology of the Shorter Pau/ine 
Letters (Cambridge: CUP, 1993), 138-144; C. F. D. Moule, The Origin ofChristology (Cambridge: 
CUP, 1978), 60-63; idem, The Phenomenon ofthe New Testament (London: SCM, 1964), 20-42; F. 
Neugebauer, In Christus (GOttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1961); idem, "Das Pau1inische 'in 
Christo'," NTS 4 (1957-58), 124-138; G. Strecker, Theology of the New Testament (Louisville: 
Westminster/JKP, 2000), 117-123; A J. M. Wedderburn, Baptism and Resurrection (fiibingen: 
Mohr-Siebeck, 1987), 351-356; idem, "Some Observations on Paul's use of the Phrases 'in Christ' 
and 'with Christ'," JSNT 25 (1985), 83-97; D. E. H. Whiteley, The Theology ofSt Paul (2"d ed.; 
Oxford: Blackwell, 1974), 45-46; Wright, Climax, 41-45. 
46 It is generally agreed that the phrase "in Christ" is used with flexibility by Paul. E.g. M. 
Barth, Ephesians (New York: Doub1eday, 1974), 70; C. K. Barrett, "New Testament Eschatology," 
SJT8 (1953), 148-149; Bultmann, Theology, 1.328-329; Longenecker, Ga/atians, 153. 
47 Dunn classifies the phrase into three major usages: 1) objective usage; 2) subjective 
usage; 3) the basis of Paul's own activity and exhortation (TPA, 397-398). M. J. Harris classifies 
Paul's employment of the term in the following way: 1) Incorporative union; 2) Sphere of reference; 
3) Agency or instrumentality; 4) Cause; 5) Mode; 6) Location; 7) Authoritative basis ("'n Christ," in 
NIDNTT, edited by C. Brown (Grand Rapids: Zondervan , 1975), 1192). Marshall classifies the 
phrase occurring in Philippians into five categories: 1) Ordinary usage; 2) Use with verbs of divine 
action; 3) Use with verbs ofhuman action; 4) Adjectival use; 5) Uncertain uses (The Theologyofthe 
Shorter Pauline Letters, 139-143). According to Neugebauer ("Das Paulinische 'in Christo'," 131), 
Paul uses the phrase in three contexts: 1) soteriological context, 2) ecclesiological context, 3) in 
relation to the apostle and apostolic service. See also M. A Seifrid, "In Christ," in DPL, 436. 
48 Cf. Best, One Body in Christ, 8-19; Barth, Ephesians, 67-71; Ladd, Theology, 480-483; 
Moule, Origin, 60-63. 
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was initiated by A. Deissman49 and followed by Bousset50 and Schweitzer. 51 (2) The 
"eschatological approach" interprets Christ's death and resurrection as having 
brought in "the age to come;" therefore, "being in Christ" means to participate in the 
new aeon. Notably Ladd stated that, redemptively, believers "have entered into a 
new existence in Christ - the life of the new aeon."52 (3) The "objective approach" 
contends that the phrase is not mystical, but refers to the "objective saving work" of 
Christ. Hans Conzelmann has pointed out that the phrase occurs in contexts where 
reconciliation is spoken about in "juridicial, objective terms." He views the phrase as 
describing Christ in believers in non-mystical terms. Christ is "there for" believers in 
the sense that he intercedes for them 53 (4) The "corporate personality" approach 
49 A. Deissmann was a vigorous champion of Paul's mysticism. In 1892 he published a 
study of the phrase "in Christ" (Die neutestmentliche Forme/ "in Christo Jesu. "). He considers that 
Paul uses this phrase to express the closest conceivable union between the Christian and Christ the 
triumphant spiritual Lord. He thinks that the phrase "in Christ" signifies that the spiritual Christ is 
the place where the Christian is. With regard to the intimate relationship between Paul and Christ, he 
says, "Just as the air of life, which we breathe, is 'in' us and fills us, and yet we at the same time live 
in this air and breathe it, so it is also with the Christ-intimacy of the Apostle Paul. Christ in him, he 
in Christ" (St. Paul, 140). 
50 W. Bousset, Kyrios Christos (Nashville: Abingdon, 1970), 153-210. On the basis of his 
assumption that Paul's portrait of Jesus is not historical, Bousset says that Paul's "in Christ" 
mysticism is derived from "cult mysticism" in which Paul lived (p. 156). Taking it a step further, 
Bousset believes Paul developed the phrase "in Christ" out of cultic mysticism. Bousset tries to 
show that the Pauline concept of union with Christ was derived from the celebration of the 
sacraments in which the change from the mysticism of community and sacrament into Paul's 
personal mysticism took place (p. 157). He concludes with regard to the origin of the phrase "in 
Christ" by saying that the Pauline Christ mysticism which is summarised in the phrase "in Christ" 
grew out of the cults; the Lord who governs the entire personal life of the Christian has been 
developed out of the culturally present Kyrios (p. 160). The origin of Paul's idea of "being in 
Christ," Bousset believes, is derived from his personal mysticism out of cultic Christ-mysticism. 
51 A. Schweitzer (The Mysticism of Paul the Apostle (London: Black, 1931)) views the 
original conception of "in Christ" as constantly breaking through, namely, the sharing by the Elect 
in the same corporeity with Christ. He differentiates Paul's mysticism from the Hellenistic 
mysticism which allowed daily life to go its own way apart from the mystical experience and 
without relation to it: "The fact that the believer's whole being, down to his most ordinary everyday 
thoughts and actions, is thus brought within the sphere of the mystical experience has its effect of 
giving to this mysticism a breadth, a permanence, a practicability, and a strength almost unexampled 
elsewhere in mysticism" (p. 129). According to him, the union between the Elect and Christ has thus 
a meaning not only in relation to the Elect, but also in relation to Christ himself (pp. 115-116). In 
short, he made an effort to find the source of Paul's thought in an early Jewish expectation of a real, 
physical union ofthe Elect with the Messiah (p. 127). 
52 Ladd, Theology, 483. 
53 H. Conzelmann, An Outline of the Theology of the New Testament (New Y ark: Harper 
and Row, 1969), 209-211. 
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interprets Christ as a corporate personality. 54 According to this view, Paul viewed 
Christ as "a representative personality" through which others obtained the 
consequences of his actions. 
While the approaches above have elements of truth, they are not completely 
satisfactory. In particular they have not explained satisfactorily EV Xp Late{) occurring 
in the context of the issue of justification. Thus it is necessary to outline briefly 
Paul's usage ofEv Xpwt<{). The occurrences ofthe expressions may be summarised 
thus: 55 
1. The phrase "in Christ" as the sphere where God's savmg activities have 
happened. 56 
2. The phrase "in Christ" as the sphere where salvific benefits are found. 57 
54 Corporate personality is the expression used by E. Best. Best concludes, "the formula 'in 
Christ' contains two fundamental ideas: believers are in Christ; salvation in Christ. In both the f.v is 
taken at its full value. Sometimes one idea predominate and sometimes the other; they are held 
together by the conception of Christ as a corporate personality; who in his own person gained the 
salvation of believers, and of whose personality they are members (One Body in Christ, 29). Moule 
calls it "inclusive personality" (Origin, 95). Whiteley refers to the issue of corporate solidarity as a 
means of explaining Paul's view of solidarity in Adam and in Christ (The Theology ofSt Paul, 45-
46). Wedderburn recognises that the explanation which he gives has distinct similarities to the 
concept of corporate personality (Baptism and Resurrection, 351-356). In another article dealing 
with this issue ("Some Observations on Paul's use ofthe Phrases 'in Christ' and 'with Christ'," 83-
97), Wedderburn concludes his view on the background of Paul's use of the phrases "in Christ" and 
"with Christ" thus: "Paul himself does offer some clues. These clues seem, in my view, to point to a 
background in which Abraham and Christ are viewed as representative figures through whom God 
acts toward the human race; he acts them "in" those figures and they are caught up "with" them in 
that divine initiative of grace." In the other article (A. J. M. Wedderburn, "The Body of Christ in 1 
Corinthians," SJT 2 (1971), 74-96), he provides his clear-cut view with regard to the origin and 
implications. He says that "Paul's use of the formula "in Christ" is, we infer, based upon the 
language used by the LXX to express OT ideas of representation and solidarity, ideas which could 
most aptly be called a spatial metaphor; for, figuratively speaking, Abraham is the source or the 
place of origin of the blessing of the nations, just as Christ, as his seed, is its true channel; as one 
finds water in a well, so one finds blessings in Christ." His ideas are very similar in many respects to 
those in Moule (The Phenomenon of the New Testament, 20-42). But this concept of "corporate 
personality" has been questioned by J. R. Porter, "The Legal Aspects of the Concept of 'Corporate 
Personality' in the Old Testament," VT 15 (1965), 361-380; S. E. Porter, 'Two Myths," SJT 43 
(1990) 289-307; J. W. Rogerson, 'The Hebrew Conception of Corporate Personality," JTS 21 
(1970), 1-16. 
55 I intentionally include Ephesians, Colossians, and 2 Thessalonians because, whoever may 
have written these epistles, Paul is the source of their use of the phrase. The investigation of these 
occurrences is not exhaustive. 
56 Justification in Christ (Gal 2.17; cf. 1 Cor 6.11); reconciliation in Christ (2 Cor 5.19; Eph 
2.13); enrichment in Christ (1 Cor 1.5); resurrection in Christ (1 Cor 15.22; Eph 2.6); election in 
Christ (Eph 1.4); blessing in Christ (Eph 1.3b); calling in Christ (Phil3.14); new creation in Christ 
(2 Cor 5.17); sanctification in Christ (1 Cor 1.2); forgiving in Christ (Eph 4.32). See also 2 Cor 3.14. 
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3. The phrase "in Christ" as the sphere where God's glory (Phil4.19), grace (1 Cor 
1.4), love (Rom 8.39), and will (1 Thes 5.18) have been manifested. 
4. The phrase "in Christ" as the heilsgeschichtlich social or existential sphere of 
believers. 58 
5. The phrase "in Christ" as the ground of Paul's apostolic attitude, action, and 
exhortation (Rom 9.1; 1 Cor 4.15, 17; 16.24; 2 Cor 2.17; 12.19; Phil 1.13; 4.13; 
Col 1.28; 2 Thes 3.12). 
The formula is used m reference to God's savmg work and the salvific 
benefits of God and Christ59 Paul describes Christ as the locus of the Christian life, 
the "place" where not only believers' benefits, but believers themselves, are found 60 
It is "in Christ" that believers received all benefits and privileges of being associated 
with Christ. 61 There was also in Paul's understanding an eschatological dimension to 
the "in Christ" formula. For Paul, "in Christ" believers participated in the new sphere 
of salvation i.e. Christ (Rom 5.12-21; 1 Cor 15.22; 2 Cor 5.17)62 For Paul, the 
phrase has ecclesiological implications. 63 The person who was "in Christ" entered 
into a relationship with fellow believers (1 Cor 12.12). All who were "in Christ" 
were thereby members ofthe body ofChrist (Gal3.28; cf. Eph 5.23, 30; Col1.18). 64 
57 Access to God in Christ (Eph 3 .12); all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge in Christ 
(Col 2.3); becoming the covenant people in Christ (Eph 3.6); blessing of Abraham in Christ (Gal 
3.14); children of God in Christ (Gal 3.26); eternal life in Christ (Rom 6.23); ethnic reconciliation 
between Jews and Gentiles in Christ (Eph 2.17); forgiveness of sin in Christ (Eph 1.7); freedom in 
Christ (Gal 2.4); oneness between Jew and Gentile in Christ (Gal3.28; cf. 5.6); redemption in Christ 
(Rom 3.24; Eph 1. 7; Col 1.14); righteousness in Christ (Phil 3.9); the law of the Spirit of life in 
Christ (Rom 8.2). 
58 Believers dead to sin and alive to God in Christ (Rom 6.11); no condemnation for those 
who are in Christ Jesus (Rom 8.1); believers as one body in Christ (Rom 12.5); believers who are in 
Christ (Rom 16.3, 7, 9, 10; 1 Cor 4.10; Phill.l; 4.21; Col 1.2; Phm 23); boast in Christ (Rom 15.17; 
1 Cor 15.31; Phil 1.26; 3.3); churches in Christ (2 Cor 1.22; 1 Thes 1.1; 2.14; 2 Thes 1.1); death in 
Christ (1 Cor 15.18; 1 Thes 4.16); having the same mind in Christ (Phil2.5); hope in Christ (1 Cor 
15.19); receiving a spiritual circumcision in Christ (Col2.11). 
59 Dunn, TPA, 399, n. 47. 
60 See Bornkamm, Paul (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1971), 154-155; Longenecker, 
Triumph, 63-67; Moule, Origin, 55-56. 
61 Fitzmyer, Paul, 59-71. 
62 C. K. Barrett, Romans (London: Black, 1991), 127; A Oepke, kv, TDNT 2.542; 
Ridderbos, Paul, 60-62; J. A Ziesler, Pauline Christianity (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991), 
52-55. 
63 F. Hahn, XpLmoc;, EDNT 3.483; Ridderbos, Paul, 371-373; Ziesler, Pauline Christianity, 
57-60. 
64 Moule, Origin, 81-82; Sanders, PPJ, 454-455. 
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In short, E:v Xpwn~ means the sphere of Christ, referring to the boundary or realm of 
Christ within which the God's salvific act and benefits, Christian's identity, 
privileges, existence are confined. Thus the Christian's being in Christ means to live 
in the realm or sphere of Christ in which Christ reigns as the Lord and in which the 
salvific effects of God are available. 
In light ofthe fact that the phrase is used as the redemptive-historical sphere 
in which God's salvific act has happened and God's salvific benefits are found, 65 it is 
probable that E:v Xpwn~ occurring in ''justification" context is used to denote "the 
sphere of Christ" within which God's justifying act takes place (Gal 2.17; cf. Acts 
13.39) and the benefit of righteousness is available (Phil 3.9). Furthermore, the 
phrase in Gal 3.14 (and Phil 3.9) means "in the sphere of Christ" because the phrases 
E:v XpwtQ 'I1)oou (Gal 3.14; cf. Phil 3.9) and E:v VOj..L4> (Gal 3.11; Phil 3.6) are 
contrasted as two mutually exclusive spheres of righteousness. Thus, it may be fairly 
claimed that in the "justification" context, E:v Xp wtQ probably does not refer to "in 
union with Christ" in a mystical or corporative sense. 66 Since these approaches have 
focused on believers' being in Christ ("subjective usage"), they have not paid an 
appropriate attention to the "eschatological usage" ofthe formula, referring to God's 
eschatological saving activities taking place in the sphere of Christ, God's salvific 
benefits given in the sphere of Christ, and the existence of believers in the sphere of 
Christ. 
3. 2. 2. Justification in Christ 
"Justification in Christ" is without doubt one of the most significant themes 
in Pauline theology. As observed above, although recent scholarship has paid much 
attention to the interpretation of the meaning of 6LKaLom)v1) and its cognates in Paul 
and the meaning ofthe phrase E:v XpwtQ respectively, scholarly attention has rarely 
been given to the relationship between "justification" and "in Christ. "67 The 
65 SeeS. E. Porter, Idioms of the Greek New Testament (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992), 159; 
idem, "The Pauline Concept of Original Sin in Light of Rabbinic Background," Tyndale Bulletin 41 
(1990), 13-18; Seifrid, "In Christ," 435-436. 
66 See Dunn, TPA, 393; W. Elliger, E.v XplottiJ, EDNT 1.448. 
67 While several scholars point out the relationship between righteousness and "in Christ," 
they have not developed it further. E.g. Hooker, "ill2:;Tl2:; XPI2:;TOY," 337; V. Koperski, The 
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theological and social significance of "justification in Christ" has not been dealt with 
satisfactorily among scholars. 68 In particular scholars have failed to address 
sufficiently and adequately the significance of justification in Christ for Paul's 
rejection of justification in the law as well as Paul's critique of the law. In what 
follows we will exegete Gal 2.17, 3.14, and Phil 3.9 where Paul brings out 
"justification in Christ" to argue against "justification in the law'' (Gal 3.11; 5.4; Phil 
3.6)69 
3. 2. 2. 1. Gal 2.1 '7 
In Gal 2.17 Paul says, EL 61: (rp;ouvrE~ 6LK1Hw8f)vcu E:v XpwrQ EUpE8TU..LEV 
KIXL Ci.U't'OL lXf.J.Cip't'WAOL, apCi Xpwro~ ~Cip't'LC£~ 6LCXKOVO~; f..L~ YEVOL't'O. The argument 
of 2.17 is very complicated and has been variously interpreted. 70 Since it is beyond 
the limit of the present study to deal with all the issues involved in 2.17, 71 it is 
sufficient to focus on (11roDvH~ 6LKC£Lw8f)vC£L E:v Xp wrQ. In order to come to a better 
understanding of Paul's meaning of justification in Christ, it will be helpful to 
consider the immediate literary context. 
The immediate literary context of 2.17 is concerned with the issue of table-
fellowship between Jew and Gentile (2. 11-14 ), that is, how Gentiles can be included 
into the people of God. The people from James claimed that Gentile believers could 
be part of God's covenant people E~ Epywv VOf..LOU72 For them if one depends only on 
Christ, abandoning the works ofthe law (e.g. food law, circumcision), one becomes 
Knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord (Pharos: Kampen, 1996), 225-226; Matera, Galatians, 95; 
O'Brien, Philippians, 415-417; Reumann, Righteousness, 56, 114; Ziesler, Meaning of 
Righteousness in Paul, 164-171. Cosgrove (Cross, 172, 178, 184) does not pay sufficient attention 
to "being in Christ" as the basis of justification, while understanding it as the sole condition oflife in 
the Spirit. 
68 Although E. P. Sanders (Paul (Past Masters; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991), 44-
64) notes the importance of "righteousness by faith" and "being in Christ" in Galatians, he does not 
explore the significance of "righteousness in Christ." 
69 While noting that "justification in Christ" is a 'counterformula' to the antithetical 
expression "justification E.v vollu,>" (3 .11; 5 .4), Fung (Galatians, 119) understands the antithesis in 
terms of two incompatible means of justification taking E.v Xp w·n\) and E.v vollu,> in a instrumental 
sense. 
7
° For various interpretations, see E. Kok, "The Truth of the Gospel," [hereafter "Truth"] 
(Ph. D. Thesis, University of Durham, 1993), 170-188; Burton, Galatians, 127-130. 
71 For a detailed discussion of2.17, see Cummins, Crucified, 206-212; Kok, "Truth," 189-
221. 
72 For the meaning of the phrase, see §6.3.1. 
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a sinner breaking the law. Probably they accused Paul of sinning like Gentile sinners 
who do not obey the food laws. 73 Against justification by the works of the law, Paul 
argues that one is acceptable to God not E~ Epywv VOf.LOU but o~O: TILaTEwc; 'l'TlaoG 
XpwwG (2.16).74 After 2.16, Paul says in 2.17, (TltoGvTEc; o~Kiuw8f}va~ f:v XpwtQ. 
Here noteworthy is that justification EK 1T Cat Ewe; Xp wmu is equivalent to 
justification f:v Xp ~ate.\). The relationship indicates that for Paul justification depends 
only on Christ. In 2.18-21 he continues to claim that justification rests not on the law 
but on Christ (esp. 2.21). In short, the immediate literary context of 2.17 shows that 
Paul brings up the theme of justification in Christ in order to argue that not the law 
but Christ is the only basis of justification. 
With the context in mind, let us clarify what Paul means by ( TltoGvtEc; 
o~KIX~w8f}va~ f:v XpwtQ. In connection with justification EK TILOtEwc; XpwtoG, Paul 
argues that we (Paul and the Jewish Christians)75 seek to be justified f:v Xpwt<.\) 76 
As we argued already, the meaning of f:v XpwtQ is "in the sphere of Christ,"77 not 
73 The word "sinner" has a range of other meaning in the Jewish circle (cf. J. D. G. Dunn, 
The Partings of the Ways between Christianity and Judaism and their Significance for the Character 
ofChristianity (London: SCM, 1991), 102-107). In Gal 2.15 the word is not used in an ethical sense 
(Pace Betz, Galatians, 115; Burton, Galatians, 119). Rather it is employed as a term for Gentiles 
who stand outside of the covenant (cf. Jub. 23.23-24; Pss. Sol. 2.1-2). See Dunn, Galatians, 133; 
idem, The Partings, 103; Kok, "Truth," 108-111; Longenecker, Triumph, 107-111. 
74 For a detailed discussion of 2.16, see §6.3 .1. 
75 The identity of the adverbial participle (rrrouvrEc; is determined by the main verb 
Eupf.9rJI..LEV. It is natural to link the subject of the verb to the emphatic 'I-II..LEl.c; <f>uaEL 'Ioulial.ot (2.15), 
and thus the unexpressed subject "we" in the participle refers to Jewish Christians. So rightly 
Barclay, Obeying, 78; Burton, Galatians, 125; Mufiner, Galaterbrief, 176. 
76 The verb (lltEtv occurs some twenty times in the Pauline epistles. Paul uses the verb 
positively (as in Ram 2.7; 1 Cor 14.12; Col3.1); negatively (Ram 11.3; 1 Cor 1.22; 2 Cor 13.3; Phil 
2.21); in both ways (1 Cor 4.2; 10.24, 33; 2 Cor 12.14). In Gal 2.17 Paul employs the verb (lltELV 
positively. M. L Soards, however, argues that seeking to be justified is sin because (lltELv as a 
human endeavor is contrary to divine activity ("Seeking (ZETEIN) and Sinning (HAMARTOLOS 
& HAMARTIA) According to Galatians 2.17," in Apocalyptic and the New Testament, edited by J. 
Marcus and M. L. Soards (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1989), 237-254). But he fails to note that 
justification EK n(anwc; Xp tat oil is equivalent to justification Ev Xp tat<.\). Moreover, he misses the 
point that (v Xptat<.\) is never used in any negative sense in Galatians (cf. 1.22; 2.4; 3.14, 26, 28, 
5.6). On the contrary, the phrase is employed as the salvific sphere in which the salvific benefits of 
Christ (freedom- 2.4, tl1e blessing of Abraham- 3.14; divine sonship- 3.26; oneness- 3.28) are 
available to Gentiles. As we observed already (§3 .2.1.), moreover, the phrase is used positively in 
oilier Pauline letters. Cf. Kok, "Truth," 196-199; Longenecker, Triumph, 107; Martyn, Galatians, 
254. 
77 Most commentators take Ev as locative, not instrumental. E.g. Burton, Galatians, 124; 
Dunn, Galatians, 141; Kok, "Truth," 203; Martyn, Galatians, 253; Matera, Galatians, 95; Mufiner, 
Galaterbrief, 176; Witllerington, Grace, 185; Ziesler, Galatians, 27. 
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"by means of Christ. "78 As Matera rightly notes, the phrase "indicates a transfer of 
the sinner from one sphere (the Law) to another (Christ)."79 Here Paul is contrasting 
righteousness within two spheres - the sphere of Christ and the sphere of the law. 80 
Against Jewish Christians' argument that Gentiles must get within the boundary of 
the law (i.e. the covenant community) through the works of the law (esp. 
circumcision) in order to be acceptable to God,81 Paul argues that one is justified in 
the sphere of Christ. Paul insists on justification in Christ to protect the righteous 
status of believing Gentiles within the eschatological people of God. Justification in 
Christ has social implications as well as soteriological ones. Justification in Christ 
implies that Jewish and Gentile believers all together are the descendants of 
Abraham in the sphere of Christ, outside the law. Thus they do not need to observe 
the works of the law to enter the covenant community. Justification in Christ means 
that one can become the people of God not by participating in the sphere ofthe law 
(within the boundary of the law) through the works of the law but by participating in 
the sphere of Christ. 82 Since those in Christ are justified in the sphere of Christ, one 
need not get within the boundary of the law through Torah-observance for 
justification. In short, justification in Christ is Paul's theological rationale for his 
rejection of justification in and through the law. 
3. 2. 2. 2. Gal3.14 
It is important to note the relationship between "the blessing of Abraham" 
and "in Christ" (Cva. El<; rfx. E8VT] ~ EuA.oy(a. roD 'Appa.fx.IJ. yEVT]'CIXL E=v Xpwrc{'> 'IT]aou 
- 3.14). Given that "the blessing of Abraham" refers to justification of the Gentiles,83 
78 Pace Betz, Ga/atians, 119, n. 60; Biichsel, "'ln Christus' bei Pau1us," 144; Longenecker, 
Galatians, 89, 153; Oepke, Ga/ater, 92, n. 228; Schlier, Ga/ater, 95; Wedderburn, "The Body of 
Christ in I Corinthians," 89. Interestingly Fung (Galatians, 119) suggests a combination ofboth the 
locative and instrumental sense. 
79 Matera, Ga/atians, 95; cf. 31-32. 
80 So rightly Cummins, Crucified, 208; Witherington, Grace, 185, n. 48. But they did not 
explicate it. 
81 It is to be borne in mind that circumcision was regarded as an entrance requirement into 
the boundary of the law in which Jews live (§2.1.2.). 
82 Hays (Faith, 250-251) rightly notes, "Christians are justified precisely because they 
participate in the crucified and justified Messiah, whose destiny embodies theirs. This compatibility 
of the two motifs appears most clearly in Gal 2.17, where Paul uses the expression liLKrxLw9~vrxL EV 
Xp L<rrw. Here justification and participation in Christ is merged." 
83 See §2.2.2.2. 
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it is closely bound up with "in Christ." With the blessing of Abraham in Christ Paul 
argues against the agitators' teaching of justification in the law (3 .11 ). Why did they 
argue that the Gentiles are not entitled to receive the blessing unless the Gentiles 
come within the boundary of the law where the community of the offspring of 
Abraham exists? We can understand the reason in light of the traditional Jewish 
ethnocentric covenantalism holding that the blessing of Abraham (i.e. the gift of 
righteousness) only comes to Gentiles through Israel. In traditional Jewish thinking, 
Gentiles were considered as "aliens" (aA.A.o-rpLOL- Deut 29.21; 2 Chr 6.32, 33; 14.3; 1 
Kgs 8.43; Ezra; 10.11; Isa 1.7; 62.8; Lam 5.2; Ezek 7.21; 11.9; 28.10; 30.12; 44.7; 
Esth 14.15; Hos 7.9; 8.7; Obad 1.11; 1 Mace. 1.38; 2.7; Pss. Sol. 17.15; Josephus, 
Ant. 3.214; cf Eph 2.12; 4.18; Col1.21) and "foreigners" (aA.A.oyEvE~- Exod 12.43; 
Isa 56.3; 60.10; 61.15; Jer 28.51; Ezek 44.9; Joel3.17; 1 Esdr 9.7, 12; Philo, Qaest. 
Gen. 3.61; Luke 17.18). They were also considered as sinners (1 Mace. 2.44, 48; Tob 
13.6 [LXX 8]; Jub. 23.23-24; Pss. Sol. 1.1; 2.1-2; 17.22-25; Matt 5.47/Luke 6.33; 
Gal 2. 15). The author of Jubilees regarded the uncircumcised as "the children of 
destruction" (Jub. 15.34). For the author those who are born outside the covenant are 
excluded from the covenant community (Jub. 15.26). The Qumran community 
restricts salvation to native-born Israelites (1 QS 6.13-14). The Gentiles are "aliens 
from the commonwealth of Israel, and strangers to the covenant of promise, having 
no hope and without God in the world" (NRSV), to use the language ofEph 2.12. On 
the basis of the Jewish ethnocentric covenantalism, therefore, the agitators 
maintained that the Gentiles could not gain access to the blessing of Abraham unless 
they joined the community oflsrael within which the blessing is available. 
Against the agitators' teaching of justification in the sphere of the law (3. 11 ), 
Paul argues that righteousness is available to Gentile believers in the sphere of Christ 
(3 .14 ). 84 In other words, justification of the Gentiles in Christ Jesus is a clear 
statement of the reason why Paul held that no one is justified in the sphere of the 
law. 85 The blessing of Abraham in the sphere of Christ Jesus means that Gentiles 
84 Most commentators fail to note the antithesis between the law and Christ as two 
incompatible spheres of righteousness in 3.11-14. 
85 Pace Sanders (PUP, 26) who argues that in 3.6-18 there is not an explicit statement of 
the reason for it. 
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receive the gift of righteousness without needing to go within the boundary of the 
law. 86 Put differently, Gentile believers can become the descendants of Abraham 
because in Christ the curse which prevented them being accepted into the covenant 
people and which rendered them ineligible for participation in the covenant promise 
to Abraham was removed by the death of Christ on the cross. 87 Hence the boundary 
within which the blessing is available has been transferred from "within the covenant 
community" to "within the sphere of Jesus Christ." In short, Gentile believers can 
become God's covenant people not by entering the boundary of the law but by 
participating in Christ. This is Paul's theological rationale for why he rejects the 
works of the law (in particular circumcision) as entrance requirements into the 
covenant community and why Gentiles do not need to observe the works of the law 
to get within the boundary of the law. 
3. 2. 2. 3. Phil 3.9 
Phi! 3.6-9 is one passage outside Galatians in which Paul makes clear the 
contrast between righteousness within the sphere of the law (3. 6) and righteousness 
within the sphere of Christ (3.9). In 3.6-9 Paul states that his supreme goal is to 
know Christ fully. He regards everything as loss because of the surpassing value of 
knowing Christ Jesus as Lord. For his sake, Paul has suffered the loss of his Jewish 
privileges such as circumcision, a member of the people of Israel, and righteousness 
(3.5-6) and regards them as rubbish, in order that he may gain Christ. In 3.9 Paul 
now states his supreme goal in terms of his being in Christ. The reason why Paul 
wants to gain Christ and to be found in Christ is because, through gaining Christ and 
being found in Christ, he comes to have not his own righteousness from the law but 
righteousness from God. 
With this immediate context in mind, let us turn to 3.9 itself Paul says, K<Xl 
EupE8w E=v nun~. ~~ E;(wv EJ.l~V 6LK<XLOouvrw -d,v EK voJ.lou &.A.A.& -r~v 6La nCorEwc;; 
Xp wrou, r~v EK 8EOD OLK<XLoouvr]V E=nl. rfl n(orEL. We need to exegete the text in 
order to understand the significance of righteousness in Christ. What does it mean 
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EUpE8w Ev cn'rcQ?88 Some, notably R. Martin, identify EUpE8w with "to be justified."89 
The expression may have a special nuance, approaching the sense of "turn out, 
appear, be shown."90 Since when the verb is passive, it really means "to be" and "be 
evident,'m it is likely that "to be found in Christ" simply means "to be in Christ"92 
Then, what is the meaning of "being in Christ"? Several scholars argue that it refers 
to "full participation in Christ. "93 Some commentators take it as referring to "being 
united with Christ" in light of corporate personality 94 Others interpret it in the sense 
of the final and eschatological dimension95 As argued earlier, the phrase probably 
should be interpreted "in the sphere of Christ," which is contrasted "in the sphere of 
the law" (3.6), and thus "to be found in Christ" means "to exist in the realm of 
Christ" in which Paul wants to be found. 
Although it can be construed as modal, the participle E:xwv probably should 
be taken as causal, signifying that Paul wants to be found in Christ because he has 
the righteousness that comes from God rather than his own. This seems to be more 
natural in terms of the context in which Paul regards everything as loss because he 
thinks that he can gain what he really wants, i.e. righteousness from God. 
The long participial clause contrasts two kinds of righteousness. The first 
"righteousness" is EIJ.~V 6LKaLoouvrw t~v EK VOIJ.OU. The second is t~v 6ux n(otEwc; 
Xpwtou, t~v EK 8EOu 6LmLOouvrw ETIL tti TILOtEL. Our aim here does not permit us 
to discuss all the issues involved in this passage. So, we should be content with 
simply explaining the meaning of two kinds of righteousness. 96 "My own 
88 The pronoun o:{n;~ refers to Christ. 
89 R. P. Martin, Philippians (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980), 149. 
90 BAGD s.v.; Silva, Philippians, 188. 
91 S. Pederson, Eup(mcw, EDNT2.84. 
920n the passive of EUpEGw as signifying "to be," see Burton, Galatians, 125; O'Brien, 
Philippians, 393; R. C. Tannehill, Dying and Rising with Christ (Berlin: Topelmann, 1967), 118. 
93 Tannehill, Dying and Rising with Christ, 118; O'Brien, Philippians, 392. 
94 Silva, Phi/ippians, 188; Hawthorne, Phi/ippians, 140; M. R. Vincent, Critical and 
Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the Philippians and to Philemon (Edinburgh: T. & T. 
Clark, 1897), 102. 
95 F. F. Bruce, Philippians (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1983), 88; G. B. Caird, Paul's 
Letters from Prison (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1976), 137; P. Stuhlmacher, Gerechtigkeit 
Gottes (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1965), 99. 
96 For a detailed discussion about the two kinds of righteousness, see Koperski, The 
Knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord, 191-238. 
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righteousness that comes from the law" has been generally understood as "my 
individual righteousness, based on the merit achieved by the performance of good 
deeds, which leads to boasting. "97 Against Sanders,98 Gundry, after listing eight 
items in vv. 2-11 (e.g. "boasting," "thinking to have confidence," his "considering" 
past achievements as gain, etc.) that are clearly attitudinal, argues that "my own 
righteousness" refers to self-righteousness on the basis ofthe works of the law. 99 It is 
probable, however, that "confidence in the flesh" (cf. "boasting in the law"- Rom 
2.23), which is equivalent to Ef.!~V OLKIXLOO\JVT]V 1:~v EK VOf.!OU, does not mean 
boasting in meritorious self-righteousness. As noted earlier, the word aap~ refers to 
the circumcised flesh signifying Jewish privileged ethnic identity as God's people 
(cf. Gen 17.10-14; Gal6.12-13; Rom 2.28; Col2.11, 13; Eph 2.11-12). So what is 
referred to is boasting in privileged status of Israel. 100 Moreover, Paul's 
righteousness is not so much concerned with his attitudinal self-righteousness 
because "righteousness in the law" (3.6) which is a parallel ofEf,!~V OLKa.Loauvrw t~v 
EK VOf.!OU means a privileged status of Israel restricted to those who live within the 
boundary of the law, as argued already. Thus, it cannot be characterised as self-
righteousness through meritorious works of the law, but rather as Jewish 
ethnocentric righteousness which is available to those who are in the law and limited 
to law observant Jews like Paul. 101 
What is the reference of~ OLKa.LoouvT) EK 8Eou? Identifying~ OLKIXLOOlJVT) EK 
8EOu with OLKIXLOOUVT) 8Eou, Stuhlmacher takes it as "a saving demonstration of God's 
97 F. W. Beare, A Commentary on the Epistle to the Philippians (2nd ed.; London: Black, 
1969), 118; Bultmann, Theology, 1.285; O'Brien, Philippians, 395; Silva, Philippians, 186; 
Hawthorne, Philippians, 141. For a fuller list of scholars who hold this position, see Koperski, 
Saying, 9-16. 
98 Sanders, PUP, 44-45. 
99 Gundry, "Grace," 1-38, especially, 13. 
100 Dunn rightly argues that "flesh" denotes membership of Israel (TPA, 69). See also 
Sanders, PUP, 33. 
101 H. Raisiinen ("Paul's Conversion and the Development of His View ofthe Law," NTS33 
(1987), 409-410) maintains that "What Paul renounces according to Philippians 3:7ff. is his whole 
covenant-status as a Jew, which includes reliance on the divine gifts bestowed uniquely on Israel as 
well as the confirmation of those gifts by his own obedience." Sanders, PUP, 38. Sanders argues 
that "my own righteousness" is the same as "their own righteousness" in Rom 10.3 (p. 44). See also 
Watson, PJG, 78. 
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righteousness going out from God. "102 The phrase ~ bLKa.Loauvn EK 8EOD, however, 
should not be interpreted as "the salvific activity of God" (bLKa.wauvn 8EOD - Rom 
1.17; 3.5, 21, 22)103 because~ bLKa.LOauvn EK 8EoD is not identical with bLKa.LOauvn 
8EoD. 104 Rather the phrase~ bLKa.wauvn EK 8EOD refers to righteousness granted from 
God as a free gift. 105 This can be substantiated by its equivalence, i.e. -r~v cSux 
nCatEwc; Xpw-roD. Whatever the meaning of the phrase n(anc; XpLatoD is, 106 
undoubtedly t~v bLu TILOtEwc;; XpwtoD describes the gift of righteousness given to 
believers through Christ (cf Gal 2. 16). Moreover, the parallelism between Ell~V 
bLKa.LOauvnv -r~v EK vo1-1ou ("righteousness of my own derived from the law") and 
-r~v EK 8EoD bLKa.wauvnv strengthens the suggestion that ~ bLKa.wauvn EK 8EOD 
means a gift of righteousness granted from God. 
In brief, certainly in Phil 3.9 Paul emphasises righteousness in Christ as his 
theological rationale for rejecting righteousness in the law (3.6). Paul considers all 
things (e.g. righteousness in the sphere of the law, confidence in the flesh) as loss 
that he may be found in the sphere of Christ and gain righteousness in Christ. He 
regards his righteousness within the law as rubbish because of the surpassing value 
of righteousness in Christ. Thus righteousness in Christ is the reason why Paul 
discards righteousness in the law and his own Jewish privileges. In light of his 
Christocentric perspective, Paul replaces the valid sphere of justification from the 
sphere of the law to the sphere of Christ. Thus we can conclude that in Phi! 3.6-9 
also Paul sets the law in antithesis with Christ as two antithetical spheres of 
justification in order to reject righteousness in the sphere of the law. 
102 P. Stuhlmacher, Biblische Theologie des Neue Testaments (Band I; Gottingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1992), 337. 
103 Pace Stuhlmacher. For the meaning of OLKcuoauvll 9Eou as "God's salvific activity," see 
eh. 8, n. 15. 
104 Silva (Philippians, 186) lists four reasons: (l) the presence ofEK, (2) the contrast with a 
righteousness of my own derived from the law, (3) the conception that God's righteousness is 
something we may have, (4) the clear concern of the passage with personal salvation. 
105 R. Bultmann, "liLKaLoauvll 9mu," JBL 83 (1964), 13; O'Brien, Philippians, 397; Silva, 
Philippians, 187; Schreiner, The Law and Its Fuljillment, ll 0. 
106 This phrase is usually taken to refer to "faith in Christ" regarding Xp wrou as an objective 
genitive (e.g. G. D. Fee, Paul's Letter to the Philippians (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1995), 324-325; 
Hawthome, Philippians, 141-142; Koperski, "The Meaning of Pistis Christou in Philippians 3.9," 
198-216; Silva, Philippians, 187). As we will see later (§6.1.), however, the case for understanding 
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3. 2. 2. 41. Conchndlnng "Remarks 
On the basis of the study above we may conclude that there is a close 
relationship between justification (or righteousness) and "in Christ." It may be fairly 
claimed that justification in the sphere of Christ is Paul's theological rationale for his 
opposition to justification in the sphere of the law. It becomes clear that the way by 
which Gentiles enter the people of God is participation in the sphere of Christ in 
which justification takes place, the blessing of Abraham and the gift of 
righteousness, are given to the Gentiles. While these themes do not appear in the 
context where Paul argues directly against justification in the law, furthermore, 
freedom in Christ (2.4), 107 sonship in Christ (3.26), 108 and "oneness" in Christ 
(3.28) 109 indicate that the boundary of the law is no longer the legitimate sphere of 
salvation; rather, Christ is. It is thus unnecessary for those in Christ to enter the 
boundary of the law in which Israelites exist in order to become the offspring of 
Abraham; when one is in Christ, then he or she may receive the soteriological effects 
of the Christ-event such as freedom, righteousness, the blessing of Abraharn, and 
sonship. The legitimate sphere of salvation is Christ, not the law. 
3. 2. 3. Paul's Theological Rationale for Justification in Christ 
Why does Paul think that not the law but Christ is the valid sphere of 
justification? Here we will attempt to argue that it is rooted in Paul's new theological 
conviction, that is, God's eschatological transfer ofthe redemptive-historical salvific 
sphere from the law to Christ. There are several indications in Paul's letters that 
show the "sphere-transfer." Although the observation is hardly new, it is worth 
documenting the point because of its importance to our thesis. 
First of all, the conviction is expressed in Paul's autobiographical 
statements, in particular Gal 1-2 and Phi I 3. It is true that Paul's encounter with Jesus 
ntmLc; Xpw1:ou as "the faithfulness of Christ" is more probable. Note the bibliographical details 
which su~port this view, in O'Bricn, Phi/ippians, 398-400; Longcncckcr, Triumph, 99. 
1 7 Sec §2.2.2.6. 
108 Divine sonship in the sphere of Christ means that the legitimate way of receiving divine 
sonship is not by entering the covenant community through circumcision but by participating in the 
sphere of Christ. The boundary in which son ship is available has been transferred from "within the 
communitl oflsrael" to "in the sphere of Jesus Christ." See §2.2.2.3. 
10 See §2.2.2.4. 
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Christ on the road to Damascus transformed not only his view of Jesus but also his 
view of the law. llo It resulted in a "paradigm shift" Ill from a world-view defined by 
the Torah and the "traditions of [his] fathers" (Gal 1.14) to that defined by the gospel 
of Christ. 112 The experience probably led Paul to the antithesis between the law and 
Christ in terms of redemptive-historical sphere. 113 It is probable that before the 
experience Paul firmly believed that God's saving grace is available only in the 
sphere ofthe law, as his Jewish contemporaries did. So he was "exceedingly zealous 
for the traditions of my ancestors" (Gal 1. 1 4) and "blameless, so far as righteousness 
in the sphere of the law was concerned" (Phi! 3.6). He had confidence in the flesh, 
that is, his Jewish heritage and privilege (Phi! 3.3-5). On the basis ofthe conviction, 
moreover, he "was violently persecuting the church of God and was trying to destroy 
it" (Gal 1.13 - NRSV; cf Phi! 3.6) probably because the first Jewish Christians 
proclaimed salvation in and through Christ and were breaking the boundary of the 
covenant by including Gentiles into the covenant community without asking the 
requirements of proselytes. He was advanced in Judaism beyond many Jews of his 
own age (TipoEKomov Ev re{) 'Iooocx'Cof.!c{) - Gal 1.14a). The sphere of Paul's life was 
Judaism (&vcxorpocp~v EV re{) 'Iouocx"Lof.!c{)- Gal 1. 13). But when God revealed his Son 
to Paul (Gal 1.12, 15-16; cf. 2 Cor 4.6), he was converted from a zealot to the law to 
"a slave of Christ" (Rom 1. 1; Gal 1.1 0; Phil 1. 1 ). He was changed from a persecutor 
ofthe church to an apostle to the Gentiles (Gal1.13-16). He turned from his earlier 
life in Judaism (Gal 1.13) to life in Christ (Gal 2.20). Before the encounter with 
Christ he had lived for the law (Gal 1.14). But after the encounter he died to the law 
(Gal 2.19; cf Rom 7.4). He no longer lives for it. Now it is Christ who lives in him 
(Gal 2.20). He had no confidence in belonging within the boundary ofthe covenant, 
through circumcision in flesh (Phi! 3. 3-4). 114 Probably he boasted in the flesh before 
110 Donaldson (Paul, 299) argues, "Paul's conversion experience can be understood as a 
reconfiguration of his convictional world." For the study, see The Road from Damascus: Paul's 
Impact of Conversion on His Lift, Thought, and Ministry, edited by Richard N. Longenecker, 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1997); Kim, The Origin of Paul's Gospel. 
111 Cf. T. Kuhn, The Stmcture of Scientific Revolutions (2nd ed.; Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1970). 
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knowing Christ, as his Jewish contemporaries did ( cf Rom 2.23; Gal 6. 13). But after 
knowing Christ, he boasts in the cross (Gal 6.14) and in the sphere of Christ (Phil 
3.3). He considered his Jewish prerogatives as loss because of the surpassing value 
of knowing the Lord, Jesus Christ (Phil 3. 7 -8). He regarded "righteousness in the 
sphere of the law" (Phil 3. 6) as loss and rubbish because he found "righteousness in 
Christ" (Phil 3.9). He abandoned his conviction about Jewish privileges in the sphere 
of the law, since in the sphere of Christ God's grace is more freely and universally 
given to those who believe in the gospel. Paul's death to the law and his abandoning 
his former life in Judaism, righteousness in the law, and confidence in belonging to 
the sphere of the law show that he believed that the law is no longer the legitimate 
sphere of God's grace. In other words, Paul's life in Christ, his desire to have 
righteousness in Christ, his boast in Christ indicate that he understood Christ as the 
new redemptive-historical sphere of God's grace. 
Secondly, Paul's negation of the law as the sphere of God's grace supports 
the suggestion that God transferred the sphere of his saving grace from the law to 
Christ. The negation is expressed in Rom 3.21: Nuvl. BE xwpl.c; VOf.lOU BLKtxLoauv'Tl 
8EOD TIEcpavEpwmL. Nuvl. BE probably signals the transition from the old epoch of sin 
to the new epoch of salvation. 115 The phrase BLKIXLOOUVTl 8EoD is likely to mean God's 
covenantal faithfulness manifested in the saving activities of God. 116 In the new 
epoch of salvation, God's saving grace has been disclosed outside the law. What 
does Paul mean by the phrase, xwpl.c; vof.J.ou? Does it mean that God's righteousness 
is now attained without any contribution from "works of the law"? This is unlikely 
not only because the righteousness of God seems not to refer to the status of 
righteousness given by God but also because Paul is talking not about how God's 
115 Cf. Rom 6.22; 7.6; 1 Cor 15.20; Eph 2.13; Col1.22. 
116 E.g. Campbell, The Rhetoric, 156; Dunn, TPA, 342; Kasemann, Romans, 24; idem, "The 
Righteousness of God in Paul," in New Testament Questions of Today (London: SCM, 1969), 180; 
Kerte1ege, Rechtfertigung" bei Pau/us, 296; 0. Michel, Der Brief an die Romer (li" ed.; Gottingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1963), 54, 171; Moo, Romans, 219; M. L. Soards, "The Righteousness of 
God in the Writings of the Apostle Paul," Biblical Iheology Bulletin 15 (1985), 109; J. Piper, The 
Justification of God (2nd ed.; Baker: Grand Rapids, 1995), 150; idem, "The Demonstration of the 
Righteousness of God in Romans 3:25, 26," JSNT 7 (1980), 2-32; P. Stuhlmacher, Paul's Letter to 
the Romans (Louisville: JKP, 1994), 3lf; idem, "Apostle Paul's View of Righteousness," in 
Reconciliation, Law, Righteousness (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986), 78; S. K. Williams, 
"Righteousness of God in Romans," JBL 99 (1980), 265. 
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righteousness is received but about how it is manifested117 Rather, it is likely that 
the phrase denotes that God's righteousness has been manifested outside the law, i.e. 
outside the sphere of the law118 As Dunn rightly notes, it implies that God's 
righteousness has been manifested "outside the national and religious parameters set 
by the law " 119 In short, the law is no longer the redemptive-historical salvific sphere 
in which God's saving grace has been manifested. 120 
On the contrary Paul argues that God's saving grace has been disclosed in 
the sphere of Christ. This can be confirmed by 1 Cor 1.4 where Paul says that the 
grace of God has been given in the sphere of Christ ('c'fl xrfp l 'CL 'COU 8EOU 'C'fl 6o8EL01l 
Uf.!LV i:v Xpwn.\) 'IT]oou- 1 Cor 1.4). Moreover, this is reflected in disputed Pauline 
letters: Eph 1.6 (Ek ETI!XLVOV M~T}c; tile; xrfpL'CO<; IXU'COU ~c; EXIXPL'CWOEV ~f,!&c; EV n.\) 
~Y!XlTT]f.!EV<:.p); Eph 2.7 ((vex EVbEL~TJ'CIXL EV 'COL<; cxtwoLV 'COL<; ETIEPXOf.!EVOL<; to 
UTIEpp&!..l..ov TIAOU'CO<; tf]c; xrfp l we; !XU'COU EV XPTJO'CO'CT]'CL i:<P' ~f,!&c; EV Xp LO'Cc.\) 'IT]OOU ); 
2 Tim 1.9 (xrfpLV, 'C~V 6o8ELOIXV ~f.!LV EV XpLO'Cc.\) 'IT]OOU Tipo xp6vwv cxlwv(wv); 2 
Tim 2.1 (t'fl xrfpLn t'fl i:v Xpwtc.\) 'IT}oou). In short, God manifested his saving grace 
not in the sphere of the law but in the sphere of Christ. It is therefore fair to say that 
the shift of the sphere of God's saving grace from the law to Christ occurred in 
salvation history. 121 In other words, Christ has replaced the place of Torah as the 
sphere of God's salvation. 122 
117 Moo, Romans, 222-223. 
118 In several occasions the preposition xwp\.<; denotes "outside" something or someone. The 
clearest example is 2 Cor 12.3. Here Paul contrasts between "in the body" and "out of the body" by 
using the prepositions E.v and xwp k The preposition xwp \.<; means "outside" with the same meaning 
off.Ktb<; that is a parallel of xwp k The Ephesian believers' past life is described in a way in which 
they were "outside of' the sphere of Christ (Eph 2.12). But now they are in the sphere of Christ (Eph 
2.13). It is clear that xwp \.<; Xp wtou is contrasted with E.v Xp Lott\) as vuv\. M testifies. The phrase 
xwp \.<; v61-1ou in Ram 7.8-9 also might mean that outside the sphere of the law, sin is dead and Paul 
was alive. 
119 Dunn, Romans, 165. 
120 God has used means other than the law to manifest his righteousness. Paul implies by the 
phrase "apart from the law" that the law has no longer redemptive efficacy; therefore God bypassed 
the law altogether in the eschatological manifestation of His righteousness. Cf. Williams, 
"Righteousness of God in Romans," 271. 
121 Sanders argues, "in Christ God has provided for the salvation of all who believe" (PPJ, 
441). 
122 Sanders argues that Christ has replaced the Torah at the centre of Paul's theology, and 
that the two dispensations are antithetical (PUP, 151£). Other scholars also observe Paul's 
apocalyptic use of two spheres. Barclay, Obeying, 206, 213; Hall, "Arguing Like an Apocalypse," 
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Thirdly, Paul's statement of God's savmg activities and God's salvific 
effects in the sphere of Christ also supports the transfer of the sphere of God's saving 
grace from the sphere of the law to the sphere of Christ. Paul speaks of God's 
various saving activities carried out in the sphere of Christ. 123 Probably this is the 
reason why Paul does not regard the law as the locus where God's saving grace is 
available. At the same time, various salvific effects given by God in the sphere of 
Christ124 support the point. There are other of God's favours manifested in the sphere 
of Christ. 125 Furthermore, God's saving activities through Christ also allude to the 
sphere-transfer of God's saving grace from the law to Christ. 126 In short, in all of 
these cases the thought of Christ as the sphere or realm of God's saving activities 
and salvific benefits implies the transfer of the sphere of God's grace from the law to 
Christ. 127 
Fourthly, the point can be validated by Paul's understanding of the 
temporality of the law and the inauguration of the epoch of Christ. Paul thinks that 
the epoch of the law had now come to an end through the coming of Christ (Gal 
3.24) who is the end of the law (Rom 10.4). Paul states, "when the fullness oftime 
had come, God sent his Son (Gal4.4). The coming of Jesus Christ (3.24) and "faith" 
(3.23, 25) had ended the realm of the law. 128 So B. Longenecker writes, "Paul 
restricts the law's purpose to the 'Mosaic dispensation', the period that fell 430 years 
after Abraham (supposedly) and up to the coming of Christ."129 The temporality of 
the law is expressed in Gal3.15-19, 23-25, and 4.1-4. 130 These texts indicate that the 
444-453; Lull, Spirit, 157, 170; Martyn, "Apocalyptic Antinomies," 111-123; Snodgrass, "Spheres 
oflnfluence," 93-113; Westerholm, "Letter and Spirit," 238. 
123 See §3.2.1. Cf. M. Bockmuehl, Revelation and Mystery (Tiibingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 
1990), 150. 
124 s ee §3.2.1. 
125 God's comfort in Christ (Phil 2.1); God's love in Christ (Rom 8.39); God's riches in 
Christ (Col 1.27; Phil4.19). 
126 The saving actions of God through Christ: adoption (Eph 1.5); justification (Rom 5.9); 
reconciliation (Rom 5 .11-12; 2 Cor 5 .18; Col 1.20, 22; Eph 2.16); resurrection (l Thes 4 .13); 
salvation (Rom 5.9-10); victory over death (l Cor 15.57). 
127 Biichsel states, "Die Sprachgebrauchsparallelen zwischen E.v VOf.LU) und E.v K usw. sind 
nicht zufallig" ('"In Christus' bei Paulus," 158). Cf. Beker, Paul the Apostle, 272; Ridderbos, 
Ga/atia, 190. 
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law has no further role in God's plan of salvation. It suggests that God disqualifies 
the sphere of the law as that of salvation. These texts also indicate the arrival of the 
new age, that is, the era of Christ in which God acts. In short, the contrast between 
the law and Christ in terms of epoch suggests that Paul understood it as an indicator 
of God's transfer of the sphere of grace from the law to Christ. 
Fifthly, Paul's antithesis between the law and Christ as the divine means of 
justification supports the point argued above. No matter what is the meaning of 
lTLonc; Xp w-roD, Paul sets the law and Christ as two incompatible means of 
justification (Rom 9.30-31; 10.5-6; Gal 2.16, 21; Phil 3.9). Paul argues that 
righteousness cannot come by the law (Gal 2.21) and the works of the law (Rom 
3.20; Gal 2.16). The law was the means of atonement and forgiveness. But the law 
became invalid for justification not only because it was broken by the sin oflsrael 131 
but also because God provided a new means of justification, that is, Jesus Christ. In 
other words, God changed the means of justification from the law to Christ (Rom 
5. 9' 1 7-18; 1 0 .4; Gal 2 .21). 
3. 3. Summary and Implications 
To recap what we said earlier, Paul attempted to persuade the Galatians not 
to go within the boundary of the law for their justification by contrasting the law 
with Christ in terms of two antithetical spheres of justification. Against the agitators' 
argument that unless they come within the boundary of the law, the Gentiles are cut 
off from the people of God and from salvation, Paul argues that those in the law are 
cut off from the sphere of Christ and salvation. Justification in the law leads to 
alienation from the realm of Christ and thus those who desire to be justified in the 
law will receive no salvific benefit of Christ. The rhetorical force of the antithesis is 
that Paul urges the Galatians to continue to stay within the sphere of Christ in which 
they can be justified, without being persuaded by the agitators' message of 
justification in the law. This antithesis is Paul's answer to one of the critical issues in 
Galatians: whether Gentiles must enter the boundary of Israelites (i.e. the Mosaic 
covenant) to become God's people. Paul answers that Jews and Gentiles alike must 
131 Hong, Law, 193. 
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enter the boundary of Christ for salvation. Since Christ is the legitimate boundary of 
salvation, the boundary of the law must be rejected. 
In general, it may be fairly claimed that the antithesis between the law and 
Christ as two antithetical spheres of justification has not been given sufficient 
attention in previous studies of Paul. 132 In particular, the sociological significance of 
the antithesis has been neglected in the Pauline studies. The antithesis is significant 
for understanding Paul's view of the relationships between Jew and Gentile (and 
Jewish Christians and Gentile Christians), between the Jewish community and the 
Christian community, and between the agitators and Gentile Christians (the 
Galatians). First, what is the sociological significance of the antithesis for 
understanding Paul's view of the relationship between Jew and Gentile? Justification 
in the law presupposes the distinction between Jews and Gentiles in the sense that 
Gentiles can be justified only by entering into the circle of the Jewish people. For 
Jews ofPaul's day the law (the observance of the law) functions as the mark ofthe 
covenant community. 133 They believed that one could maintain membership of the 
covenant community by living within ("staying in," in Sanders' phrase) the boundary 
of the law. On the contrary Paul believed that Christ defines the people of God. 134 
Believers can be the children of God by being within the boundary of Christ (Gal 
3. 26); the boundary marker of the covenant community is not the law but Christ. 135 
Justification in Christ implies the end of the social function of the law dividing Jews 
132 Although Sanders (PUP, 45-48) points out the antithesis between the law and Christ as 
incompatible means of justification, he overlooks the antithesis as contrasting sphere of justification. 
While Donaldson (Paul, 172) rightly notes, "Paul perceives Christ and Torah as rival boundary 
markers, rival ways of determining the people of God, rival entrance requirements for the 
community of salvation," he does not pay sufficient attention to the Christ-Torah antithesis as 
antithetical spheres of justification. 
133 As noted earlier (eh. 1), Dunn has made a significant contribution to our understanding of 
Paul's thought on the law by highlighting the identity marking function of the law (Romans 1-8, 
lxiii-lxxii). Dunn (!PL, 4) argues that the whole point of Paul's rejection of the law lies in the social 
function of the law, that is, "the law functioning to mark out Israel's distinctiveness as the people of 
God, both in terms of Jewish self-identity, and as forming a boundary between Jews (those 'inside 
the law') and Gentiles (those 'outside the law)." He also interprets "the works of the law" (Gal 2.16; 
Rom 3 .20, 28) as a reference to "the social function of the law as marking out the people of the law 
in their distinctiveness" (Romans, 1.159). 
134 Esler (Galatians, 177) argues that Christ is the basis of the social-identity of Christians. 
135 Donaldson (Paul, 172) rightly argues, "Paul perceives Christ and Torah as rival boundary 
markers, rival ways of determining the people of God, rival entrance requirements for the 
community of salvation." 
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and Gentiles and excluding Gentiles from the privilege of righteousness. 136 It denies 
privileged Jewish "national righteousness"137 from which Gentiles were excluded 
because the gift of righteousness is freely given to Gentiles without requiring the 
works of the law, in particular circumcision. It is Paul's theological basis for unity 
between Jewish Christians and Gentiles in Christ (Gal 3.28) and for denying any 
distinction between circumcision and uncircumcision in Christ (Gal 5.6; cf 6.15; 
Rom 3.22). Moreover, justification in Christ signifies the transfer of Gentile 
believers' social status "from Gentile outsiders to covenant insiders." 138 The point is 
clearly expressed in Eph 3.6: ElVIXL ra E8VT] ouyKAT]pOVOI-10: KIXL OUOOWI-10: KIXL 
oui-11-LEwxo: rfjc; E:no:yyEA.(o:c; E:v Xpwni) 'IT]oou 6La wG EooyyEA.(ou. In short, the 
antithesis is Paul's theological basis for refusing to make a distinction between Jew 
and Gentile (and Jewish Christians and Gentile Christians) and for his rejection of 
the social function of the law dividing Jew and Gentile and excluding Gentiles from 
God's people. 
Second, the antithesis is important for understanding how Paul sees the 
relationship between the Jewish community and the Christian community. Our study 
of the antithesis might shed fresh light on Paul's view of the relationship between 
Israel and the Church, that is one of the hot issues in recent Pauline scholarship. 139 
The antithesis implies that those in Christ should not become those in the law. As 
noted earlier, for the Jews the law is the boundary of Jews' privilege, identity, and 
existence, whereas for the Christians Christ is. Those E:v Xpwni) 'lT]ooG and those E:v 
VOI-14-J are contrasted as two mutually exclusive religious communities. What Paul 
connotes by the contrast is that the Christian community should be separated from 
the ethnocentric Jewish community; 140 from Paul's redemptive-historical perspective 
136 Martyn ("Events in Galatia," 167) similarly argues that incorporation into Christ "has as 
its necessary corollary the obliteration of the distinction between Jews and Gentiles (3.26-28)." 
137 The expression "national righteousness" had its origin with N. T. Wright, "The Messiah 
and the People of God," (D. Ph. Thesis, University of Oxford, 1980). 
138 Neyrey, "Bewitched in Galatia," 80. 
139 Cf. S. J. Hafemann, "Paul and the Exile of Israel in Galatians 3-4," in Exile, edited by J. 
M. Scott (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1997), 329-371. 
140 While Watson underplays the continuity between Abraham's descendants and the church, 
it is convincing that one of the major purposes of Galatians was that 'the church should separate 
from the Jewish community" (PJG, 64). 
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(i.e. the antithesis between the law and Christ as two antithetical salvation-historical 
spheres) those in the law are to be separated from those in Christ. 141 The former 
excludes the latter and vice versa. For Paul the new boundary of God's people is the 
sphere of Christ in which Jewish believers and Gentile become the newly-created 
people of God (cf. Eph 2.15). Paul believes that only those Jews and Gentiles in 
Christ already constitute the eschatological people of God and the Jews who rejected 
Christ is outside Christ (i.e. the new covenant)I 42 In short, for Paul the question is 
not whether one is in the law or outside the law, but of whether one is in Christ or 
not; 143 Christ is the new boundary marker of the people of God. This indicates the 
sociological discontinuity between those in Christ and those in the law. 
Third, the antithesis suggests that those in Christ (Paul and the Galatians) 
should be disassociated from the agitators (Jewish Christians) who are in the sphere 
of the law and want the Galatians to enter within the boundary of the law. 144 This is 
indicated by the contrast between ~f.!EL<; and o'lnvE<; EV VOfl4J 6LKaLoDo8E (5.4b)I 45 
The perspective is implicitly present in Gal 4.23-30. The force ofPaul's argument is 
that the agitators (those in the law) belonging to the line of Hagar are Ishmael, but 
the Galatians (those in Christ) belonging to the line of Sarah are Isaac. 146 The 
children of the promise born according to the Spirit (i.e. Christians) should dissociate 
141 Although Watson rightly notes that several antitheses in Galatians legitimate the 
separation of church from the Jewish community, he shows little awareness that the antithesis 
between the law and Christ is one of Paul's theological rationales for the separation (PJG, 46-47, 
63-69). Sanders (PPJ, 549) states, "One may hazard the guess that the experience of being 'in 
Christ' was not the same as the experience of being 'in Israel'." In light of the antithesis between 
being in Christ and being in the law (i.e. in Israel), this dissimilarity is not a hazardous guess. 
142 Hafemann, "Paul and the Exile of Israel in Galatians 3-4," 371. 
143 Bonneau similarly argues, "In the new humanity instituted by the death and resurrection 
of Jesus, the question is not whether one is a Jew or a Gentile, but of whether on is 'in Christ' or 
not" ("Logic," 79). Horrell ("'No longer Jew or Greek'," 343) also concludes, "Hence what defines 
the 'ingroup' as opposed to 'outgroup' is quite simply being f_v Xpwtt\). The distinction to be drawn 
in terms of moral obligation and social interaction is not between Jew and Gentile but between those 
who are in Christ and those who are not." 
144 The Hagar-Sarah allegory seems to strengthen this point because one rhetorical function 
of the allegory is to appeal the Galatians to expel the agitators from their churches (cf. 4.30). See 
Bligh, Ga/atians, 390; A T. Lincoln, Paradise Now and Not Yet (Cambridge: CUP, 1981), 27-28; 
Hansen, Abraham, 145-146; Martyn, Ga/atians, 445-446. Contra Barrett, "The Allegory." 
145 As observed earlier (§2.2.2.1.), "we" refers to Paul and the Galatians who had faith in 
Christ and experienced the Spirit, i.e. the church. See Burton, Ga/atians, 277; Martyn, Galatians, 
472. 
146 See R. B. Hays, "Crucified with Christ," in Pau/ine Theology vol. 1, 237; Martyn, 
Ga/atians, 450; Matera, Galatians, 175-178. 
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with the children born according to the flesh (Jews). This is implicitly expressed in 
Gal 4.30 ("EKPcrA.E t~V TicrL<'iLOKT)V KcrL tOV ui.ov crutfjc;;· ou yCx.p ~~ KAT)povo~~OEL 0 
ui.oc;; tf]c;; ncrLOLOKT)c;; ~nCx. tou ui.ou tf]c;; EAEu8Epcrc;;). What Paul means by the text is 
that the Galatians should expel the Jewish agitators from their congregations. 147 For 
they are not God's heirs and thus cannot share in the inheritance with the children of 
the promise (i.e. the new covenant people of God). 148 As E. P. Sanders rightly notes, 
"Christological 'universalism' quickly becomes another kind of exclusiveness: those 
not in Christ, no matter how loyal to the covenants between God and Israel, are 
excluded from the people of God."149 It may be fairly claimed, therefore, that there 
was another boundary line among Christians, i.e. between the Jewish Christian 
Judaizers community and the Pauline Gentile Christian community. Justification in 
Christ implies Christian particularism which maintains that one can be acceptable to 
God only in the sphere of Christ. 
In light of the observations above, it may be fairly claimed that with God's 
eschatological transfer from the law to Christ as the sphere of justification Paul 
redefines the boundary of God's people and replaces it from the law to Christ. 
However, Dunn argues that "in Christ" means "Paul replaces one bounded system 
(Judaism bounded by the law) with another (Christ); not a completely different one 
(Christ is the seed of Abraham), but one enlarged by relativizing the significance 
attached to the old boundary markers like circumcision. "150 While Dunn rightly notes 
the replacement of a boundary system (from Judaism to Christ), he does not pay 
sufficient attention to the mutual exclusiveness between the two boundary systems, 
which is clearly demonstrated in 5.4: KcrtT)py~8T)tE &:no Xpwtou, o'CnvEc;; E=v vo~41 
OLKcrwoo8E ("in the law" = "outside Christ"). This shows that "being in the law" is in 
stark contrast to "being in Christ." While noting the antithesis between "within the 
law" and "within Christ,"151 Dunn does not allow for the antithesis between the law 
147 See Betz, Galatians, 251; Martyn, Galatians, 446; Matera, Galatians, 178. 
148 Hafemann, "Paul and the Exile of Israel in Galatians 3-4," 365-367. 
149 E. P. Sanders, "Paul," in Early Christian Thought in Its Jewish Context, edited by J. 
Barclay and J. Sweet, 112-129 (Cambridge: CUP, 1996), 116. 
150 Dunn, Galatians, 82. 
151 Dunn, "The Theology ofGalatians," 137. 
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and Christ as two incompatible spheres of justification, as we argued already. 152 At 
the same time, although Dunn is right when he says, "he (se. Paul) was attempting to 
redraw the boundaries with Gentile Christians inside"153 he fails to notice that the 
boundary redrawn (i.e. the boundary of Christ) excludes the boundary ofthe law. Put 
differently, the redrawn boundary is not an enlarged one including the boundary of 
the law but a newly-created boundary excluding it because there is no overlap 
between the zone ofthe law and that ofChrist. 154 Recently Donaldson argues, "In his 
[Paul's] first-generation situation, expecting the return of Christ and the 
consummation of salvation to occur soon, he could insist, as his basic conviction 
impelled him to do, that membership in Israel was determined by Christ, not Torah, 
while at the same time continuing to take for granted - in accordance with another of 
his core convictions - the traditional, Torah-based distinctions between Jew and 
Gentile. "155 He seems to suggest that Paul desired to reconfigure the boundary of 
salvation by making Christ its centre without replacing the law with Christ as the 
valid boundary of justification. If I understand him correctly, he overlooks that for 
Paul the new boundary of salvation is the sphere of Christ; thus the old boundary of 
Israel (i.e. the law) must be rejected. With the antithesis Paul excludes from God's 
eschatological people Jews who are in the sphere of the law, not in the sphere of 
Christ. It may be fairly claimed, therefore, that Paul's churches ("the church of God" 
- 1 Cor 1 0.32) who are in Christ (some of them Gentiles and some Israelites) were 
"a third race" distinguished from both Jews and Gentiles. 156 
152 Similarly Neyrey notes, "The correct side of the boundary line is constituted by being 'in 
Christ,' i.e., by having the faith of Jesus; here is found justification, which is 'purity' in God's sight. 
The wrong side is that characterized by 'the Law' and works of the law" ("Bewitched in Galatia," 
81). 
153 Dunn, "The Theology ofGalatians," 138, n. 45. 
154 Gaventa ("Singularity," 153) similarly argues, "One may be under the law or one may be 
in Christ, but it is impossible to be both." 
155 T. L. Donaldson, "Israelite, Convert, Apostle to the Gentiles," in The Road from 
Damascus, 83; idem, Paul, 305. 
156 While missing the antithesis between the law and Christ in terms of two antithetical 
spheres in which God's people exist, Sanders (PUP, 178-179) rightly notes, "Paul's view of church, 
supported by his practice, against his own conscious intention, was substantially that it was a third 
entity, not just because it was composed of both Jew and Greek, but also because it was in important 
way neither Jewish nor Greek." Esler (Galatians, 89) also suggests "Paul unambiguously asserts that 
the Christ-followers constituted a third group, set over against both the Judaic and the gentile 
worlds" although he does not notice the point above. See also Esler, "Family Imagery and Christian 
Identity in Gal 5:13 to 6:10," 128-130. However, Donaldson argues that Paul did not intend to create 
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To sum up, what is the significance of the antithesis for understanding the 
focus of Paul's critique of covenantal nom ism and the law? He argues against 
ethnocentric covenantal nomism that asserts salvation is available only within the 
boundary of the law (i.e. the covenant). In contrast to ethnocentric covenantal 
nomism that requires Gentiles to get within the sphere ofthe law in order to become 
members ofthe covenant community, the gospel of Christ calls them to participate in 
the sphere of Christ. For Paul covenantal nomism denies the new salvific boundary 
that God has drawn in Christ. 157 Paul's gospel of justification in Christ made him 
refute covenantal nomism because God's justification is dependent not on 
exclusivistic covenantal nomism but on the universalistic gospel of Christ through 
which God planned to justify Gentiles before giving the law (3.8) through the 
promise made to Abraham (3 .16-18). Alternatively expressed, the theological ground 
of Paul's critique of the law is Christocentric exclusivistic soteriology; since 
salvation is only in Christ, salvation in the law is wrong. This is a central content of 
Paul's gospel. 158 In light of the observations above it may be fairly claimed that 
Paul's critique is focused on the sociological and soteriological function of the law. 
The issue in Paul's critique ofthe law has nothing to do with being justified through 
a third race, rather the perspective was developed by later Christian generation. Donaldson (Paul, 
306) says, "Paul's generation was replaced by another, and another, and yet another. By the time of 
Justin Martyr, Paul's both/and was clearly an either/or- either Christian or Jew; either Justin's 'true, 
spiritual Israel' or Trypho' s ethnic, empirical Israel." However, the antithesis above indicates that by 
the time of Paul either "those in Christ" or "those in the law"; the two groups cannot be mingled 
together as one God's people. Interestingly, Horrell ('"No longer Jew or Greek'," 341) understands 
Christian identity as "a redefined Israel" who are in Christ. But Horrell does not explain whether or 
not Paul regarded "a redefined Israel" as a distinctive group different from ethnic Israel. S. Mason 
argues that Paul "no longer identifies himself with the Jewish people" ("Paul, Classical Anti-Jewish 
Polemic, and the Letter to the Romans," in Self Definition and Self-Discovery in Early Christianity, 
edited by D. J. Hawkin and T. Robinson, 181-223 (Lewiston, NY: Edwin Mellen Press, 1990), 207). 
Boyarin (A Radical Jew, 155) also regards Paul as having "given up his specific Jewish identity in 
order to merge his essence into the essence of the gentile Christians and create the spiritual People 
of God." Similarly H. Conzelmann (Gentiles- Jews- Christians (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1992), 
251-254) argues that Paul distinguished the true Israel (i.e. Church) from empirical Israel. 
157 Dunn ("The Theology of Galatians," 137) rightly notes, "The upshot is that Paul is able 
to pose a different alternative from that usually posed by Judaism. Judaism asserted: within the law 
=within the covenant. Paul in contrast asserted: within Christ= within the covenant; within the law 
=outside Christ (5.4)." 
158 Dunn (Galatians, 141) writes, "the phrase encapsulates the core of Paul's gospel: that 
believers are counted acceptable to God because they are 'in Christ'." Garlington also argues, "In a 
nutshell, the heart of Paul's soteriology is that one becomes and then remains a faithful member of 
the covenant people by virtue of being 'in Christ' versus being kv v0!-14>" ("Role Reversal," 106). 
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meritorious deeds of the law. Rather his focus is on the exclusivistic role of the law 
as the boundary ofGod's people and the sphere ofGod'sjustification. 
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CHAPTER4 
THE ANTITHESIS BETWEEN 
THE ILAW AND GRACE 
In Gal 5 .4b and 5 .4c Paul continues to tackle the issue of justification saying, 
o'( tLVEc;; EV VOIJ.<¥ 6 LKIXL0008E, ri)c;; xapL rc:x;; E~E1TEOIX"CE ("You who want to be justified 
in the sphere of the law have fallen away from grace"). As noted in the previous 
chapter, the Galatians were willing to depend on the law for their justification 
because they were persuaded by the agitators' teaching that Gentiles can be full and 
genuine members ofthe covenant community by getting within the sphere ofthe law 
through Torah-observance, in particular circumcision. There is little doubt that the 
agitators argued for justification on the basis of the law (2.16, 21; 3.11, 18, 21; 5.4). 
As indicated earlier(§ 1.1.), Paul attempts to solve the issue of justification by setting 
the law in antithesis with grace as two mutually exclusive soteriological sources or 
foundations for justification1 The two terms (the law and grace) seem to represent 
larger complexes of belief and praxis and the larger complexes are summarised in 
the antithesis. 2 While many scholars have rightly observed this antithesis/ they have 
not satisfactorily expounded its force, function, and significance with special 
reference to the issues at stake in Galatia, in particular the Galatians' desire to accept 
the law for justification. 
There are several questions for us: What does Paul intend to achieve through 
the antithesis? Why does Paul hold that grace is sufficient for justification of the 
1 While the theme of grace seems to include the idea of Christ and the Spirit, as we shall see 
below, in this antithesis Paul focuses on the theological aspect, not the Christological or 
pneumtological one. 
2 Moffatt (Grace, 182) notes the significance of the antithesis by saying, "Law and Grace 
are viewed as incompatible systems of religion. To toy with the former is to invalidate the latter ... " 
Cf. Burton, Galatians, 277; Dunn, "Circumcision," 80. 
3 For the interpreters see eh. 1, n. 62. 
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Gentiles in Galatians? What is the significance of the antithesis both for Paul's 
opposition to the law as the soteriological basis of justification and for his critique of 
covenantal nomism? In order to answer these questions, it is first necessary to 
exegete -rf)c; x&pLroc; E~ElTEOtHE (5.4c). 
4. 1. Exegesis of 5.4c 
4. 1. 1. The Meaning of E~E1TEOO:TE 
The verb E~ETIEao:n is a second aorist from EK1TL1TTW. Without attempting to 
investigate the verb EK1TL1TTW used by classical writers from Homer down,4 it is 
sufficient to note that the verb generally means "to fall out of' in the classical Greek 
writings. 5 In the LXX the verb appears 15 times. In most occurrences it is used 
literally. It describes the flower which falls from its stalk and withers away (Isa 28.1, 
4; 40.7; Job 14.2; 15.30, 33), an axe which falls from the haft (Deut 19.5) and the 
woodchopper which falls from the hand (2 Kgs 6.5), the morning star which falls 
from heaven (Isa 14.12), a tree which falls from a stump (Isa 6.13), and the horns 
which fall (Dan 7.20). Figuratively the verb describes a command which goes forth 
(2 Mace. 6.8) and those people who set their hopes in dreams which have perished 
(Sir 34.7). 
In the NT the verb EK1T l.mw occurs 1 0 times. 6 In Acts 27. 1 7, 26, 29 it 
describes a ship failing to hold the course which leads to safety and falling away into 
disaster. In Acts 27.32 the verb EK1TL1TTW means "drift away." In James 1.11 and 1 Pet 
1.24, the verb means "fall off from." On the basis ofthe LXX, the verb in James 1.11 
and 1 Pet 1.24 describes a withered flower falling from its stem to the ground. In 
Acts 12.7 the verb describes the supernatural deliverance of Peter ("the chains fell 
from his wrists"). Paul uses the verb 2 times (Rom 9.6; Gal 5.4). In Rom 9.6 Paul 
says that the word of God (i.e. God's promises to Israel) had not "failed" 
(EKTIETITWKEV) because of the present rejection of the gospel by some Israelites. In Gal 
5.4, however, the verb EKTILmw describes the Galatians who have fallen away from 
4 For the usage of the verb in classical Greek literature, see W. Michaelis, 1TL1Tt!J.l K.t.A., 
TDNT 6.167 [161-173]. 
5 See Burton, Galatians, 277; Michaelis, 1TL1Ttw K.t.A., 167. 
6 See M. E. Glasswell, EK1TL1Ttw, EDNT 1.420. 
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grace. It is conceivable that Paul metaphorically relates the stem of a flower 
sustaining the flower to grace, and thus compares the Galatians' state of being fallen 
away from grace figuratively with a withered flower falling away from its stem to 
the ground. A close parallel in the NT is 2 Pet 3.17 (EK1TEOT)H wu l6Lou O"CT)p L YllOU ), 
where the verb describes Peter's exhortation to his congregation not to fall from their 
earlier firm stance which establishes and maintains their faith. When the subject of 
the verb is a person, it describes one's falling away from or separation from 
something (e.g. grace, stability) that supports and sustains the person. Another 
parallel is EK1TEOElv Kup(ou in T. Judah 21.4. The priesthood ofLevi falls away from 
the Lord through sin. To fall away from the Lord means that the priesthood of Levi 
has departed from the Lord who is the source of establishment and sustenance for the 
priesthood. It is probable, therefore, that the verb describes the Galatians' falling 
away from or separation from grace, on which their salvation is totally dependent. 
Finally we should not fail to note the force of the aorist E~ETIEoa-rE in relation 
to the present OLKtXLooo8E 7 For Paul, the Galatians' desire to be justified on the basis 
of the law, even though they had not as yet relied upon the law, has already resulted 
in falling away from grace. 8 The aorist verb denotes a past event viewed as a simple 
fact. So for Paul the Galatians' attempt to rely upon the law for justification means 
that their separation from the relationship with grace had already happened as an 
immediate consequence. 
4. 1. 2. The Meaning of xapLc; 
What did Paul have in mind by the x&.p Le; from which the Galatians have 
fallen? Without attempting to investigate the full range ofx&.pLc; in Paul's letters,9 it 
is sufficient to focus on Galatians not only because x&.pLc; with the article (~) 
7 Burton, Ga/atians, 277. 
8 For the issue of the loss of one's salvation which can be derived from the force of the 
aorist verb, see Gundry-Volf, Paul and Perseverance, 214-215; McKnight, Galatians, 249-250; B. 
J. Oropeza, Paul and Apostasy (Tiibingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 2000), 197. 
9 For the word study of xapL~; in Paul, see K. Berger, xapL~;, EDNT 3.457-460; H. 
Conze1mann, xapL~; KrA, TDNT 9.373-376, 387-402. For recent study, see E. J. Eastmann, "The 
Significance of Grace in the Letters of Paul," (Ph. D. Dissertation, McMaster University, 1995). For 
the central role of xapL~; in Paul's theology, see H. Conzelmann, xapL~; K-rA, TDNT 9.393; Dunn, 
TPA, 319-320; Westerholm, Israel's Law, 165-169. 
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probably refers back to that grace of God, of Christ, or both, which Paul explained to 
the Galatians in the previous section, 10 but also because ~ xap L~ seems to summarise 
Paul's previous argument about grace. In Galatians xapL~ occurs seven times (1.3, 6, 
15; 2. 9, 21; 5.4; 6.18). It is proper to deal with each occurrence in order to clarify the 
meaning of~ xapL~ in 5.4. 
The word xapL~ is employed in the openmg salutation (1.3) and closing 
benediction ( 6.18) as in Paul's other letters. 11 When xap L~ is used in relation to his 
greeting and benediction, it normally refers to the "favour" of God or Jesus Christ 
toward believers which sustains and empowers them. So xapL~ (1.3; 6.18) refers to 
God's or Christ's continuous mercy, spiritual benefit, and enabling the edification of 
believers, not to God's past redemptive act in and through Christ. 
What is the meaning of xap L~ at 1. 6? In order to clarify its meaning, it is 
necessary to define the meaning of the phrase EV xapLn [XpwtoG]. First of all, we 
should decide what the original reading among the five variant readings is. 12 As 
Metzger indicates, "the absence of any genitive qualifying EV xap L H has the 
appearance of being the original'' 13 The absence of XpLotoG from P46vid and some 
Western witnesses is hard to explain and may well indicate that copyists added the 
other readings. 14 In other words, transcriptional probability prefers the shorter 
reading. 15 Thus it is fair to say that EV xap L n is original reading. 16 Secondly, it is 
necessary to clarify the meaning of the preposition EV. There are two possible 
renderings. 1) It may be taken in an instrumental sense ( cf 2 Thes 2.16) in light of 
10 Burton, Galatians, 276. 
11 xapL~ Uf.LLV Kctl. Elp~VT] flTTO 9EOU iTIX1:po~ llf.LWV KIXL KUpLOU 'IT]aOu Xpwtou (Rom 1.7; 1 
Cor 1.3; 2 Cor 1.2; Ga11.3; Phi1 1.2; Phm 1.3; cf. Eph 1.2; Col 1.2; 1 Thes 1.2; 2 Thes 1.2; 1 Tim 
1.2; 2 Tim 1.2; Tit 1.4); ~ xapL~ toU Kup(ou 'IT]aOU f.!.Ee' ilf.Lwv (Rom 16.20; 1 Cor 16.23; 2 Cor 
13.13; Gal6.18; Phil4.23; 1 Thes 5.28; Phm 1.25; cf. Eph 6.24; Col4.18; 2 Thes 3.18; 1 Tim 6.21; 
2 Tim 4.22; Tit3.15). 
12 See B. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament (2"d ed.; Stuttgart: 
German Bible Society, 1994), 520. 
13 Metzger, A Textual Commentary, 520. 
14 Dunn, Galatians, 38. 
15 Martyn, Galatians, 109; Matera, Galatians, 45. 
16 Metzger mentions that a majority of the committee that worked on the UBS3 was 
unwilling to adopt a reading that is supported by only part of the Western tradition, though Xp Lmou 
was included with reservations due to its omission by P46vid and other Western witnesses (A Textual 
Commentary, 520). Cf. MuBner, Galaterbrief, 55. 
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Gal 1.15 where Paul says that God called him 6ux -cf)c; xlipL we; a.uwD. 17 2) It could be 
rendered in a locative sense, 18 which would mean that God called the Galatians to be 
in grace. The latter is preferable because when the expression KIXAEw E:v occurs, E:v is 
normally used in a locative sense. The preposition has as its object a state, such as 
peace (Ev liE ELp~vn KEKA T}KEV 4-tiic; 0 8Eoc; - 1 Cor 7 .15), holiness (EKaAEOEV nf.Llic; 0 
8Eoc; E:n't. aKo:8a.pa(q &U' E=v cryLo:af.LQ - 1 Thes 4.7), one body (E:KA.~811-rE E=v E:v't. 
OWf.LO:H -Col 3.15), and hope (E:KA.~8T)'CE E=v f.LL~ EA1TL6L - Eph 4.4). 19 It is thus fair to 
say that E:v (1.6) should be understood in a locative sense,20 and thus 1.6 probably 
means that God called the Galatians to be "in the realm or state of God's grace" in 
which they exist. Here x&.pLc; is depicted as the realm in which God's grace rules and 
where Christians may find their existence and enjoy God's rule21 This suggestion 
can be strengthened by Paul's understanding of grace as the realm of God's saving 
benevolence. This is reflected in Ram 5.2 (6L' ou KIXL -cT,v npoaa.ywyT,v EOX~KO:f.LEV 
[-en TILa-rEL] Elc; -rT,v xcip w -cm)-cT}v E:v fl E:a-c~K!Xf.LEV ). 
In 1.15 x&.pLc; is used as the basis ofPaul's own calling to apostleship among 
the Gentiles. 22 In light of Isa 49. 1 and Jer 1. 5 Paul probably understood himself as 
the apostle to the Gentiles called and commissioned by God. 23 With a view to God's 
grace as the grounds for calling, "grace" in 1.15 probably refers to God's generous 
salvific act of God. 
In 2.9 the "grace" given to Paul seems to refer to God's entrusting -eo 
Euo:yyEA.Lov -cfjc; aKpopua-c(o:c; to Paul (2.7). When James, Cephas, and John 
recognised the "grace" given to Paul, they approved the gospel that Paul proclaimed 
17 Bruce, Galatians, 79; Longenecker, Galatians, 15; Matera, Galatians, 45; NIV. 
18 Burton, Galatians, 21; Fung, Galatians, 44; Martyn, Galatians, 109; Mufiner, 
Galaterbrief, 55; Schlier, Galater, 37; Witherington, Grace, 79. 
19 See Burton, Ga/atians, 21. 
20 So rightly Betz, Ga/atians, 48; Burton, Ga/atians, 21; Fung, Galatians, 44; Martyn, 
Ga/atians, 109. 
21 The same usage appears in 2 Tim 2.1, Acts 13.43, 1 Pet 5.12, and 2 Pet 3.18. Cf. 
Eastmann, 'The Significance of Grace in the Letters of Paul," 113-114; Moffatt, Grace, 184; 
Schiitz, Paul, 117. 
22 Most commentators render the pronoun a{rrou in the phrase <iux -rfjc,; xapLtoc,; au-rou 
referring to God, not Christ. E.g. Betz, Burton, Dunn, Martyn, Matera, Mullner, Schlier. Contra 
Longenecker. 
23 See Martyn, Ga/atians, 155-157; Mufiner, Ga/aterbrief, 82. The concept of"grace" as the 
basis of God's calling is reflected in 2 Tim 1.9. 
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among the Gentiles (2.9-10). What is the grace of God that "the pillars" (2.9) 
recognised in Paul? What is the grace of God that convinced them to approve the 
gospel? It seems that the grace recognised by the pillars refers to the grace of God 
manifested in Paul's successful missionary work among Gentiles with the gospel. 24 It 
does not, however, necessarily exclude God's commission of 1"0 El)ayyEA.Lov 1"f]c;; 
0:Kpopua1"LC£c;; to Paul,25 Paul's privilege of apostleship,26 or Paul's own apostolic 
office (Rom 1.5; 15.15-16)27 
What is the meaning of n xap Le; wu 8E00 in 2.21? Scholars are divided. 
Some claim that it refers to God's special gift of Torah to Israel. 28 For instance, 
Longenecker argues that "Probably the Judaizers were picking up on one of Paul's 
favorite terms, 'grace', and turning it against him, asserting that his doctrine of grace 
apart from the law is really a denial of God's grace to the nation Israel."29 Some 
argue that it refers to Paul's apostolic commission to the Gentiles. 3° For example, 
Dunn says, "here Paul obviously has in mind 'the grace of God' manifested in his 
calling and in his successful missionary work (1.15; 2.9)."31 However, the majority 
of scholars think that it refers to God's salvific grace in Christ. 32 Notably, Lambrecht 
suggests, "God's grace is basically the gift of Christ, his person and all that he did, 
especially dying out of love. "33 Although it is conceivable that Paul is answering the 
agitators' criticism that he had destroyed God's grace manifested in God's giving of 
the law to Israel, the first view is unlikely because there is no clear indication that 
24 Burton, Galatians, 95; Dunn, Galatians, 147. 
25 Gaventa, "Galatians 1 and 2," 316; T. D. Gordon, "The Problem at Galatia," Jnt 41 
(1987), 35 [32-43). 
26 Bruce, Galatians, 121; Fung, Galatians, 99; Schlier, Galater, 78. 
27 Betz, Galatians, 99; Matera,Galatians, 77; Mufiner, Galaterbrief, 118. 
28 Betz, Galatians, 126; Bruce, Galatians, 146; Burton, Galatians, 140; Fung, Galatians, 
125; Schlier, Galater, 104. 
29 Longenecker, Galatians, 94-95. 
30 Dunn, Galatians, 147; J. P. Sampley, Pauline Partnership in Christ (Philadelphia: 
Fortress, 1980), 40. 
31 Dunn, Galatians, 14 7. 
32 Betz, Galatians, 126; Bruce, Galatians, 146; Cole, Galatians, 126; C. B. Cousar, 
Galatians (Louisville: JKP, 1982), 52; Ebeling, Truth, 150; Guthrie, Galatians, 91; Lightfoot, 
Galatians, 120; Liihrmann, Galatians, 48; Martyn, Ga/atians, 260; Mufiner, Galaterbrief, 184; 
Witherinr,on, Grace, 192. 
3 Lambrecht, "Transgressor by Nullifying God's Grace," 228. 
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Paul is reacting to such an accusation here.34 Rather it is most likely that Paul states 
his present position, in contrast to his previous attempt to destroy God's grace given 
to the Gentiles (cf 1.13, 23). Unlike Peter in Antioch and the agitators in Galatia 
who were nullifying the grace of God, Paul declares, "I do not nullify the grace of 
God" (2.21a). Although it is difficult to rule out the second view, in our opinion, the 
third view is preferable because the immediate context supports it: Paul's new life 
anchored in the Son of God who loved and gave himself for Paul (2.20); Christ's 
death which is considered by Paul as the central manifestation of God's grace (2.21 ). 
In a word, ~ xapL<; 'WU 8E00 refers to God's saving grace in Christ and through 
Christ's death, which justifies the Gentile believers. 
What then is the reference of~ XUpL<; at 5.4c? Jt is uncertain whether it refers 
to the grace of God or the grace of Christ. It is probable that~ xapL<; refers generally 
to God's salvific benevolence and ace5 in and through Christ and the Spirit in the 
light of the following observations. 1) With a view to "grace" as the foundation of 
the justification of the Gentiles at 5.4, xapL<; denotes God's salvific act for the 
Gentiles which welcomes the Gentiles into the people of God (2.21). 2) If 5.4 
summarises Paul's previous argument, xapL<; with the article(~) refers back to God's 
salvific benevolence and act for the salvation of the Gentiles which Paul explained in 
the previous section (1.1-5.1). 3) God's calling the Galatians to be in the state of 
God's salvific grace (1.6) suggests that the grace from which the Galatians have 
fallen is God's saving favour in which they were called to be. 4) The antithesis 
between the law and the grace of God as two contrasting grounds of justification 
(2.21) suggests that "grace" set in opposition to the law (5.4) in terms of the basis of 
justification refers to God's salvific act for justification. As it shall become clear 
below, God's grace in Galatians is described as a salvific power to redeem his people 
and to make the Gentiles God's children. 36 
34 Cf. Ebeling, Truth, 150; Guthrie, Galatians, 91; Mufiner, Galaterbrief, 184, n. 80. 
35 Cf. Bruce, Galatians, 231; Dunn, Galatians, 268; Martyn, Galatians, 471; Matera, 
Galatians, 182. 
36 Dunn (Galatians, 31) notes "in Paul's usage it [grace] is not merely a disposition in God, 
but something dynamic, the generous output of his power to achieve what is best for his creation." 
Cf. For xapLc;; as power, see J. D. G. Dunn, Jesus and the Spirit (London: SCM, 1975), 202-205; 
Martyn, Issues, 279-297; J. Nolland, "Grace as Power," NovT38 (1986), 26-31. 
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4. 2. Sola Gratia: Paul's Theological Rationale for Opposition 
to Justification on the Basis of the Law 
On the basis of the exegesis above it is clear that what Paul argues for based 
on the antithesis between the law and grace is that it is not the law but instead God's 
saving benevolence and act that is the sufficient soteriological basis or source for the 
justification of the Gentiles. In order to appreciate the force and significance of this 
antithesis we must clarify what Paul intended his readers to understand by his 
summary reference to x&.pLc;;?7 How does Paul attempt to convince the Galatians of 
the sufficiency of God's grace for justification? In order to answer this question, first 
we need to know what God's saving benevolence and activities for justification of 
the Gentiles are. The prominent salvific favour and activities of God appearing in 
Galatians are as follows: God called the Galatians (1.6; 5.8; cf. 5.13). God promised 
to bless the nations (3.8, 15-18, 21, 23, 29; 4.28). God sent his Son in order to 
redeem those who were under the law (4.4). God sent the Spirit to make the Gentiles 
God's children (4.6; cf. 3.5). God knew the Galatians (4.9). In what follows we shall 
investigate the significance of each saving activity of God both for Paul's persuasion 
of the Galatians not to depend on the law for justification and for his opposition to 
the agitators' message of justification on the basis ofthe law. 
4. 2. 1. God's Calling 
When he rebukes the Galatians' apostasy,38 Paul says, en:u~&.(w on ou-rwc;; 
-rn:xE<uc;; ~ETIX'CL8E08E &no 'COU KlXAEoiXV'L'Oc;; Ujliic;; EV x&.p L n [Xp LOWU] Elc;; ETEpov 
Eun:yyEJ.. Lov (1. 6). In 5. 8 Paul seeks to persuade the Galatians to reject the agitators' 
gospel by saying that the agitators' persuasion does not come from the one who calls 
them (wu Kn:A.ouvwc;; Ujliic;;- 5.8). There is little doubt that "the one who calls" refers 
to God. 39 Why is God's act of calling the Galatians so important for Paul when he 
37 As we shall see below, the term "grace" sums up what Paul said earlier about the saving 
benevolence and activities of God. 
38 Oropeza (Paul and Apostasy, 225) understands the Galatians' apostasy as accepting the 
agitators' gospel which contradicts the essence of the Gospel. 
39 Having translated cmo 'l'OU KIXAEUIXvtOc; 4,liic; EV xap L 'l' L as "from Christ who called you in 
grace," some older commentaries rendered Christ as the subject of calling. For a list of the older 
commentaries which agree or disagree this position, see Burton, Ga/atians, 19. But Paul's general 
use of the verb KaA.E.w encourages us to take God as the subject of'l'ou KaA.E.aavroc;; (Gal 1.15; Rom 
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tries to urge them to reject the agitators' message, in particular justification on the 
basis ofthe law? 
In order to answer this question, first we need to clarify the soteriological 
significance of God's calling.40 Paul's understanding of God's calling of his people 
probably derives from the OT, particularly from the striking language of Isaiah (Isa 
41.8-9; 43.1; 45.3-4; 48.12, 15),41 where God's calling is described as the 
soteriological cause of Israel's election. Presumably, it is with this background that 
Paul speaks of God's calling as the cause of salvation. This point can be 
substantiated by Paul's statement of God's calling in Romans. Paul understands that 
God summons Gentiles as well as Jews into the right relationship with himself (Rom 
9.24-26; cf 1 Cor 1.24). He regards God's calling ofthe Gentile believers as God's 
making ofthem as God's elected people (cf 1 Cor 1.26-29). Paul understands God's 
calling ofthe Gentiles as the fulfilment ofHosea's prophecy (Rom 9.25-26; cf Hos 
2.23; 1.10). In Rom 8.28-30 he also emphasises God's calling of all believers to 
salvation42 Moreover, God's call is the means of election (Rom 9.12). Most 
importantly, the divine call is closely related to God's justification (Rom 8.30). Thus 
it may be reasonable to claim that for Paul God's calling is the cause of election and 
to be called by God means to be justified and to become the people of God. 43 In 
consideration of the close relationship between God's call and salvation (esp. 
election), it is clear, therefore, that God's calling of the Galatians denotes that God 
elected them to become members of the people of God and called them to salvation 
(cf Rom 9.25-26; 1 Cor 1.9; 2.17). Once again the point is clearly expressed by 
4.17; 8.30; 9.12, 24; 1 Cor 1.9; 7.15, 17; 1 Thes 2.12; 4.7; 5.24). So most commentators: e.g. Betz, 
Bruce, Burton, Dunn, Fung, Longenecker, Martyn, Matera, Mufiner, Schlier. Particularly, Martyn 
(Ga/atians, 108) suggests that b KaA.wv virtually functions as a name for God (Gal 5 .8; 1 Thes 2.12; 
5.24; Rom 9.12). 
40 ln the Pauline letters God's calling is described in three different connections: God's 
calling of all believers (Rom 1.7; 8.28-30; 9.24; 1 Cor 1.2, 26; 1 Thes 2.12; 5.24), God's calling of 
Paul as an apostle (Gal 1.15; Rom 1.1; 1 Cor 1.1; 15.9), and God's calling of Israel (Rom 11.28-29; 
cf. 9.11). Cf. C. G. Kruse, "Call, Calling," inDPL, 84-85. 
41 Cf. TDNT3.490; Dunn, Galatians, 40. 
42 God's calling as the basis of salvation is indicated in 1 Thes 2.12; 2 Thes 2.14 (cf. Eph 
1.18; 1 Tim 6.12). 
43 Martyn ("The Abrahamic Covenant, Christ, and the Church," in Issues, 171) correctly 
notes that Paul's use of the verb KaA.Ew describes the genesis of the church by God's election. See 
also Martyn, Ga/atians, 109. 
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God's calling of the Galatians to freedom ('Yf.LE'L<; yap E-rr' EAEu8Ep(~ EKA.~8TJ1"E -
5.13). This text means that the Galatians are not "the children of the slave" (i.e. 
Ishmael) but "the children ofthe free woman" (i.e. Isaac), as is explicitly expressed 
in 4. 31 (&:6EA.cpo(, ouK EOf..LEV ncxL6LoKT]<; 1"EKvcx &:Urx 1fj<; EAEu8Epcx<;). In other words, as 
a consequence of God's calling, the Galatians are the descendants of Abraham (4.28) 
who are free from the slavery of the law (5.1). 
On the basis of the observations above we can easily answer the question 
raised earlier. For Paul, just as Israel's own election was a consequence of God's 
calling so too is the election of the Galatians. God's gracious calling is available to 
Gentiles as well as Jews, not to Jews exclusively (cf Rom 9.24-26; 1 Cor 1.24). 
Since God called them as God's people, in practice the Galatians do not have to 
undergo circumcision nor to observe the whole law in order to have membership 
within the people of God. This is one of Paul's theological rationales upon which he 
urges the Galatians to reject the agitators' message of justification on the basis of the 
law. Because the identity of God's people is determined by neither circumcision nor 
the law but God's sal vi fie act of calling, 44 justification on the basis of the law must 
be rejected. 
4. 2. 2. God's Promise 
Another significant aspect of God's justifying grace in Galatians is God's 
promise, 45 from which Paul argues against the agitators' teaching of justification on 
the basis of the law. In Galatians there are several texts where Paul argues that God's 
promise is primary and sufficient for justification (3.15-26; 3.29; 4.28). 
Before discussing the texts, however, we need to know what the reference of 
God's EncxyyEHcx is. In Galatians the word E=ncxyyEHcx is used 10 times (3.14, 16, 17, 
18 (2 times), 21, 22, 29; 4.23, 28). There is no consensus concerning the content of 
the promise46 There are two major views. The one is that the promise refers to God's 
44 The point is well expressed in Rom 9.10-12, where Paul argues that God's election 
depends not on "the works" (of the law) but on God's call. 
45 The interlocking relationship between grace and promise is presented in Rom 4.16 (l.va 
mra xapLV, EL<; to ElvaL PEfla[av t~V f.rrayyd[av 1TIXVtl tt\) 01TEpiJ.1XtL). 
46 For the various views regarding the content of the promise, seeS. K. Williams, "Promise 
in Galatians," JBL 107 (1988), 709, n. 2. 
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blessing of the nations (Gen 12.3; 18.18) cited in 3.8 47 The other is that the Spirit 
itself is the promise. 48 As we shall see later (§5.2.1), it is true that Paul understands 
the eschatological coming ofthe Spirit as the fulfilment ofGod's promise (lsa 32.15; 
44.3; 59.21; Ezek 11.19; 36.26-27; 37.14; 39.29; Joel2.28-29) in light ofChristian 
tradition (Luke 24.49; Acts 1.4; 2.17, 33). But it is more probable that the content of 
the promise is primarily God's blessing of the nations49 for the following reasons. 
First, although Paul does not use the term E:mxyyEALIX at 3.8, the two words (rrpoHioDmx 
and npoEUT)YYEALOIX"W) seem to indicate that he considered "all the Gentiles shall be 
blessed in you" as the promise of God which would be fulfilled in the future. 
Second, the fact that God made the promise before the law came (3. 1 7) indicates that 
the promise is God's blessing promised to Abraham. Third, that the Gentile 
Galatians are heirs according to the promise (3 .29) and children of the promise like 
Isaac ( 4.28) reflects that they become the heirs of the Abrahamic blessing because 
the promise that E:vEuA.oyT)8~oovr!Xl E:v ool. mxvm ·dx E8VT) was fulfilled. Fourth, 
Paul's use of the word E:nayyEALIXl (the plural of E:nayyEALIX- 3.16) seems to suggest 
that E:nayyEA.(a refers to God's promise given to Abraham5 ° Fifth, if Gal 3.10-4.7 is 
Paul's elaboration ofthe implications ofthe promise of3.8,51 the promise points to 
47 Most commentators: Betz, Bruce, Burton, Dunn, Howard, Martyn, Mufiner. In particular 
H.-J. Eckstein, Verheij3ung und Gesetz (Tiibingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 1996), 95, 97. 
48 E.g. Williams ("Promise in Galatians," 709-720) suggests that promise "on the one hand . 
. . refers to the divine pledge to Abraham that he would have innumerable descendants. But since 
God keeps his word, fulfills his pledge, through the operation of his Spirit, the promise of many 
descendants is, at the same time, the promise of the Spirit - that is, the promise of the means by 
which sons of Abraham would be created out of people who had been enslaved" (p. 716). This is 
followed by Matera, Galatians, 143; Witherington, Grace, 244. 
49 It is commonly recognised that God's promise to Abraham contains three primary strands 
(i.e. land, descendants, and blessing for the nations) For a detailed discussion, see J. R. Wisdom, 
"Blessing for the Nations and the Curse of the Law," (Ph. D. Thesis, University of Durham, 1998), 
27-49. In Galatians, however, the promise refers to God's blessing of the nations (Gen 12.3; 18.18) 
which Paul quotes in 3.8. The reference to the land play no part in Galatians (cf. Bruce, Galatians, 
172). The promise of Abraham's innumerable descendants can be understood in association with 
Gentiles' justification as a result of the fulfilment of God's promise, "I have made you a father of 
many nations" (Gen 17.5), i.e. blessing of the nations. The relationship is expressed in Rom 4.16-25. 
50 The word E-rrayyd.LaL (the plural of f.rrayyEJ...(a - 3.16, 21) probably refers to God's 
promise to bless the nations that God repeated several times in different occasions (Gen 12.3; 18.18; 
cf. Gen 22.18; 26.4; 28.14), not the three different blessings (i.e. land, descendants, and blessing for 
the nations). Cf. Martyn, Galatians, 339. Contra Betz, Galatians, 156, 157, 159; Schilier, Galater, 
143. 
51 The term brayyEA.(a appears in the section intensively (3.14, 16, 17, 18 (2 times), 21, 22, 
29; 4.23, 28). Cf. Howard, Paul, 55; Longenecker, Galatians, 125. 
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God's promise to bless the nations. Thus it is fair to say that the E:mxyyEA.La. refers to 
God's promise to bless the nations (Gen 12.3; 18.18; cf. Gen 22.18; 26.4; 28.14; Pss 
72.17; Jer 4.2)52 which Paul quotes in 3.8. In light of the parallel between 6LKIXLOL ·dx. 
E8VT) 6 8Eoc; and EVEuA.oyT)8~oovmL E:v ool. mxV'ta 1& E8VT), it is probable that 
ETia.yyEA.La. refers to God's promise of justification of Gentiles (3.8) 53 Let us then turn 
to the passages where Paul deals with the theme of God's promise of justification of 
Gentiles. 
In 3.15-18 Paul elaborates the idea of God's promise to demonstrate that the 
justification of Gentiles is based not on the law but on God's promise. This is clearly 
summed up in 3.18 (El y&p EK: VOIJ.OU ~ KA. T)pOVOIJ. (a., OUKETL E~ ETia.yyEA.(a.c;· ni) bE 
'Appa.~ 6L' ETia.yyEA.La.c; KEX&.p LomL 6 8E6c;). It is widely recognised that with the 
antithesis between the law and God's promise,54 Paul argues that not the law but 
God's promise is the sufficient means of the inheritance, i.e. Abraham's sonship. 55 In 
view of the criticism from the side of traditional Jewish covenantalism that Paul 
treated the law of the covenant too lightly, Paul argues that the law does not nullify a 
covenant previously ratified by God (i.e. God's promise to Abraham). In other 
words, God's promise of the justification of Gentiles cannot be nullified by the law 
because God's promise to Abraham precedes the law which came four hundred and 
thirty years later (3.17). 56 Paul makes the point that just as a human 6La.8~KT), once 
signed and witnessed, could not be set aside by another document claiming to 
represent the will of the testator and could not be added to by another authority 
52 See particularly Bruce, Galatians, 172. 
53 Martyn, Ga/atians, 355. 
54 See Betz, Ga/atians, 158; Lightfoot, Ga/atians, 144; Longenecker, Galatians, 134; 
Martyn, Ga/atians, 337; Matera, Galatians, 127; Mufiner, Galaterbrief, 242; Witherington, Grace, 
245. 
55 While Paul is not explicit about what the content of KATJpOVOf.L (a is, in the light of the 
argument of the letter it must be becoming Abraham's heir. Although KATJpOvof.L(a is primarily 
concerned with land (Gen 15.7-8; 28.4; Deut 1.39, 2.12), the crucial Genesis passage include the 
idea of being Abraham's heir (Gen 15.2-4; 21.10). Cf. Dunn, Ga/atians, 186. Note that the territorial 
and material features of the Abrahamic inheritance are not mentioned here by Paul. Interestingly 
some (Martyn, Ga/atians, 343, Mufiner, Galaterbrief, 242, Matera, Galatians, 127; Williams, 
Ga/atians, 97) suggest that it refers to the promised Spirit in 3.14. Ziesler (Galatians, 44) thinks that 
it refers both justification by faith and the gift of the Spirit. Betz (Ga/atians, 159) says, 
'"Inheritance' includes all the benefits of God's work of salvation." 
56 See Dunn, TPLG, 87-88; R. B. Hays, Echoes of Scripture in the Letters of Paul (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1989), 109. 
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(3.15),57 so with the <>w.8f)KT) God made with Abraham (i.e. the Abrahamic 
covenant). 58 It is also to be noted that the inheritance of Abraham's sonship is a 
matter of divine initiative and grace. 59 Paul's insistence on the priority of God's 
graceful promise effectively relativizes the idea that Gentiles can become the 
descendants of Abraham only through the observance of the law, in particular 
circumcision. In short, the point of Paul's argument in 3.15-18 is that since God 
always intended, from the time of the promise to Abraham, that the Gentiles are to 
be blessed,60 the inheritance of Abraham's sonship (i.e. justification) comes to the 
Gentiles not from the law but from the gracious promise of God which cannot be 
modified or nullified by the law given subsequently. 
In 3.19-22, Paul continues to explain God's promise as the sufficient 
soteriological basis of justification. Without attempting to tackle the relationship 
between the law and the promise,61 it is sufficient to focus on God's promise of 
justification of the Gentiles E:x nCoTEwc; 'IT)ooO XpwwO, which was given to those 
who believe (3 .22). Contrary to the agitators' ethnocentric covenantalism 
maintaining that righteousness comes through the law, Paul argues that the law has 
no function to "make alive" and thus righteousness cannot come through the law 
(3.21).62 Although the law regulates life within the covenant for the people oflsrael 
(e.g. Lev 18.5; Deut 6.24; Prov 3.1-2; 6.23; Sir 17.11; Bar 3.9; 4.1; Pss. Sol. 24.2), 
the law does not make one alive because God63 did not intend the law to play such a 
role64 From a Jewish perspective, rather, the role is ascribed to God (2 Kgs 5.7; Neh 
57 Nevertheless, according to Roman law, testators were allowed to cancel or modify their 
will at any point during their lifetime (Bruce, Galatians, 170). For a summary discussions 
concerning legal technicalities, see Bruce, Ga/atians, 170-171; Longenecker, Ga/atians, 128-130. 
58 Paul links closely the terms kmxyyE.A(rx and 6w9~Kll Cf. McKnight, Ga/atians, 166. 
59 Dunn, Ga/atians, 187. Note the verb n:xcip LmrxL -"God showed favour." For the close 
relationship between grace and God's saving act, see Betz, Ga/atians, 160, n. 62. 
60 Dunn ('Theology of Galatians," 125) rightly argues that the "initial expression of God's 
covenant purpose was in terms of promise and faith and always had the Gentiles in view from the 
first." See also Hays, "Crucified with Christ," 236; idem, Echoes, 106. 
61 For the discussion, see Eckstein, VerheijJung und Gesetz, 190-212; M. A Kruger, "Law 
and Promise in Galatians," Neat 26 (1992), 311-327. 
62 Righteousness is used as the equivalent of"life." Cf. Sanders, PPJ, 493-495. 
63 The subject of the passive verb k60811 is God (divine passive). 
64 Sanders (PUP, 27) argues, "God sent Christ; he did so in order to offer righteousness; 
this would have been pointless if righteousness were already available by the law (2:21); the law 
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9.6; Job 36.6; Pss 71.20; Jas. and As. 8.3, 9; 12.1; 20.7; Ep. Arist. 16; John 5.21; 
Rom 4.17; 1 Cor 15.22)65 Paul also argues that the law is not the means of 
righteousness because the law cannot set everything (ra mxvm [3. 22] - including all 
humanity [both Jews and Greeks]) free from the power of sin. In other words, Jews 
and Gentiles alike cannot be accepted by God on the basis of the law (2.16; cf. Rom 
3.20) because the law cannot deal with the problem of sin which prevents anyone 
from approaching God (cf Rom 3.23). This implies that the privileged status of 
righteousness is not automatically guaranteed for the people of Israel by means of 
the law because they are not exempt from the power of sin (cf Rom 3.9; 11.32) to 
which the law provides no real answer. For Paul the solution to the problem of sin is 
God's promise. The promise as the embodiment of the divine power defeats the 
power of sin. 66 It is thus fair to say that 3.22b means that God's unconditional 
promise, which precedes the law and breaks the power of sin, is given to those who 
believe, Jews and Gentiles without distinction EK TILO"t"Ewc; 'IT)aoD Xpw"t"oD. 67 In short, 
Paul opposes justification through the law on the basis of God's promise to bless 
nations given to Gentiles EK TILO"t"Ewc; 'IT)aoD Xpw"t"oD. 
In 3.23-29 Paul develops his point that not the law but God's gractous 
promise fulfilled in Christ and through TI(anc; is the soteriological basis for the 
justification of Gentiles. First of all, in 3.23-25 Paul expounds his earlier point that 
God's promise (i.e. justification of Gentiles) fulfilled EK TILO"t"Ewc; 'IT)aoD XpwwD is 
given to Gentile believers. Before the coming and revelation of TI(anc; Paul and the 
Galatians ("we") were imprisoned and guarded under the power of the law. 68 Paul 
was not given to bring righteousness (3.21)." Hong (Law, 132 [125-132]) likewise argues, "The law 
was never planned to be the condition for entering the people of God at all." 
65 In NT the role is also given to the Spirit (John 6.63; Rom 8.11; I Cor 15.45; 2 Cor 3.6; I 
Pet 3.18). 
66 Dunn, Ga/atians, 195. 
67 For the discussion of the meaning of rr[anc; 'IT]aou Xp Lamu, see §6.1.1. 
68 As noted earlier (§2.2.2.1.), although "we" in 2.15-17 refers to "Jews," (e.g. Paul and 
Peter) it is likely that "we" in 3.23-25 refers to both Jewish and Gentile believers (in particular Paul 
and the Galatians) on the basis of the following: I) In 3.23-29 Paul is addressing not Jewish 
believers as in 2.15-17 but the Galatians. 2) The parallelism between 3.22 ("all things" [Jews and 
Gentiles] were imprisoned under the power of sin) and 3 .23 ("we were imprisoned under the power 
of the law" hints that "we" includes both Jews and Gentiles. 3) Paul does not contrast "we" (Jews) 
with "you" (the Gentile Galatians) in 3.23-29 because no contrast can be ascertained in the sudden 
shift from "we" (4.5b, 4.6b) to "you" (4.6a, 4.7a). Rather Paul grounds a statement about "us" on a 
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implies that the coming of Christ and nCon<; and the revelation of nCon<; set them 
free from imprisonment ofthe law (cf 5.1; Rom 7.6) and ended the interim role of 
the law as custodian. He also argues that nCon<; came and was revealed so that Paul 
statement about "you" (3.25-26; 4.6) or "you" on "us" (4.6b-7). See C. B. Cousar, A Theology of 
the Cross (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1990), 115-118; Howard, Paul, 59-62; Scott, Adoption, 155-157. 
Contra Donaldson, '"The Curse of the Law' and the Inclusion of the Gentiles: 3:13-14," 94-112. 
Furthermore, although ol. imo voiJ.ov in I Cor 9.20-21 refers clearly to the Jews, it is possible 
that uno VOiJ.OV E:.cppoupoUiJ.E9a ouytc.l..EL<lj..LEvoL (3 .23) means that "we" (Jewish believers and Gentile) 
were under the power of the law. It is likely that ol. uno voiJ.ov (4.5) refers to both Jews and Gentiles. 
There are a good number of reasons in favour of this possibility. I) In 3.25, uno naLliaywyov kawv 
means that "we" (including the Galatians) are not under a guardian (i.e. the law) because Paul's 
substantiation in 3.26 applies to "you all" (the Galatians). The verb EOiJ.EV is probably inclusive 
because Paul calls the Galatians aliEft.ctJo( in the same breath by using the same verb at 4.31. 
Moreover, the word ouKEtL, which is used in a temporal sense as before and after the coming of faith 
(3.23, 25), indicates that the Galatians ("we") were under the law. 2) ol uno voiJ.ov in Gal 4.5 seems 
to include Jewish and Gentile believers in light of the parallelism of the two 'Lva clauses in 4.5 - ol. 
uno voiJ.ov in Gal 4.5a is equivalent to the first-person plural ("we" - the subject of the verb 
anoft.aPwiJ.EV) which refers to both Jewish and Gentile believers (cf. Bruce, Galatians, 197). 3) The 
parallel between 3.13 ("us" including Gentile believers) and 4.5 seems to indicate that Gentile 
believers were redeemed from the power of the law. Christ's redeeming Jews and Gentiles from the 
curse of the law is to Christ's redeeming those under the law (i.e. Jews and Gentiles). 4) Gal5.1 (dJ 
EAEU9Ep (q: ~1-Lffi; Xp LOroc; ~ft.EU9Epwow ar~KErE ol'>v Kctl 1-L~ nahv (uyt\) liouft.EL[((; EVEXE09E) assumes 
that Gentiles were under the enslaving power of the law. 5) The parallelism between 3.23 (uno 
VOiJ.OV E:.cppoupOUj..LE9ct auyKAELOj..LEVOL) and 4.3 (uno rft. O'L'OLXEL[( rou KOOj..LOU ~j..LE8ct liEliOUAWj..LEVOL) 
suggests that the Gentile Galatians were under the power of the law; Paul probably regarded the law 
as one ofrft. aroLXE'ict rou KOOiJ.OU, which is indicated by the equation between the Galatians' turning 
back again to rft. aroLXE'ia rou KOOiJ.OU and their observing special days, months, seasons, and years 
(4.9-10). The adverb nciALV also indicates that the Galatians were once enslaved to nrwxft. armxE'ict. 
Moreover, the equation between UTTO ra O'L'OLXEL[( rou KOOj..LOU ~j..LE9ct liEliOUAWj..LEVOL (4.3) and mwxft. 
oroLXE'ict otc; naft.Lv &vw8Ev liouft.EuELv 8EAErE (4.9) suggests that "we" (4.3) includes the Galatians 
who were once enslaved to ra oroLXE'ict (cf. Betz, Galatians, 204-205; Mufiner, Galaterbrief, 268; 
Schlier, Galater, 193). The fact that the Galatians are no longer slaves (4.7a) because God redeemed 
them from the power of rft. aroLXE'ict rou KoaiJ.ou and the law implies that they were uno v<lj..Lov. 6) 
The equation of~!-Liic; (3.13) with "we" (ft.tXpwiJ.EV - 3.14) suggests that those under the curse of the 
law are identical with those who receive the promise of the Spirit. There is little doubt that "we" 
(ft.a~wiJ.EV - 3.14) refers to both Jewish believers and Gentile. 7) Rom 7.6a (vuvl. liE KctrT]p~9T]iJ.EV 
cmo rou VOj..LOU) suggests that Gentiles were under the dominion of the law. The first-person plural of 
the verb KctrT]py~9T]iJ.EV (aorist) indicates that Paul and Gentile Roman believers have been released 
from the domain of the law. The phrase vuvl. liE tells that before the eschatological event of Christ 
they were held captive under the domain of the law. 8) Rom 7.6 b (kv ~ KctrELXOiJ.E9ct) indicates that 
Paul and the Gentile Romans ("we"- the subject of the verb Kct'L'ELX<lj..LE8a) were held captive in the 
the domain of the law. 9) The universal reign of the law over both the Jew and the Gentile is stated 
in Rom 3.9-20, in which Paul thinks that the law condemns both Jews and Gentiles. The close 
relationship between "those who are under the law" and "every mouth," "the whole world," and "no 
human being" (Rom 3 .19) seems to indicate that "those who are under the law" refers to all 
humanity. As Sanders notes (PUP, 82), "He [Paul] offers no explanation of how what the law says 
to those who under it (the Jews) also applies to 'the whole world." While most of the Gentile 
believers in Galatia have never lived "under the law" as Jews had (1 Cor 9.20), "being under the 
law" seems to be used by Paul as representative of the situation of all humanity (cf. Moo, Romans, 
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and the Galatians ("we") might be justified by rr(onc; (3.23-25). 69 After making the 
point that God's promise to justify the Gentiles through rr(onc; is the soteriological 
basis of justification, in 3.26-29 Paul argues that in Christ Jesus the Galatians are all 
children of God through rr(onc;. 70 He further argues that there is neither Jew nor 
Greek, slave nor free, male nor female because the Galatians are one in Christ Jesus 
(3.28).71 In other words, Jewish and Gentile believers are full and equal members of 
the covenant community as one people of God. Finally he concludes that if the 
Galatians belong to Christ, then they are Abraham's offspring and heirs according to 
the promise (3.29)72 Since the benefit ofbecoming Abraham's heirs was given to the 
Galatians by the promise, it did not come from the law. In short, the central point of 
Paul's argument in 3.23-29 is that by means of God's gracious E:rrayyEA.(a realised by 
the advent and revelation of rr(onc;, the Gentiles (e.g. the Galatians) have become 
heirs i.e. Abraham's offspring (3.29), not through the law. 73 The point indicates that 
Paul realises that God's promise to bless the Gentiles which was given to Abraham 
(Gen 12.3; 18.18) has been fulfilled by God's justification of the Gentiles both in and 
through Christ and through the coming and revelation ofrr(onc;.74 
The point that Gentile believers can become the descendants of Abraham not 
by the law but by God's promise is reinforced in 4.28. To the Galatians who were 
eager to become Abraham' s descendants through T orah-observance ( 4.21 ), in 
particular circumcision, Paul says that they are children ofthe promise, in the pattern 
of Isaac (uf.1E1c; M, CdiEA.cpo(, Ka-rO: 'Ioaix.K E:rrayyEA.lac; TEKVa EOTE- 4.28). Identifying 
the child ofHagar (i.e. Ishmael) with Gentiles (including the Galatians) and the child 
of Sarah (i.e. Isaac) with Jews, the agitators argued that the Galatians could become 
388). In light of the observations above, it is likely that Jews and Gentiles alike were under the 
power of the law. Cf. Barclay, Obeying, 97, n. 51 
69 It is likely that "we" includes Gentile believers (cf. 5 .5) because in 3.10-29 Paul 
elaborates God's justification of Gentiles by faith (3.8). 
7
° For divine sonship, see §2.2.2.3. 
71 For oneness between Jew and Gentile, see §2.2.2.4. 
72 For becoming heirs of Abraham, see §2.2.2.5. 
73 So rightly Hansen, Abraham, 136-139; Howard, Paul, 65. 
74 While T. SOding takess TILanc; (as the soteriological basis of justification) as the 
Christian's faith, he rightly notes that Paul discovers that what God has promised to Abraham has 
been fulfilled in God's justification of Jews and Gentiles ("VerheiBung und Erfiillung im Lichte 
paulinischer Theologie," NTS 47 (2001), 150-161). 
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the descendants of Abraham through circumcision. 75 On the contrary Paul identifies 
the Galatians with Isaac who was the child of the free woman (Sarah) born through 
the promise (4.23). The Galatians are children of the promise (4.28; cf Rom 9.8). 
Paul's statement here is so radical as to deny traditional Jewish covenantalism 
maintaining that the Jews alone belong to the column of the covenant of promise. 
Why does Paul attempt to make a totally different exegesis of Gen 16-21 from the 
agitators? Paul's complete "turn-around" exegesis is based on his conviction that 
God's promise of justification of Gentiles was fulfilled through Christ and the Spirit 
and thus the Galatians became the offspring of Abraham and heirs without their 
becoming proselytes. Since the Gentile Galatians are children of the promise like 
Isaac and thus belong to the covenant community, they do not need to enter Israel 
through circumcision and depend upon the law for justification. This is a central 
point ofthe allegory ofHagar and Sarah (4.21-31). 
To sum up, with a view to the priority and sufficiency of God's promise, 
Paul argues that Gentile believers receive adoption as sons of God and become the 
offspring and heirs of Abraham and the children of God (4.5-7) and the promise 
(4.28) not in and through the law (3.11, 18, 21) but in and through Christ and the 
Spirit (3.14, 29; 4.4-6, 29). According to Paul, God's blessing promised to Abraham 
always had the justification of the Gentiles through Christ in view from the first. The 
gift of righteousness was to Gentiles as well as Jews. Since God's promise of 
justification ofthe Gentiles given to Abraham, which cannot be nullified by the law, 
was fulfilled at a preordained time by God's sending of his Son and the Spirit and the 
advent and revelation of TILanc:;, the Galatians have become the children of Abraham 
apart from Torah-observance and circumcision. Thus, for Paul, to maintain the law 
as the soteriological basis of justification means to deny the eschatological fulfilment 
of God's promise. In short, the fulfilment of the Abrahamic covenant (i.e. God's 
promise of justification of Gentiles) through Christ and the Spirit is Paul's 
theological foundation upon which he seeks to persuade the Galatians not to rely on 
75 Barrett, "The Allegory of Abraham, Sarah, and Hagar in the Argument of Galatians," 1-
16. 
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the law for justification and rejects the agitators' message of justification on the basis 
of the law. 76 
4. 2. 3. God's Sending of His Son and the Spirit 
Without attempting to investigate 4.4-7 m detail, 77 it is sufficient to 
concentrate on the fact that God sent his Son and the Spirit so that believers receive 
redemption and adoption as sons through God (l>LO: 8EOu - 4. 7)?8 Before the fullness 
of time (to TIA~pwiJ.o: wu xp6vouf9 had come, both Jewish and Gentile believers 
used to be under the power oftO: otOLXELO: tou KOOIJ.OU (4.3). The precise meaning of 
the phrase has been disputed among scholars. 80 Since it is impossible to discuss it 
here, it is sufficient to say that 4.3b (uTio tO: otoLXE'Lo: tou KOOIJ.OU ~1J.E8o: 
6E6ouA.WIJ.EVOL) means that Jew and Gentile Christians were enslaved under the 
influence or dominion of certain primal and cosmic forces. 81 It is significant for our 
present study that as a result of God's sending of his Son, all the believers (Jewish 
and Gentile) receive the salvific benefits of redemption82 and adoption83 Notably 
God sent the Spirit of his Son into the Galatians' hearts (cf 3.2-5), crying "Abbal 
Father!" (4.6). Since God has given the Spirit of his Son to them, they are the 
children of God. 84 In 4. 7 Paul concludes that since God sent Christ and the Spirit of 
his Son, the Galatians are no longer slaves but sons and heirs through God. In short, 
the force of Paul's argument in 4.4-7 is that the salvific gifts of redemption, adoption 
as sons of God, and becoming God's children and heirs are given to Jewish and 
Gentile believers through God's saving act, that is, God's sending ofhis Son and the 
Spirit. 
76 So rightly Longenecker, Triumph, 178-179. 
77 For a detailed discussion, see Scott, Adoption, 121-186. 
78 Martyn (Galatians, 388) argues, "the sentence comprising 4:3-5 is nothing less than the 
theological center of the entire letter." Martyn interprets God's sending of his Son and the Spirit as 
God's apocalyptic invasion into cosmos. 
79 In light of the parallel between 'llc; rrpo9EOIJ.Lac; wu rra't'poc; (4.2) and 't'O rr.J..~pwiJ.a rou 
xpovou, the phrase means the time foreordained by God. Cf Scott, Adoption, 161-162. 
8
° For bibliography, see eh. 1, n. 96. 
81 Arnold, "Returning to the Domain of the Powers," 55-76; Dunn, Galatians, 213; Hong, 
Law, 162-166; Longenecker, Triumph, 46-58; Martyn, Galatians, 393-406. 
82 For redemption, see §2.2.2.1. 
83 For adoption, see §2.2.2.3. 
84 For sonship by the Spirit, see §5 .2.3. 
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~. 2. 4l. God's lKIIllowing 
It is important to note that Paul attempts to persuade the Galatians not to turn 
back again to -r::a na8Evf) KaL mwxa OT:OLXEia by reminding them of the fact that they 
were known by God (yvwa8EvT:Ec; uno 8EOO- 4.9). Paul's swift correction (IJ.&A.A.ov cSE=) 
from the Galatians' act of knowing God (yvovT:Ec; 8Eov) to God's act of knowing 
them (yvwa8EVT:Ec; uno 8EOu) stresses the divine initiative in the relationship between 
God and the Galatians. Why is it so crucial for Paul that God knew the Galatians 
when he discourages them from turning back again to -r::a &.a8Evf) Kal. n-r:wxa a-r:oLXEia 
and from keeping the festival law? There is little doubt that the verb yLvwaKw here is 
employed not in the sense of either "to perceive" or "to acquire knowledge about" 
but in the biblical sense of "to experience. "85 Paul emphasises God's act of knowing 
here on the basis of Hebrew thought in which the idea that God knows someone is 
normally confined to the intimate, personal relationship with God (e.g. Gen 18.19; 
Num 16.5; Pss 1.6; 37.18; 44.21; 94.11; 139; Jer 1.5; Amos 3.2). Most importantly, 
in Hebrew thought God's graceful act of knowing his people was the basis of the 
election of his people (e.g. Gen 18.19; Num 16.5; Jer 1.5; Amos 3.2). 86 In light of 
this background Paul probably intends the Galatians to recognise that they became 
God's people and thus had come to the right relationship with God not through the 
observance of the law but by God's graceful act of knowing them personally. The 
point can be reinforced by Paul's use of God's knowing in the sense of election 
(Rom 8.29; 11.2; cf. 1 Cor 8.3; 13.12; 2 Tim 2.19); for Paul to be known by God 
means to be elected and accepted by God. 87 Moreover, being known by God means 
having a loving relationship with God (1 Cor 8.3). Thus for Paul the Galatians' being 
known by God means both that they became the elected people of God and that they 
85 It is widely accepted that despite the fact that this meaning is strange against the 
background of broad Greek usage, it is natural in light of the use ofyLvWaKw in the LXX to translate 
the Hebrew l1J~ when it denotes intimate relationship. For a discussion of this OT relational sense of 
l1i", seeR. Bultrnann, TDNT 1.697-698; E. D. Schmitz, NIDNTT2.395-396. 
-· 
86 Gen 18.19- "for I have 'known' ('chosen'- NRSV, NIV) him [Abraham]"; Num 16.5-
"God will know who is his" [where 'know' is paralleled by 'choose']; Jer 1.5 "Before I formed you 
in the womb I 'knew' you" [where 'know' is paralleled by 'consecrate' and 'appoint']; Amos 3.2-
"You [Israel] only have I 'known' ['chosen'- NIV] of all the families ofthe earth." 
87 Cf. Bruce, Ga/atians, 202; R. Bultmann, TDNT 1.706; Mu.Bner, Ga/aterbriej, 292; W. 
Schmithals, EDNT 1.250. 
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are in a justified relationship with God. 88 It is on the basis of this point that Paul 
urges the Galatians not to turn back again to 1:&. atOLXElct and not to observe the 
calendricallaw, which would mean to deny God's election. In short, for Paul God's 
gracious act of knowing Gentiles is part of Paul's theological rationale both for his 
persuasion of the Galatians not to observe the law and for his opposition to 
justification on the basis ofthe law. 
4. 3. Concluding Remarks 
What Paul intends the Galatians to realise by the antithesis between the law 
and grace is that they do not have to undergo circumcision nor to observe the law in 
order to become full members of the covenant community not only because they 
became God's elected people by God's act of calling and knowing but also because 
they are heirs and God's children by God's promise and his sending of Christ and the 
Spirit. In contrast to the agitators who argue that the identity of God's people is 
determined by the law and circumcision, Paul upholds that it depends upon God's 
saving activities, such as God's calling, God's promise, God's sending of Christ and 
the Spirit, and God's knowing. For Paul to argue for justification through the law 
means to nullify and deny God's graceful saving acts welcoming the Gentiles into 
God's people apart from the law (2.21). For the agitators God's grace is for the Jews 
and proselytes, but for Paul God's grace is for both Jews and Gentiles. 89 The 
antithesis (i.e. justification through the law vs. justification by God's grace) is both a 
substantial feature of Paul's theology in Galatians and an interpretive clue to 
understanding Paul's theology in Galatians. 90 Justification sola gratia is a central 
content ofPaul's gospel (Gal2.21; 5.4; Rom 3.24; 5.15-17). 
88 Compare Martyn (Galatians, 412) who states, "to be known by God is to know that there 
are no holy times." 
89 This is certainly Paul's point of view in Rom 3.29 (~ 'Imx'ia(wv b 9Eoc; iJ.OVov; ouxl. KIXL 
E.evwv; val. KIXL E:evwv) and in Rom 4.9 (6 iJ.IXKIXpLOiJ.oc; ouv ooroc; ETTL r~v TTEpLtOiJ.~V ~ KIXL ETTL r~v 
aKpopuar(av). 
90 The antithesis seems to serve the same role in Paul's letter to the Romans. The antithesis 
is clearly expressed in Rom 3.20-24. In 3.20 Paul says, E.~ ~pywv voiJ.ou ou <iLKaLw9~anaL rriiaa 
alxp~ EVWTTLOV aurou. In contrast to 3.20, Paul says in 3.24, bLKIXLOUj..LEVOL bwpEav ri:j ((lJtOtl xapLtL. 
The point of the antithesis is that for Paul a right relationship with God is wholly of God's grace, 
and thus justification through the works of the law must be rejected. The point is restated in Rom 
11.6: EL 1)(: xapm, OUKEtl E~ ~pywv, ETTEL ~ xapLc; OUKEtL YLVHIXL xapLc;. The antithesis between the 
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What is the significance of the antithesis between the law and grace for 
Paul's denial of the law as the soteriological basis of justification? In light of the 
discussion above, it is reasonable to claim that Paul's critique of the law by means of 
the antithesis between the law and grace has nothing to do with legalism maintaining 
that one could earn righteousness through meritorious works ofthe law. 91 Rather his 
focus is on the exclusivistic role of the law as the boundary of God's people 
excluding the Gentiles from the community of God's people. The law requires the 
one who wants to share God's covenant to obey the works of the law. Against this 
idea, Paul argues that God's saving grace is the primary and sufficient soteriological 
basis of justification. Thus to add the observance of the law and circumcision for the 
salvation of the Gentiles to God's grace means a perversion of the gospel of Christ 
(1.7) and a denial of God's grace (2.21), which results in livcf8Ef.H~ (1.8-9). In short, 
Paul rejects the law as the soteriological basis of justification not only because the 
exclusivistic law prevents the Gentiles from enjoying the salvific effects (e.g. 
righteousness, the Abrahamic blessing, sonship, election) of God's grace but also 
because God's eschatological salvific deeds (e.g. God's calling, God's sending of 
Christ and the Spirit, God's knowing) brought these salvific blessings to the Gentiles 
without Torah-observance. 
The antithesis between the law and grace Is also significant for 
understanding Paul's critique of covenantal nomism. According to traditional 
Judaism, the Jewish privileges (e.g. righteousness, the Abrahamic blessing, sonship, 
election) are restricted to Jews and proselytes and Gentiles are excluded from these 
prerogatives. On the contrary Paul argues that the blessings and God's grace are not 
exclusive to Jews and proselytes but inclusive ofthe Gentile believers because God's 
human endeavour of Torah-observance and God's grace is embedded in Rom 9-11 (cf. Smiles, 
Gospel, 238, n. 42). Moreover, the antithesis between the law and grace as two antithetical salvific 
spheres or realms in Rom 6.14 (cf. 6 .15) indicates that Paul understood the law and grace as two 
contrasting ways of salvation. Paul says, ~ap·da yap u~wv ou Kup LEuau· ou yap £an uTTo v~ov 
fJ.Ua uTTo xapLv. Paul means that sin will no longer have lordship over believers because they are 
not under the law but under grace. In light of the observations above, it is fair to say that Paul's 
argument that the right relationship with God is no longer dependent upon the law but upon God's 
salvific grace is significant for the interpretation of Romans. 
91 See Barclay, Obeying, 235. Pace Bruce, Galatians, 231; Bultmann, Theology, 1.264; 
Burton, Galatians, 277. 
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blessings and grace have been granted to Gentiles through God's saving activities 
through Christ and the Spirit. Paul rejected ethnocentric "covenantal nomism" 
because it denies God's grace welcoming Gentile believers as the offspring of 
Abraham, God's children, and equal and full membership ofthe people of God apart 
from the law (cf. Rom 3.21-26)92 Furthermore, Paul denied covenantal nomism 
because it does not recognise that God's promise to bless all nations (i.e. the 
Abrahamic covenant) was already fulfilled eschatologically when God sent Christ 
and the Spirit. On the basis of the Abrahamic covenant, Paul refutes that the 
covenant on Mt. Sinai can be effective for salvation. 93 
92 Dwm rightly states, "And what he [Paul] denies is that God's justification depends on 
'covenantal nomism ', that God's grace extends only to those who wear the badge of the covenant" 
("Perspective," 194). Compare Burton (Galatians, 277) who notes the significance of the antithesis 
for Paul's opposition to first century Judaism as follows: "Grace, by virtue of which God accepts as 
righteous those who have faith, itself excludes, and is excluded by, the principle of legalism, 
according to which the deeds of righteousness which one has performed are accredited to him as 
something which he has earned." 
93 Sanders (PPJ, 551) writes, "Paul in fact explicitly denies that the Jewish covenant can be 
effective for salvation." Cf. M. D. Hooker, "Paul and 'Covenantal Nomism'," in Paul and 
Pau/inism, edited by M. D. Hooker and S. G. Wilson (London: SPCK, 1982), 49-50. 
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CHAPTERS 
THE ANTITHESIS BETWEEN 
THE LAW AND THE SPIRIT 
In Gal 5.5 Paul continues to deal with the issue of justification. To the 
Galatians who were willing to be fully-approved members of the people of God 
through Torah-observance, in particular circumcision, Paul says, ~f.!Elc; yap TIVEUf.LIXTL 
(x nCorEwc; EA nCcSa DLKIXLOOUVT)c; anEKDEXOf.LE81X ("For we, through the Spirit, by nConc;, 
are eagerly waiting for the hoped-for righteousness"). The further antithesis between 
the law and the Spirit (§ 1.1.) is implied here 1 Paul rejects the law as the basis or 
means of justification by contrasting the law with the Spirit (and nConc;)2 as two 
antithetical soteriological bases of E:A.nl.c; 6LKIXLoouvT)c; 3 Paul has this antithesis in 
mind in order to argue against the agitators' teaching that Gentiles must accept the 
law as a condition of or as a basic requirement for justification.4 Surprisingly, most 
commentators have not elaborated the force, function, and significance of this 
antithesis in relation to the issues at stake in Galatia ( § 1. 1. ). 
There are several questions for us here: What did Paul intend his readers to 
understand by the antithesis? Why does Paul hold that the Spirit is the primary and 
sufficient soteriological basis of E:A.nl.c; DLKIXLoouvT)c;? What is the significance of the 
1 While it seems that the antithesis between the law and the Spirit overlaps with the 
antithesis between the law and grace, the former differs from the latter in the sense that the theme of 
the Spirit focuses on the pneumatological subject which Paul deals with in Galatians, whereas the 
theme of grace focuses on the theological. 
2 We will deal with the antithesis between the law and rr(an~ in chapter 6. 
3 So MuBner (Galaterbrief, 350) writes, "rrVEullan und EK rr(anw~ sind Modalbestimungen, 
die den neuen und ganz andem 'Modus' des Heilswegs und der Heilswartung im Vergleich rnit dem 
Gesetzesweg, dem 6LKaLoua9aL l.:v volley, angeben." See also Burton, Galatians, 278. 
4 The agitators probably held together the law and the Spirit and thus argued that the Spirit 
was not by itself sufficient for salvation but that the law was also necessary; salvation is based on 
both the law and the Spirit. But for Paul the Spirit excludes the law as the soteriological basis of 
justification. 
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antithesis between the law and the Spirit for his critique of the law and covenantal 
nomism? In order to answer these questions, we need to exegete 5.5. 
5. L Exegesis of 5.5 
The pronoun ~!J.Eic; is emphatic, as indicated by the fact that it is placed at the 
beginning of 5.5. 5 "We" refers to Paul and the Galatians. 6 Paul appeals to their 
shared experience of the Spirit 7 as he attempts to persuade the Galatians not to 
depend on the law for their justification. The first word ~IJ.ET.c; is significant in terms 
of rhetorical effect8 because ~IJ.ET.c; is contrasted with o'C t LVEc; E:v vow¥ bLKIXLoGo8E 
(5.4b).9 Those who rely upon the Spirit and n(onc; are distinguished from those who 
are trying to be justified on the basis of the law. As noted earlier ( § 1. 1. ), y&.p 
introducing an argument e contrario 10 shows that 5.5 explains why the law is not the 
valid soteriological means or basis of God's acceptance by indicating the two 
antithetical soteriological bases of justification, i.e. the Spirit and n(onc;. 
There is little doubt that TIVEUIJ.IX refers to the Holy Spirit because Paul uses 
anarthrous nvEUjla in reference to the divine Spirit in Galatians (3.3; 5.16, 18, 25). 11 
The dative nvE4.tan is to be understood as instrumental (cf Gal 5.16, 18, 25; Rom 
8.13, 14)12 or causal13 meaning "by the work and power of the Spirit." The Spirit 
plays a role as the means or agency of the realisation of EA nl.c; 6LKIXLOOUVT]c;. 14 The 
5 So most commentators: e.g. Burton, Galatians, 277; Dunn, Galatians, 269; Martyn, 
Galatians, 472; Matera, Galatians, 182; Williams, Galatians, 137. 
6 See Burton, Galatians, 277-278; Dunn, Ga/atians, 269; Martyn, Ga/atians, 472; Mufiner, 
Galaterbrief, 349; Sch1ier, Galater, 233; Williams, Galatians, 137. Pace Longenecker (Galatians, 
229) and Witherington (Grace, 367) who think that "we" refers to Paul and other Jewish Christians. 
See further §2.2.2.3. and §4.2.2. n. 68. 
7 See further Dunn, TPLG, 59-63. 
8 The rhetorical effect of the word is often lost in modem translations. Cf. Dunn, Ga/atians, 
269. 
9 Cf. Burton, Ga/atians, 277; Martyn, Ga/atians, 472; Mufiner, Ga/aterbriej, 349. 
10 See Burton, Ga/atians, 278; Dunn, Ga/atians, 269; Fung, Ga/atians, 224; MuBner, 
Ga/aterbrief, 349. Pace Longenecker (Galatians, 229) who takes yap as similar to the conjunction 
tl 
on. 
11 So Burton, Galatians, 278; Dunn, Ga/atians, 269; Guthrie, Ga/atians, 129; Matera, 
Ga/atians, 182. 
12 Most commentators: e.g. Burton, Ga/atians, 278; Dunn, Galatians, 269; Longenecker, 
Galatians, 229; Matera, Galatians, 182; NRSV; NIV. 
13 Martyn, Ga/atians, 472. 
14 Compare Russell (The Flesh/Spirit Conflict in Ga/atians, 125-126) who understands the 
Spirit (5.4) as "the community identifier" by which one's community life is characterised and 
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phrase EK TILO"CEW<; also has an instrumental sense. Since Gal 5.5 contains dogmatic 
formulaic expressions ( § 1. 2), phrases such as TIVEUj.J.o:n and EK TI LO"tEW<; are 
"formulaic summaries" that sum up the previous argument about the Spirit and 
n(onc;. We must seek to unfold the meaning and function of the phrases by seeing 
how Paul uses them in his exposition. 15 
What is the grammatical relationship between nvEUj.l.o:n and EK n(o-rEw<;? It 
is possible grammatically to interpret nvEUj.l.o:n EK nCo-rEw<; as "by the Spirit, which is 
received by (human) faith" in the light of receiving the Spirit E:~ &Kof}c; TILO"CEW<; (3.2, 
5) and oux -rf}c; n(o-rEw<; (3.14)16 However, this is unlikely on several grounds. The 
fact that in three justification passages in the letter (2.16-21; 3 .21-26; 5 .4-6) o LK-
words occur with EK n(o-rEw<; all the time suggests that Paul regards the phrase EK 
n(o-rEw<; as the basis of justification, not the means of receiving the Spirit. In view of 
the summarising character of 5.5-6, the phrase EK TILO"CEW<; recapitulates the various 
phrases OLa TILO"CEW<; 'InooD Xp wwD (2.16a), EK n(o-rEw<; Xp w-roD (2.16b ), (x 
n(o-rEw<; 'InooD XpwwD (3.22), and OLa -rf)c; n(o-rEw<; (3.26) which emerge in the 
context of justification and describe the instrument of justification. More to the point, 
as we shall see later (§6.1.1.), if Paul had in mind not human faith but Christ's 
faithfulness with n(onc; references at 5.5-6 to interpret TIVEUIJ.o:n EK nCo-rEw<; as "by 
the Spirit, which is received by (human) faith" is improbable. 17 It is highly likely, 
therefore, that nvEUj.J.o:n EK n[o-rEw<; means "through the Spirit, by faith," as most 
exegetes recognise. 18 
determined. He fails to recognise that the emphasis of the immediate context (5.4-6) is not on what 
is the objective standard of the Christian's life (i.e. "a life by the Spirit") but on what is the 
soteriological basis of justification (i.e. the antithesis between the law and the Spirit (5.4 vs. 5.5) as 
two antithetical bases of justification). 
15 The meaning of the phrase EK 1TLonwc;; will be dealt with in §6 .1.1. 
16 E.g. Cosgrove, Cross, 152; Lull, Spirit, 126. 
17 Although he considers this possibility, Burton (Galatians, 278) rightly rejects this 
interpretation by saying "the nature of the relation which this interpretation assumes between 
1TVEIJj..w.n and EK 1TLO"LEwc;; is such as would probably call for 1TVE4.Lo:n tt\) EK 1TLO"LEwc;;" (cf. i:.v 1TLO"LEL 
(w ,fj wu u'Lou wu SEOu- 2.20). 
18 E.g. Betz, Galatians, 262; Burton, Galatians, 278; Dunn, Galatians, 269; Fung, 
Galatians, 224; Longenecker, Galatians, 229; Martyn, Galatians, 472; Matera, Ga/atians, 182; 
Mufiner, Ga/aterbrief, 350; Williams, Galatians, 138; NRSV. Pace Cosgrove and Lull. 
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What is the meaning of the phrase EA TILe; OLKo:wauv11c;? Commentators have 
debated the meaning ofthe phrase. 19 The dispute is concerned with the grammatical 
function of the genitive of the word OLKO:Loauv11. Most commentators take it as 
objective ("the righteousness for which we hope"). 20 Some render it as subjective 
("the hope which righteousness produces"21 or "the realization of the hoped for 
things pertaining to the state of righteousness conferred in justification"22). Martyn 
views it as epexegetical ("we eagerly wait for what we confidently hope for, 
rectification at God's hands"). 23 In our opinion, the subjective genitive interpretation 
is unlikely because the immediate context (5.4-6) is closely related not to the ground 
ofthe hope which righteousness produces but to what is the legitimate soteriological 
basis of justification. Since 5.5 is clearly intended to support 5.4 (yap) where Paul 
deals with the issue of justification, it is likely that the emphasis falls not on "hope" 
but on "righteousness." In light of Jewish tradition in which righteousness is the 
object of hope by the people of Israel (cf e.g. Isa 43.9; 45.25),24 Paul probably 
understood righteousness as the object of hope which will be completed on 
judgement day, even though he describes righteousness as a gift of salvation in the 
present (cf Rom 3.24; 5.1, 9; 8.30; 1 Cor 6.11). This can be supported by the fact 
that Paul uses the "future tense" of justification in Galatians (E~ Epywv VOf.LOU ou 
o LKO:Lw8{jaHo:L mxao: a&p~ - 2. 16) and Romans (o LKO:Lw8{jaovmL 2.13; 
OLKo:Lw8{jaEto:L - 3.20; OLKO:LWOEL - 3.30) in which Paul envisages the final 
justification which will be fulfilled by the favourable verdict of the final judgement 
(cf OLKO:LOL Ko:ma-ro:8{jaovmL oL TIOA.A.ol.- Rom 5.19). In light of these observations, 
19 For a succinct summary of the various views, see Fung, Ga/atians, 224-227. 
20 E.g. Burton, Ga/atians, 277, 279; Cousar, Ga/atians, 115; Dunn, Ga/atians, 270; 
Kertelege, liLKaLOauvTJ, 327; Mufiner, Galaterbrief, 350. For others, see Fung, Galatians, 224, n. 23. 
21 Matera, Ga/atians, 182. 
22 Fung, Ga/atians, 226. Similarly G. D. Fee, God's Empowering Presence (Peabody: 
Hendrickson, 1995), 419. 
23 Martyn, Ga/atians, 472. 
24 According to Qumran tradition, justification is a matter of future event. See Kertelege 
("Rechtfortigung" bei Paulus, 41) who states, "For the faithful in Qumran justification is always a 
matter of hope .... "Cf. Dunn, Galatians, 269; Martyn, Galatians, 478-479. 
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thus it is probable that EA:rrl.lux bLKaLOO\JVT]<;; means "hoped-for righteousness"25 or 
"the righteousness for which we hope" (NIV). 
It is to be borne in mind that the Spirit is described not as the basis of the 
Christian's moral life or attitude in waiting for the hoped-for righteousness (i.e. 
ethical life by the Spirit - 5.16, 18) but as the soteriological means or basis of the 
realisation of EA.nl.<;; bLKnLoouvr]<;;. Paul does not employ the prepositional phrase 
1TVE4.Lan to modify the verb aTIEKbEXOIJ.E8a26 because the two phrases (nvE4.Lan and 
EK nCo-rEw<;;) appear to be independent adverbial phrases modifying the whole 
statement (EA.nCba bLKCXLoouvT}<;; tXTIEKbEXOilE8a),27 as indicated by the fact that they are 
placed at the beginning part of 5.5. More to the point, since 5.5 supports 5.4 (y&p) 
where Paul deals with the issue of justification, it is certain that Paul's main 
emphasis in 5.5 lies in the valid soteriological basis of EATIL<;; bLKnLoouvT}<;; not the 
proper Christian attitude of waiting for EA.nl.<;; bLKnLoouvT]<;;. To put it differently, 
Paul's focus in 5.5 is not how the Christian should live but how people are 
justified. 28 We should not fail to note that Paul has the antithesis between the law and 
the Spirit as two contrasting soteriological bases of righteousness, 29 not two different 
human life-styles. 30 It is thus fair to say that the phrase nvE4.Lan describes not the 
subjective or "internal" attitude (i.e. believers' confidence provided by the Spirit) of 
waiting for EATIL<;; bLKaLoouvT]<;;31 or "the community identifier,"32 or "das Prinzip des 
ubernati.irlichen Lebens"33 but the eschatological or "external" soteriological basis of 
25 So rightly Burton, Ga/atians, 279; Mufiner, Galaterbrief, 350; Schlier, Ga/ater, 233; 
Williams, Galatians, 137. 
26 Contra Martyn, Ga/atians, 472. 
27 Pace Fung (Galatians, 227) who says, "The two phrases are not, strictly speaking, 
predicated of 'righteousness': it is not explicitly stated here that it is 'through the Spirit' and 'by 
faith' that 'we wait for the hope ofrighteousness'." 
28 The two phrases (1TVEUiliHL and EK 1TLanwc;) is not so much related to a1TEKOEXD!.LE8a as to 
EA1TLc; OLKaLOOUVT]c;. Pace Fee, Empowering, 418-419. 
29 The phrase 1TVEUilaH (and EK 1TLmEwc;) stands in contrast to f:v VDil<¥· So rightly Burton, 
Galatians, 278; Mufiner, Ga/aterbrief, 350; Ridderbos, Ga/atia, 189. 
30 Pace Fee (Empowering, 419) who argues that Paul's emphasis is on "life in the Spirit" 
vis-a-vis "life under Torah observance." 
31 Pace Martyn, Galatians, 472. 
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32 Pace Russell, The Flesh/Spirit Conflict in Galatians, 125-126. 
33 Pace Schlier, Ga/ater, 234 and other commentators he quotes. 
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final justification. 34 Consequently, TIVEUf.J.IXTL EA TIL6a. 6lKIX lOOUVT)c; cX1TEK6EXOf.J.E8a. 
describes not the Christian's ethical life in the Spirit but the Spirit as the cause and 
guarantee of the fulfilment of final righteousness (cf. Rom 8.23; 2 Cor 1.22; 5.5). 35 
For the Spirit causes those who received the Spirit to cry out Abba! Father! to God 
( 4.6) and will confirm and guarantee their sonship before God at the final 
judgement. 36 Thus Paul does not urge the Galatians to live an ethical life according 
to the Spirit because it forms the basis of future justification. 37 
What is the meaning of 6LKa.LoauvT) at 5.5? Since 5.5 supports 5.4 as yap 
indicates, it is reasonable to expect "righteousness" ( 5. 5) to bear a similar sense to 
that which is involved in "being justified" in 5.4. As noted earlier, in Galatians being 
justified (i.e. righteousness) means to be accepted as God's covenant people who are 
set in right relationship with God. 38 So "righteousness" refers to the state of 
acceptability before God and the status of being accepted as the people of God. 39 The 
verb cX1TEK6EXEa8a.L means "to await eagerly."40 The verb is used in the sense of 
eschatological expectation (Rom 8.19, 23, 25; 1 Cor 1.7; Phi! 3.20)41 The objects of 
cX1TEK6EXOf.J.O:l in Paul's letters are eschatological entities. 42 
34 Burton (Ga/atians, 278) rightly notes, "rrVEuf.Lan denotes the objective power by which it 
[EA.rrl.<; 8LKawauvTJ<;] is achieved." Mufiner (Ga/aterbrief, 350) also states, "rrVEUIJ.an sieht auf die 
'iibematiirliche' Wirkursache des eschatologishen Heils." Pace Cousar, Ga/atians, 116; Martyn, 
Ga/atians, 467. 
35 Pace Cosgrove, Cross, 153; Fee, Empowering, 419. 
36 Lull (Spirit, 172) likewise maintains, "Paul, therefore, identifies the Spirit as the 
eschatological sign assuring them [the Galatians] of the protection of the grace and righteousness of 
God in the 'last age'." 
37 Pace Cosgrove (Cross, 153) who states, "Ethical life in the Spirit forms the basis for 
future righteousness." 
38 Since there is no religious implication in the classical usage of 8LKawauvT], it is unlikely 
that Paul's usage of the word is based on the classical usage. Cf. Williams, "Righteousness of God 
in Romans," 260-263; Dunn, Romans, 40-42. Rather, probably Paul uses the word in light of 
Hebrew thought, that is, righteousness as a covenantal and relational concept. For the idea, see 
Schrenk, 8LKaLoauvT], 2.195; D. Hill, Greek Words with Hebrews Meanings (Cambridge: CUP, 
1967), 96. This point has been followed by many scholars (cf. Dunn, TPA, 341, n. 27). 
39 Dunn (Galatians, 269) rightly notes, '"righteousness' denotes the state of acceptability 
before God, the status of acceptance by God." See also Hays, "Crucified with Christ," 237; N. T. 
Wright, "Putting Paul Together Again," in Pauline Theology vol. 4, 201. 
40 M. E. Glasswell, aTTEKllEXDi-L«L, EDNT 1.407. 
41 Glasswell, arrEKbf.XOf.L«L, 1.407; Matera, Galatians, 182. 
42 The revealing of the children of God (Rom 8.19); adoption (Rom 8.23); "what we do not 
see" (Rom 8.25); the revealing of our Lord Jesus Christ (1 Cor 1.7); righteousness (Gal 5.5); Jesus 
Christ (Phil3.20). 
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It is striking that Paul brings out the future reality of righteousness because it 
appears that Paul shows little interest in the future manifestation of God's triumph in 
Galatians. The nature of righteousness is eschatological in the sense that the gift of 
righteousness will be granted in the favourable verdict of the final judgement. 43 Even 
though traditionally scholars have paid insufficient attention to the significance of 
future righteousness in 5.5 for the interpretation of Galatians, it has finally been 
given its rightful attention. 44 Y.-K. Kwon concludes, "Paul does not say that the 
Galatians are already justified since he cannot. For the Paul of Galatians justification 
is not a present reality yet; it still remains a hope for which the Galatians are to 
wait. "45 It is to be noted, however, that in Galatians Paul brings out both present 
(2.16, 17; 3.24; 5.4) and future (5.5) aspects of justification. 46 When one believes in 
Christ and belongs to Christ, one is justified (2.16; cf. 1.6; 3.26, 29; 4.7, 9)47 and the 
final justification (5.5) is read back into one's present experience of righteousness. 48 
Thus E:.l.:rrl.ocx OLKo:LoO\JVT)<; arrEKOEXOIJ.E8cx describes the Christian's waiting for the 
fulfilment of the gift of righteousness which is given to believers through the Spirit 
and rrl.anc; 49 Thus it is fair to say that righteousness is accomplished in and through 
Christ (2.16-17) and the Spirit ( 4.6), but the perfect right relationship with God 
guaranteed by the Spirit and rrCan<; will be realised at the end of days. 50 
Despite the fact that the temporal aspect of righteousness is expressed in 5. 5, 
Paul's main emphasis in his discussion of justification lies in the "how" not the 
43 See Betz, Galatians, 262; Dunn, Galatians, 269-270; Kertelege, fiLKaLOauvll, 327; 
Witherington, Grace, 370. 
44 For a fine study of futuristic aspect of justification in Galatians, see Y.-K. Kwon, 
"Eschatology in Galatians," (Ph. D. Thesis, King's College, London, 2001), 67-99. 
45 Kwon, "Eschatology in Galatians," 98. 
46 In Paul, fiLKaLoauVll is spoken of in three temporal phases: past (Rom 5.9; 8.30; 1 Cor. 
6.11); present (Rom 3.24; 5.1; Gal2.16; 5.4; Phil3.9); future (Rom 3.30; 5.19; Gal 5.5). 
47 Bruce (Galatians, 232) likewise maintains that for those who believe in Christ a 
favourable verdict in the last judgment "is assured in advance by the present experience of 
justification by faith ... In their case the eschatalogical verdict of 'not guilty' is realized." 
48 For Paul's "two-stage soteriology" (justified already but not yet finally acquitted), see J. 
D. G. Dunn, "Jesus the Judge," in The Convergence ofTheology, edited by D. Kendall and S. T. 
Davis (New York: Paulist Press, 2001), 40-43. 
49 M. Silva, "Eschatology in Galatians," in Explorations in Exegetical Method, 169-186 
(Grand Rapids: Baker, 1996), 182 here. 
50 Dunn, Galatians, 269-270; Martyn, Galatians, 479; Ziesler, Galatians, 76. 
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"when," as Ziesler rightly notes. 51 In other words, Paul's focus here is not on 
futuristic righteousness but on the valid means of final justification. The reason why 
Paul abruptly introduces the idea of future "hope"52 of righteousness is possibly 
because he intends to contrast the hopelessness of the attempt to be justified on the 
basis of the law, which is evidenced by the two disastrous consequences (i.e. 
separation from the sphere of Christ and falling away from grace), with "the hoped-
for righteousness" through the Spirit and TILanc;. 53 Hence, without attempting to 
investigate the significance of futuristic righteousness,54 we will focus on the 
antithesis between the law and the Spirit as two contrasting soteriological bases of 
EATILc; OLKO:LOO\JVT]c;. 
To sum up: ~f.J.ELc; y&p TIVEUI.J.O:n EK TILanwc; EA. TILOo: OLKO:LoauvT]c; 
aTIEKOEXOI.J.E8o: means "for through the Spirit, by TILanc;, we are eagerly waiting for the 
hoped-for righteousness." The point ofPaul's argument at 5.5 is that the primary and 
sufficient soteriological basis of justification is not the law but the Spirit and TILanc;. 
5. 2. The Antlitltne§i§ between the Law and tlhle §pill"lit 
It is true that life in the Spirit is the central focus of Paul's argument about 
the Spirit in Galatians (5.16, 18, 22-26). 55 But there has been a tendency to neglect 
an equally important matter - the relationship between justification and the Spirit. 
Notably Cosgrove does not do justice to the fact that in Galatians Paul defends the 
position that the Gentiles do not have to become Jews in order to belong to God's 
people on the basis of the Spirit. 56 Several commentators, however, rightly draw 
attention to the relationship. 57 Unfortunately, these scholars have not explained 
51 Ziesler, The Meaning of Righteousness in Paul, 180. 
52 The word EA TILe; occurs only at 5.5 in Galatians. 
53 See Bruce, Galatians, 231. 
54 It is beyond the scope of the present study and has been treated in detail. For the study, 
see Kwon, "Eschatology in Galatians." 
55 On this issue, see Barclay, Obeying, 106-215; G.-J. Choi, "Living by the Spirit," (Ph. D. 
Dissertation, The Iliff School of Theology and the University of Denver, 1998), 224-281; Cos grove, 
Cross; Dunn, TPLG, 104-114. 
56 Pace Cosgrove, Cross, 170. 
57 E.g. N. A. Dahl argues, "the Galatians' reception ofthe Spirit, and their experience ofits 
work among them, proves that God has justified them, given them a share in the blessing of 
Abraham and made them his sons and heirs. Justification and the gift of the Spirit are inseparable 
from one another. Paul makes no distinction between the forensic and pneumatic. The gift of the 
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sufficiently the antithesis between the law and the Spirit as two incompatible bases 
of justification (5.5; cf. 3.2-5; 3.14; 4.29) in relation to the issue of the Galatians' 
desire to accept the law for justification. Most commentators have also failed to 
recognise the fact that with the antithesis Paul summarises his previous argument 
about the Spirit as the sufficient soteriological basis of justification. Thus it is 
necessary to investigate the force of the antithesis by dealing with the relevant texts 
in Galatians (3.2-5; 3.14; 4.6; 4.29). 
5. 2. 1. Gal 3.2-5 
The connection between justification and receiving the Spirit is implicitly 
present in 3.2-5. It is not clear in 3.1-5 that Paul deals with the issue of justification 
because 6LK-words do not occur in the passage. However, there are several 
indications that Paul has the issue of justification in mind in the passage. Since the 
issue in the Antioch incident (i.e., the condition on which Gentiles enter the people 
of God - 2.11-21) is the same as that in Galatia, it is reasonable to assume that Paul 
tackles the issue of justification in 3.1 ff Furthermore, if the crucified Christ (3. 1) 
and God's gift of the Spirit (3.5) is Paul's elaboration on the grace of God as the 
basis of justification (2.21), then 3.1-5 is concerned with the issue of justification. 
Finally, since Paul refers to the issue of circumcision in 3.3,58 then it is likely that he 
refers to the issue of justification through the works of the law, in particular 
circumcisiOn. It is thus obvious that in 3. 1-5 Paul tackles the crisis at stake in 
Galatia, that is, the Galatians' attempt to observe the law, in particular circumcision 
in order to be considered fully-approved members ofthe people ofGod.59 
Spirit is evidentiary proof of God's acceptance" ("Promise and Fulfillment," in Studies in Paul 
(Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1977), 133 [121-136]). S. K. Williams notes, "the experience of the Spirit 
and the status of justification are, for the apostle, inconceivable apart from each other. Each implies 
the other. Those persons upon whom God bestows the Spirit are justified; the persons whom God 
reckons righteous have the Spirit poured out upon them" ("Justification and the Spirit in Galatians," 
JSNT 29 (1987), 97 [91-100]). Dunn also writes, "the experience of the Spirit and the status of 
justification were for Paul (but also more widely) two sides of the same coin" (TPLG, 61, n. 54). See 
also Lull, Spirit, 99-152. 
58 See §2.1.3.3. 
59 Cf. Dunn, Ga/atians, 150; Sanders, PUP, 17-21. Pace Cosgrove (Cross, 49) who argues, 
"the central focus ofthe passage is not how a person becomes justified." 
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It is important to note that in tackling the issue of justification, Paul starts his 
main argument from the Galatians' reception of the Spirit (3.2-5). 60 In view of their 
foolishness (3.3; cf. 3.1), he asks the Galatians four rhetorical questions from which 
he makes his point. 1) E~ Epywv VOIJ.OU TO tTVEUf.La. EAUPHE ~ E~ aKof]c; tTLOTEwc;; 
(3.2b); 2) Evap~&j.!EVOl nvEUIJ.txH vDv aapKI. EtTlTEAE1a8E; (3.3); 3) ToaaDTa Ena8HE 
ELKfl; (3.4a); 4) o ouv (:mxopT)ywv 4,tlv To nvEDIJ.a Kal. EvEpywv cSuvaiJ.Hc; (:v UIJ.LV, (:~ 
Epywv VOIJ.OU ~ E~ aKof]c; tTLOTEwc;; (3.5). The focal point of the questions is the 
Galatians' reception ofthe Spirit as a gift of God (3.2, 5; cf. 4.6)61 
According to Paul, the fact that God had provided the Spirit to non-proselyte 
Gentiles is an important theological reason by which Paul urges the Galatians not to 
rely upon Torah-observance, in particular circumcision for justification. Paul's 
understanding of God's universal bestowal of the Spirit upon non-proselyte Gentiles 
is different from the Jewish eschatological hope of the Spirit. This distinctiveness 
(i.e. the sufficiency of the Spirit) can be clarified when it is seen in the light of the 
common Jewish expectation. 
In several notable OT prophecies, it was expected that in the coming age 
God would pour out the Spirit upon only Israel for the purpose of making Israel 
obedient to God's law. In Isa 44.3 (cf. Isa 32.15; 59.21), the promise that "I will pour 
my spirit upon your descendants, and my blessing on your offspring" (NRSV) 
describes the Jewish eschatological hope that the Spirit will be diffused upon all 
Israelites in the messianic age. The same expectation was also a principal feature in 
Ezek 11.19, 36.26-27, 37.14, and 39.29. In particular, in Ezek 36.26-27 the Spirit 
was described as the divine energy which empowers Israel to obey God's law ("A 
new heart I will give you, and a new spirit I will put within you; and I will remove 
from your body the heart of stone and give you a heart of flesh. I will put my spirit 
within you, and make you follow my statutes and be careful to observe my 
ordinances" - NRSV). Joel 2.28-29 is in the same line with the Jewish expectation 
6
° Cosgrove (Cross, 39-48) takes 3.1-5 as "the decisive clue to Paul's view of the 'problem 
at Galatia'." But he did not paid sufficient attention to the issue of the Spirit and justification. But 
rightly, Barclay, Obeying, 83-84; Dunn, TPLG, 59-63. 
61 See further Lemmer, "Mnemonic Reference to the Spirit as a Persuasive Tool," 359-388. 
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that God would not pour out his Spirit upon all Israel until the dawn ofthe messianic 
62 
age. 
The Jewish belief that God will create the eschatological children of God 
obedient to God's law through the Spirit in a new age is found in Jub. 1.23-25: 
"And I shall create for them a holy spirit, and I shall purify them so that they will not tum 
away from following me from that day and forever. And their souls will cleave to me and 
to all my commandments. And they will do my commandments. And I shall be a father to 
them, and they will be sons to me. And they will all be called 'sons of the living God.' 
And every angel and spirit will know and acknowledge that they are my sons and I am 
their father in uprightness and righteousness." 
The expectation that God will refine people with the Spirit is indicated in 1 
QS 4.20-21: 
"Then God will refine, with his truth, all man's deeds, and will purify for himself the 
structure of man, ripping out all spirit of injustice from the innermost part of his flesh, and 
cleansing him with the spirit of holiness from every wicked deed. He will sprinkle over 
him the spirit of truth like lustral water (in order to cleanse him) from all the abhorrences 
of deceit and (from) the defilement." 
The same eschatological fervour of the Qumran community is reflected in CD 2.12 
and 1 QH 16.12. 
It is important to note that in these Jewish writings the recipient of the Spirit 
in the age to come is only Israel. 63 This indicates Jewish ethnocentric or nationalistic 
expectation of the Spirit. Moreover, God's promise of the Spirit was intended to 
make Israel obedient to God's law. Since the reception of the Spirit (and the 
eschatologicallife in the Spirit) are closely bound up with Torah-observance (e.g. 1 
QS 9.3),64 the lawless Gentiles are naturally excluded from receiving the Spirit. In 
effect, the Spirit-less and the lawless Gentiles are excluded from the community of 
God's people. Finally it is also to be noted that God's giving of the Spirit is the basis 
62 Cf. Barclay, Obeying, 84; Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, 203-204. 
63 The recipients of the future hope of the Spirit, i.e. "your descendants" (Isa 44.3; "you" 
(Ezek 36.26-27; 37.14; 59.21), "them" (Ezek 11.19; Jub. 1.23-25; T. Levi 18.11) refer to only the 
Jews. Even "all flesh" (Joel 2.28) also seems to refer to Israel including Jewish slaves. The 
recipients of the Spirit in the Dead Sea Scrolls refer to the Jewish members of the Qurnran 
community (e.g. "him"- 1QS 4.21). This point is explicitly expressed in Ezek 39.29 ('I will never 
again hide my face from them, when I pour out my spirit upon the house of Israel, says the Lord 
GOD"- NRSV) and in Zech 12.10 ("And I will pour out a spirit of compassion and supplication on 
the house ofDavid and the inhabitants of Jerusalem"- NRSV). 
64 For the discussion of texts, see Cosgrove, Cross, 99-101. As Barclay (Obeying, 84) rightly 
notes, "Given that Gentiles were 'sinners' and the Spirit was 'holy', it was taken for granted that the 
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oflsrael's covenantal relationship with God in the age to come (cf. Jub. 1.23-25; T 
Judah 24.2-3). In short, at the heart of the Jewish expectation of the Spirit is the 
belief that in the messianic age God will create his eschatological people of God 
obedient to God's law by pouring out the Spirit upon only Israel. This implies that 
since God's promise of the Spirit had not the Gentiles in view, the Gentiles are 
excluded from the promise. This Jewish nationalistic hope of the Spirit reflects 
ethnocentric covenantalism that the Spirit-less Gentiles have no way to become the 
members of God's eschatological people without becoming law-observant Jews 
through proselytization. 
However, Paul believed that the eschatological hope of Israel was fulfilled 
in the Gentiles (3.14) through God's gracious salvific act of sending the Spirit to 
non-proselyte Gentiles (3.5; 4.6), apart from Torah-observance. Although there is 
relationship between Paul and the Jewish expectation in terms of "the communal 
aspect ofthe Spirit,"65 we hardly find any reference in the texts above that indicates 
God's universal bestowal of the Spirit upon non-proselyte Gentiles. It is Paul's belief 
that the Spirit is given to the Gentiles that differentiates Paul from Israel's hope of a 
general outpouring in the last days. Attempting to understand Paul's distinctiveness 
from the Jewish expectation further, it is important to recognise that the first 
Christians claimed that the eschatological Spirit had been dispensed "on all flesh" 
(Acts 2.17; cf Joel 2.28) including the Gentiles (Acts 10.44-48; 11.15-18; 15.8-9). In 
particular, the Christians in Jerusalem accepted Gentiles' reception ofthe Spirit as a 
sign or marker that testifies to the inclusion ofGentiles into the community of God's 
people (Acts 11.15-18), and thus they thought that there is no distinction between the 
Jewish Christians and the Gentile (Acts 15.8-9). It is striking that when the first 
Christian Jews debated the status of Gentile Christians in the church and their table 
fellowship with Gentile Christians, the Gentiles' experience of the Spirit was the 
evidential proof by which they confirmed full membership on the Gentile Christians 
Spirit would not be given to non-Jews and, indeed, was only to be expected in the context of law 
observance." 
65 For the relationship, see Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, 202ff. 
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in the church66 The same point is implicitly expressed in Gal 2.7-9. When leaders in 
Jerusalem recognised God's grace manifested in Paul's successful missionary work 
among Gentiles, which includes the observable signs ofthe Spirit's presence among 
Paul's converts,67 "the pillars" in Jerusalem agreed that Paul and Barnabas should go 
to the Gentiles. This agreement indicates that both "the pillars" in Jerusalem and 
Paul and Barnabas accepted that the Gentiles' reception ofthe Spirit is the sufficient 
condition of their inclusion into God's people without circumcision. Both in 
common with other early Christians and in line with the agreement in Jerusalem Paul 
believed that the Galatians who received the Spirit had already experienced the 
eschatological hope oflsrael, i.e. the Spirit, and thus were included into the people of 
God68 For Paul, the reception of the Spirit is the mark and guarantee of acceptance 
before God (cf Rom 8.16; 2 Cor 1.22),69 and thus confirms full membership ofthe 
Gentile Galatians in the people of God. 
In light of the observations above, it seems clear that Paul's difference from 
the traditional Jewish eschatological hope of the Spirit was that apart from Torah-
observance God poured out the Spirit upon non-proselyte Gentile believers and thus 
accepted them as his people without further requirements (e.g. circumcision). For 
Paul it is a matter of sore perplexity that those who experienced the Spirit should 
revert to the observance of the law; Paul now considered it as a limited and 
unsatisfactory prelude to the fulfilment of the eschatological hope of Israel (3 .15-
4. 7)70 Since the Spirit continued to be the primary and sufficient basis of 
righteousness, to require the Gentiles of Torah-observance means to destroy that 
whole basis. 
On the basis ofthe observations above, it is fair to say that the sufficiency of 
the Spirit (i.e. the antithesis between the law and the Spirit) is Paul's theological 
66 See Holmberg, "Jewish," 419-421. 
67 Dunn, Galatians, 105; Williams, "Justification," 98. 
68 See Barclay, Obeying, 83-85; Dmm, TPA, 416-419. 
69 2 Cor 1.22: 6 Kctl mjlpctyLaa~-LEVOc; ~~-Lii:c; Kctl oouc; -rov appoilwva toU TTVEU!-Lcttoc; EV taLc; 
KctpbLaLc; ~11wv. G. V os rightly argues, "possession of the Spirit seal the actuality of righteousness" 
("The Eschatological Aspect of the Pauline Conception of the Spirit," in Redemptive History and 
Biblical Interpretation, edited by R. B. Gaffin (Phillipsburg, NJ: Presbyterian and Reformed 
Publishing Co., 1980), llO). Cf. Dunn, TPLG, 60. 
70 See Dunn, Galatians, 156. 
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rationale for his opposition to Torah-observance as the basis of justification. In 
particular, it is important to note that by appealing to their reception of the Spirit 
(Evn:p~c4tEvoL lTVEUf.!IXH vDv on:pKL ETIL'"C"EAE'Lo8E - 3.3), Paul seeks to persuade the 
Galatians not to rely upon circumcision for their justification. Here the antithesis 
between the law (represented by circumcision) and the Spirit is hinted ae1 : Paul 
places the term "flesh" (i.e. circumcised flesh) in opposition to the term "the Spirit" 
in terms oftwo antithetical bases ofjustification. 72 As already argued (§2.2.3.), the 
agitators probably succeeded in persuading the Galatians on the basis of the salvific 
efficacy of circumcision for perfection (i.e. righteousness)73 Against the agitators 
who were breaking the agreement in Jerusalem (2.7-9) Paul argues that since the 
Galatians are God's people as a result of their reception of the Spirit, it is 
unnecessary for them to be inducted formally to the community of God's people by 
means of Torah-observance and circumcision, i.e. proselytization. 74 Undoubtedly 
this is the point Paul wants to make from the four rhetorical questions, in particular 
Evn:p~c4tEvoL lTVEUjln:n vDv on:pKL E1TL1"EAE'Lo8E; (3.3), through which he tried to 
remind the Galatians of the significance of their undeniable reception of the Spirit, 
i.e. God's acceptance without becoming proselytes. 75 This key point for Paul is 
summed up in Paul's fourth antithesis- not the law, but the Spirit. 
5. 2. 2. Gal3.14 
In 3.14 Paul picks up the theme of non-proselyte Gentiles' reception of the 
Spirit ((va -r~v ElTn:yyEHn:v wD lTVEUfliXW<; A.tXp<.uf.!EV) in order to argue against 
justification in and through the law (3.1 0-11 ). As most commentators have agreed, 76 
the promise ofthe Spirit refers to the promised Spirit (cf Eph. 1.13; Acts 2.33). As 
71 Cf. Burton, Ga/atians, 148; Martyn, Ga/atians, 294. 
72 Pace Fee (Empowering, 385) who understands the antithesis as the contrast between life 
according to the flesh and life according to the Spirit and Barclay (Obeying, 85-86) as "two 
alternative patterns of behaviour." 
73 As Lull (Spirit, 42) argues, the agitators "had almost persuaded Paul's converts that the 
Spirit was good for 'beginners', but to be perfect they had to perform the rites required by the 
Mosaic law .... "See also Jewett, "The Agitators," 212; Martyn Ga/atians, 289-294. 
74 So rightly Dwm, Ga/atians, 153-154; Fee, Empowering, 395. 
75 Barclay (Obeying, 85) similarly argues, "by appealing to their experience of the Spirit, 
Paul clearly intends to assure the Galatians that, without becoming proselytes, they are nonetheless 
fully-approved members ofthe family of God." 
76 E.g. Betz, Bruce, Burton, Dunn, Fung, Martyn, Mufiner, Oepke, Schlier, Williams. 
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noted earlier, Paul was certainly thinking of the promise of the Spirit made to Israel 
through the prophets. It is very important to note that the recipients of the Spirit are 
not just Jews, but Jewish and Gentile believers ("we" - A.ci.Pwf.!EV).77 This indicates 
that the Spirit was given freely to all the Jewish and Gentile believers. 78 It is also 
striking that Paul relates the blessing of Abraham coming to the Gentiles with the 
Galatians' receiving ofthe Spirit by paralleling the two 'Cva. clauses (Cva. ELc;; tex E8VT} 
n EUA.oy(a. toU 'APpa.Cxf.i YEVT}t!XL EV Xpwtt\) 'IT}OOU, '(va. t~V E:na.yyEA.(a.v toO 
nvE4Ja.toc;; A.ci.Pwwv OLCx tf)c;; n(otEwc;;). The parallel indicates that Paul interpreted the 
Gentiles' reception ofthe Spirit and the blessing of Abraham as the fulfilment ofthe 
promise that God promised to pour out upon Abraham's descendants. 79 Since the 
blessing of Abraham refers to justification, 80 it is likely that Paul implies by parallel 
that the reception of the Spirit means receiving the gift of righteousness. 81 For Paul 
the Gentiles' reception ofthe Spirit is solid evidence both showing that the blessing 
of Abraham was given to the Gentiles and confirming that they are included into the 
people of God without further requirements such as Torah-observance and 
circumcision. 82 In short, since the Spirit is the primary and sufficient soteriological 
basis of justification, therefore, justification in and through the law must be 
rejected. 83 
5. 2. 3. Gal 4.6 
The connection between "sonship" (i.e. justification) and the Spirit is 
explicitly expressed in 4.684 Paul says, "On OE E:otE ulo(, E:~a.TIEotELA.Ev o 8Eoc;; to 
TIVEUfl!X toU ul.ou IXUtoU de;; texc;; K!XpOLa.c;; nw.3v Kpii( ov' Appa. 0 TI!Xt~p. Here it is to be 
noted that Paul appeals to the Abba! Father! cry of the Spirit in the heart of the 
77 Presumably Paul understood Jewish and Gentile believers' reception the Spirit as the 
fulfilment of Joel 2.28-29. 
78 See Dunn, Galatians, 179; idem, TPA, 418-419; Martyn, Galatians, 323,334-336. 
79 See particularly, Williams, "Justification," 90-100; Dunn, Galatians, 180. 
80 See further §2.2.2.3. 
81 So Dunn, TPA, 414; Eckstein, VerheijJung und Gesetz, 168; Hong, Law, 131; Williams, 
"Justification," 90-100. 
82 Cf. Stanley, '"Under a Curse'," 508. 
83 Fee (Empowering, 371) writes, "The Spirit is an experienced reality providing evidence 
that righteousness is not by Torah (3 .1-5, 14, 4.6)." 
84 As noted earlier, sonship is equivalent to justification in Galatians. For sonship, see 
§2.2.2.3. 
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Galatians as evidence for their sonship. 85 Presumably Paul understood God's sending 
of the Spirit into believers' hearts (4.6; cf. 2 Cor 1.22) as the fulfilment of Ezek 
36.26-27. It is also important to note that unlike the author of Jubilees who believed 
that Jews who will receive the Spirit will be called "sons of the living God" (Jub. 
1.23-25; cf. T Judah 24.3),86 Paul thinks that all believers (Jew and Gentile) who 
received the Spirit are sons of God. God's sending of the Spirit of his Son into the 
hearts of the Galatians is part ofPaul's theological rationale against justification on 
the basis ofthe law. One grammatical issue in 4.6 is the grammatical function of on 
at the beginning of the text. Most exegetes take it as a causative conjunction 
("because"). Some render it as explanatory or declarative ("to show or prove that"). 87 
Although the former view seems natural, the latter is preferable. Dunn reasons as 
follows: 88 
Yet it is most unlikely that Paul wished to suggest that the Spirit was a gift consequent and 
subsequent upon their being made sons. Such an inference would have been quite counter 
to his basic argument: that the Galatians' receipt of the Spirit was the beginning of their 
experience as Christians (3.2-3) and amply demonstrated their full acceptance by God, that 
is, as sons of Abraham and sons of God (3.7, 26). It would also run counter to the parallel 
thought expressed in Rom 8, where it is clear that possession of the Spirit is coterminous 
with sonship (Rom 8.14). 
Accepting Dunn's argumentation, it is more likely that Paul means that God 
sent the Spirit to accept the Galatians as the children of God than that God sent the 
Spirit because they are already children. Gal 4. 7 appears to reinforce the point that 
God has sent the Spirit of his Son into believers' hearts to confirm their status as the 
children of God. In 4. 7 Paul says, OUKEH EL 6ouA.oc; aAACt uLoc;· El OE uLoc;, KO:l 
KAllpovo~o.wc; 6La 8Eou. Since the phrase 6La 8EOD implies "through God's sending of 
the Spirit of his Son," it is likely that the sonship of the Galatians is a consequence of 
85 Lull (Spirit, 68) rightly notes, "Paul seized upon the Spirit's Abba cry as the highest 
evidence that Gentile believers were 'sons' already without 'the works of the law'." See also 
Barclay, Obeying, 84-85. 
86 There is a similarity between the author of Jubilees and Paul on the point that both take 
the Spirit's presence as proof that its recipients are 'sons' of God, as Barclay argues (Obeying, 84). 
But the author of Jubilees did not believe that God's promise of the Spirit had the Gentiles in view, 
as Paul did. 
87 Dunn, Baptism in the Holy Spirit (London: SCM, 1970), 113-115; idem, Galatians, 219; 
Fee, Empowering, 406, n. 136 and scholars he quotes; Ziesler, Galatians, 58. 
88 Dunn, Galatians, 219. 
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God's sending ofthe Spirit into their hearts89 In the light ofRom 8.14-16 and the 
logic of Paul's argument, therefore, it is fair to say that Paul conceived of an adopted 
sonship as the consequence of God's sending of the Spirit. 90 In short, for Paul the 
Galatians' reception of the Spirit is the evidence of their sonship, and the sonship is 
one ofthe blessings ofthe Spirit. 
Apparently Paul puts forward the theme of becoming sons of God by the 
Spirit to argue against the agitators' teaching that if the Galatians want to be the 
children of God, they must observe the works of the law, in particular circumcision 
(§2.2.2.3.). In contrast to the agitators' teaching, Paul claims that the Galatians do 
not need to accept the law and circumcision because they are sons of God already 
through the Spirit, without becoming proselytes through circumcision. 91 It is 
important to note that God sent the Spirit into not just Jews' hearts, but the hearts of 
Jewish and Gentile believers also (Elc; r&c; Ko:pblo:c; ~f.iwv). This indicates that the 
sonship as a result of the reception of the Spirit is no longer the exclusive prerogative 
given to Jews because God's sending of the Spirit made adoption universally 
available to Jewish and Gentile believers alike. In short, by appealing to their 
reception of the Spirit Paul clearly intends to assure the Galatians that they are 
genuine and full members of the covenant community of God (i.e. children of God) 
without becoming proselytes. 
5. 2. 4. Gal 4.29 
Another indication of the Spirit as the soteriological basis of justification is 
found in 4.29 (&:.AA.' W01TEp T<JTE 0 K0:1'Ct oapKo: YEVVT)8El.c; EOLWKEV 1'0V Ka1'cX 1TVEUf.!O:, 
89 Lull (Spirit, 1 06) rightly argues, "A causal on, therefore, is in conflict with 4.21-31, 
which attributes being 'sons' to the causal agency of the Spirit, and with the concept of the 1TVEUJ.l.O: 
ul.oBEuto:c;; in Rom 8.15." See also Fee, Empowering, 406-408. It should be made clear that we do 
not suggest that sonship is a consequence of the Spirit in terms of a temporal sequence; the 
experience of the Spirit and receiving sonship are coincidental. Cf. Williams, "Justification," 100, n. 
12. 
90 Dunn (Ga/atians, 221) rightly notes, "the experience of the Spirit is the experience of 
sonship and bears the mark of Christ's own sonship." See also Dunn, TPA, 435-437; Lull (Spirit, 
105) also notes, "Paul conceives of the Spirit as the source and agent of the 'sonship' of the 
Christians in Galatia." See also Barclay, Obeying, 85; Fee, Empowering, 412; Lemmer, "Mnemonic 
Reference to the Spirit as a Persuasive Tool," 359. 
91 Cf. J. Becker, Paul (Louisville: Westminster/JKP, 1993), 293; Lull, Spirit, 109. 
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otrrwc;; K<XL vuv). Here Paul makes a typological identification; the child ofHagar (i.e. 
Ishmael) is the child "born according to the flesh"; the child of Sarah (Isaac) is the 
child "born according to the Spirit." As Martyn perceptively notes, Paul relates the 
former not to the descendants of Ishmael but to the Jews including the Jewish 
Christians (the agitators)92 In the same way he corresponds the latter not to the 
descendants of Isaac but to those who have received the Spirit like the Galatians 
(ourwc;; Ka.L vuv). Paul's interpretation of Gen 16-21 is radically different from the 
agitators' view93 The agitators identify the child of Hagar with Gentiles (including 
the Galatians) and the child of Sarah with Jews. For them the true descendants of 
Abraham are the Jews like themselves who are circumcised in flesh and observe the 
law. So they argue that the Galatians could become the descendants of Abraham 
through Torah-observance and circumcision. On the contrary Paul insists that the 
Galatian believers who experienced the Spirit are children born according to the 
Spirit. They are the children of the promise,94 like Isaac (4.28). They are not children 
ofthe slave woman (Hagar), but children ofthe free woman (Sarah) who are entitled 
to share in the Abrahamic inheritance (4.30). Why does Paul attempt to make a 
totally different exegesis of Gen 16-21 from the agitators? Paul's complete "turn-
around" exegesis is based on his conviction that God has supplied the Galatians with 
the Spirit (3.5; 4.6) and thus God made the Galatians the offspring of Abraham 
through the power of the Spirit. It is quite important to note that Paul contrasts the 
flesh (i.e. the circumcised flesh - ethnic identity) and the Spirit as two antithetical 
means or causes (Kar&)95 for becoming the children of Abraham; Paul sets "the child 
who was born according to flesh" in antithesis with "the child who was born 
according to the Spirit" ( 4.29). 96 To put it differently, the Spirit, not circumcision, is 
effective for producing the children ofthe promise (i.e. the offspring of Abraham). 97 
92 This is Martyn's insight ('The Covenants ofHagar and Sarah," in Issues, 191-208). 
93 For the difference between Paul and the agitators, see Martyn, "The Covenants of Hagar 
and Sarah," 196-197, 204. 
94 For the promise see §4.2.2. 
95 Martyn (Ga/atians, 435) suggests, "Paul uses the preposition Ka1'a to mean 'as a result of 
the power or." 
96 See e.g. Betz, Ga/atians, 249; Bruce, Galatians, 223; Longenecker, Galatians, 216; 
Martyn, Galatians, 456; Witherington, Grace, 337. 
97 See Martyn, "The Covenants ofHagar and Sarah," 198-200. 
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What Paul intends his readers to understand by the antithesis is that they can become 
the descendants of Abraham not by the salvific efficacy of circumcision but the 
salvific power of the Spirit creating the eschatological people of God. In short, the 
point ofPaul's argument at 4.29 is that the Galatians who received the Spirit are the 
offspring of Abraham like Isaac and thus the members of the people of God without 
their becoming proselytes98 This is one of the theses ofPaul's Hagar-Sarah allegory 
(4.21-31). 
5. 2. 5. Other Pauline Letters 
Although it goes beyond the scope of the present study to undertake a 
detailed investigation of the close connection between justification and the Spirit in 
other Pauline letters, some observations on Paul's treatment of the theme in other 
letters will prove to be of some value. In Rom 2.29 Paul argues that the true member 
of God's people is the one who is circumcised in the heart E:v TivEUt..Lan ou 
yp£4tf.!an 99 In the same way Paul says at Phil 3.3a, ~f.!Elc; y&.p EOf.!EV ~ TIEpLtof.!~. oL 
TivEUt..Lan 8EOD A.a-rpEuov-rEc;. The point of the two texts is that the Spirit defines the 
true members of the people of God. The authentic people of God are determined not 
by the law or physical circumcision but by the Spirit through whom believers receive 
circumcision of heart and worship God. In other words, the identity marker of the 
genuine people of God is neither circumcision nor the Torah but the Spirit. The same 
point is clearly expressed at Rom 8.14-15 - oooL yap TIVEUf.!IXH 8EoD liyov-raL, oOtoL 
uLol. 8EOU ElOLV. ou yap EAcXPHE TIVEUf.!IX 6oUAELIXc; TicXALV Etc; <flopov C!.Ua EAcXpHE 
TIVEUfliX uLo8EOCac; EV 4> KpcX(Of.!EV, Appa o Tia-r~p. Here Paul argues that those who 
are led by the Spirit are the children of God because they received "the Spirit of 
adoption." The reception of the Spirit is empirical evidence of the status of God's 
son. The Spirit as the guarantee ofthe status ofthe children of God (i.e. justification) 
is explicitly described in Rom 8.16: au-ra -ro TIVEUf.!IX OUf.lf.!IXp-rupE'L -rQ TIVE4.-Lan ~f.!WV 
on EOf.!EV 'rEKVIX 8EOU. Here Paul argues that the Spirit testifies the status of the 
98 See Dunn, Galatians, 257. 
99 See Schneider, "The Meaning of St. Paul's Antithesis 'the Letter and the Spirit'," 197-
201, 207. 
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children of God and thus that the membership in the community of God's people is 
determined and guaranteed by the Spirit. 
In Rom 14.17, furthermore, Paul considers righteousness as an effect ofthe 
work of the Holy Spirit (6LKC£LOO\JVT) EV 1TVE4lo:n ay(c.v ). We can find the same point 
in 1 Cor 6.11, in which Paul notes that justification is the work of the Spirit by 
saying E.6LKC£LW8T)TE. . . E:v rQ 1TVEU1-LC£tL roD 8EOD ~1-LWV. In light of the parallel 
between~ 6Lo:Kov(o: roD 1TVE4lo:roc;; and ~ 6Lo:Kov(o: rf}c;; 6LKC£LoauvT)c;; (2 Cor 3.8-9), 
moreover, it is likely that justification is the work of the Spirit. Here it is quite 
important to note that the law and the Spirit are being set in opposition in very 
radical terms as between a ministry of death (the law) and a ministry of life (the 
Spirit), and between a ministry of condemnation and a ministry of justification. 100 
The connection between the Spirit and God's election is also implicitly expressed in 
1 Thes 1.4-5. Here Paul means that the blessing of election was given to the Gentile 
Thessalonians because the message of the gospel came to them EV 1TVEU!-1C£tL ay(c.v. 
Perhaps Paul understands that the Thessalonians' election is a consequence of the 
work of the Holy Spirit. The point is also reflected in 2 Thes 2.13 (E'D~.o:w U!-1/ic;; 6 
eEoc;; &.1To:px~v Ek awrT)pLo:v E.v ayLo:a1-1ct> 1TVEu1-1o:roc;;). 
The relationship between the Spirit and the inclusion of the Gentiles is also 
found in 1 Cor 12. 13 - yfx.p E.v E.v l. 1TVEU1-LC£TL ~1-LE'ic;; Tiavnc;; E Le;; 'Ev OW!-LC£ E.po:m (a8T)!-1EV, 
ELTE 'Ioooo:'ioL E'(n "EA.A.T)vEc;; ELTE 6oDA.oL E'LTE EAEU8EpoL, KO:L TiavrEc;; 'Ev 1TVEU1-LC£ 
E1Tor(a8T)!-1EV. It is to be noted that the one Spirit is the soteriological basis upon 
which Jewish believers and Gentile become one body in the church. This point is 
reflected in Eph 1.13-14 (E.a<ppo:y(a8T)TE rQ 1TVE4lo:n rf}c;; E1TC£YYEALC£c;; rQ ay(c.v. 0 
E:anv &.ppe£Pwv rf}c;; KAT)povoi-LLo:c;; ~1-1wv). Here the author of Ephesians tries to say 
that the Gentile Ephesians were marked with the seal of the promised Holy Spirit 
who is the pledge guaranteeing their inheritance. For the author the Spirit is the seal 
and "down-payment" guaranteeing the status of Gentile believers as heirs (cf. 2 Cor 
1.22). This is clearly expressed in Eph 2.18-19101 : 6L' o:uroD EXOI-LEV r~v Tipoao:ywy~v 
100 See Dunn, "In Search of Common Ground," 320; Grindheim, "The Law Kills But the 
Gospel Gives Life," 97-115. 
101 For a fine discussion of the text, see Y ee, "'You Who Were Called the Uncircumcision 
by the Circumcision'," 224-241. 
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1TapOLKOL &:A.A.& EGtE G4.l1TOA.itiXL tWV ay(wv KIXL OlKELOL toD 8EOU (cf Eph 4.30). The 
"one Spirit" is the medium of access to the presence of God. The access of the 
Gentile believers to God means that they are no longer strangers and aliens excluded 
from the community of God's people but fellow citizens with the "holy ones" and 
the members ofthe household of God. In other words, they are full members ofthe 
family of God. In short, the Spirit is the valid soteriological basis of the inclusion of 
the Gentiles into the people of God. 
5. 3. Concluding Remarks 
What Paul intended the Galatians to understand by the antithesis between the 
law and the Spirit is that they must not depend upon the law for justification because 
the Spirit is the means of righteousness, the medium ofthe blessing of Abraham, and 
the basis and cause of sonship. For Paul the Spirit, not the law determines the 
members of the covenant community. Paul replaces the identity marker of God's 
people from the law (and circumcision) by the Spirit. The antithesis is also intended 
to defend the position that Gentile Christians who received the Spirit do not have to 
undergo circumcision and keep the law in order to become full members of the 
covenant community. The antithesis is both a summary of Paul's previous argument 
about the Spirit as the sufficient soteriological basis of justification and a 
hermeneutical key for understanding Paul's theology in Galatians. 
What is the significance of the antithesis between the law and the Spirit for 
Paul's critique of the law and covenantal nomism? This study confirms the earlier 
conclusion that it is unfair to say that Paul argues against the attitude of self-
righteousness, that is, dependence on one's meritorious works to earn the status of 
the children of God. Rather the target of Paul's attack on the law is both the 
exclusivistic role of the law as the identity marker and boundary of God's people 
excluding the Gentiles from the community of God's people and its soteriological 
role as the basis of justification. Paul argues that the valid soteriological basis and 
guarantee of the status of descendant of Abraham and children of God is neither the 
law nor circumcision but the Spirit. One step further, the Spirit is the basis (cf Rom 
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15.16; 1 Cor 5.5) and guarantee (cf 2 Cor 1.22; 5.5) of the salvation of human 
beings. 102 Paul redefines or replaces both the identity marker of God's eschatological 
people and ecclesiological boundary mark from the law to the Spirit. Paul criticised 
"covenantal nomism" not only because it denied the fact that God sent the Spirit of 
his Son into the hearts of Gentile believers (4.6; cf 3.5; 1 Thes 4.9) but also because 
it did not recognise that God replaced the law with the Spirit both as a new 
soteriological basis of justification of the Gentiles and as a new identity marker of 
God's people. 103 Paul also denied the validity of "covenantal nomism" because it 
excluded the Gentiles accepted by God through the Spirit from the people of God 
and thus denied the work and power ofthe Spirit making the Gentiles as Gentiles the 
full members ofthe community of God's people and the children ofGod. 
102 In Paul's letters the Spirit is the soteriological basis of the salvific benefits, such as 
righteousness (Gal 5.5; 1 Cor 6.11), sonship (Gal4.6-7, 29; cf. Rom 8.14-17), eternal life (Gal 6.8; 
cf. Rom 8.11; 1 Cor 15.45; 2 Cor 3.6), and freedom (Gal 5.18; cf. Rom 8.2, 21-23; 2 Cor 3.17; Gal 
4.28-31). 
103 See Sanders, PPJ, 550. 
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CHAPTER6 
THE ANTITHESIS BETWEEN 
THE LAW AND III~TI~ 
In 5.5 Paul continues to meet head on the issue of justification m the 
Galatian churches. To the Galatians who were attempting to be the authentic 
descendants of Abraham by observing the law (the works of the law, in particular 
circumcision), Paul says, ~IJ.Elc; yap EK TILO-rEWc; EATIUia 6LKCXLOO\JVT]c; aTIEK6EXOIJ.E8tx 
("For by n(anc; we are waiting for the hoped-for righteousness"). As noted earlier, 1 
yf.tp introducing an argument e contrario shows that 5.5 explains why the law is not 
the valid soteriological means or basis of justification by indicating the antithetical 
soteriological means of justification, i.e. n(anc;_2 Paul has the antithesis between the 
law and n(anc; in mind in order to argue against the agitators' teaching that Gentiles 
must accept the law as a condition of justification. 3 It is thus fair to say that implied 
is the further antithesis between the law and n(anc; in terms of incompatible means 
of justification. 4 
The questions for us here are: What did Paul intend the Galatians to 
understand by his summary reference to n(anc;? Why does Paul claim that n(anc; is 
the sufficient soteriological basis or means of justification? What is the significance 
of this antithesis for understanding Paul's view of the law and his attitude toward 
1 See §1.1. and §5.1. 
2 Cf. Burton, Ga/atians, 278; Fung, Ga/atians, 227; Mufiner, Galaterbriej, 349; Ridderbos, 
Galatia, 189. 
3 Probably the agitators hold together the law and rr(anc:; and thus they argued that rr(anc:; 
was not by itself sufficient for salvation but that the law was also necessary; salvation is based on 
both the law and rr(crnc:;. Cf. Howard, Paul, 52. 
4 Provided that rr(anc:; refers to the faithfulness of Christ, it seems that the antithesis between 
the law and rr(anc:; overlaps with the antithesis between the law and Christ. But the former differs 
from the latter in the sense that the former focuses on two antithetical means of justification, 
whereas the latter on two incompatible spheres of justification. 
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first-century Palestinian Judaism? In order to answer these questions, first it IS 
necessary to clarify the meaning ofTICon~ references in 5.5 and 5.6. 
6. 1. The Meaning of the IT (a·nc; References in 5.5 and 5.6 
When investigating the meaning of EK 1TLOTEW~ (5.5) and TILon~ lh' &y&.TITl~ 
EVEpyou~EVTl (5.6), we must interpret them both in relation to the meaning of 1TLOH~ 
Xpw-coD5 and with a view to the current 1TLOH~ XpLotoD debate, not only because EK 
1TLOtEW~ is an abbreviation ofEK TILOTEwc;; XpwtoD6 but also because both EK TILOtEwc;; 
and EK TILOtEwc;; Xp wtoD occur in the rhetorical context of the justification issue. 7 
The discussion of how to interpret Paul's notoriously difficult expression 1TLOH~ 
XpwtoD has been one of the main debates in recent Pauline scholarship. 8 The debate 
has revolved largely around the issue whether the phrase should be understood as the 
Christian's act of "faith in Christ" (objective genitive) or as "the faith(fulness) of 
Christ" (subjective genitive). While a good number of scholars had earlier tackled 
the issue,9 it has resurfaced as a thorny issue in recent Pauline scholarship within the 
5 We will use TT (err L<; Xp Lcrroil in this chapter when referring as a whole to the following five 
variations (TT(crru; 'hwoil XpLatoil- Ram 3.22; Gal3.22; TTLmL<; 'I11aoil- Ram 3.26; TTLmLc; XpLcrroil 
Trwou- Gal2.16; TTLmLc; XpLcrroil- Gal2.16; Phil3.9; TTLcrrLc; tou ui.oil toil GEOil- Gal2.20). 
6 This is testified by Paul's abbreviation of EK TTLatEwc; 'I11aoil XpLcrroil (Gal 3.22) to f.K 
TTLcrrEwc; (Gal 3 .24). Cf. Paul's abbreviation of liux TTLatEwc; 'I11aoil Xp wtoil (Ram 3 .22) to liux 
TTLatEW<; (Ram 3.25, 31) and EK TTLatEwc; 'I11aoil (Ram 3.26) to EK TTLatEwc; (Ram 3.30). Paul usually 
abbreviates the long phrases such as atoLXELrt toil KOaiJ.ou (Gal 4.3) to atOLXELrt (Gal 4.9), and Epya 
v61J.ou (Ram 3.20) toEpya (Ram 3.27; 4.2, 6; 9.12, 32; 11.6). 
7 There are three justification passages in the letter: 2.16-21; 3.21-26; 5.4-6. In these 
passages justification occurs with EK TTLatEwc; (XpLcrroil) each time. So, it is very difficult to think 
that the meaning ofEK TTLatEw<; in 5.5 is different from EK TTLmEwc; (XpLcrroil) in 2.16-21 and 3.21-
26. 
8 This was an important topic of discussion in the Pauline Theology Group of the Society of 
Biblical Literature. The discussion culminated in the debate between Hays ("III~TI~," 35-60) and 
Dunn ("III~TI~ XPI~TOY," 61-81) in Kansas City in November 1991. 
9 E.g. J. Barr, The Semantics of Biblical Language (London: Oxford University Press, 
1961), 161-205; Barth, "The Kerygma of Galatians," 144-145; idem, "The Faith of the Messiah," 
The Heythrop JoumallO (1969), 363-370; H.-W. Bartsch, "The Concept of Faith in Paul's Letter to 
the Romans," Biblical Research 13 (1968), 41-53; J. Haussleiter, "Der Glaube Jesus und der 
christliche Glaube," NKZ 2 (1891), 109-145, 205-230; G. Howard, "Notes and Observations on the 
'Faith ofChrist'," HTR 60 (1967), 459-465; idem, "The Faith of Christ," ExpT85 (1974), 212-215; 
Kertelege, Rechtfertigung bei Paulus, 162-166; G. Kittel, "IILanc; 'I11aoil XpLotoil bei Paulus," TSK 
79 (1906), 419-436; R. N. Longenecker, Paul, Apostle of Liberty (New York: Harper & Low, 1964), 
149-152; A V. Longworth, "'Faith' in Galatians," Studia Evangelica II 87 (1964), 605-610; C. F. D. 
Moule, "The Biblical Conception of Faith," ExpT 68 (1957), 157, 222; D. W. B. Robinson, '"Faith 
of Jesus Christ'," Reformed Theological Review 29 (1970), 71-81; G. Taylor, "The Function of 
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last twenty or so years. 10 In recent years, a growing number of scholars have claimed 
that the meaning ofTT(onc;; Xp~o-rou is "the faith(fulness) ofChrist." 11 Many scholars, 
however, have maintained the traditional interpretation: TTLonc;; Xpwmu refers to the 
Christian's act of"faith in Christ."12 Alternatively, some scholars have argued that it 
refers to "Christ-faith"13 or "Christic-faith."14 Recently A. Vanhoye suggests that the 
meaning of "credibility or trustworthiness" of Christ suits well some texts because 
the "trustworthiness" of Christ is what makes the Christian's "faith" possible. 15 In 
spite of so many contributions to the debate, the discussion has not come to an end 
and no scholarly consensus may yet be discerned. 16 
Although there is no consensus about the meaning of n(onc;; Xp w-roO, it is 
generally agreed that its precise meaning cannot be decided on grammatical and 
syntactical grounds alone, 17 and thus this issue must be settled by the exegetical 
study of the relevant texts. 18 Recognising that arguments based on grammar and 
syntax are not decisive in determining the meaning, Hays states, "Our interpretative 
III~TI~ XPI~TOY in Galatians," JBL 85 (1966), 58-76; T. F. Torrance, "One Aspect of the 
Biblical Conception of Faith," ExpT 68 (1957), 111-114. 
1
° For a bibliography, see eh. 1, n. 39 and Hays, "III~TI~," 35, n. 2. For good summaries of 
the debate, see Campbell, The Rhetoric, 58-60; Hays, Faith, 158-162. 
11 For a bibliography of the interpreters who understand the genitive in nl.onc;; Xp Lcrtou to be 
subjective, see Hays, "III~TI~," 36, n. 3. 
12 For a bibliography of the scholars who understand the genitive to be objective, see, Hays, 
"IIIETI~," 36, n. 4. 
21. 
13 Cosgrove, Cross, 56; Williams, "Pistis," 437. 
14 Garlington, "Role Reversal," 89. 
15 A Vanhoye, 'TILonc; Xpw-mu: fede in Crista o affidabilita di Crista," Bib 80 (1999), 1-
16 Cf. E. E. Johnson, "Preface," in Pau/ine Theology vol. 4, xi; P. J. Achtemeier, "Apropos 
the Faith of/in Christ," in Pauline Theology vol. 4, 92. 
17 It is widely accepted that the genitive in n(onc;; XpLo-rou can be construed grammatically 
as either subjective or objective. Hays ("III~TI~," 39) and Dunn ("III~TI~ XPI~TOY," 64, 67) 
agree that the grammatical issue is inconclusive in determining the meaning. Hays also responded to 
the critique ofMoises Silva who favours the objective genitive as follows: "In the end, Dr. Silva and 
I agree that the expression nl.mLc;; 'IT]oou XpLo-rou is ambiguous, that its ambiguity must be resolved 
by appealing to broader contextual considerations, and that no irrefutable resolution of the ambiguity 
is possible on either side" ("Postscript," in Conflict and Context, edited by M. L. Branson and C. R. 
Padilla (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1986), 278). But Hays ("III~TI~," 39) says, "I stand by my 
earlier judgement that the balance of grammatical evidence strongly favors the subjective genitive 
interpretation and that the arguments for an objective interpretation are relatively weak." Campbell 
("Romans 1.17," 267, n. 9) also says, "Hays, M. Hooker, and I concur that both grammatical cases 
are invalid." See also Achtemeier, "Apropos the Faith of/in Christ," 84, 92; Hooker, "III~TI~ 
XPI~TOY," 321; Johnson, "Preface," xi. 
18 Cf. Hays, "III~TI~," 39; Hooker, "III~TI~ XPI~TOY," 321; Wallis, The Faith, 71-72. 
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decision about the meaning ofPaul's phrase, therefore, must be governed by larger 
judgements and logic of Paul's thought concerning faith, Christ, and salvation."19 
Without attempting to rehearse the discussions with regard to grammatical and 
syntactical issues pertinent to the phrase, 20 then, we will focus on the interpretation 
of the n(onc;; references in Gal 5.5-6 through a contextual and exegetical study of 
5.5-6. 
Pauline scholars have overlooked or undervalued the importance of Gal 5.5-
6 for the n(onc;; Xpwwu debate. With regard to the meaning of E:K n(onwc;; in 5.5, 
most commentators have understood n(onc;; as the Christian's act of faith 21 
Surprisingly, most exegetes who argue for "the subjective genitive" interpretation do 
not explicitly interpret (x nCotEwc;; as "through the faith(fulness) of Christ."22 Matera 
is an exception because he claims that it should be understood in light of "through 
the faith(fulness) of Christ" (2.16). 23 So far as n(onc;; in 5.6 is concerned, virtually all 
interpreters of Paul have taken it to refer to the Christian's act of faith. Having 
understood it as an ethical principle of Christian behaviour, they have interpreted 
n(onc;; c5L' O:yan11c;; EVEpyoujlEV11 as "the Christian's faith expressing itself through 
love." To our knowledge, no one has explicitly argued that it denotes "the 
19 Hays, "IIIETIE," 39. 
2
° For the discussions, see Campbell, The Rhetoric, 214-218; Dunn, "IIIETI~ XPI~TOY," 
63-67; Hultgren, "The Pistis Christou Formulations in Paul," 248-263; R. B. Matlock, 
"Detheologizing the III~TI~ XPI~TOY Debate," NovT 42 (2000), 1-23; O'Brien, Philippians, 398-
400; Williams, "Pistis," 431-447; Wallis, The Faith, 69-71. 
21 E.g. Betz, Galatians, 262; Bruce, Galatians, 231; Burton, Ga/atians, 278; Dunn, 
Galatians, 269; Fung, Galatians, 227; Longenecker, Galatians, 229; Mufiner, Galaterbrief, 350; 
Oepke; Galater, 157; Schlier, Galater, 233; Williams, Galatians, 138; Witherington, Grace, 369. 
22 E.g. Hays (Faith, 231-232) understands that the phrase describes the Christian's life in 
conformity to the pattern of faithfulness grounded and revealed in Jesus. Martyn (Galatians, 472) 
interprets that "faith" is the cause of "waiting for the hoped-for righteousness." He translates the 
phrase as "having the confidence that comes from faith." Williams (Galatians, 138) regards "faith" 
as the internal source of believers' existence: "Faith is that personal receptivity to God's grace that 
allows the Spirit to be at work in believers' lives." See also Longenecker, Galatians, 229; 
Witherington, Grace, 369. 
23 Matera (Galatians, 182; cf 94, 100-1 02) opts for "the subjective genitive" interpretation 
of the phrase rr(onc; Xpwtou. But he does not demonstrate that EK rr(otEwc; (5.5) should be 
interpreted as "through the faith(fulness) of Christ." 
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faith(fulness) of Christ. "24 The thesis put forward in what follows is that the TILonc;; 
references in 5.5 and 5.6 refer to "the faith(fulness) ofChrist."25 
6. 1. 1. The Meaning of EK TILOtEwc; in 5.5 
The interpretation of the TILonc; occurrences m Gal 3.23-25 (IIpo wu 61.: 
E:A.8Elv t~v TILonv uTio v6~ov E=<t>poupou~E8a ouyKA.ELo~EVOl Elc; t~v ~EA.A.oumxv 
TILonv &.TioKaA.u<f>8f]Val, watE b v6~oc; 1Ttxl6aywyoc; ~~wv yl:yovEv ELc;; Xp wt6v, '(va 
EK TILOtEwc; blKalw8w~Ev· E=A.8ouoT)c; <>E= tf)c; TILOtEwc; ouKEn u1ro Tial6aywy6v E=a~Ev) is 
crucial for clarifying the meaning of TILonc; in 5.5. Gal 3.23-25 is also important for 
understanding the meaning of TILanc; XpwtoD in Galatians because an irrefutable 
resolution of the grammatical and syntactical ambiguity of TILonc; Xpwtou in 
Galatians is possible by contextual and exegetical scrutiny of 3.23-25. There are 
several reasons for this claim. First, the reference of the unqualified use of TILonc;; in 
3.23-25 is apparently TILonc; 'IT)oou Xpwtou in 3.22.26 Second, the same phrase EK 
TILOtEwc; occurs both in 3.24 and 5.5. Third, the same context of justification appears 
both in 3.23-25 and 5.5. Fourth, in consideration of the summarising character of 
5. 5-6 (§ 1.2.),27 it is reasonable to think that EK TILOtEwc; as an abbreviation of EK 
TILOtEwc; Xpwwu recapitulates the EK TILOtEwc; Xpwtou of2.16, 3.22 and EK TILOtEwc; 
of 3.8, 2428 Therefore, Gal 3.23-25 is probably one of the decisive texts for the 
TILonc; Xp Lorou debate, and may well hold the key to our interpretation of EK TILOtEwc; 
at 5.5. In what follows I will argue that TILonc; references in 3.23-25 refer to "the 
faithfulness of Christ." 
24 Hays ("Christology," 289) interprets lTtanc; bL' nyaTIT]c; kvEpyoUf.LEVTJ in an anthropological 
sense (i.e. "to become slaves of one another through love"). Although Hays ("IIIETIE," 59) argues 
later, "there are no cases in Galatians where the noun TI(crnc; unambiguously denotes 'human 
believing in Christ'," he does not explicitly claim that the phrase here should be understood in a 
Christological sense (i.e. "the faith(fulness) of Christ"). 
25 The meaning of"the faith(fulness) of Christ" will be discussed in §6.2. 
26 Most commentators view that the definite articles with lTLcrnc; throughout 3.23-25 refer 
back to the Titanc; 'IT]aou Xpwmu in 3.22. E.g. Bruce, Ga/atians, 181; Burton, Ga/atians, 198; 
Dunn, Ga/atians, 197; Fung, Ga/atians, 168; Longenecker, Ga/atians, 145; Matera, Ga/atians, 136; 
Williams, Ga/atians, 101. 
27 Cf. Anderson, Rhetorical, 158; Betz, Ga/atians, 262; Fung, Galatians, 221; McKnight, 
Ga/atians, 251. 
28 Cf. n. 5 in this chapter. 
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Before turning to the exegesis of the text, it is appropriate to survey briefly 
the major proposed interpretations concerning the TILonc; references in 3.23-25?9 
Some exegetes interpret ~ 1TLonc; in 3.23-25 in terms of the Christian's faith in 
Christ. 30 In recent years, several exegetes who favour the subjective genitive 
interpretation of TILonc; Xpw-rou claim that ~ TILonc; refers to ''the faith(fulness) of 
Christ. "31 Surprisingly commentators who argue for the subjective genitive 
interpretation seem to suggest that it denotes both "the faith of the Christian" and 
"the faith of Jesus Christ."32 Interestingly, a good number of commentators have 
interpreted TILonc; as a quasi-personified entity. The exegetes have suggested that it 
refers to a "mythico-historical period of the faith,"33 or to "the Christian 
revelation,"34 or to "the manifestation of faith in personified form,"35 or to 
"Christianity. "36 It has also been understood as a metonymy for "Christ,"37 "principle 
of salvation,"38 "the gospel,"39 or "Jesus-Christ-faith" as a metonymy for Christ or 
29 For a succinct survey of German scholarship, see von Dobbeler, "Metaphernkonflikt und 
Missionsstrategie," 15-16. 
30 E.g. Burton, Galatians, 198; Dahl, Studies in Paul, 175; Dunn, Galatians, 197; Mtillner, 
Galaterbrief, 254-255. 
31 Caneday, "The Curse of the Law and the Cross," 196; Howard, Paul, 65; idem, '"Faith of 
Christ'," 214; L. A Jervis, Galatians (Peabody: Hendrickson, 1999), 101; Longenecker, Triumph, 
103; Matera, Galatians, 136; Wallis, The Faith, 113. 
32 Hays (Faith, 232) says, "the coming of rr(anc; is indeed the coming of a new possible 
mode of disposing one's self toward God, but this mode is possible precisely because it was first of 
all actualised in and by Jesus Christ." B. Longenecker (Triumph, 104) says, "Paul envisages Christ's 
rr(anc; leading to the enlivenment ofrr(anc; in the lives of others." R. Longenecker (Galatians, 145) 
states, "Paul means not faith generically, but the particular faith referred to in v 22b that has to do 
with 'the faithfulness of Christ" and humanity's response of faith." But R. Longenecker is 
inconsistent because he considers the coming of "faith" in 3.25 as "the Christian gospel" (p. 149). 
Martyn (Galatians, 362-363) seems to think that rr(anc; refers both Christ's faith and the Christian's 
faith kindled by Christ's faith. Williams ("Pistis," 431-437) suggests that it refers to "Christ-faith" 
and includes both meanings by arguing that the sense of Gal 3.22-25 is that "Faith comes in that 
Christ ... actualizes and exemplifies faith." He does not distinguish the faith of Christians from the 
faith of Christ (p. 436). 
33 Betz, Galatians, 175-176. 
34 J. Brown, An Exposition of the Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Galatians (Edinburgh: 
William Oliphant and Sons, 1853), 171. 
35 E. Kasemann, Perspectives on Paul (London: SCM, 1969), 83. 
36 Lietzmaru1, An die Galater, 23; W. Mundle, Der Glaubenbegri.ff bei Paulus (Leipzig: 
Heinsius, 1932), 93. 
37 M. C. de Boer, "Paul, Theologian of God's Apocalypse," Int 56 (2002), 27; Stendahl, 
Paul, 21. 
38 G. Bornkamm, "The Revelation of Christ to Paul on the Damascus Road and Paul's 
Doctrine of Justification and Reconciliation," in Reconciliation and Hope, edited by R. Banks, 90-
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the gospel40 In the light of the use of the term nCanc; in the works of Philo and 
Josephus, Hay suggests that in Gal 3.23-25 "~ n[anc; means 'the objective ground of 
faith.' Jesus is the decisive evidence or pledge given humankind by God which 
makes faith possible."41 Recently, von Dobbeler claims, 
"Der absolute Gebrauch von n(anc; in Gal 3,23-25, d.h. der Verzicht auf die Benennung eines 
Glaubensinhalts hat dabei - wie wir sahen - die missions-strategisch sinnvolle, ja geschickte 
Obernahme und Modiefizierung des Metaphemfelds der Familie zum Hintergrund, gait die jetzt 
an di Stelle der Sophia riickende Pistis doch allgemein als das den Sozialverband einer 
Grossfamilie I eines Hauses (olKo<;) konstituierende und stabilisierende Element, das im Sinne 
einer wechselseitigen Loyalitat und Solidaritat auch Aussenstehen-den die Zugehorigtigkeit zu 
einer Grossfarnilie I zu einem Haus ermoglichte und zugleich das Kennzeichen dieser 
Zugehorigkeit war. "42 
As we shall see below, the subjective genitive interpretation 1s to be 
preferred. Although other suggestions may reflect a facet ofPaul's meaning, none of 
them quite does justice to the fact that Paul speaks of nCanc; as an "apocalyptic"43 
and eschatological event from his redemptive-historical perspective (see below). 
Moreover, other proposals, except both the objective genitive interpretation and the 
subjective genitive one, fail to observe that ~ n(anc; occurrences in 3.23-25 point 
back to nCanc; 'IT]aou XpwwO in 3.22, as most exegetes recognise. Here~ nCanc; 
which is an abbreviation ofnCanc; 'IT]aoO Xpwwu (3.22) cannot mean "that which is 
believed" (e.g., body of faith, Christian belief, the gospel, principle of salvation, 
Glaubensinhalts, etc.) or "objective ground for faith" because it probably refers 
either to the Christian's act of faith in Jesus Christ or to the faith(fulness) of Jesus 
Christ. 44 Moreover, these interpretations are not in accordance with Paul's statement 
103 (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1974), 96; Fung, Galatians, 168; Oepke, Ga/ater, 120; Schlier, 
Ga/ater, 167. 
39 Bruce, Galatians, 181; BAGD, 664. 
40 E.g. Cosgrove suggests that ntanc; 'IT)aou Xpurrou in 3.22 refers to "Jesus-Christ-Faith" 
as a metonymy for Christ or the gospel ("Justification in Paul," JBL 106 (1987), 662, n. 22). 
Witherinfton (Grace, 268) argues '"the Faith here refers to Christ" who is epitomized as Faith. 
4 Hay, "Pistis as 'Ground for Faith' in Hellenized Judaism and Paul," 471. 
42 
von Dobbeler, "Metaphernkonflikt und Missionsstrategie," 34-35. 
43 I use the term "apocalyptic" in terms of God's self-revelation or his self-reve1atory act in 
and through Christ and the Spirit. Here I follow basically Kasemann's and Martyn's use ofthe term 
as Christian theological shorthand referring to God's self-revelation or his self-revelatory act in 
Christ. Cf. de Boer, "Paul, Theologian of God's Apocalypse," 21-33. 
44 Pace Cosgrove ("Justification in Paul," 661, n. 22) who argues that n(an<; 'IT)aou 
Xpwrou in 3.22 denotes neither the believer's faith per se nor that of Jesus, and S. Ota ("Absolute 
Use of III~TI~ and III~Tl~ XPI~TOY in Paul," Annual of the Japanese Biblical Institute 23 
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of "justification EK 11 LotEw~" in 3. 24. 45 These readings are possible only if Paul 
means that we are justified by "the gospel," "the body of belief," "Christianity," etc. 
But we cannot find this sort of teaching regarding justification in Galatians. Since 
both n(on~ 'IT)ooG XpwwG in 3.22 as the reference ofthe unqualified use ofn(on~ 
in 3.23-25 and EK nCotEw~ (3.24) as an abbreviation of EK nCotEw~ XpwtoG militate 
against such interpretations, those interpretations introduced above have failed to 
comprehend the meaning ofn(on~ in 3.23-25. 
Our question is therefore: Does it refer either to the Christian's act of faith in 
Christ or to the faith(fulness) of Jesus Christ, or both? As we try to press into its 
meaning, it is absolutely critical to assess the characteristics of nCon~ described in 
3.23-25. First, it is striking that nCon~ is the subject of"coming" (3.23a, 25a). 46 Betz 
is right in saying that nCon~ "describes the occurrence of a historical phenomenon, 
not the act of believing of an individual. "47 It is to be noted that Paul marks the 
turning point in salvation-history with the use of the verb Epxo~a.L (cf. Gal 3.19, 23, 
25, 4.4; Rom 7. 9). 48 With this in view, it is fairly clear that what nCon~ is describing 
is not "the Christian's act of faith." It would seem problematic ifn(on~ describes the 
Christian's act of faith because the eschatological coming ofn(on~ is not primarily a 
human act of faith but the divine salvific act to bring to an end of the rule of the 
law. 49 The eschatological transition from the old epoch (before the coming of ~ 
n(on~) to a new era (after the coming of~ n[on~) also suggests that the advent of ~ 
n[on~ should be understood as a redemptive-historical event rather than a subjective 
anthropological element (i.e. human faith in Christ). IHon~ is objectified as an 
eschatological power that intruded into the world to set free those who are under the 
(1997), 71-72 [64-82]) who suggests that Paul's absolute use ofn[crnc; (1.23, 3.2, 5, 23, 25) "is 
understood to mean a new reality coming from God as a superindividual total phenomenon which 
involves all these elements: believing people who have faith in Christ/God, believed Christ/God who 
is the object of their faith, and the word of proclamation that creates their relationship." 
45 It is unreasonable to think that n [anc; (3 .24) is used in a different sense from the same 
term occurring in the verses immediately before (3.23) and after (3.25) it. 
46 IIpo toil liE EJ..SE"iv t~v n[anv (3.23a); U..Soual")c; liE tijc; n[anwc; (3.25a). 
47 Betz, Ga/atians, 176, n. 120. 
48 T. Schramm, ~pxo~aL, EDNT2.56. 
49 As Wallis (The Faith, 113) rightly argues, the coming of faith is not so much concerned 
with a human response as with a divine action corresponding to the sending ofhis Son (4.4). 
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enslaving power of the law (3.23-25). 50 It is hardly to be imagined that "human faith 
in Christ" came into the world and was revealed for the purpose of liberating those 
who are under the law. Furthermore, if one understands it as "human faith," it is 
difficult to think that "human faith" had been absent before. Such would be 
inconsistent with the presence of Abraham's faith (3.6) and faith of Israel. If 
understood as an apocalyptic event in a Christological sense (i.e. the advent of 
Christ's faithfulness), however, it is hardly surprising that Christ's faithfulness had 
been absent before the advent of Christ (3.19; 4.4) and the revelation of n(onc; 
(3.23). It is also important to note that Paul equates the coming of n(onc; (3.23, 25) 
with the coming of -eo onEpf.La referring to Christ (3.19). 51 Thus, it is probable that 
n(onc; describes a characteristic of Jesus Christ. We can conclude, therefore, that 
Paul has in mind something other than the Christian's faith, that is, the faithfulness 
of Christ understood as an eschatological event. 
Second, it is very striking that n(onc; is the object of God's revelation (ELc; 
-c~v f.LEA.A.ouoav n(onv &noKaA.u<f>8f)vaL - 3.23b). This makes the objective genitive 
interpretation highly unlikely. It is quite difficult to think that n(onc; should be 
thought as the Christian's faith because one hardly finds in Paul's letters a human 
entity as an object of God's eschatological revelation, not to mention "human faith in 
Christ."52 Furthermore, both the coming of n(onc; and the revelation of n(onc; are 
closely bound up with the end ofthe law's realm Paul says uno VOflOV E:<t>poupoUj.lE8a 
ouyKA.ELOf.LEVOL Elc; -r~v f.LEA.A.ouoav n(onv &noKaA.u<f>8f)vaL(3 .23) and E:A.8ouoTjc; 6E: -rfjc; 
n(o-rEwc; ouKEn uno naL6aywy6v EOf.lEV (3.25). In light ofthe fact that freedom from 
the power of the law is an effect of Christ's work (5.1, 13; cf 3.13, 4.5), n(onc; 
should be interpreted in relation to Christ, not the Christian's act of faith; it is very 
difficult to imagine that "human faith in Christ" was revealed eschatologically to set 
free those who are under the law. Rather the apocalyptic and cosmic character of 
5
° Cf. Martyn, Galatians, 362; E. Schweizer, "Dying and Rising with Christ," NTS 14 
(1967-68), 12. 
51 Matera, Ga/atians, 1 00; Hays, Faith, 231; Wall is, The Faith, 131. 
52The objects of the verb &rroKaA.urnw in Paul's letters are as follows: righteousness of God 
(Rom 1.17), the wrath of God (Rom 1.18); glory (Rom 8.18); God's wisdom (1 Cor 2.10); the work 
ofbui1ders (1 Cor 3.13); revelation (1 Cor 14.30); the goal of God (Phi! 3.15); the Son of God (Gal 
1.16); faith (Ga13.23). The one exception is 1 Cor 3.13 (the work of builders). 
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TILonc; strongly favours understanding TI(onc; not anthropologically but 
Christologically because in Galatians Paul describes Christ as the one who freed 
believers from the present evil age (1.4) and the slavery of the law (5.1) and redeems 
them from the curse (3.13) and power (4.5) ofthe law. Moreover, this interpretation 
is in accordance with Paul's understanding of Jesus' death as an apocalyptic and 
cosmic event to change the status of human beings (cf. Rom 5.6, 8, 10; 2 Cor 5.17-
19). Given that the advent and revelation of~ TILonc; is an objectified eschatological 
and apocalyptic event, it is difficult to think that~ TILonc; refers to the Christian's act 
of belief in Christ. Therefore, the foregoing observations lead us to conclude that the 
TILonc; references in 3.23-25 describe an objective historical event (i.e. the advent and 
revelation of Christ's faithfulness), not the subjective Christian's act ofbelieving. 53 
In the light of contextual and theological grounds above, we may conclude 
with some confidence that the trConc; references in Gal 3.23-25 probably refer to the 
faith(fulness) of Christ rather than to human faith in Christ. The anthropological 
understanding fails to consider that the TILonc; references in Gal 3.23-25 denote the 
eschatological advent and revelation of Christ's faithfulness to set free those who are 
under the law. The TILonc; references in Gal 3.23-25 depict an apocalyptic-
eschatological event for justification of humanity. Although it is true that both 
Christ's faithfulness as the basis of justification and the believer's trust as the 
existential appropriation of righteousness are clearly found in Galatians (2.16)/4 it is 
unlikely that the TI(onc; references in Gal 3.23-25 refer both to "the faith of 
Christian" and to "the faith of Jesus Christ" since the TILonc; references describe a 
historical event, not the Christian's act of believing. If then it is correct that EK 
lTLOtEwc; in 3.24 means "by the faith(fulness) (of Christ),"55 then EK TILOtEwc; in 5.5 
probably means "by the faith(fulness) (of Christ)" because the same phrase and the 
same context of justification appear both in 3. 23-25 and 5. 5. 
53 Bultmann says, "Though Gal3.23-26 sketches the preparation and the 'coming of'faith,' 
what is sketched is not the individual's development but the history of salvation" (Theology, 1.319). 
See also Betz, Ga/atians, 176, n. 120; Schlier, Ga/ater, 167. 
54 E.g. Dodd, "Romans 1.17," 473; Hooker, "III~TI~ XPI~TOY," 321-342; Longenecker, 
Ga/atians, 87-88. 
55 Hays, Faith, 232; Matera, Ga/atians, 137; Wallis, The Faith, 113. 
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Several considerations drawn from the immediate literary context (5.2-6) 
also support the view that EK TILOTEwc; in 5.5 means "by the faith(fulness) (ofChrist)." 
First, as noted earlier, Paul has the antithesis between the law and TILonc; in mind as 
the two mutually exclusive objective means of justification, not subjective means of 
justification. In other words, the contrast is not between a person's works ofthe law 
and a person's faith in Christ but between the law and TILonc; in terms of the 
soteriological means of justification. In 5.5 Paul does not argue against the 
Galatians' attempt to deny the sufficiency of the Christian's faith in Christ for 
justification. Rather, Paul refutes their attempt to deny the sufficiency of Christ's 
faith(fulness) by believing in justification through the law (cf 2.21). As noted earlier 
(§5 .1.), the phrase (x TI(onwc; describes not the subjective attitude (i.e. believers' 
confidence) of waiting for EATILc; <'iLKIXLoouv1lc;56 or the subjective means of 
appropriating justification57 but the objective soteriological basis of EATILc; 
<'iLKIXLoouv11c;. Second, the several antitheses in 5.2-6 (between circumcision and 
Christ [eh. 2], between the law and Christ [eh. 3], between the law and grace [eh. 4], 
between the law and the Spirit [eh. 5]) support the premise that Paul contrasts the 
law with TILonc; as two conflicting soteriological means of justification. As already 
argued, these antitheses are to be understood in terms ofthe external (not internal or 
human) ground of justification. The antithesis between the law and TILonc; is a subset 
of the larger antithesis between the law and Christ. Third, if it is correct that Paul 
usually mentions the mission of Jesus Christ and of the Spirit side by side (3.1-5; 
4.4-6; 4.28-5.1), then it is likely that faith in 5.5 is to be understood in a 
Christological sense. In light of these observations, it is fair to deduce that TI(onc; in 
5. 5 refers neither to the believers' confidence coming from the Christian's faith nor 
to the internal condition of justification (i.e. the Christian's faith), but to the external 
basis of justification (i.e. the faith(fulness) of Christ). 
56 Pace Martyn (Ga/atians, 467) who translates 5.5 as follows: "With us things are entirely 
different: having the Spirit in our hearts, and the having the confidence that comes from faith, we 
eagerly await the hope of rectification," and Williams (Ga/atians, 138) who takes the Spirit and faith 
pointing to the "external" and "internal" sources of believers' existence. 
57 Pace commentators inn. 20. 
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In conclusion: All the most decisive considerations lead us to conclude that 
EK TILO't"Ewc; in 5.5 probably means "by the faith(fulness) (of Christ)" and that nLonc; 
functions as the eschatological or apocalyptic soteriological means of final 
justification. So the traditional anthropocentric reading of n(onc; (5.5) is highly 
unlikely; it does not mean the Christian's faith in Christ as the human condition of 
attaining the hoped-for righteousness. Nor does it describe the Christian's life as a 
reenactment of the pattern of faithfulness grounded and revealed in Jesus. 58 Nor does 
it function as the psychological cause (i.e. the Christian's confidence) that makes 
Paul and the Galatians wait with eager longing for "the hoped-for righteousness. "59 
Rather it refers to the faith(fulness) of Christ which is the apocalyptic soteriological 
basis of justification. One important corollary should be noted. If it is correct that EK 
nCotEwc; in 3.24 and 5.5 means "through the faith(fulness) (of Christ)," then <'iLa 
nCotEwc; 'Irwou Xpwmu (2.16a), EK n(orEWc; Xpwmu (2.16b), EK n(orEwc; 'IT)oou 
Xpwwu (3.22), EK nCotEwc; (3.8), and 6La rf]c; n(orEwc; (3.26) which emerge in the 
context of justification and describe the instrument of justification almost certainly 
conform to the meaning of EK n(otEwc; in 3.24 and 5.5. But we will have to await till 
§6.3 for fuller confirmation of this corollary. 
6. 1. 2. The Meaning of n(onc; in 5.6 
As noted earlier, the opinio communis on the meaning of n(onc; at 5.6 is that 
it refers to the Christian's act of faith. According to the prevailing scholarly opinion, 
nConc; 6L' &yanT)c; EVEpyou~EVT) refers to the Christian's faith capable of expressing 
itself in love toward neighbour as an ethical principle of Christian behaviour. In what 
follows, I will set forth a creative thesis that swims against the traditional current, 
that is, that nConc; 6L' &.yanT)c; EVEPYOWEVT) refers to Christ's faithfulness working 
powerfully through his self-giving love to humanity on the cross. Indeed, there are 
significant observations to support the claim in light of immediate and broader 
contextual considerations. 
58 Pace Hays, Faith, 231-232. Hays' interpretation ofEK TTLatEw<; in 5.5 is inconsistent with 
his interpretation oHK rr[anw<; in 2.16, 3.11, and 3.22. 
59 Pace Martyn, Ga/atians, 472. 
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First, the concept of lTLanc;; as "power" can lead us to understand it in a 
different way from the consensus because in Galatians the concept of power is not so 
much concerned with the Christian's faith as with Christ's faithfulness. The two 
verbs taxuw and E:vEpyEw, of which TILanc;; is the subject, suggest that Paul 
understands TILanc;; as a salvific power60 It is important to note that the verb EVEpyEw 
itself usually has a supernatural connotation. K. W. Clark recognises this, but still 
understands lTLanc;; ( 5. 6) in terms of "human faith. "61 The fact that the verb itself is 
employed in Paul's letters to refer to effective divine and supernatural action points 
to lTLanc;; in 5.6 as a divine power working for justification62 The definition of lTLanc;; 
as "power" comes as a surprise. 63 It is indeed a surprise when lTLanc;; is understood as 
"human faith (in Christ)" because Paul never associates the concept of"power" with 
the Christian's faith in Galatians. But it is not surprising when lTLanc;; is taken as "the 
faith(fulness) (of Christ)." As indicated already, Paul describes lTLanc;; in terms of an 
apocalyptic and eschatological saving power that was revealed and intruded into the 
cosmos in order to set free those who are under the power of the law (3 .23-25)64 In 
5.6 lTLanc;; is also expressed as "power" nullifying the distinction between 
circumcision and uncircumcision (5.6). 65 It is quite important to recognise that in 
Galatians Paul associates "power" with Christ (1.4; 3.13; 4.4-5; 5.1; cf. 1 Cor 1.18, 
24 ). Paul understands Jesus' death on the cross as the power of salvation in Galatians 
(1.4; 3.13). In particular, that both the coming of lTLanc;; (3.23, 25) and the coming of 
Christ ( 4.4-5) are closely bound up with the redemption from the power of the law 
60 See Betz, Ga/atians, 263; Dunn, Ga/atians, 271; Kraftchick, "Ethos and Pathos," 239; 
Martyn, Galatians, 472; H. Paulsen, laxuw, EDNT2.208. 
61 K. W. Clark, "The Meaning of'ENEPfEQ and KATAPfEQ in the New Testament," JBL 
54 (1935), 93-101. 
62The saving work ofChrist for justification (2.17, 21; 3.13, 14; 4.4, 5) helps us understand 
"faith" not anthropologically but Christologically. 
63 So rightly Betz, Ga/atians, 263; Dunn, Ga/atians, 271. But most commentators have not 
paid attention to the concept of "power" present in the verbs (e.g. Schlier, Mufiner, Longenecker, 
Matera). 
64 Martyn, Galatians, 99. J. Haussleiter rightly points out the redeeming power of "faith" 
(Der Glaube Jesu Christi und der christliche G/aube (Erlangen: Leipzig, 1891), 177). This is cited 
from Kertelege, Rechtftrtigung bei Pau/us, 164, n. 18. 
65 Cf. Betz, Ga/atians, 263; Dunn, Galatians, 271; Martyn, Ga/atians, 472-473; Paulsen, 
laxuw, 2.208. The significance of the antithesis between "circumcision/uncircumcision" and rr(anc; 
in terms of"power" will be discussed in §7.2. 
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leads us to interpret n(onc; Christologically. It seems unlikely that human faith has 
soteriological power in Pauline theology66 Furthermore, if w<PEA~OEL (the subject of 
the verb is Christ) at 5.2 parallels Loxl>EL (the subject of the verb is faith) at 5.6,67 
n(onc; can be understood Christologically. It is likely, therefore, that Paul thinks of 
Christ's faith(fulness) as an eschatological and apocalyptic power defeating the 
power of the law (3.13; 5.1) and the power of the Jewish "circumcision vs. 
uncircumcision" value-system which dominates Jewish mind-set and community 
(5.6)68 It appears that Paul describes Christ's faith(fulness) manifested on the cross 
as heilsetzende Macht to save humankind from the power of the law (3.25) and the 
present evil age (1.4)69 Such an understanding is in accordance with Paul's 
understanding ofthe message of the cross (1 Cor 1.17-18) and Christ (1 Cor 1.24) as 
the power of God for salvation. These observations lead us to conclude, therefore, 
that n(onc; denotes Christ's faithfulness as a salvific power, not "human faith 
expressing itself through love." 
Second, Mulka's observation that in Paul's letters the subject of the verb 
EVEpyE:w is not usually closely bound up with a human element but with a spiritual 
and divine being further leads us to interpret n(onc; (5.6) from a different 
perspective. For the subject of the verb EVEpyE:w Mulka rightly notes, '1n sharp 
contrast to the active use, all nine verbal forms have an impersonal subject ... the 
subjects for the most part are connected with power and force, frequently of a nature 
that directly or indirectly penetrates the realm of the supernatural or other-worldly 
existence, as, e.g., sinful passions, death, faith, power, the mystery of iniquity, 
prayer."70 It is unlikely that n(onc; (which is the subject ofthe verb EVEpyEw) refers to 
the Christian's act of faith, because in Paul's letters most of the subjects of the verb 
are either spiritual powers (death, sinful passions, God's word) or divine beings 
§7.2.1. 
66 See Ziesler, Pauline Christianity, 80f, ll Of 
67 Lull, Spirit, 126, n. 196. 
68 For the interpretation of "circumcision/wtcircumcision" as a Jewish value-system, see 
69 Martyn (Ga/atians, 101) notes that Jesus' death on the cross that shows Christ's 
faithfulness is the powerful act in God's apocalyptic war. 
70 Mulka, "Fides Quae Per Caritatem Operatur," 180. 
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(God, Christ, the Spirit). 71 Thus it is likely that TILanc:; (which is the subject of the 
verb EvEpyEc.u) refers to Christ's faithfulness, not human faith in Christ. 72 
Third, Paul's three antitheses between circumcision and Christ (5.2-3 -eh. 
2), between the law and Christ (5.4- eh. 3), and between circumcision and the cross 
(5.11; 6.12-14- §7.3.4.) suggest that TILanc:; (5.6) (which is the antithesis of 
"circumcision/uncircumcision"f3 also can be interpreted in a Christological sense74 
In particular, the antithesis between "circumcision/uncircumcision" and TILanc:; OL' 
&:yaTIT)C:: EvEpyouiJ.EVT) can be interpreted in light of the contrast between circumcision 
and the cross, and the incompatibility between circumcision and Christ. 75 As we saw 
earlier, the two antitheses are closely bound up with the soteriological belief-system 
of justification. The antithesis between "circumcision/uncircumcision" and TILanc:; OL' 
&:yaTIT)C:: EVEpyouiJ.EVT) may well be equivalent to the contrast between circumcision 
and the cross. Moreover, the fact that in Galatians Paul usually puts Christ in 
antithesis with c ircu me ision ( 5. 2, 11 ; 6. 12, 14) suggests that 1T Car LC:: is to be 
understood not anthropologically (i.e. "human faith") but Christologically (i.e. 
"Christ's faithfulness"). It is thus reasonable to think that TILanc:; 6L' &:yaTIT)~ 
EVEpyoUIJ.EVT) functions as the complement to "Christ." 
Fourth, what does Paul have in mind by "love" at 5. 6? Does it refer to the 
love of God, the love of Christ, or the love of Christians? Interpreters have disputed 
the meaning of the word. Duncan takes "love" in 5.6 "primarily of God's love to 
71 The subject of the verb EVEpyf.w in Pauline letters are as follows: sinful passions (Rom 
7.5); the Spirit (1 Cor 12.11; cf. Eph 2.2); comfort (2 Cor 1.6); death (2 Cor 4.12); God (1 Cor 12.6; 
Gal 2.8; 3.5; Phil 2.13; cf. Eph 1.20; 3.20); God's word (1 Thes 2.I3); Christ (Eph 1.11); Christ's 
energy (Col I.29); mystery of lawlessness (2 Thes 2. 7). 
72 While Mulka ("Fides Quae Per Caritatem Operatur," I80) is right in pointing out that the 
subjects of the verb EVEpyf.w are connected with supernatural and divine power, it is odd that he 
seems to regard "human faith coming to expression through love" in 5.6 as a supernatural power. 
73 The antithesis between "circumcision/uncircumcision" and rr(an~ OL' O:yarrTJ~ E:vEpyolJ!lEVTJ 
will be dealt with in detail in the next chapter. 
74 The two antitheses between the law and Christ (2.2I) and between the law and rr(mL~ 
(2.I6; 3.23-26) might also be indicative of the possibility that rr(mL~ in contrast to "circumcision vs. 
uncircumcision" refers to "the faithfulness of Christ." 
75 While Dunn ("Circumcision," I 00, I 02) notes that 5.6 elaborates the Christ/ circumcision, 
cross/circumcision antitheses and in 5.6 the Christ/circumcision antithesis is reaffirmed, he 
understands rr(mL~ as the Christian's trust in Christ in terms of the sole "internal" ground of 
acceptance by God. In my view, it is not probable that "faith" is an "internal" ground of justification 
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man, rather than ofthe Christian's love for his neighbour."76 But most commentators 
have agreed that it refers to the Christian's act oflove. 77 No one has interpreted it as 
the love of Christ. Here I would like to suggest that ayaTIT) refers to Christ's love. 
There are two important considerations for the suggestion. (1) As we noted earlier, 
since 5.5-6 summarises and encapsulates themes in the previous section,78 it seems 
strange that Paul abruptly introduces the idea of "Christian love" because the concept 
is absent earlier in Galatians. As Galatians was being read aloud, 79 what would the 
Galatians have had in mind when Gal 5.6 was read? Was it believers' love or 
Christ's love? So far as Gal 1.1-5.5 has been read, they probably would never have 
envisaged the idea of believers' love through which their faith is expressed. As Betz 
rightly observes, it is surprising that Paul here introduces the notion of "love" as a 
concept of ethics, 80 because "love" as a concept of ethics is not discussed earlier. The 
intimate relationship between "human faith" and "Christian love" is nowhere else 
expounded in Galatians. 81 Rather he mentions the love of Christ in the previous 
section (2.20; cf 1.4; 3.13). (2) The combination of the idea of TILan<; and "love of 
Christ" occurring in 2.20 suggests that "love" in 5.6 refers to the love of Christ (cf 1 
Tim 1.14; 2 Tim 1.13). The phrase 1TLO'CL<; 6L' ayaTIT)<; EVEPYOl.Jj..lEVT) probably 
summarises the subject of Christ's faithful death on the cross and sacrificial love for 
the salvation of humanity, which he elaborated previously in Galatians ( cf 1.4; 2.20-
21; 3. 1, 13). 82 In short, "love" probably refers to the love of Christ, in which case 
because 5.6 is a reaffirmation or elaboration of the Christ/circumcision antithesis in terms of an 
"external" ground of justification. 
76 G. S. Duncan, The Epistle to the Galatians (London: Hodder, 1934), 157. 
77 This is a consensus among modem commentators (e.g. Betz, Bruce, Dunn, Ebeling, Fung, 
Longenecker, Matera, McKnight, Mufiner, Oepke, Schlier, Williams, Witherington). 
78 See Betz, Galatians, 261-262; Longenecker, Galatians, 221-222; Matera, Galatians, 185-
186. 
79 For the argument that silent reading was rare in antiquity, see G. N. Stanton, A Gospel for 
a New People (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1992), 73-76. 
80 Betz (Galatians, 263) notes that Paul's introduction of the notion of"love" as a concept of 
ethics is new at this point. 
81 Longenecker (Galatians, 229) notes that the idea is very rare concept in the undisputed 
Pauline corpus. 
82 Although many exegetes have observed the relationship between 2.20 and 5.6, they failed 
to see that iTLaHc; bL' aycYlTTjc; EVEPYOWEVTJ refers to Christ's faithfulness working through the love of 
Christ who gave himself for humanity. E.g. Betz, Galatians, 263; Burton, Galatians, 280; Dunn, 
Galatians, 271; Matera, Galatians, 189; J. Murphy-O'Connor, Paul (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1996), 204; Williarns, Galatians, 139. 
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TILan<; 6L' O:y&TIT]<; EVEPYOUIJ.EVTJ should mean "Christ's faith(fulness) working through 
his sacrificial love." 
Fifth, the fact that the argumentative situation of 5.6 is not so much 
concerned with how the individual can be justified as with what is the valid 
"external" soteriological basis of justification, might help us to understand TILan<; as 
Christ's faithfulness. As we shall argue later (§7.2.), the antithesis between 
"circumcision/uncircumcision" and TILan<; 6L' O:y&TIT]<; EVEPYOUIJ.EVTJ should be 
interpreted as two conflicting soteriological belief-systems (i.e. Jewish value-system 
of "circumcision/uncircumcision" vs. the gospel of the cross), not as two contrasting 
anthropological human acts (i.e. the act of circumcision vs. the act of faith coming to 
expression through love). The antithesis between "circumcision/uncircumcision" and 
TILan<; 6L' &.y&TIT]<; EVEpyoUIJ.EVTJ should be interpreted as a subset of the larger 
antithesis between the law and Christ. We should not fail to note that Paul contrasts 
between "circumcision/uncircumcision" and TILan<; 6L' O:y&TIT]<; EVEPYOUIJ.EVT] not as 
different ways of life or human act but as conflicting redemptive-historical powers 
(n LaxuEL). 83 The power to wage war against the power of "circumcision vs. 
uncircumcision" which determines and dominates the Jewish mind-set and 
community should be "Christ's faithfulness working through his love," not the 
Christian's faith in Christ. It is conceivable that Christ's faithfulness as a salvific 
power battles over the power of "circumcision/uncircumcision" and is victorious 
over it (5.6). The phrase E:v XpwtQ also suggests that the antithesis should be 
understood from a redemptive-historical perspective, not from an anthropological 
one. As noted earlier, the phrase E:v XpwtQ (5.6) is contrasted to E:v VO!J.c.p (5.4) as 
two incompatible redemptive-historical spheres in which believers are justified. For 
Paul Ev Xp Late.\) is the new redemptive-historical sphere in which the Jewish value-
system of "circumcision-uncircumcision" no longer operates but Christ's faithfulness 
revealed and intruded into human history is (cf. 3 . 23-25). 
Sixth, since TILan<; in 5.5 refers to "the faith(fulness) of Christ" (§6.1.1.), 
TILan<; in 5.6 should also be interpreted as "the faith(fulness) of Christ" because 
83 Both nEpL"rCJI.l.~ and aKpo~oo-do: are the subjects of the verb laxuw. 
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n(anc; in 5.6 refers back to n(anc; in 5.5. Although Matera understands n(anc; in 5.5 
in light of"the faithfulness of Christ" (2.16), he does not consider that n(anc; in 5.6 
might mean the same because he fails to recognise that n(anc; in 5.6 refers back to 
n(anc; in 5.5 and that 5.6 supports the argument of 5.5. 84 It is impossible that n(anc; 
in 5.5 and n(anc; in 5.6 should have different meanings because the latter is the 
logical complement to the former, as the explanatory ycip in 5.6 indicates. 
On the basis of immediate and broader contextual considerations of 5.6, we 
should note the significance of Gal 5.6 for the n(anc; Xpw"C'ou debate. Gal 5.6 is 
completely neglected evidence for the interpretation of n(anc; Xp LO"C'ou as "the 
faith(fulness) of Christ" in the history of the n(anc; Xpwwu debate. Even those who 
argue for the subjective genitive interpretation have failed to interpret n(anc; 6L' 
ayctTIT]t; EVEpyOI.l-lEVT] from a Christological perspective. While many exegetes have 
observed the relationship between 2.20 and 5.6,85 they failed to see that n(anc; 6L' 
ayctTIT]t; EVEPYOUf.LEVT] refers to Christ's faithfulness working through the love of Christ 
who gave himself for humanity. Rather, they have understood the phrase in terms of 
Christian ethical character that resembles the Christological model of faithfulness. 
However I have argued that both n(anc; and ayctTIT] should be interpreted in a 
Christological sense, i.e. Christ's faithfulness and Christ's love. The phrase n(anc; 
6L' ayctTIT]t; EVEpYOUf.LEVT] sums up the subject of Christ's faithful death on the cross 
and sacrificial love for the salvation of humanity, which he elaborated previously in 
Galatians (cf. 1.4; 2.20-21; 3.1, 13). 
6. 1. 3. Conclusion 
The contextual and exegetical study of 5.5-6 leads us to conclude that the 
n(anc; references in 5.5 and 5.6 refer to the faith(fulness) of Christ, not to the 
Christian's act of faith in Christ. In consideration of the character of n(anc; as an 
84 Matera, Galatians, 183. Matera's interpretation of lTLanc; in 5.6 is inconsistent with his 
interpretation of lTLanc; in 2.16, 3.22, and 5.5. He takes lTLanc; OL' ayalTT)c; EVEpyOUj..Lf.VT) as the 
Christian's faith expressing itself in love. 
85 E.g. Betz, Galatians, 263; Burton, Galatians, 280; Dunn, Galatians, 271; Longenecker, 
"Defming," 89; Matera, Ga/atians, 189; Mulka, "Fides Quae Per Caritatem Operatur," 188; 
Murphy-O'Connor, Paul, 204; Williams, Ga/atians, 139. 
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objectified eschatological and apocalyptic event (3.23-25), it probably refers not to 
the Christian's act of belief in Christ but to Christ's faithfulness. Since EX TILOTEwc;; in 
3.24 refers to "the faithfulness of Christ," then, EX TILOTEwc;; in 5.5 probably also 
means the faithfulness of Christ that is effective as a power for justification. 
Moreover, the concept ofTIConc;; as "power" (5.6; cf 3.24) leads us to the conclusion 
that it is not so much concerned with human faith as with Christ's faithfulness. As 
we observed above, the immediate literary context of 5.5-6 (i.e. antitheses) drives us 
to think that Paul does not have in mind the subjective human faith in Christ with 
TILonc;;. Paul's literary style (Paul's use of the verb EVEpyEw and the summarising 
nature of 5.2-6) also encourages us to interpret TILonc;; not anthropologically but 
Christologically. Furthermore, the foregoing study of 5.6 leads us to the conclusion 
that the phrase TILonc;; 6 L' &.yaTIT)c;; EVEpyou~EVT) should be interpreted not as an ethical 
principle of Christian behaviour but as an external soteriological basis of 
justification. In other words, TILonc;; 6L' &.yaTIT)c;; EVEpyou~EVT) is a topic in Paul's 
Christology, not in his anthropology. In short, TILonc;; 6L' &.yaTIT)c;; EVEpyo~EVT) is a 
formulaic summary that encapsulates the subject of Christ's obedient and self-giving 
death on the cross, which works powerfully for the salvation of humanity through his 
sacrificial love. 
6. 2. The Meaning of the Faith(fulness) of Christ 
In the foregoing study we came to conclusion that TILonc;; references in Gal 
5.5-6 refer to "the faith(fulness) of Christ." What then does "the faith(fulness) of 
Christ" mean? What does Paul have in mind by this phrase? The answer to the 
question is important for understanding "the faith(fulness) of Christ" as the basis or 
means of justification. The question is not easy to answer because Paul does not 
explain its meaning explicitly in Galatians. As we attempt to clarify the meaning of 
"the faith(fulness) of Christ," first we need to clarify the meaning of TILonc;; in 
relation to the subjective genitive Xp w-rou. Without attempting to investigate the 
cultural and semantic background of TILonc;;86 and the meanings of TILonc;; in early 
86 For the background, see Bultmann, mmEuw Kt A, TDNT 6.175-202. 
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Christian times, 87 it is sufficient to focus on the theological meaning of nCoru; in 
relation to the subjective genitive XpLOroD. Before we determine its meaning, it is to 
be remembered that n(onc; had been understood as a relational concept (between 
human and divine) both within and outside Judaism prior to the Christian era. 88 As 
Wallis rightly observes, in early Christian times n(onc; ranged semantically from 
"credulity over the existence of the divine to a fully-fledged personal relationship 
based upon God's perceived initiatives."89 In terms ofthe semantic range ofnConc;, it 
denotes assurance, confidence, reliance, trust, or belief when nConc; is employed it its 
active sense, and it means trustworthiness, reliability, fidelity, or faithfulness as it is 
used in its passive sense90 What we need to determine is whether nConc; in relation 
to Xp LOroD bears the active sense or the passive. Does n(onc; Xp LOroD refer to 
Christ's act of faith in someone (i.e. God), or to Christ's faithfulness to someone 
(e.g. God, humankind)? From the outset it is to be said that the former is to be 
excluded not only because it is not a prominent theme in Paul but also because Paul 
never employs Christ as the subject of the verb morEuw. Thus we can say that 
semantically, TT Cone; Xp LOroD refers to Christ's faithfulness or fidelity in relation to 
God or human beings. It is the fuller implication ofthe phrase that we need to clarify 
here. 
Most exegetes who argue for the subjective interpretation understand n(onc; 
XpLOroD in light of Christ's faithful death on the cross91 Notably, Hays claims, 
"n(onc; XpLOrou refers to Jesus' obedience to death on the cross. In other words, the 
meaning ofthe phrase is focused on the kerygma's narration ofhis self-giving death, 
87 For the meanings, see Wallis, The Faith, 9-23. 
88 Wallis, The Faith, 23. 
89 Wallis, The Faith, 23. 
90 Cf. BAGD; Louw-Nida. The word rr(an~ carries both active sense (faith) and passive 
(faithfulness) in Hellenistic Greek. Cf. Bultmann, mm:Euw KtA., TDNT 6.175-202; Hays, "IIIETI~," 
58. 
91 E.g. Campbell, "Romans 1.17," 267; Hays, "III~TI~," 49; M. J. Gorman, Cruciformity 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2001), 95-121; Hooker, "III~TI~ XPI~TOY," 331; B. Longenecker, 
Triumph, 97-98; R. Longenecker, "The Obedience of Christ in the Theology ofthe Early Church," 
in Reconciliation and Hope, 146-148; Martyn, Ga/atians, 271; Matera, Ga/atians, 94; Wallis, The 
Faith, 125-127; Witherington, Grace, 182. Interestingly, Williams ("Pistis," 444) takes rr(an~ 
XpLm:ou to refer to "Christ's openness to God," "the mode of personal existence which Christ 
pioneered." And later on he defines it as "that relationship to God which Christ exemplified, that life 
stance which he actualized" (p. 446). 
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not on the whole ministry of Jesus of Nazareth. This narrower punctiliar sense -
focused on the cross- is the only meaning supported by Paul's usage.'m Although 
Paul does not elaborate on the concept of Christ's faithfulness, in Galatians he 
describes the faithfulness of Christ obliquely in relation to Christ's sacrificial death 
on the cross (2.20; 5.6; cf. Rom 3.25). 
The close relationship between Christ's faithfulness and his self-giving death 
is found in Gal 2.20, where Paul says, E:v ·rrCotEL (w tfl tou ui.ou tou 8EOD wu 
!Xyn:n~on:vn)c; f..LE Kn:l. nn:pn:Mvwc; E:n:utov imE:p ~ou. Paul understands that the 
faithfulness of the Son of God is a characteristic of Christ, which is manifested in his 
love and self-giving death (cf Gal 1.4). 93 The relationship between the faithfulness 
of Christ and the death of Christ is also found in Gal 2. 21, where it can be recognised 
by the parallel between justification through the faithfulness of Christ (2.16) and 
righteousness through the death of Christ (2.21). Since 2.21 summarises Paul's 
previous argument (2.16-20), "righteousness through the law" is a summary of being 
justified by the works of the law, and righteousness through Christ's death is 
equivalent to being justified by the faithfulness of Christ. The parallel between 
"justification by Christ's faithfulness" and ''justification by Christ's death" is also 
present in Rom 5. Paul's statement that believers are justified by faith (5.1) parallels 
both "we have been justified by his blood" ( 5. 9) and "many will be made righteous 
by the obedience of Christ" (5.19). Justification by the faithfulness of Christ 
manifested through his sacrificial death on the cross is of a piece with justification by 
Christ's death on the cross. In light of these observations, it is probable that Paul 
understands the faithfulness of Christ in terms of Christ's death. 
Gal 5.6 is another text testifying that Paul had in mind Christ's sacrificial 
death when he speaks of the faithfulness of Christ. As argued already, nConc; cSL' 
&:ylinT]c; EVEpyouf..LEVT] means Christ's faithfulness working through his self-giving love 
on the cross. In other words, Christ's death on the cross is the manifestation of his 
faithfulness. In short, nConc; liL' !XylinT]c; EVEPYOUf..LEVT] is a summary description of 
92 Hays, "III~TI~," 59. 
93 Hays ("III~TI~," 55) rightly notes, "Jesus' act of giving himself up to death is precisely 
the act of burden bearing to which Paul refers when he speaks of 'the "TTI.an~ of the Son of God who 
loved me and gave himselffor me' (2.20)." 
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Christ's sacrificial self-giving love demonstrated by his atoning death on the cross. 
The same point is present in Rom 3.25 where Paul links Christ's faithfulness with 
the blood of Christ. Paul says, ov TipoE8Eto o 8Eoc;; lA.txo-r~p Lov OLa [-rf]c;;) TILO-rEwc;; E=v 
n~ txu-rou tx'Lf.Ltxn Elc;; EVOEL~LV -rf]c;; OLKIXLOO\JVT]c;; txu-rou. If TILonc;; refers to the 
faithfulness of Christ,94 Paul may well think that Christ's faithfulness was manifested 
in his blood i.e. in his death on the cross. In other words, Christ's death on the cross 
is the manifestation of his faithfulness. This interpretation is in harmony also with 
the Pauline idea that Christ's faithfulness to God is demonstrated by his obedience 
unto death (Phil 2. 5-11 ). Thus it is likely that TILonc;; Xp w-rou is a summary 
description of Christ's sacrificial self-giving love demonstrated by his atoning death 
on the cross95 
If TILonc;; Xpw-rou refers to Christ's faithfulness demonstrated by his death 
on the cross, does it refer to his faithfulness in relation to God, or his faithfulness to 
human beings, or both? Most commentators who argue for the subjective genitive 
interpretation ofTIConc;; XpLo-rou rightly understand Christ's own faithfulness in light 
of Christ's death in obedience to the will of God. 96 It is true that crucifixion is the 
mark of Christ's obedient faithfulness to God (bearing the curse of the law - Gal 
3.13; following the will ofGod- Gal1.4b). This is clearly indicated by Rom 5.19 in 
which Paul says, oux -rf]c;; tJTitxKof]c;; wu i:voc;; OLKIXLOL Ktxmom8~oovmL ol TioUoL. 
Evidently the one man refers to Jesus Christ and his obedience is to God. It is 
noteworthy that many will be made righteous by the obedience of Christ to the will 
of God which is manifested by his obedient death on the cross. 
But those exegetes who interpret Christ's faithfulness m terms of his 
obedient faithfulness to God seem to fail to understand it as a loving act of 
faithfulness to human beings as well, which is demonstrated by Christ's self-giving 
death and love for humanity. The point is found in 2.20. With a view to the close link 
94 Campbell (The Rhetoric, 65, 117) and Longenecker ("III~TI~ in Romans 3.25," 479-480) 
rightly argue that 1TLan<; in Romans 3.25 refers to Christ's faithfulness. 
95 Hays, "III~TI~," 49. 
96 E.g. Campbell ("Romans 1.17," 280-281, n. 45) understands the faithfulness of Christ as 
"his obedience and perseverance to the will of God, culminating in Calvary." Hays ("III~TI~," 37) 
understands it as "a loving act offaithfulness (TI(an<;) to God." See also Gorman, Cruciformity, 120; 
Johnson, "Romans 3.21-26 and the Faith of Jesus," 77-90. 
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between "the faithfulness of the Son of God" and his self-giving love to Paul, it is 
probable that Paul understood the former in terms of Christ's sacrificial love to 
human beings. Gal 5.6 is another text supporting the point. The point is expressed by 
TILonc; 6L' &ynTITJc; E:vEpyoq.LEVTJ, which Paul understood in terms of Christ's 
commitment and self-giving love to humanity. It is fair to say, therefore, that for 
PauiTILonc; Xpwwu refers to Christ's faithfulness in relation to both to God and to 
human beings. 
6. 3. The Antithesis between the Law and Christ's Faithfulness 
As noted earlier, it is the antithesis between the law and the faithfulness of 
Christ that Paul has in mind in 5.5. What did Paul intend his readers to understand by 
his summary reference to E.x TILonwc; (5.5)?97 How does Paul argue that not the law 
(and the works of the law) but the faithfulness of Christ is the sufficient 
soteriological basis of justification in his previous arguments? We will attempt to 
answer these questions through an exegesis of 2.16 and 3.21-26 where Paul 
formulates the antithesis explicitly. 
6. 3. 1. Gal 2.16 
Although scholarly optmon ts divided on the issue of the relationship 
between 2.11-14 and 2.15-21,98 it is widely accepted that 2.15-21 is Paul's 
restatement of the position he argued for at Antioch in the confrontation with 
"certain people came from James" (2.12) and Peter.99 While Paul's argument in 2.15-
21 is directly related to the Antioch incident, it is also connected to the crisis in 
97 As noted earlier, the phrase EK rr(anwc; recapitulates the various phrases l>ux rr(mEwc; 
'll]aou XpLmou (2.16a), EK TTLcrtEwc; XpLmou (2.16b), EK rr(atEwc; 'll]aou Xpwtou (3.22), and l>ux 
t~c; rr[mEwc; (3.26) which emerge in the context of justification and describe the instrument of 
justification. Paul restates the relationship between justification and faith in summary in 5.5. Cf 
Betz, Ga/atians, 262; Dunn, "Circumcision," 80. 
98 For the debate, see Kok, "Truth," 52-63. 
99 Notably, Barclay, Obeying, 76-77; Bruce, Galatians, 136; Dunn, Ga/atians, 132; 
Eckstein, Verheiflung und Gesetz, 3-4; Verseput, "Paul's Gentile Mission and the Jewish Christian 
Community," 51, n. 30. For a list of scholars, see Kok, "Truth," 52, n. 3. Contra Betz, "The Literary 
Composition and Function of Paul's Letter to the Galatians," 367-368; Brinsmead, Galatians, 51-52; 
Ziesler, Galatians, 21. 
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Galatia. 100 Even though there is a difference between the Antioch incident and the 
crisis in Galatia in terms of specific issues at stake, the common issue is: what is the 
soteriological basis for the inclusion of the Gentiles into the people of God? 
Probably "certain people came from James" (2.12) required the Jewish Christians to 
observed the food laws and so, by implication, "compelled" the Antiochian 
Christians to adopt the Jewish way of life, specifically requiring them to observe the 
food laws (2.14). 101 So too, as argued already, the agitators in Galatia urged the 
Galatian believers to accept circumcision (5.2; 6.12-13) and to keep calendric 
regulations (4.10). Thus it could be said that both the men from James in Antioch 
and the agitators in Galatia argued that Gentile Christians could only be full 
members of the people of God through "the works of the law" in particular, food 
laws and circumcision. 
In Gal 2. 16-21, then, Paul attempts to tackle the common issue both in 
Antioch and in Galatia whether or not Gentile believers must adopt the cultural 
practices of Jews such as circumcision and the food laws in order to be genuine 
members of the people of God. Against the Jewish Christian teaching that Gentile 
Christians can be part of God's covenant people by the works ofthe law, Paul argues 
that ELMrEc; [liE] on ou OLKIXLOl)'t'IXL &v8pwnoc; E~ Epywv VO~-.LOU E.:av 1-L~ OLa TILO't'EWc; 
'lT)aou Xp wrou, KIXL ~1-.LEic; ELc; Xp wrov 'IT)aouv ETILO't'EOOIX!-LEV, '(v!X OLKIXLW8W~-.LEV El< 
TILO't'EWc; XpLO't'OU KIXL OUK E~ Epywv VO~-.LOU, on E~ Epywv VO~-.LOU ou OLKIXLW8~0HIXL 
mxa!X a&p~ (2.16). On the basis of a dogmatic proposition that is widely accepted, 102 
Paul claims that the valid means by which any human being (&vepwnoc;) can have a 
right relationship with God is not EPYIX v61-1ou but (or but only) nCanc; Xp wrou103 It 
100 For a list of scholars who think that Paul wrote 2.15-21 with the Galatian situation in 
mind, see Smiles, Gospel, 103, n. 1. 
101 See Dunn, "The Incident at Antioch," in JPL, 158. 
102 Munck (Paul and the Salvation of Mankind, 126) comments on the usage of t:li>Onc; (and 
o'(t'i!XJ..LEV) in the NT: "The formula that Paul uses to introduce the view of Peter and the other Jewish 
Christians, t:lM·m; (or o'(t'i!XJ..LEV), occurs frequently in his letters, usually introducing a dogmatic 
proposition as something commonly known." Similarly, BAGD (p. 556) notes, "The formula 
o'(t'i!XJ..LEV oH is frequently used to introduce a well-known fact that is generally accepted." 
Longenecker (Galatians, 83) also observes, "The appearance of oH, which is probably a oH 
recitativum, signals that what follows could even be set in quotes as something widely affirmed." 
103 On the dispute about whether to take f.&v fl~ in 2.16 in an exceptive or adversative sense, 
see Dunn "New Perspective on Paul," 212, n. 9; Kok, "Truth," 149-154; Martyn, Galatians, 264, n. 
158; Raisanen, "Galatians 2.16," 543-553; W. 0. Walker, Jr. "Translation and Interpretation off.&v 
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is important to note that in contrast to the traditional Jewish distinction between Jews 
(i.e. the people of God) and Gentile sinners before God, with the word &v8pw1Toc; 
(micra oO:.p~ - Rom 3.20) Paul implies that there is no distinction between Jew and 
Gentile before God in relation to justification. In other words, for Paul the identity of 
Jews is not advantageous before God and the works of the law are not the 
soteriological basis of justification as Jews maintained. Why does Paul hold that not 
Epyct VOf.iOU but lTLonc; Xpwwu is the legitimate soteriological basis of justification 
of humanity? 
In order to answer this question, first we have to clarify the meaning of the 
phrases lTLonc; Xpw-roO and Epyct VOflOU. Earlier in this chapter we suggested that the 
meaning of lTLonc; Xpw-roO in 2.16 is the faithfulness of Christ demonstrated by 
Christ's obedient self-giving death on the cross. 104 The immediate context of 2.16 
supports the suggestion. After 2.16, Paul says in 2.17, EL OE (T)toOvtEc; OLKctLw8i)vctL 
E:v Xpw-rQ. Here it is striking that justification EK lTLOtEwc; Xpw-rou is equivalent to 
justification E:v Xp w-rQ. 105 In consideration of the fact that the same subject ("we") 
and the same verb OLKctLC)w are employed both in 2.16 and 2.17, it is difficult to think 
that in 2.16 and 2.17 two different bases of justification are depicted; in both 2.16 
and 2.17 Paul argues that not the law (and the works of the law) but Christ is the 
soteriological basis of justification. Consequently, lTLonc; XpwtoO should be 
understood Christologically, not anthropologically. Gal 2.21 reinforces this 
interpretation because it expresses that justification comes not through the law but 
through the death of Christ (EL yap [na VOf.iOU OLKctlOO\JVT), &pet Xpw-roc; owpECxV 
IXTIE8ctvEv ). As commentators rightly observed, 106 the antithesis between Torah and 
Christ in 2.21 b is reminiscent of the contrast between Epyct VOf.iOU and lTLonc; 
fl~ in Galatians 2: 16," JBL 116 (1997), 515-520. In either cases ~pya v<lflou and TI(an~ Xp L<rrou are 
contrasted as two incompatible bases of justification, which is clearly indicated in the latter half of 
2.16 ((va OLKaLw9wwv EK TIL<J!EW~ XpLa-rou Ka:l. ouK E~ ~pywv VOf.LOU). 
104 However, the majority of commentators have taken TILan~ Xp La-rou constructions in 2.16 
as objective genitive, referring to the Christian's act of faith in Christ. E.g. Betz, Ga/atians, 117-
118; Bruce, Ga/atians, 139-140; Burton, Ga/atians, 121; Dunn, Ga/atians, 138-139; Fung, 
Galatians, 115; MuBner, Galaterbrief, 170; Schlier, Galater, 93. 
105 Cf. Betz, Galatians, 119; Burton, Ga/atians, 124; Schlier, Galater, 93. 
106 E.g. Betz, Galatians, 126; Cosgrove, Cross, 143; Fung, Ga/atians, 125; Guthrie, 
Galatians, 91; Longenecker, Ga/atians, 95. 
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Xpwwu. Since Christ is described as the soteriological basis for the inclusion of 
believing Gentiles, it is likely that nCon~ Xp wwu is not so much concerned with the 
internal ground of justification (i.e. human faith) as with the external soteriological 
ground (i.e. Christ's faithfulness). It is also noteworthy that Paul often associates 
Christ, instead of the faith of Gentile Christians, with the inclusion of believing 
Gentiles into the people ofGod (3.14, 28-29; 4.5). 
Furthermore, if the letter as a whole is characterised by the antithesis 
between "human act" (the works of the law- 2.15-3.5) and "divine act" (God's 
saving act through Christ and the Spirit and Jesus' death on the cross- 3.23-4. 7), 107 
it is unlikely that Paul contrasts Epya VOIJ.OU (human act) with the Christian's act of 
faith (human act). 108 Rather it is more likely that Paul contrasts Epya VOIJ.OU (human 
act) and Christ's faithfulness (divine act). As Martyn correctly argues, "Paul sees an 
antinomy between Law observance and the faithful death of Christ: they are 
opposites in the sense that the former is a human deed, impotent to rectify, whereas 
the latter and the latter alone is God's active power to set things right."109 On the 
basis of the foregoing observations, we can conclude that nCon~ Xpwwu in 2.16 
refers to the faithfulness of Christ. 110 Let us then turn to the meaning ofEpya voj.wu. 
As we saw earlier, III the phrase Epya VOIJ.OU has attracted the attention of 
many scholars. Commentators have proposed various explanations for the phrase. 
According to Mijoga, there are six proposals. 112 
( 1) "Epya VOIJ.OU: Legalistic works-righteousness 
107 Cf. Martyn, Ga/atians, 286-289, 476; Matera, Galatians, lOO. 
108 Martyn (Galatians, 271) convincingly argues "The antinomy of Gal 2.16, then- erga 
nomou versus pistis Christou - is like all of the antinomies of the new creation. It does not set over 
against one another two human alternatives, to observe the Law or to have faith in Christ. The 
opposites, as one sees from Gal 1.1 onward, are an act of God, Christ's faithful death, and an act of 
human being, observance ofthe Law." 
109 Martyn, "Events in Galatia," 165. 
110 So rightly, Cummins, Crucified, 198-201; Hays, Faith, 175; Jervis, Galatians, 21-23, 69; 
Kok, "Truth," 126-133; Longenecker, "Defming," 79-83; Martyn, Galatians, 251, 263-275; Matera, 
Galatians, 100-102; Wallis, The Faith, 105-106; Williams, Galatians, 67-68; M. Winger, By What 
Law? The Meaning of N~cx; in the Letters of Paul (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1992), 139-141. For a 
recent defence of the subjective genitive interpretation against Dunn's objection to the view, see 
Witherington, Grace, 178-182. 
111 See eh. I, n. 38. 
112 For a comprehensive historical survey of literature, Mijoga, "The Pauline Notion of 
'Deeds ofthe Law'," 6-70. 
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(2)"Epya VOj.lOU: Getting in and staying in the covenant 
(3)"Epya voj.lou: Boundary/identity markers (badges) 
(4)"Epya v6j.lou: A subjective genitive 
( 5) "Epya VOj.lOU: Social and Cultural Achievements 
(6)"Epya v6j.lou: Regulations ofthe law 
Since it is beyond the scope of the present study to survey these interpretive trends 
and Paul's usage of the phrase in the Pauline corpus, 113 it is sufficient to ascertain the 
reason why Paul considers Epya voj.lOU an invalid means of justification by clarifying 
the meaning ofEpya voj.lOU in Gal2.16 in light ofthe contextual analysis of2.16. 
Traditionally it has been understood that Paul denies Epya voj.lou as a 
legitimate basis of justification because salvation cannot be achieved by meritorious 
works-righteousness. 114 The traditional view presupposes that first century Judaism 
was a legalistic religion which maintained that one could earn God's favour on the 
basis of meritorious works ofthe law. Some have understood that the attempt to keep 
the law as a means of justification is sinful. 115 But, as noted earlier, 116 the traditional 
view has come under severe criticism notably by K. Stendahl, E. P. Sanders, J. D. G. 
Dunn, H. Raisanen, and F. Watson. The challenge of recent studies has resulted in a 
"paradigm shift" in understanding Paul's view of first century Judaism. According to 
the "new perspective," since the whole of Israel's religion was based on God's 
election of Israel as the people of God, membership of the covenant community 
depends not on keeping the deeds prescribed by the law but on God's gracious 
113 For the study, see Mijoga, "The Pauline Notion of 'Deeds of the Law'." In Paul's letters 
the phrase ~pya v4Lou occurs eight times (Gal2.16 (three times); 3.2, 5, 10; Rom 3.20, 28). 
114 With regard to the meaning ofEpya v4tou, Luther ("Lectures on Galatians," 122) writes 
that "for Paul 'works of the Law' means the works of the entire Law." According to Luther, Epya 
v61-1ou refers to the works of the decalogue and the ceremonial laws. Luther thought that Paul 
rejected Epya v4tou as a means of justification because justification by Epya v4Lou implies salvation 
by human act of the meritorious works of the law. Burton (Ga/atians, 120) argues, "By Epya v4Lou 
Paul means deeds of obedience to formal statutes done in the legalistic spirit, with the expectation of 
thereby meriting and securing divine approval and award." See also Bruce, Ga/atians, 137; C. H. 
Cosgrove, "The Mosaic Law Preaches Faith," WFJ 41 (1978-79), 146-148 [146-164]; C. Crowther, 
"Works, Work and Good Works," ExpT 81 (1969-70), 166-171; Fuller, "Paul and 'the Works of the 
Law'," 33; Longenecker, Ga/atians, 86; Schreiner, "Works ofthe Law in Paul," 218-220. 
115 Bultmann (Theology, 1.264) writes, "Because man's effort to achieve his salvation by 
keeping the Law only leads him into sin, indeed this effort itself in the end is already sin." 
Kiisemann (Romans, 103) notes that works of the law are condemned as "higher form of godlessness 
than transfession of the law." For a bibliography, see Kok, "Truth," p. 118, n. 22. 
11 See eh. 1. 
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election. 117 Furthermore, the argument that Paul's problem with E.pya VOIJOU is human 
weakness and inability to fulfil the law perfectly is doubtful. 118 As noted earlier, for 
first century Judaism the perfect observance of the law was not impossible. 119 Paul 
himself says in Phi] 3. 4-6 that he kept the law "without blemish. "120 Paul's criticism 
of his own righteousness coming from the law is not that he was guilty of "the 
attitudinal sin of self-righteousness," 121 but that he put confidence in the flesh, i.e. his 
privileges as a Jew which are rendered inoperative through the righteousness coming 
from God through the faithfulness of Christ (Phil 3.9). 122 Moreover, the traditional 
view is unlikely in light of the immediate literary context of 2. 16 in which Paul first 
introduced E.pya VOIJOU into the argument. In the preceding context, the explicit issues 
are circumcision (2.1-10) and dietary regulations and table-fellowship (2.11-14). Gal 
2.16-21 is not so much concerned with how individuals can earn enough merit to be 
declared righteous (meritorious deeds of the law or faith in Christ) as with what is 
the valid soteriological basis on which Gentiles enter the people of God (the law or 
God's grace and Christ - 2. 21 ). 123 The issue of meritorious works-righteousness and 
the question of human inability to fulfil all the requirements of the law do not seem 
to be the issues at all in Galatians. What then was Paul denying? 
While commentators' proposals in regard to the meaning and significance of 
the phrase E.pya VOIJOU are various according to their emphasis or focus, most 
scholars agree that E.pya VOIJOU refers to the deeds prescribed by the law. 124 As we 
117 See Sanders, PPJ; Dunn, "Perspective." 
118 Pace e.g. Cranfield, '"The Works of the Law' in the Epistle to the Romans," 100-101; G. 
N. Davies, Faith and Obedience in Romans (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1990), 115-127; Gundry, 
"Grace," 12-23; Moo, "Law, Works of the Law, and Legalism in Paul," 90-99; Schreiner, '"Works 
of the Law' in Paul," 217-244; F. Thielman, From Plight to Solution (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1989) 28-
45, 59-72; Westerholm, Israel's Law, 109-130. 
119 See e.g. Cranford, "The Possibility of Perfect Obedience," 242-258; E. P. Sanders, "On 
the Question of Fulfilling the Law in Paul and Rabbinic Judaism," in Donum Gentilicium, edited by 
E. Bammel, et al (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1978), 103-126. 
120 Riiisanen (Paul, 106) argues that Paul kept the law perfectly. See also Sanders, PUP, 23, 
77-78, 80. 
121 See Sanders, PUP, 44. 
122 See §3.2.2.2. 
123 So rightly scholars in eh. 1, n. 28. 
124 Betz (Galatians, 116) argues that it means "doing and fulfilling the ordinances of the 
Torah." Bruce (Galatians, 137) takes it as "the actions prescribed by the Law" and Reumann 
(Righteousness, 55) "the requirements of the Law." Moo ("Law, Works ofthe Law, and Legalism in 
Paul," 92) remarks that it refers to "actions performed in obedience to the law, works which are 
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attempt to understand why Paul rejects Epya VOf.LOU in 2.16, we need to know what 
are the specific references of Epya VOflOU in view; for the references are closely 
bound up with the meaning and significance of the phrase and the reason why Paul 
denies them. We need to understand the meaning of the phrase in light of the specific 
issues at stake in Antioch and Galatia. On the basis of the contextual analysis of the 
Jerusalem incident (2. 1-10) and the Antioch incident (2.11-14 ), Dunn rightly 
concludes, "We may justifiably deduce, therefore, that by 'works of the law' Paul 
intended his readers to think of particular observances of the law like circumcision 
and the food laws." 125 On the basis of contextual analysis of Paul's Epya VOf.LOU in 
Galatians, Mijoga also concludes. 
"In conclusion, circumcision, dietary regulations, and observance of the Jewish calendar are 
specifically mentioned in Galatians. These practices refer to "deeds of the law." However, these 
are not the only things that constitute "deeds of the law." But as used in Galatians, the phrase 
"deeds of the law" is a blanket expression covering circumcision, dietary laws, calendaric 
observance. These are examples with which Paul had to deal. The agitators have been 
emphasizing these characteristic Jewish practices. Hence Paul is bringing them up."126 
When Galatians was being read aloud, the Galatians probably thought of 
circumcision and food laws as the references of Epya VOflOU because these were 
mentioned in the immediately preceding context (2.1-14) and circumcision was 
advocated by the agitators (5.2; 6.12-13). 127 While Epya VOflOU in Galatians is not a 
technical term referring only to circumcision and food laws, 128 as Dunn rightly 
commanded by the law." Mijoga ("The Pauline Notion of 'Deeds of the Law'," 213) also interprets 
it as "the deeds prescribed by the Mosaic Law." NRSV translates it as "works or deeds prescribed by 
the law" (Ram 3.20, 28). Martyn (Galatians, 261) understands it as "observance of God's Law." 
Interestingly, Bachmann ("Rechtfertigung und Gesetzeswerke bei Paulus," 14) argues that it refers 
to "die Regelungen des Gesetzes selber." See also Cranfield, '"The Works ofthe Law' in the Epistle 
to the Romans," 89-101; Das, Paul, 157-158; Raisanen, Paul, 177 and scholars he quotes inn. 77; 
Schreiner, "'Works of the Law' in Paul," 225. 
125 Dunn, "Perspective," 191; idem, TPA, 354-359. Those agreeing with Dunn include: 
Boyarin, A Radical Jew, 53-56, 275-276; Matera, Galatians, 93, 99; R. B. Hays, "Three Dramatic 
Roles," in Paul and the Mosaic Law, 152-153; Raisanen, "Galatians 2.16," 545; A F. Segal, Paul 
the Convert (New Haven: Yale University press, 1990), 123-125; M. Silva, "The Law and 
Christianity," WIJ 53 (1991), 339-353; N. T. Wright, "Romans and the Theology of Paul," in 
Pauline Theology vol. 3, edited by D. M. Hay and E. E. Johnson, 30-67 (Minneapolis: Fortress, 
1995), 41. 
126 Mijoga, "The Pauline Notion of 'Deeds of the Law'," 182. 
127 Winger, By What Law? 138. 
128 Cf. Mijoga ('The Pauline Notion of 'Deeds of the Law'," 146) argues that Epya vo~ou 
are not restricted to issues like circumcision, food laws, and sabbath observance as 4QMMT 
demonstrates. See also Stanton, "The Law of Moses and the Law of Christ," 103-104; Witherington, 
Grace, 176. Note: Dunn ("Yet Once More- 'The Works of the Law'," 100-102) did not claim that 
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argues, "Whatever else he had in mind when he wrote of 'works of the law' in Gal 
2:16, Paul certainly had in mind circumcision and food laws" (his italics). 129 
Why then does Paul find fault with Epya v611ou such as circumcision and 
food laws? It has been often suggested that Paul's objection to these Jewish cultural 
practices is closely bound up with Jewish national identity and hence exclude 
Gentiles (i.e. the social function of the law). 130 Notably, Dunn insists, "it still seems 
to me impossible to avoid the strong inference here that the works ofthe law in view 
were seen as important by the Jewish traditionalists for what I have called their 
'boundary defining function'." 131 The works of the law functioning as an identity-
confirming and boundary-defining marker can be substantiated by the parallel 
between :1i1n;, ~iLJlJ"t:l in the Dead Sea Scrolls (e.g. 1QS 5.21, 23; 6.18; 4QFlor 1.1-7), 
in particular, in 4QMMT and Epya v611ou (2.16). 132 Both 4QMMT and Galatians 
have similarities on the point that both are polemical letters133 containing legal and 
~pyo: v4J.ou denotes only circumcision, dietary restrictions and Sabbath keeping. Rather he (JPL, 4) 
remarks that ~pyo: vo~ou does not mean "only circumcision, food laws and sabbath, but the 
requirements of the law in general, or, more precisely, the requirements laid by the law on the 
Jewish people as their covenant obligation and as focused in these specific statutes." Recently Dunn 
(TPA, 355) states, "we should define 'works of the law' as what the law required of Israel as God's 
people." 
129 J. D. G. Dunn, "Noch Einmal 'Works of the Law'," in Fair Play, edited by I. 
Dunderberg, et al (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 2002), 276. 
130 See e.g. Barclay, Obeying, 82; Boers, "We Who Are by Inheritance Jews; Not From the 
Gentiles, Sinners," 273-281, especially, 279; Dunn, "New Perspective" and "Works ofthe Law" in 
JPL; Hansen, Abraham, 102; B. W. Longenecker, Eschatology and the Covenant (Sheffield: JSOT 
Press, 1991), 201-202, 205-206; 212-213; Matera, Galatians, 93, 99; Raisiinen, Paul, 162-177; 
Sanders, PUP, 17-64; Tyson, '"Works of the Law' in Galatians," 430-431; Watson, PJG, 63-67, 
129-130, 139-141. Contra e.g., Cranfield, '"The Works of the Law' in the Epistle to the Romans," 
89-101; Schreiner, "Works of the Law in Paul," 217-244; idem, The Law and Its Fuljillment, 41-71. 
131 Dunn ("Noch Einmal," 279-284) defends his earlier argument effectively against the 
challenge of Bachmann ("4QMMT und Galaterbrief, ma 'ase hatorah und ERGA NOMOU," 91-
113). See also Dunn, JPL, 223. 
132 For the connection between the thought of 4QMMT and Paul's argumentation in 
Galatians, see M. Abegg, "Paul, 'Works of the Law' and MMT," BAR 20.6 (1994), 52-55; J. D. G. 
Dunn "4QMMT and Galatians," NTS 43 (1997), 147-153; J. Kampen, "4QMMT," in Reading 
4QMMT, edited by J. Kampen and M. J. Bernstein (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1996), 138-139; 
Mijoga, "The Pauline Notion of 'Deeds of the Law'," 126-132. On the basis of the connection, M. 
Earth's (Ephesians, 1.246) observation "The nature of 'works oflaw' (which cannot be defined with 
the aid of LXX, Qumran, Apocalypticists, Tannaites) must be elucidated by the only group of 
documents in which they are mentioned" should be disputed. 
133 There is little doubt that Galatians is a polemical letter. According to E. Qimron and J. 
Strugnell, 4QMMT is also a polemical document: "The existence of a polemic in MMT is, in itself, 
of great historical significance" (Miq~at Ma 'ase Ha-Torah: Qumran Cave 4, V DJD 10 (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1994), 115 
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hortatory sections. 134 It is important to note that in both documents "works of the 
law" are required in order to be counted righteous ( 4QMMT C 31; Gal 2.16). 135 In 
other words, doing "the deeds of the law" is associated with becoming full members 
both of the Qumran community ( 4QMMT) and of the community of God's people 
(Galatians). Furthermore, just as the Qumran community separated themselves from 
the rest of the people who, in the writer's view, were disobeying the Mosaic law 
(4QMMT C 7-8), so Peter and Barnabas separated themselves separate the 
Antiochians who did not observe the food law (2.12-13). 136 In both documents 
"works of the law" plays an identity-confirming and boundary-defining function that 
distinguishes each group from others of Israel or others of faith. Both groups of 
separatists were regarding "works of the law" as a requirement for being reckoned 
righteous by God. Since the parallel between the two is immediate and important, 137 
it is likely that Epya. VOf.iou (2.16) refers to "works of the law'' understood both as the 
identity marker of the covenant community and as a condition of full membership in 
the people of God. 138 
This interpretation ofEpya. VOf.!OU fits very well with the issue ofEpya. VOf.!OU 
in Galatians. Circumcision and food laws, which are the specific references ofEpya. 
VOf.iOU in Galatians, function both as an identity-confirming and boundary-defining 
marker and as a condition of full membership in God's people. As indicated already, 
134 It is widely acknowledged that Gal3.1-5.12 (or 4.31) is theprobatio and Ga15.13-6.10 is 
the exhortatio of Galatians (§8.2.5.). J. Strugnell observed that 4QMMT has both sections ('MMT: 
Second Thought on a Forthcoming Edition," in The Community of the Renewed Covenant, 57-73 
(Notre Dame, IN: University ofNotre Dame Press, 1994), 61. 
135 See Dunn "4QMMT," 151-152. 
136 See Dunn "4QMMT," 147-148. 
137 See Dunn "4QMMT," 147-153; Mijoga, "The Pau1ine Notion of 'Deeds of the Law'," 
182-185. Against N. T. Wright's critique ("Paul and Qumran," Bible Review 14/5 (1998), 18, 54) 
that the parallel between Paul' use of ~pya VOf.LOU and 4QMMT C 27 is disproportionate, Dunn 
("Noch Einmal," 286) rightly argues, "Despite Wright, that parallel between MMT and Galatians is 
close and significant. Not because the specific issues/rulings/halakhoth/practices in view were the 
same. But because the attitude and concerns expressed in the phrase 'works of the law' were the 
same." This statement could be a proper response to J. A Fitzmyer's criticism to Dunn's thesis: "it 
is difficult to see how the restriction of the phrase that Paul uses can be understood in Dunn's sense 
("Paul's Jewish Background and the Deeds of the Law," in According to Paul (M ahwah, N J: Paulist, 
1993), 23). 
138 In light of the Greco-Roman literature of Paul's time in which circumcision and food 
laws were widely regarded as characteristically and distinctively Jewish, Dunn ("Perspective," 192) 
persuasively argues that circumcision and food laws "functioned as identity markers, they served to 
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the agitators demanded the Galatians be circumcised because circumcision IS an 
important identity marker of the covenant people (§2.1.1.) and a requirement for 
proselytes to be authentic members of the covenant community (§2.1.2.). Peter's 
separation from the Antiochian Gentile Christians (2.12) indicates that the men from 
James required the Antiochians to keep dietary regulations if they were to be 
accepted as genuine members ofthe people of God and to have table-fellowship with 
them. In short, for the Gentile believers Epya VOf.!OU, in particular circumcision and 
food laws, were required in order for them both to have fellowship with believing 
Jews (like "certain people came from James" (2.12) and Peter) and to be fully-
approved members ofthe covenant community. 139 
Here it is important to note that the soteriological function ofEpya VOf.!OU as a 
condition ofbecoming authentic members of God's people is an important reason for 
P I' b' . " I !40 F J " I au s o ~ection to Epya VOf.!OU. or ews Epya VOf.!OU were not entrance 
requirements into the covenant because the covenant was established before the law 
and they were born into a people already in covenant relationship with God!41 For 
the covenant people keeping Epya VOf.!OU was necessary for "staying in" the covenant. 
In contrast, for the Gentiles "getting in" was on the basis of keeping Epya VOf.!OU 
because they could not enter into the covenant without becoming proselytes through 
the observance of the deeds of the law, especially circumcision (§2.1.2.). 142 The issue 
ofEpya VOf.!OU in Galatians is not so much concerned with how Jews should "stay in" 
the covenant community as with how Gentiles (liv8pwTioc;;) should "get in" the 
identify their practicioners as Jewish in the eyes of the wider public, they were the peculiar rites 
which marked out the Jews as that peculiar people." 
139 Dunn ("Noch Einmal," 279) rightly concludes: "In short, whatever else Gal 2:16 may 
mean or may be taken to mean, it certainly was intended to warn against 'works of the law' as 
constituting or erecting barriers to the free extension of God's grace to the Gentiles. The phrase did 
not include any thought evident on the surface of the argument that 'works of the law' were 
necessary to gain initial acceptance by God. What Paul objected to was the thought that the law, as 
expressed particularly in or epitomised by circumcision and food laws, continued to be a sine qua 
non requirement for believing Jews in governing their acceptance of and relations with believing 
Gentiles, or in a word, that works of the law were necessary in addition to faith in Christ." 
140 It appears that those who argue for the social function of £pya VOf.LOU have not paid 
sufficient attention to the soteriological function of£pya v4-Lou. 
141 So Hong, Law, 140, 189. 
142 For the Jewish idea that Gentiles could enter fully into the religious community of Israel 
by circumcision and observation of the Torah, see Schiirer, The History of the Jewish People in the 
Age of Jesus Christ (175 B. C. -A.D. 135), vol. Ill, part 1, 148-176. Cf §2.1.2. 
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covenant people of God (2.16). 143 The issue of justification not through Epya VOI-!OU 
but through the faithfulness of Christ is about the requirement or condition of 
"getting in" the community of God's people because Epya VOI-!OU, in particular 
circumcision was demanded by the agitators in order for the Galatians enter into 
God's people (§2.1.2). In short, Paul rejects the works of the law because the 
agitators argued that it is necessary for Gentile believers to observe the works ofthe 
law in order to be saved. 144 
In light of the observations above, we can find the reason why Paul opposes 
Epya VO!-!OU such as circumcision and dietary regulations in Galatians. Paul attacks 
Epya VOI-!OU functioning as the legal and social boundary excluding Gentiles and 
protecting Israel from outsiders. 145 In consideration of the fact that Epya vol-!ou 
appears in a rhetorical context where the question of the inclusion of the Gentiles is 
the issue at stake, the key to Paul's critique ofEpya vo11ou such as circumcision and 
food laws lies with the fact that they are the conditions of full membership of the 
people ofGod and thus deny the sufficiency ofChrist's faithfulness for justification. 
143 Noting that "righteousness by faith, not by law still has to do with transfer to, or 
membership in, the body of those who will be saved" (p. 43), Sanders (PUP, 48) rightly argues that 
Paul is "against making acceptance of the law a condition of membership in the body of those who 
will be saved." However, Gundry-Volf (Paul and Perseverance, 205-206) argues against Sanders by 
saying, "But the thrust of Paul's argument in Galatians seems to suggest instead that the issue was 
how to "stay in." Laato (Paul and Judaism, 175) also argues, "It is not in the Epistle to the Galatians 
a matter of whether the Gentiles must accept the Jewish law with the intent of entering the people of 
God. It is rather a matter of whether the Gentiles in the intention of staying in the people of God 
should subordinate themselves to Jewish customs." Similarly Cosgrove, Cross, 12; Gundry, "Grace, 
Works, and Staying Saved in Paul," 11. It is true that one of Paul's purposes in Galatians is to 
persuade the Galatians to remain in salvation until its consummation (5.4-5). However, Gundry-Volf 
and Laato show little awareness to the fact that the crucial issue between Paul and the agitators is 
whether the Galatians must accept circumcision and the law (entrance requirements into the 
covenant community) in order to become the covenant people of God; for them salvation is within 
the boundary ofthe law exclusively within which Israel exists. For further see §2.1.2 and §3.1.2.3. 
144 See Kruse, Paul, 67-69. 
145 Tyson ('"Works of the Law' in Galatians," 429) rightly notes, "He [Paul] was surely 
aware that food laws and circumcision served as signs of exclusivism and separation. They were 
understood as objective markings for God's chosen people and signs of election." According to 
Dunn, Epya v4Lou "denotes the attitude of covenantal nomism as typically understood in the Second 
Temple Judaism in general, as focused in the principal identity-confirming and boundary-defining 
acts Oike circumcision and food laws), since they excluded the Gentile by definition" (The Partings, 
138). Cf. Dunn, "Noch Einmal," 277-278. For the exclusivistic social function of the law, see 
Donaldson, Paul, 172; Dunn, JPL, 215-236; Meeks, First Urban Christians, 97; J. Neusner, 
Judaism (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1981), 72-75. 
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To sum up, the focus of Paul's critique ofi§pya. VOf.!OU (e.g. circumcision and 
food law) is not on being justified through meritorious deeds of the law (i.e. 
legalism), but both on the social function of i§pya. VOf.!OU excluding Gentiles from 
enjoying God's saving grace and on its soteriological function as a condition of 
getting within the community of God's people (i.e. ethnocentric covenantalism or 
Jewish exclusivism). Since justification has been made possible by the faithfulness 
of Christ (i.e. the self-giving death of Christ), justification by the works of the law 
must be rejected. 146 In practice, since Christ's faithfulness brings about righteousness 
for Jews and Gentiles, Gentiles no longer need to observe the works of the law to be 
justified. To maintain Epya. VOf.!OU makes the death of Christ nothing (2.21) and 
means to deny the reconciling work ofChrist (Gal3.28; cf Rom 10.12; Col3.11; 
Eph 2.13-16). This key point for Paul is summed up in the antithesis between the law 
(and Epya. vof.!ou) and the faithfulness of Christ. 
6. 3. 2. Gal 3.21-26 
The antithesis between the law and Christ's faithfulness is reinforced in 
3.21-26. In 3.22 Paul speaks ofn(anc; 'IT)aou Xpw-rou as the means of receiving the 
promise saying, &ua. OUVEKAELOEV ~ ypa.<jl~ TrY mxvta UTIO lX[ltx.p-r (av' '(va ~ 
E:na.yyEHa. EK n(anwc; 'IT)aou Xp w-rou 6o8fl -ro"Lc; TILanuouaLV. As indicated already 
(§4.2.2.), ~ E:na.yyEJ..(a. refers to God's promise of justification of Gentiles, which is 
equivalent to~ EuA.oy(a. wu 'Appa.~ (3.14). In consideration of the parallel between 
~ OLKa.LoauvT) (3.21) and~ E:na.yyEHa. (3.22), the promise seems to refer specifically 
to "righteousness." So Paul is speaking of justification EK n(a-rEwc; 'IT)aou Xp wmu in 
3.22. What is the meaning of the phrase EK n(anwc; 'IT)aou Xpw-rou? As argued 
earlier, EK n(a-rEwc; 'IT)aou Xp wwu emerging in the context of justification means 
"by the faithfulness of Jesus Christ" because the phrase E:K n(a-rEwc; occurring in 
other justification passages in the letter (2.16-21; 3.24; 5.5-6 - in these passages 
justification occurs with n(anc; all the time) means "by the faithfulness of Christ" 
(§6.1.). It is unreasonable to think that the meaning ofn(anc; in 3.22 is different from 
146 See Martyn, Galatians, 263-275. 
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TILan~ in 2.16-21, 3.23-26, and 5.4-6. As scholars have noted/47 furthermore, since 
there is reference to human believing, another reference to the faith of believers 
would be redundant. Thus it is likely that EK TILarEw~ 'l'T,aou Xpwrou means 
"through the faithfulness of Christ." Should we take EK TILarEwc;; 'IT)aou Xp Larou with 
~ E:mxyyEA.lcx or with oo8fl? If the former is intended, it could mean that what was 
promised through Christ's faithfulness might be given to those who believe, if the 
latter, God's promise of justification ofthe Gentiles might be given, through Christ's 
faithfulness, to those who believe. The former is unlikely not only because it is not 
developed in Galatians but also because the faithfulness of Christ is described as the 
means or basis of God's justification of believers in Galatians (2.16; 3.23-26; 5.5-6). 
So, this is the force of3.22: in contrast to the fact that righteousness could not come 
through the law (3.21), the promise (i.e. the Abrahamic blessing, righteousness) is 
given to believers through the faithfulness of Jesus Christ. 148 
In 3.24 Paul argues that we are justified EK TILO"t"EW~. As argued earlier, EK 
TILO"t"Ew~ in 3.24 refers to "the faithfulness of Christ." Paul's theological basis for the 
claim is rooted in his conviction that God sent and revealed Christ's faithfulness to 
justify humanity through Christ. The law is no longer the means of justification 
because the epoch of the law ended with the coming and revelation of Christ's 
faithfulness. In the new aeon Christ's faithfulness is the valid basis of justification. 
The custodial role of the law has been brought to an end by the arrival of Christ's 
faithfulness. 
In 3.26, Paul says, mxv"t"E~ yfx.p ulol. 8E00 EO"t"E OLfx rf]~ TILO"t"EW~ E:v XpwrQ 
'IT)aou. Here Paul argues that all believers are the children of God through TILan~. 
What is the meaning of TILan~? The meaning depends on how one interprets the 
phrase OLfx rf]~ TILO"t"EW~ E:v XpwrQ 'lT)aou. Two questions remain to be answered. 
One is what is the grammatical relationship between OLfx rf]~ TILO"t"EW~ and E:v XpwrQ 
'IT)aou. The other is what Paul means by the phrase OLfx. rf]~ TILO"t"EW~. It is likely that 
147 Cf. Hays, Faith, 124; Hooker, "I111::TI1:: XPI1::TOY," 329; Howard, Paul, 58, 65; Keck, 
"'Jesus' in Romans," 454; Longenecker, Triumph, 106; Matera, Ga/atians, 135; Wallis, The Faith, 
71; Williams, "Righteousness in Romans," 273-274. 
148 The subjective genitive interpretation should be preferred in terms of the immediate 
literary context. See Hays, "I111::TI1::," 54; Hooker, "I111::TI1:: XPI1::TOY," 329-330. 
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the noun nCanc; + E:v construction should not be understood as "faith in."149 Thus the 
two prepositional phrases should not be taken together and translated as "through 
faith in Christ" as is done by KJV, NASB, and NIV. 150 Rather, 6ux rf)c; nCatEwc; 
should be taken with uLot 8EOu, with thus nCanc; understood as the means of divine 
sonship and Christ as the sphere or locale in which one is a son of God. 151 The two 
prepositional phrases describe the two grounds on which the Gentile believers 
become the children of God. We have noted earlier that Gentile Christians receive 
various soteriological benefits in the sphere of Christ (§3 .2.1. ). Here the question is, 
what is the meaning of the phrase 6ux rf)c; nCanwc;? It should not be doubted that ~ 
nCanc; points back to n(anc; 'IT)aou Xpwrou in 3.22. 152 At the same time, it refers 
back to the n(anc; references in 3.23-25. Since the nCanc; references in 3.23-25 mean 
the faithfulness of Christ (§6.1.1.), ~ nCanc; (3.26) should be understood as "the 
faithfulness of Christ." It is thus reasonable to claim that for Paul the faithfulness of 
Christ is the means by which all believers became the children of God. 
In 3.21-26 it is quite important to note that Paul brings out the theme of 
justification by the faithfulness of Christ to argue against justification through the 
law (3.21). As noted earlier (§2.2.2.3.), the agitators argued that the only way for 
149 There are two clear examples with which many interpreters have struggled. One is John 
3.15. As a matter offact, the expression '(va rr!U; o maw)wv E.v ain:c.\) EXTJ (w~v alwvLDv has caused 
confusion in the textual tradition. The text E.rr' aurt\) is read in p66 L ~ K D Q P Y and most MSS 
read Elc; aurov. A reads E.rr' aurov. B W p75 and others have E.v aurt\). In this GospelrrwrEuuv is 
always followed by Elc; (34 times). Both the unusualness and the ambiguity speak for the originality 
of E.v aurt\). If E.v aurt\) is original, then the formula must be viewed as an adverbial phrase, linked 
with EXlJ- See Metzger, A Textual Commentary, 204; N. Turner, A Grammar of New Testament 
Greek, vol. 3. Syntax (Edinburgh. T. & T. Clark, 1963), 263. Recent commentators prefer to take E.v 
aurt\). E.g. D. A. Carson, The Gospel According to John (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1992), 202; G. 
R. Beasley-Murray, John (Waco, Texas: Word, 1987), 45. The other is Rom 3.25 liux [ri']c;] rr(anwc; 
E.v re.\) aurou a'(J..Lan - this should not be translated "through the faith in his blood" because after the 
noun "faith" the prepositions Elc;, rrpi'x;, or E.rr1 always follow. See EDNT 1.93; Dunn, Romans, 
1.161-164. Paul hardly employs rrCanc; + E.v Xpwrt\) when speaking offaith in Christ. Furthermore, 
the formula rrCanc; ~ E.v XpLart\) 'IT]aou (I Tim 3.13, 2 Tim l.l3; 3.15) should not be translated as 
"faith in Christ Jesus" because~ in the phrase seems to function as relative pronoun (i.e. faith that is 
in Christ Jesus - cf. NRSV). This is vindicated by the phrases f.LHlx lTLO!f.Wc; KCXL ayarrTjc; ri']c; E.v 
Xpwrt\) 'lT]OOU (I Tim 1.14) and EV lTLO!EL KCXL ayalTlJ r1J EV XpLart\) 'IT]OOU (2 Tim l.l3). The 
phrase should be translated as "in the faith and love that are in Christ Jesus" (NRSV). 
15° Cf Dunn, Ga/atians, 202; idem, "III~TI~ XPI~TOY ," 66, n. 27; Hays, faith, 169-170; 
Lightfoot, Galatians, 149; Matera, Galatians, 142; Oepke, Galater, 123; Schlier, Galater, 171. 
151 Matera, Galatians, 142; NRSV. 
152 Bruce, Galatians, 183. 
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Gentiles to gain access to the covenant membership of God's people and the divine 
sonship is by becoming members of the family of God through Torah-observance 
and circumcision. Against this Paul argues that the faithfulness of Christ, not the law 
is the soteriological basis upon which God's promise of justification is given to 
Gentile believers and the soteriological means by which the gift of righteousness and 
the privilege of divine sonship are given to them. For Paul the law and the 
faithfulness of Christ are two antithetical means of justification. The point is clearly 
expressed in Phil 3. 9 ~ ~ EXWV Ell ~V 6 ~Ka ~OOUVT)V t~V EK VOilOU aA.A.a t~V 6 ~0: 
nCatEwc;; Xpwrou). 153 IfnCanc;; Xpwrou means the faithfulness of Christ, the law and 
the faithfulness of Christ are contrasted as two antithetical means ofrighteousness. 
6. 3. 3. Summary and Corollary 
On the basis of the observations above, we can conclude that Paul rejects 
justification by the law (the works of the law) through the antithesis between the law 
(the works of the law) and Christ's faithfulness as two antithetical means of 
justification. Paul formulates this antithesis to defend the truth of the gospel against 
the agitators who failed to see the incompatibility between the two and thus imposed 
the works of the law on the Galatians. The faithfulness of Christ is a pivotal 
theological theme in Galatians. 154 The faithfulness of Christ is the sufficient 
soteriological basis of the inclusion of the Gentiles into the eschatological people of 
God. 155 Christ's faithfulness as a salvific power came and was revealed 
eschatologically for the purpose of both giving freedom to those under the power of 
153 For details, see §3.3.2.3. 
154 Hays (Faith, 248): "for Paul the obedience and faithfulness of Jesus Christ are of central 
soteriological significance; the accent of the gospel story lies upon his faithfulness in accomplishing 
the promised redemption." Longenecker (Triumph, 3): the faithfulness of Christ "is crucial to the 
theological and corporate enterprise that Paul envisage in Galatians." W. Meeks: the faithfulness of 
Christ "is a foundational element of Paul's theologizing in the letters to Galatia and Rome" (The 
Origins of Christian Morality (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993), 160). Martyn: the 
faithfulness of Christ "is crucial to an understanding not only of Galatians, but also of the whole of 
Paul's theology" (Issues, 151). R. Longenecker understands the faithfulness of Christ as a 
foundational conviction of New Testament Christology ("The Foundational Conviction of New 
Testament Christology," in Jesus of Nazareth, edited by J. B. Green and M. Turner (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1994), 473-488). 
155 Cf G. Howard, "Introduction to the Second Edition" in Paul (2nd ed.; Cambridge: CUP, 
1990), xxvii-xxix; B. W. Longenecker, "Contours of Covenant Theology in the Post-Conversion 
Paul," in The Road from Damascus, 132-135. 
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the law and granting the gift of righteousness and sonship to those who believe. It 
has salvific efficacy for the salvation of God's people. 156 The faithfulness of Christ is 
the soteriological basis upon which all of humanity is saved. 157 In short, in Galatians, 
justification by the faithfulness of Christ, not by the works of the law means 
substantively that Gentile believers do not need to observe the deeds of the law 
which are the identity markers of and entrance requirements into God's people; they 
are the people of God on the basis of Christ's obedient death and sacrificial love on 
the cross. 
On the basis of the foregoing study, I would respond briefly to the major 
interpretive trends about the antithesis Epya VOIJOU and TILon<; Xp La-roD and suggest a 
new interpretation. On the basis of Luther's legacy, the antithesis has for too long 
been understood as the contrast between meritorious works-righteousness and faith 
in Christ. 158 This fundamental misunderstanding has skewed the whole exegesis of 
the letter. As observed earlier, Epya VOIJOU does not refer to meritorious human deeds 
for achieving righteousness before God and TILOTL£; XpwtoD means Christ's 
faithfulness manifested by his self-giving death, not human faith in Christ. Hence the 
traditional interpretation of the antithesis as a microcosm of the incompatibility 
between Jewish legalism of justification by meritorious observance of the law and 
Christian gospel of justification by faith in Christ should be disputed. Moreover, we 
find no firm evidence to support the interpretation of the antithesis as deeds of the 
law which no one can keep perfectly vs. human faith in Christ. 159 The antithesis also 
should not be interpreted as the contrast between "works of the law" as Jewish 
identity markers and faith in Christ160 Nor are Epya VOIJOU and TT Con<; Xp wtoO 
contrasted as the antithesis between human observance of Epya VOIJOU as a life 
156 Hays ("III.I:TI1:," 39) notes that the Christological interpretation of n(anc; Xp Latou 
"highlights the salvific efficacy of Jesus Christ's faith(fulness) for God's people." See also Hays, 
"Jesus' Faith and Ours," 257-280. 
157 Longenecker, Ga/atians, 87; idem, "The Obedience of Christ in the Theology of the 
Early Church," 147. 
158 E.g. Betz, Galatians, 116-117; Bruce, Galatians, 137-139; Bultmann, Theology, 1.263-
264; Burton, Ga/atians, 120-121; Ebeling, Trnth, 176-177; Hiibner, Law, 113-124; Ridderbos, Paul, 
130-143; and most German commentators (e.g. Mufiner, Schlier). 
159 Pace e.g. Moo, '"Law,' 'Works of the Law,' and Legalism in Paul," 98; Westerholm, 
Israel's Law, lllff 
160 Pace Dunn, Galatians, 134-139. 
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dedicated to nomistic service and human faith in Christ. 161 These interpretations fail 
to recognise that TILonc;; Xpw-rou refers to Christ's faithfulness, not the Christian's 
faith in Christ. The antithesis also cannot be understood as a contrast between the 
practice of the law within the Jewish community and the Christian confession of 
Jesus as the Messiah as a sociological rationale for the separation of the church from 
the Jewish community. 162 Rather, as argued already, the antithesis should be 
understood as the incompatibility between human Torah-observance (in particular 
circumcision, food laws, and calendric regulations) and Christ's faithfulness as two 
mutually exclusive soteriological (theological) bases of justification. 163 Paul does not 
contrast the two as two different human acts, 164 rather he sets Epyo: VOf.!OU in 
antithesis with Christ's faithfulness as the contrast between human act (Torah-
observance) and divine act (the revelation and advent of Christ's faithfulness). 165 In 
short, the antithesis should not be interpreted as a representation of the contrast 
b 1 b J d . (1 1. 166 1 . 167 etween aw-o servant u atsm ega tsm, or covenanta norrusm, or 
nationalistic covenantalism, 168 or Jewish life of nomistic service, 169 legalistic 
misunderstanding of the law170) and the gospel of justification by faith in Christ. Nor 
should it be understood as the antithesis between life as a Jew and life as a 
161 Pace Riiisanen, Paul, 164-177. 
162 Pace Watson (PJG) who argues, "the antithesis between faith and works merely asserts 
the separation of the church from the Jewish community; it does not provide a theoretical rationale 
for that separation." He argues the same point in connection with Phi! 3 (p. 79) and Romans (pp. 
112-123, 119-121, 130, 134-135, 165) by concluding, "It is therefore completely wrong to regard 
the phrase sola gratia as the key to Paul's theology; Paul does not believe that salvation is by grace 
alone. The view that he does so springs from a failure to recognise that the faith-works contrast is 
primarily sociological rather than theological in meaning. The faith-works contrast is only absolute 
as a contrast between the incompatible way of life practised by two different religious communities" 
(p. 179). But this view shows little awareness to the fact that Paul sets the works of the law in 
antithesis with Christ's faithfulness in terms of two antithetical theological (not sociological) 
conditions for justification; the antithesis comes when Paul discusses what is the valid condition on 
which Gentiles enter the people of God (Gal 2.16). Cf. Sanders, PUP, 114. 
163 Similarly Martyn, Galatians, 250-251; Matera, Galatians, 99-102; idem, "Galatians in 
Perspective," 235-238. 
260. 
164 Pace Dunn, JPL, 263, n. 53; Hultgren, "The Pistis Christou Formulations in Paul," 259-
165 Cf. Hays, Faith, 147; Martyn, Galatians, 271. 
166 Pace scholars inn. 157. 
167 Pace Sanders, PUP, 46-48. 
168 Pace Dunn, "Perspective," 188-200; Boers, The Justification of the Gentiles, 223-224. 
169 Pace E. Lohmeyer, "Probleme paulinisher Theologie II. 'Gesetzwerke' ," ZNW28 (1929), 
195; Riiisanen, Paul, 162-177; Tyson, '"Works ofLaw' in Galatians," 425,431. 
170 Pace Cranfield, "Paul and the Law," 55; Fuller, "Paul and 'the Works of the Law'," 31. 
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Christian171 or as the antithesis between legalism and the gospel of justification by 
Christ's faithfulness. 172 I would suggest, rather, that the antithesis should be 
understood as shorthand for the incompatibility between ethnocentric covenantalism 
and the gospel of Christ's faithfulness as two mutually exclusive soteriological 
belief-systems. More precisely, in the context of Galatians, the antithesis represents 
the contrast between the agitators' modified ethnocentric covenantalism of 
justification through the works of the law and Paul's gospel of justification by 
Christ's faithfulness. 173 
6. 4. Concluding Remarks 
The antithesis between the law and Christ's faithfulness is significant for 
understanding Paul's view of the law and first century Judaism. With regard to why 
Paul denies the law as the basis of justification Sanders draws two conclusions. First, 
Paul denies righteousness through the works of the law "not because the law cannot 
be followed, nor because following it leads to legalism, self-righteousness and self-
estrangement. " 174 Second, it is because "God intended that entry to the body of the 
saved be available to all on the basis of faith in Christ. " 175 He goes on to conclude, 
"The attack on righteousness by the law is against making acceptance of the law a 
condition of membership in the body ofthose who will be saved. The reasons for his 
position which are thus far visible can be immediately connected with one of his 
primary convictions: salvation is available to all on the same basis, faith." 176 We 
agree with Sanders' conclusion, except the reference of "faith'' According to 
Sanders, it refers to human faith in Christ. However, as we have argued, it probably 
refers to the faithfulness of Christ. Christ's faithfulness manifested through his 
sacrificial death on the cross is the sole basis of salvation for all humanity. Paul's 
171 Pace Barclay, Obeying, 82; Holmberg, "Jewish," 416; Watson, PJG, 65, 179. 
172 Pace Longenecker, Ga/atians, 86. 
173 Hays does not give sufficient attention to the first element of the antithesis and Dunn 
does not interpret the second element Christologically. Although Martyn (Ga/atians, 250-251) and 
Matera (Galatians, 98) rightly note the antithesis between "observance of the Law" or "legal works" 
and "the faith of Christ Jesus," they do not explicitly interpret it as suggested above. 
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theological rationale for his conviction that the faithfulness of Christ is the sole 
soteriological basis of righteousness is based on his apocalyptic interpretation of the 
advent and apocalypse of Christ's faithfulness (Gal 3.23-26)177 Paul was convinced 
that the advent and revelation of Christ's faithfulness brought freedom from the law 
and justification to humanity. For Paul, the valid means of the justification of God's 
people is the faithfulness of Christ, so the law (and the works of the law) as the 
means of justification must be rejected. The law as the basis of justification had been 
superseded by Christ's faithfulness. 
The antithesis between the law and Christ's faithfulness is significant for 
understanding Paul's critique of covenantal nomism. According to the traditional 
Jewish covenantalism, the gift of righteousness and the privilege of the children of 
God were limited to Jews and proselytes. On the contrary Paul argues that the 
prerogatives are not exclusive to Jews and proselytes, but inclusive of the Gentile 
believers because the privileges have become available to Gentiles through the 
faithfulness of Christ. Paul rejected the ethnocentric covenantalism which claimed 
that Jews alone are the recipients of God's blessing and members of God's covenant, 
because it rejects the sufficiency and efficiency of Christ's faithfulness which makes 
Gentile believers the recipients of righteousness (2.16), the Abrahamic blessing 
(3.22), God's children (3.26), without entering the covenant community through 
Torah-observance. Furthermore, Paul rejected covenantal nomism because it does 
not acknowledge that God's justification of the Gentiles was already fulfilled 
eschatologically through the advent and revelation of Christ's faithfulness (3.22-25). 
The faithfulness of Christ brought the law (as a means of justification) to an end so 
established a new way of right relationship with God. In short, with the antithesis 
between the law (and works of the law) and Christ's faithfulness is formulated to 
react not so much against Jewish legalism as against to the agitators' Jewish 
exclusivism. 178 
177 See Martyn, Galatians, 361-364. 
178 While J. D. G. Dunn understands rr (an~ Xp Lcrrou as the Christian's faith in Christ, he is 
right in saying that Paul reacts against and rebukes "Jewish restrictiveness" on the basis of 
justification by rr(crrL~ Xpwtou, not by the works of the law ("Paul and Justification by Faith," in 
The Roadfrom Damascus, 90-100). 
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CHAPTER 7 
THE ANTITHESIS BETWEEN 
"CIRCUMCISION/UN CIRCUMCISION" 
AND III~TI~ 
In the final antithesis Paul reverts to once again to the issue of circumcision 
in 5.6. To the Galatians who desire to undergo circumcision for justification, Paul 
says, EV yrxp Xpwn~ 'Inoou OU!E 'lTEpl!Ofl~ n LOXUEL oun cXKpopuor(a. MAfx 'lTLOHc;; 
OL' aya'!TT]c;; EVEPYOUf.J.E:VT] ("For in Christ Jesus what is effective (for justification) is 
neither circumcision nor uncircumcision but Christ's faithfulness working through 
love"). It is clear that Paul sets "circumcision/uncircumcision," not just circumcision, 
in antithesis with '!TLonc;; OL' &.ytf'TTT]c;; EVEpyouf.J.EVTJ (i.e. Christ's faithfulness working 
through his love) 1 as two antithetical bases of justification2 While most 
commentators have observed this antithesis,3 they have not satisfactorily expounded 
its force, function, and significance. 
The questions for us here are: What is it that Paul wished to convey by this 
antithesis? Why does Paul argue that Christ's faithfulness is the sufficient 
soteriological ground of justification? What is the significance of the antithesis for 
understanding Paul's attitude toward the agitators' gospel and first century 
Palestinian Judaism? In order to answer these questions, it is first necessary to 
exegete 5.6. Since we have dealt with '!TLonc;; oL' &.yaTIT]c;; EVEPYOUf.J.EVTJ in the previous 
chapter, we will focus on the rest of 5.6. 
I For the interpretation of rr(onc; liL' aycXTIT]c; EVEPY04lEVT] as "Christ's faithfulness working 
though his love," see §6.1.2. 
2 It seems that the antithesis between "circumcision/uncircumcision" and rr(onc; is a subset 
of the antithesis between the law and rrCc:rnc;. As we shall see below, however, the former differs 
slightly from the latter on the point that the former tackles the issue of the Jewish covenantalism 
maintaining that the circumcised state is advantageous before God but the uncircumcised state is 
not, whereas the latter deals with the law as the means of justification. 
3 E.g. Betz, Bruce, Burton, Dunn, Martyn, MuBner, Schlier. 
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7. li. Exegesis of Gal 5.6 
The y&.p (explanatory) indicates that the antithesis between "circumcision vs. 
uncircumcision" and Christ's faithfulness elaborates the antithesis between the law 
and Christ's faithfulness (eh. 6). 4 As argued earlier (§3.2.1.), the phrase E=v Xpwn~ 
'I11aou means "in the sphere of Christ. "5 It is this key phrase that summarises Paul's 
foregoing exposition, encapsulating God's saving activity and the effects of the 
Christ-event in the sphere of Christ. It also represents Paul's conviction regarding the 
eschatological "sphere-transfer" of God's saving grace from the law to Christ6 
What is the meaning ofnEpltOIJ.~ and aKpopua-rCa? The noun TIEpltoiJ.~ occurs 
36 times in the NT. In the Pauline corpus it appears 31 times. It is employed in the 
Pauline letters with three meanings: 1) the rite or act of circumcision (Rom 2.25a, 
27; 4.11; Gal 2.12; 5.11; Phil 3 .5; Col 2.11; 4.11; Tit 1.1 0); 2) the state of having 
been circumcised (Rom 2.25b, 26b, 28; 4.10; 1 Cor 7.19; Gal 5.6; 6.15); 3) 
circumcised Jews (Rom 3.30; 4.9, 12; 15.8; Gal 2.7, 8, 9; Col 3.11; Eph 2.11) 7 The 
noun aKpopua-r[a occurs 20 times in the NT. It appears mainly in the Pauline corpus . 
(19 times). Outside the Pauline letters the word emerges only in Acts 11.3. The word 
is used in two basic senses: 1) the state (or status) of being uncircumcised (non-
Jewish) (Rom 2.25, 26b; 4.10, 11, 12; 1 Cor 7.18, 19; Gal 5.6; 6.15); 2) 
uncircumcised Gentiles (Rom 2.26a, 27; 3.30; 4.9; Gal 2.7; Eph 2.11; Col 3.11 ). It is 
probable that in 5.6 Paul does not think of TIEplWIJ.~ and aKpopua-r[a in terms of a 
ritual act because aKpopua-rCa is not a rite. Nor do TIEpltoiJ.~ and aKpopua-rCa mean 
circumcised Jews and uncircumcised Gentiles because Paul's description of TIEP l toll~ 
and aKpopua-rCa as "power"8 militates against this interpretation. Rather, nEpltoiJ.~ 
4 Compare Dunn ("Circumcision," 100-102) who thinks that 5.6 functions as the conclusion 
of 5.2-6 and elaborates the antithesis between circumcision and Christ, and Williams (Ga/atians, 
138) who says that 5.6 grounds the warnings of5.2-4. 
5 The phrase is equivalent neither to "in Christianity" (pace Burton, Ga/atians, 279) nor to 
"union with Christ" (pace Fung, Ga/atians, 228). 
6 Most commentators have not paid sufficient attention to Paul's eschatological perspective 
reflected by the phrase (e.g. Burton, Fung, Longenecker, Matera, Williams, Witherington). For 
further, see §3.2.3. Cf. Dunn, Ga/atians, 272; Martyn, Ga/atians, 472-473. 
7 See Cranfield, Romans, 1.171-173. 
8 Both lTEpLtO!l~ and aKpo~oor(a are the subjects of the verb laxuw. 
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refers to the state of having been circumcised9 and aKpopuor(a the state of being 
uncircumcised. 10 
It is to be noted in 5.6 that Paul denies the effectiveness of both circumcision 
and uncircumcision. 11 In contrast to the agitators' argument that circumcision is of 
force for salvation (justification) (nEplWIJ.~ taxuH; cf. Rom 2.25 - TIEpl'rOIJ.~ 
w<PEA.EL), 12 Paul argues that the circumcised state has no salvific effectiveness for 
justification. At the same time, in contrast to the agitators' belief that the 
uncircumcised state prevents uncircumcised Gentiles from becoming members ofthe 
covenant people of God, 13 Paul insists that the uncircumcised state also has no power 
to prevent uncircumcised Gentiles from enjoying the grace of God. Rather, for Paul, 
the faithfulness of Christ is effective as the sufficient soteriological basis for 
justification. It is thus fair to say that Paul rejects "circumcision/uncircumcision" by 
setting the ineffectiveness of "circumcision/uncircumcision" in antithesis with the 
effectiveness of Christ's faithfulness for justification. 
7. 2. The Significance of "Circumcision!Uncircumcision" 
and Christ's Faithfulness 
In order to appreciate the force of the antithesis we must clarify the 
significance of "circumcision/uncircumcision" and Christ's faithfulness working 
through his love. The antithesis is not simply to do with the contrast between a rite 
(circumcision) and the Christian's faith. Nor does Paul set circumcision per se in 
antithesis to Christ's faithfulness. With a view to two references to circumcision in 
9 Cf. 0. Betz, TIEplto~~. EDNT3.79; Dunn, "Circumcision," 101. 
1
° Cf. 0. Betz, aKpopucrda, EDNT 1.55; Dunn, "Circumcision," 101. Contra J. Marcus who 
translates Gal 5.6a (and 1 Cor 7.19; Gal 6.15a) "Neither a circumcised penis nor a foreskin counts 
for anything" ("The Circumcision and the Uncircumcision in Rome," NTS35 (1989), 75). However, 
M arcus does not consider seriously that both TIEP L to~~ and aKpopuot (a are the subjects of the verb 
loxuw and that TIEpLto~~ is described as the basis of justification. It is difficult to think that a 
circumcised penis is powerful for justification. 
11 Dunn, Ga/atians, 271; Martyn, Ga/atians, 472. 
12 For the agitators' rationale for the salvific efficacy of circumcision, see §2.2.3. 
13 The point can be inferred from the agitators' requirement of circumcision as an entrance 
requirement into the covenant community (§2.2.2.). Since the uncircumcised state of the Gentiles 
keeps them from becoming God's people, the agitators demanded the circumcision of the Galatians. 
Moreover, the uncircumcised Gentiles are seen as "the children of destruction" in Jub. 15.26. Cf. 
Donaldson, Paul, 53-54; W. Grundmann, loxuw KtA, TDNT3.398. 
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5.2-3 and the antithesis between circumcision and Christ (5.2), one would normally 
expect Paul then to say that circumcision itself is inoperative for justification. 
Instead, he sets "circumcision/uncircumcision" in antithesis with Christ's 
faithfulness. 14 Here we could imagine that Paul regards "circumcision vs. 
uncircumcision" together as a kind of Jewish belief system that determines and 
characterises the belief and praxis of Israel. 15 Since the larger complexes are 
summarised in the two terms and the tensions between the larger complexes come 
into focus in the antithesis, 16 "circumcision vs. uncircumcision" and Christ's 
faithfulness represent two incompatible belief-systems. The question for us here is: 
What are the two antithetical belief-systems epitomised by "circumcision vs. 
uncircumcision" and "Christ's faithfulness"? 
7. 2. 1. "Circumcision!Uncircumcision" Represented as Ethnocentric 
Covenantal ism 
In order to understand the socio-religious significance of "circumcision vs. 
uncircumcision," we must know the social and soteriological function of 
circumcision. As we observed earlier, circumcision is the covenant sign between 
God and God's people, which plays an important role as the identity marker ofthe 
Jews within Judaism (§2.2.1.). It is the sine qua non for Israel's self-definition as the 
people of God distinguished from other peoples, designated as "the uncircumcised." 
Circumcision was normally required for the Gentiles as a prerequisite for becoming 
members ofthe covenant people (§2.2.2.). As demonstrated already, moreover, there 
is a close link between circumcision and redemption; the salvific efficacy was 
ascribed to circumcision as a redemptive and apotropaic rite within Judaism 
(§2.2.3.). Furthermore, the circumcised state denotes those who consequently are 
entitled to receive the prerogatives of the Jews (Ram 2.25; 3.1; 4.10; Phil 3.3). 
Circumcision was a sign ofthe Jew's privileged status as a member of God's people 
14 Cf. Dunn, Galatians, 271; Martyn, Galatians, 472. But Dunn and Martyn interpret lTLanc; 
as the Christian's faith. 
15 Betz (Galatians, 262) notes, '"Circumcision' and 'uncircumcision' belong together as 
technical terms of Jewish cultic law." Martyn (Galatians, 472; cf. 378-383) calls it "a religious pair 
of opposites." See also Dunn, "Circumcision," lOO. 
16 See Dunn, "Circumcision," 80. 
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who can participate m the inheritance of Abraham. Paul's contrast of 
"circumcision/uncircumcision" epitomized the privileged status of the Jews and the 
cursed status of the Gentiles (Rom 2.25); the phrase E=v TIEp L "Wfl fl expressing the state 
of Jewish privilege, and the phrase E=v liKpopuar(~ indicating the state of the Gentiles 
untitled to receive the Jewish privileges (Rom 4.10). 
In light of the socio-religious significance of circumcision, it is fairly clear 
that "circumcision/uncircumcision" reflects the Jewish perspective of distinguishing 
Jew from Gentile; the Jews could be categorised as nEpLrof.L~ and the other people as 
&KpopuarCet. The perspective is clearly present in the Old Testament (Judg 14.3; 
15.18; 1 Sam 14.6; 31.4; 1 Chron 10.4; Ezek 28.10; 31.18; 32.24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 
32; 44.7, 9). The perspective distinguishing "circumcision/uncircumcision" (i.e. 
Jew/Gentile) is explicitly expressed in Rom 2.26, 3.30, Gal 2.7, Col 3.11, and Eph 
2. 11. The ethnocentric perspective is based on the social function of circumcision 
(i.e. identity marker) that distinguishes between those who are in the covenant-
community ("circumcision") and those who are outside the community 
("uncircumcision"). 17 Thus "circumcision/uncircumcision" describes the self-
understanding or identity ofnEpLrof.L~ (i.e. Jews) as God's chosen, distinguished and 
separated from liKpopuarCet (i.e. Gentiles). 18 The world-view encapsulates the Jewish 
perspective which views the Jews as God's elect and the Gentiles, by definition, as 
outside the orbit ofGod's election (e.g. Deut 7.1-6; Ezra 9.1-10.44; Neh 13.3-30; Pss 
147.19-20; Jub. 22-23; 2 Mace. 6.12-16; Wis 12.19-22; 13.1-16.10) and sinners (e.g. 
1 Sam 15.18; 1 Mace. 2.44, 62; 2 Mace. 12.23; 14.42; Gal2.15). 19 More importantly, 
"circumcision vs. uncircumcision" represents the traditional Jewish soteriological 
belief that the circumcised state is advantaged before God but the uncircumcised 
state is disadvantaged before God?0 This ethnically-based perspective lays bare the 
17 See Dunn, Romans, 1.119-120. 
18 See also Yee, '"You Who Were Called the Uncircumcision by the Circumcision'," 96-
104. 
19 Dunn ("Incident at Antioch," 150-151) points out that "lawless," "sinner," and "gentile" 
are parallel terms. 
20 See Dunn, "Circumcision," 101. 
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agitators' tendency to exclude the Galatians from the community of Abraham's 
descendants, which caused the crisis in Galatia. 
In light of the considerations above, we may justly conclude that 
"circumcision vs. uncircumcision" represents, by metonomy, Jewish ethnocentric 
covenantalism maintaining that the circumcised state is advantageous before God but 
the uncircumcised state is not, not only because circumcision is the covenant sign 
defining the identity of God's covenant people and has salvific efficacy but also 
because only the circumcised are entitled to enjoy the benefits of circumcision21 In 
other words, it stands for Jewish exclusivism22 holding that only the circumcised are 
the elected people of God who are inside the covenant, but the uncircumcised are 
sinners who are outside the covenant. 23 "Circumcision/uncircumcision" seems to 
function as a Jewish slogan to maintain both Jewish identity as God's people and 
Jewish ethnocentric covenantalism. 
7. 2. 2. Christ's Faithfulness Represented as the Gospel of the Cross 
What does nCanc; OL' &.ycinT]c; EVEfJYOUj..LEVT] represent? As already argued 
(§6.1.2.), the phrase should be understood not as the Christian's faith capable of 
expressing itself in love toward neighbour as an ethical principle of Christian 
behaviour but as a summary description of Christ's sacrificial death on the cross as 
an expression of his obedience to God and his self-giving love to humanity. It is 
probable therefore that n(anc; OL' &.ycinT]c; EVEpyoUj..LEVT] represents, by metonomy, the 
cross. In other words, the fuller theology behind the summary statement ofnCanc; OL' 
&.ycinT]c; EVEpyouiJ.EVT] is Paul's gospel of the cross. This point is indicated both by the 
equivalence between Christ's faithfulness and Christ's death on the cross (§6.2.) and 
by the parallel between "circumcision/uncircumcision" vs. "Christ's faithfulness" 
21 Compare Dunn ("Circumcision," 100) who says, '"circumcision' and 'uncircumcision' 
represent, by metonomy, ethnic identity, a whole corporate and national way of life epitomised by 
its most physically visible expression." 
22 Sanders argues, "exclusivism was part and parcel of Judaism" although Jews maintained 
various kinds of relations with Gentiles (Judaism, 265-266). He places the discussion of exclusivism 
in the context of "doctrine of election." 
23 Betz (Galatians, 262) similarly writes, "In Judaism the terms ['circumcision' and 
'uncircumcision'] symbolize the dividing line between those who belong to the Torah Covenant, and 
thus are insured of their salvation, and those who are outside of that Covenant." 
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and "circumcision" vs. "the cross" ( 5.11; 6.12-14 ); Christ's faithfulness and the cross 
. b d 24 are synonymous m a roa sense. 
7. 2. 3. Concluding Remarks 
In light of the considerations above, we may conclude that what Paul 
intended his readers to understand by his summary antithesis is that justification 
depends not on the circumcised state or the uncircumcised state but on Christ's 
faithfulness working through his sacrificial love. The antithesis was certainly 
intended both to abrogate the agitators' ethnocentric covenantalism that assumes that 
Gentiles as such cannot enjoy God's saving grace manifested through Christ's death 
and also to add one further consideration to persuade the Galatians not to depend on 
circumcision for justification. 
On the basis of the foregoing study, we should respond briefly to the 
traditional interpretation about the antithesis between TIEpL-miJ.NaKpopuar(a and 
TILanc; eh' &yaTIT)c; EVEpyoUIJ.EVT). Traditionally the antithesis has been understood 
largely m terms of the contrast between the Jewish distinction of 
"circumcision/uncircumcision" and the Christian's faith expressing itself through 
love. According to the traditional view, in the old order the distinction between 
circumcision and uncircumcision has dominated the Jewish mind-set and 
community, whereas in the new order the Christian's faith expressing itself through 
love determines the way of the Christian's life. While most commentators have not 
developed the force of the antithesis, notably Martyn and Dunn attempted to explain 
it. 
Martyn understands the antithesis as the antinomy between one world that 
had as its foundation a religious pair of opposites (e.g. circumcision and 
uncircumcision) and the other world characterized by the Christian's faith active in 
mutual love. 25 Martyn argues that in 5.6 Paul indicates "the impotence of both 
circumcision and uncircumcision, thus signaling the termination of the cosmos that 
had its foundation a religious pair of opposites, and announcing the dawn of the 
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cosmos that consists of the realm of Christ, the realm that lies beyond religious 
differentiations. "26 But Martyn overlooks the fact that the newly-arriving power 
bringing down the power of "circumcision/uncircumcision" world-view and 
announcing the dawn of the new cosmos is not the Christian's "faith active in mutual 
love" but "Christ's faithfulness working through his love." It is the advent and 
revelation of Christ's faithfulness that brought about the apocalyptic transition to the 
new age and thus marked out the new age (3.23-26) in which the 
"circumcisionluncircumcision" value-system is no longer effective. It is surprising 
that Martyn thinks that an anthropological element (i.e. "the Christian's faith active 
in mutual love") results in the nonexistence of"circumcisionluncircumcision" world-
view Martyn's interpretation of the antithesis in 5.6, furthermore, does not fit well 
with his understanding of the antithesis between "circumcisionluncircumcision" and 
KtxLV~ KtLaLc;; (6.15) in the sense that the Christian's "faith active in mutual love" is a 
human act, whereas KtxLV~ KtLaLc;; is a divine act,27 while, as he points out, Gal 5.6 
and 6. 15 are entirely harmonious in announcing the death of one cosmos and the 
dawn of another. 28 Moreover, Martyn's interpretation ofrr(anc;; in 5.6 is inconsistent 
with his interpretation ofrrCanc;; in 2.16 and 3.22. 
Dunn interprets the antithesis in terms of two different life-styles by stating 
that "The difference is that where circumcision implied the way of life typical and 
distinctive of Jews (''judaizing", "works of the law"), faith implied a life lived out of 
and through the love embodied on the cross. "29 Dunn, however, has failed to 
recognise that rrCanc;; <'h' &y&.rrT)c;; EVEPYOlJI.LEVT) means not the Christian's faith active 
in love for others but Christ's faithfulness operating through the sacrificial love of 
Christ. Dunn also misses the point that Paul's use of both rrEpLtollN&KpopuatCo: and 
rr(anc;; as the subject of the verb laxl>w suggests that he sets "circumcision vs. 
uncircumcision" in antithesis with rrCanc;; bL' &y&.rrT)c;; EVEpyoullEVT) not as the two 
different ways of life but as the two mutually exclusive soteriological powers for 
Ch 7 
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27 See n. 81 in this chapter. 
28 Martyn, Galatians, 473. 
29 Dunn, "Circumcision," 1 02-1 04. 
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justification. The point can be substantiated by the fact that the argumentative 
situation of 5. 6 is not so much concerned with how the individual should live as with 
what is the external soteriological ground of justification. Paul's redemptive-
historical contrast between E=v VO!J.4> ( 5.4) and E=v Xp Late{) ( 5. 6) may also suggest that 
the antithesis between "circumcision/uncircumcision" and '!TLan~ should be 
understood as two conflicting redemptive-historical powers, not as two contrasting 
ways of life. 
If the interpretation above is correct, then, the antithesis between 
'lTEpLwllNciKpopua-cCn: and '!TLan~ liL' ciya'!TT)~ EVEPYOUIJ.EVT) should not be understood as 
the contrast between the Jewish value-system "circumcision vs. uncircumcision" and 
Christian ethics of love toward neighbour,30 nor as Jewish life-style determined by 
ethnic identity vs. Christian life-style determined by faith expressing itself through 
love, 31 nor as Jewish religion characterized by the distinction between circumcision 
and uncircumcision vs. Christian religion characterized by faith active in mutual 
love. 32 Moreover, the antithesis should not be interpreted as the contrast between the 
law and the Christian faith expressing itself through love33 or between 
"Nomosprinzip" and "Glaubenprinzip" (Sola-fide-Prinzip). 34 I would suggest, rather, 
that the antithesis between '!TEpLw!J.N&Kpopua-c(n: and '!TLan~ OL' ciya'!TT)~ EvEpyou!J.EVT) 
should be interpreted as a microcosm of the two incompatible belief-systems 
between the agitators' ethnocentric covenantalism (i.e. the circumcised as the 
justified) and Paul's gospel ofthe cross (i.e. justification by Christ's death). 
7. 3. The Gospel of the Cross as Paul's Theological Basis for 
His Opposition to Ethnocentric Covenantalism 
In the previous section, we concluded that the force of 5.6 is that the 
inclusion of Gentiles into the people of God depends not on "ethnic identity" (i.e. 
"the circumcised state/the uncircumcised state") but on Christ's faithfulness working 
Ch 7 
30 Pace Betz, Ga/atians, 262-264; Bruce, Ga/atians, 232-233. 
31 Pace Dunn. 
32 Pace Martvn. 
33 Pace Funi, Galatians, 228. 
34 Pace Mufiner, Galaterbrief, 352. 
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through his love (i.e. Christ's self-giving death on the cross). The questions for us 
here are: How does Paul understand the faithful self-giving death of Christ as a 
soteriological basis for the inclusion of Gentiles into the people of God in Galatians? 
What is the significance of Paul's gospel of the cross (i.e. the death of Christ) for 
Paul's opposition to the agitators' ethnocentric covenantalism? Without attempting 
to investigate Paul's theology of the death of Christ in Galatians,35 we will focus on 
these two questions through an exegetical study of the relevant texts (1.4; 2.21; 3.13-
14; 5.11; 6.12-14) where Paul emphasises the death of Christ and the cross both as 
the soteriological basis of salvation and as his theological rationale against the 
agitators' ethnocentric covenantalism. As argued already, rrConc; Ol' ayarrllc; 
EVEpyouf.!EVTl sums up the subject of Christ's faithful death on the cross and sacrificial 
love for the salvation of humanity, which he elaborated previously in Galatians. We 
recall again that 5.2-6 functions as summary of Paul's previous arguments; the 
antitheses as summary and the summary as antitheses. 
7. 3. 1. Gal1.4 
In 1.4 Paul says, WO oovwc; EaUtOV imEp twv tXf.!!XptlWV ~f.!WV' orrwc; 
E:~EA.TltiXl ~f.!iic; EK toO cxLwvoc; wo E:vEotwtOc; rrovTlpoO Kcxta to 8EATlf.!IX toO 8EOO Kcx'L 
rrcxtpoc; ~f.!WV. It is important to note that Paul mentions the death of Jesus Christ in 
the greeting (1.1-5). 36 This suggests that Christ's death for the forgiveness of our sins 
and deliverance from the present evil age is an important theological theme37 upon 
which Paul attempts to argue against the agitators' gospel (1.7) as well as the 
35 For a bibliography concerning Paul's theology of the death of Christ, see Dunn, TPA, 
207-208. On Paul's theologia crncis, see P. Stuhlmacher, "Eighteen Theses on Paul's Theology of 
the Cross," in Reconciliation, Law, & Righteousness, 155-168. For the salvific efficaciousness of 
Christ's death in Paul, see L. Cerfaux, Christ in the Theology of Paul (Herder: Freiburg, 1959), 126-
153. For a discussion of Paul's background of the vicariousness of Jesus' death, see D. Seeley, The 
Noble Death (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1990). For the significance of Jesus' death as the paradigm of 
self-sacrificing service for the whole community of Christian faith, see C. B. Cousar, "Paul and the 
Death of Jesus," Int 52 (1998), 38-52. For a fine presentation about Paul's theology of the death of 
Christ and the cross in Galatians, see F. J. Matera, "The Death of Christ and the Cross in Paul's 
Letter to the Galatians," Louvain Studies 18 (1993), 283-296. 
36 Burton, Galatians, 13-14. 
37 Martyn (Galatians, 90) takes 1.4 as "one of the topic sentences for the whole letter." Cf. 
D. Cook, "The Prescript as Programme in Galatians," .ITS 43 (1992), 515-518; Smiles, Gospel, 68-
70. 
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Galatians' desertion of the one who called them in the grace of Christ (1.6). 38 Paul 
describes Jesus Christ as the one who gives himself for the sins of Christians (rwv 
rXjltxpnwv ~jlwv ). The thought of Jesus given, or giving himself to death is one of the 
prominent Pauline Christological ideas (Rom 4.25; 8.32; Gal 1.4, 2.20; cf Eph 5.2, 
25; 1 Tim 2.6; Tit 2.14). According to the long-established Jewish belief-system, the 
sin-offering was considered as a means of atonement (Lev 4; 16.11-19). According 
to Maccabean martyr theology/9 the self-sacrifice of martyrs for Israel was regarded 
as a sacrifice (2 Mace. 7.37-38; 4 Mace. 17.21-22).40 In the Gospels tradition, 
Christ's death was understood as a voluntary sacrifice (Mk 10.45; Mt 26.28; Lk 
22.19). In consideration of these observations, there can be little doubt that Paul 
understands Christ's death unE=p rwv !Xjlapnwv ~jlWV in sacrificial terms (Rom 3 .25; 
cf Eph 5.2; 1 Tim 2.6). 41 
According to 1.4, the death of Christ has two purposes. First, Christ died for 
the forgiveness of the sins of humankind. Here Paul understands Christ's death as a 
sacrifice for sins (i.e. sin-offering), which has atoning power to set believers free 
from the power of sin. 42 The idea of Christ's sacrificial death as the soteriological 
means ofatonement is expressed in Rom 3.25, 8.3, 1 Cor 5.7, and 2 Cor 5.21.43 For 
Paul Jesus died as sacrifice for the forgiveness of the sins of humankind ( cf Rom 
4.25; 5.6, 8; 8.3; 1 Cor 15.3). Second, Christ died in order to rescue believers from 
the present evil age. Paul uses the verb E~aLpELV only once here. It means "to rescue" 
or "to deliver." But the verb is used in the LXX frequently in the same sense (e.g. 
Gen 37.22; Num 35.25; Deut 25.11; 1 Sam 12.1 0; 1 Ch. 16.35; 2 Ch 32.17; Pss 31.2; 
38 Gal 1.4 is the only statement about Christ's death in the greeting of a Pauline letter. See 
Matera, "Death," 286. 
39 For the subject, see Cummins, Crucified, 54-86; S. K. Williams, Jesus' Death as Saving 
Event (Missoula, Montana: Scholars press, 1975), 165-197; J. W. van Henten, The Maccabean 
Martyrs as Saviours of the Jewish People (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1997). 
40 See the discussion by van Henten, The Maccabean Martyrs as Saviours of the Jewish 
People, 140-184. Cf. Betz, Galatians, 42, n. 54. 
41 See particularly J. D. G. Dunn, "Paul's Understanding of the Death of Jesus as Sacrifice," 
in Sacrifice and Redemption, edited by W. Sykes (Cambridge: CUP, 1991), 35-56; idem, TPA, 212-
225. Cf. Betz, Galatians, 41, n. 53. 
42 For the discussion of Paul's theology of Christ's atoning sacrificial death, see Dunn, TPA, 
218-223. 
43 For the discussion of the texts, see Dunn, TPA, 212-217. 
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81.4; Isa 31.5; Jer 49.11; Ezek 34.10; Dan 6.14; Hos 2.12; Sir 51.8- LXX). The verb 
describes rescue or deliverance from enemies and troubles. Here the trouble from 
which Christ's death rescued is "the present evil age." Paul is primarily dependent on 
his Jewish world-view at this point, according to which world history is divided into 
two ages, the present age and the age to come. 44 The present age is dominated by 
evil, but the age to come is glorious. The world-view is implicitly expressed in 
Qumran literature (CD 4.10; 1QpHab 5.7) and also found in the Gospel tradition 
(Matt 12.32; Mk 10.30; Lk 20.34-35) and Jewish apocalyptic literature such as 4 
Ezra (6.9; 7.12-13, 50, 113; 8.1) and 2 Baruch (14.13; 15.8). 45 There is little doubt 
that Paul thinks that the present age is evil (1.4; cf. Eph 5.16) and under the 
dominion of sin (Rom 3.9; 6.14; 7.14; Gal 3.22). The point is that Christ's death will 
accomplish the forgiveness of sins and deliverance from the present evil age, which 
the law (first century Judaism) cannot do (cf. 3.21-22).46 
It is quite important to note that the object of forgiveness and deliverance is 
not Jews but Jews and Gentiles (~1-H.Jv; ~f.Lii<; - §2.2.2.4), in particular Paul and the 
Galatians. The point of Paul's statement is that Christ died not just for Jews as their 
Messiah but for Jews and Gentiles as the Saviour of all humankind. The point is 
indicated by means of such inclusive terms as "all" (rra~, rr&.v-rE~)47 , "human being" 
(&v8pwrro<;),48 and "we" (~f.LEl<;, ~f.l~). 49 These texts confirm the universalistic 
significance of Christ's death for the forgiveness and deliverance of humankind 
(Jews and Gentiles). 50 
44 Cf. Betz, Galatians, 42, n. 58; Dunn, Galatians, 36. 
45 Cf. Longenecker, Galatians, 8-9. 
46 Cf. Martyn, Galatians, 89-91, 263-275. 
47 
"One man's (Christ's) act of righteousness leads to justification and life for alf' (Rom 
5 .18); "he (Christ) died for a IF' (2 Cor 5 .14-15). 
48 
"We know that a person is justified not by the works of the law but through the 
faithfulness of Jesus Christ" (Gal 2.16). 
49 
"Who (Christ) was handed over to death for our trespasses (Rom 4.25); "we have been 
justified by his blood" (Rom 5.9); "while we were enemies, we were reconciled to God through the 
death of his Son" (Rom 5.10); "Christ died for us" (Rom 5.8); "Christ died for our sins" (1 Cor 15.3) 
"who (Christ) died for us" (1 Thes 5.9). 
50 See also Donaldson, '"The Gospel That I Proclaim among the Gentiles' (Gal 2.2)," 173-
175. 
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With a view to the observations above, it is not so difficult to understand the 
significance of Christ's death for Paul's opposition to the agitators' ethnocentric 
covenantalism claiming that the circumcised state is effective for salvation and that 
the uncircumcised state is not. As argued already (§2.2.3.), on the basis of the 
salvific efficacy of circumcision the agitators probably argued that the Galatians 
could receive the salvific benefits of circumcision (e.g. redemption, deliverance) 
when they accept circumcision. The agitators also probably taught that the Galatians 
could be protected from the eschatological wrath of God and delivered from the 
reign of evil powers by means of circumcision which saves God's people from 
destruction and mortal danger and guarantees a share in the world to come. 
According to Paul's gospel, on the contrary, the universalistic death of Christ is the 
means of the forgiveness of the sins of Jews and Gentiles and delivers them from the 
present evil age without distinction. In a word, it is not the salvific efficacy of 
circumcision but the atoning efficacy of the death of Christ that assures deliverance 
from the evil powers. 51 In light of this, Paul perceives the agitators' message of 
circumcision (i.e. ethnocentric covenantalism) as a shattering of the universalistic 
significance of Christ's death for the salvation of humanity. Since Christ's death 
brings about the forgiveness and deliverance, the agitators' ethnocentric 
covenantalism must be rejected. 52 For Paul, the agitators' ethnocentric covenantalism 
and the gospel of the universalistic death of Christ cannot coexist in harmony. In 
short, the universalistic death of Christ for the forgiveness of the sins of humankind 
and deliverance of humanity from the present evil age is part of Paul's theological 
rationale for both the inclusion of Gentile into God's people and his opposition to the 
agitators' ethnocentric covenantalism. 
7. 3. 2. Gal 2.21 
The point that justification depends not on the law but on Christ's death is 
indicated in Gal 2.21, where Paul argues that justification comes not through the law 
51 Cf. Hall, "Circumcision," 1.1030. 
52 Wright (Climax, 242) rightly argues, "The cross brings to a halt any suggestion of Jewish 
national privilege." 
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but through Christ's death by saying, El y&p OLa VOf.LOU OLKIXLOatJVT), &po: Xpwtoc; 
owpECtV aTIE81XVEV. Paul contrasts righteousness through the law to righteousness 
through the death of Christ, 53 which he regards as the sufficient soteriological means 
of justification. The point is clearly expressed in Rom 5. 9 and 5. 18-19. Paul says, 
"now having been justified by his blood" (6LKIXLw8E:vtEc; vuv E:v tQ o:'Lf.LIXtL o:utou -
Rom 5.9). Here Paul means that we (i.e. Paul, a Jew, and the Romans) have been 
justified by Christ's death on the cross. If Christ's act of righteousness and his 
obedience in Rom 5.18-19 refer to Christ's death on the cross (Phil 2.8),54 Paul 
understands Christ's death as the means of righteousness (o Lft tf}c; uno:Kof}c; toO E:voc; 
OLKIXLOL K1Xto:oto:8~oovto:L oi. noUo(). For Paul the death of Christ is the means of 
God's manifestation of his grace, welcoming Gentiles as members of his people 
apart from the law. As Dunn rightly argues, "Christ's death had been effective 
precisely because it undermined the assumption that God was only for 'the 
righteous', only for those who lived by 'works of the law', and had done so by 
demonstrating that God's Messiah completed his work in the rejection ofthe cross, 
'numbered among the lawless' (lsa 53.12)."55 Thus, justification of Jews and 
Gentiles is the consequence not of the observance of the works of the law (e.g. 
circumcision) but of the redemptive death of Christ on the cross. 56 With a view to the 
point, Paul rebukes the Galatians because they forgot the significance of Christ's 
death for their justification. So he urges them to visualise the crucified Christ so that 
they can depend not on the law but on the crucified Christ for their justification (Gal 
3.1). 
In light of the observations above, we can understand why Paul rejects the 
agitators' ethnocentric covenantalism (i.e. justification through the law). In contrast 
to the agitators' argument that it is necessary for the Gentiles to observe the law in 
53 Martyn (Galatians, 260) writes, "Here Paul provides the antinomy that will prove to be 
fundamental to the entire letter: God's making things right by Christ's cross rather than by the Law." 
See also Longenecker, Galatians, 95; Mufiner, Galaterbrief, 185-186; Winger, By What Law? 156. 
54 Cf. Dunn, Romans, 297; Hays, Faith, 166-167; Longenecker, "The Obedience ofChrist in 
the Theology of Early Church," 142-152; Moo, Romans, 344. 
55 Dunn, Galatians, 149. 
56 Kiisemann, "The Saving Significance ofthe Death of Jesus in Paul," 46; Kruse, Paul, 281; 
Mufiner, Ga/aterbrief, 186. 
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order to be part of the covenant community (§6.3.1.), Paul claims that God has 
provided the death of Christ as a sufficient means of salvation; therefore the law (and 
the works of the law) are not prerequisites for the inclusion of the Gentiles into the 
covenant community. For Paul justification through the law means to deny the 
sufficiency and universality ofthe saving death of Christ, and it nullifies the grace of 
God and the death of Christ (2.21)57 One cannot hold on to both ethnocentric 
covenantalism and the gospel of the cross of Christ; the two are antithetical. In short, 
the antithesis between justification through the law and justification through the 
death of Christ is an important theological principle for Paul's opposition to the 
agitators' ethnocentric covenantalism (i.e. justification through Torah-observance). 
7. 3. 3. Gal3.13-14 
The point that Christ's death is the sufficient soteriological ground of 
salvation is reinforced in Gal 3.13-14. The issue Paul tackles in 3.13-14 is how the 
Gentiles can enjoy the blessings (redemption, the blessing of Abraham, the promised 
Spirit) given exclusively to Jews in view ofthe curse preventing them from sharing 
in the blessings. From a Jewish perspective, Gentiles are law-less (oaoL avo~-twt; -
Rom 2.12; oL avo~-toL- 1 Cor 9.21; cf Wis 17.2; 1 Mace. 9.58; 3 Mace. 6.9, 12). 
Because they do not have the law, they do not belong to the covenant community, 
and therefore they do not obey the law58 Since God curses those who disobey the 
commandments of God (Deut 11.26-29; 27.9-26; 28.15-68), they are inevitably 
under God's curse (the curse of the law). The idea that uncircumcision leads one to 
God's curse of death is reflected in Ezek 28.10, 31.18, and 32.19-32. In light ofthis 
Jewish tradition the agitators probably thought that uncircumcised Gentiles are under 
the curse of the law. In line with the Jewish tradition that the lawkeeper would be 
blessed (Deut 11.26-28; 28.1-14; 30.15-20; Josh 1.8; Pss 1; Mal3.10), the agitators 
could have argued that Gentiles should observe the regulations ofthe law in order to 
receive God's blessings (e.g. the blessing of Abraham). Moreover, the agitators 
57 Cf. Betz, Galatians, 126-127; Burton, Galatians, 141; Dunn, TPLG, 87, n. 38; Martyn, 
Galatians, 260; Matera, Ga/atians, 188; Sanders, PPJ, 482. 
58 Cf. J. D. G. Dunn, "Pharisees," in JPL, 73-74; Longenecker, Eschatology and the 
Covenant, 30-31. 
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might have argued that it is necessary for the Gentile Galatians to be circumcised to 
secure deliverance from the curse, for, according to the agitators, the circumcised 
state is advantaged before God and protects the circumcised from God's wrath and 
the law's curse. Thus it may be fairly claimed that the agitators argued that Torah 
observance (in particular circumcision) is necessary for the Gentiles in order to share 
in the Jewish prerogatives and to enjoy all the blessings of God. 
On the basis of Christ's death, however, Paul opposes the agitators' 
argument as such. Paul says in 3.13-14 that Christ redeemed us (i.e. Gentile and 
Jewish believers) from the curse of the law 'lva. El<; r& E8VTJ ~ Eul..oy(a. wu 'Appa.t4J. 
YEVTJ"CCXL E:v XpLOrci} 'ITJOOU, '(vex r~v E:na.yyEI..(a.v wu nvEUj.La.wc;; l..l$w1J.EV <'iL& rfj<; 
n(orEwc;; (3.14). First, Paul thinks of Christ's death as the means ofredemption for all 
human beings. 59 Redemption is a salvific effect of Christ's death (cf 4.5). 60 Second, 
Paul believes that the blessing of Abraham comes to the Gentiles (r& E8VTJ) as a 
result of Christ's becoming a curse for them. 61 Third, he says that Gentile and Jewish 
believers (l..tfPwiJ.EV) receive the promised Spirit as a result of Christ's death. As we 
noted earlier (§5.2.2.), the reception of the Spirit is empirical evidence of the 
Galatians' status as equal and full members ofthe covenant community. In contrast 
to the agitators' argument that Gentiles could gain access to the blessings in and 
through the law (3 .11-12), Paul argues that the Galatians could participate in the 
blessing of Abraham through Christ's death that is its ultimate source62 For Paul the 
curse of the law could no longer prevent the Gentile believers from receiving the 
privileges given to only Israel previously because Christ's death on the cross 
removed the boundary of the law and its consequent curse and liberated the blessings 
for all to enjoy63 In short, the cross is the soteriological means by which Gentile 
59 TI1e thought is also found in Eph l. 7 ("we have redemption through his blood') and Tit 
2.14 (Jesus Christ "gave himself for us that he might redeem us from all iniquity"). 
6
° For redemption from the curse ofthe law, see §2.2.2.1. 
61 For the blessing of Abraham as a consequence of Christ's death, see §2.2.2.2 and §3.2.2.2. 
62 As Dunn (TPA, 208) rightly says, "In Galatians Gal. 3.13-14, Christ accursed on the cross 
plays this same role as the decisive resolution to the problem of how the blessing of Abraham might 
come to the Gentiles for whom it was also intended." See also Matera, "Death," 289-291. 
63 C. M. Pate (The Reverse of the Curse (Tiibingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 2000) convincingly 
demonstrates his thesis: "Paul views Christ having removed the Deuteronomic curses by embracing 
divine judgment on the cross and thereby dispensing the Deuteronomic blessings to all who believe 
in him" (p. 1). 
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believers receive privileges such as redemption, the blessing of Abraham, and the 
promised Spirit, which were given to Jews exclusively before. This is part ofPaul's 
theological reason why he opposes the agitators' ethnocentric covenantalism that 
assumes the privileged state of circumcised over uncircumcised. 
7. 3. 4. Gal5.11 and 6.12-14 
Once again the cross as the pnmary soteriological basis of salvation is 
reflected in Gal 5.11 and 6.12-14 where Paul sets circumcision in antithesis with the 
cross. 
64 We shall treat them in turn. First, in 5.11 Paul contrasts circumcision with 
the cross (EL nEpL'WIJ.TlV EH KT)pooow, tL EH OLWKOIJ.o:L; &po: Ko:t~pyT)to:L to 
oK&voo:A.ov tou oto:upou - 5.11 ). 65 As we tackle the antithesis in 5.11, we do not 
attempt to discuss Paul's much debated reference to "preaching circumcision," 
because the issue is not directly relevant to the present study. 66 Nor do we try to 
elaborate why Paul was persecuted and who persecuted him 67 We will, rather, focus 
on the force ofthe antithesis between circumcision and the cross. 
It is widely acknowledged that by EL nEpLtOIJ.~V EH KT)puoow Paul must be 
alluding to some claim made by the agitators. No matter what the allusion may be, it 
is clear that for Paul requiring circumcision of Gentile believers means denying the 
scandal of the cross (oK&voo:A.ov)68; the cross has been rendered inoperative 
(Ko:t~pyT)to:L )69 by preaching circumcision. In line with the Jewish tradition, as 
already argued (§2.2.), the agitators attempted to draw the Galatians into the 
covenant community by preaching circumcision to and demanding proselytization of 
64 See Cousar, A Theology of the Cross, 137-148; Dunn, TPLG, 28-33. 
65 See Longenecker, Galatians, 233; J. Schneider, ataupoc;, TDNT 7.576; Witherington, 
Grace, 374. 
66 For the debate see e.g. Baarda, "t[ ~n 6LwKO,.LaL in Gal 5:11," 250-256; Borgen, "Paul 
Preaches Circumcision and Pleases Men," 37-46; Donaldson, Paul, 275-284; Dunn, Galatians, 278-
280; Lambrecht, "Is Gal 5:11 b a Parenthesis?" 23 7-241; Saldanha, "The Concept of Freedom in 
Galatians," 249-259. 
67 For a reconstruction of the background, see Jewett, "Agitators," 198-212. 
68 For Jews crucified Messiah was scandalous. The scandal lies both in the fact that the one 
upon whom the law (Deut 21.23) pronounced a curse (Gal 3.13) is the source of salvation and in the 
fact that a crucified Messiah is not in accordance with the traditional Jewish expectation for a royal 
and triumphant Messiah with power (e.g. Pss. Sol. 17). For Jews a crucified Christ is folly (1 Cor 
1.23) because to them it was a sign of weakness and not of power. 
69 For the meaning of the verb IWt~PYTJtaL, see §3 .1.1. 
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the Galatians70 But for Paul to preach circumcision is to abolish the offence which 
Paul's gospel ofthe cross caused for ethnocentric covenantalism in the sense that the 
"circumcision vs. uncircumcision" belief-system nullifies the universalistic death of 
Christ which includes the Gentiles into the people of God without circumcision. To 
put it differently, the message about the cross, which is the power of God (1 Cor 
1.18; cf 1.24) to Paul but a stumbling block to Jews (1 Cor 1.23), has been rendered 
inoperative for salvation by upholding ethnocentric covenantalism represented by 
preaching circumcision. 
Secondly, the antithesis between circumcision and the cross emerges also in 
the conclusion ofGalatians (6.12-14). 71 Paul says, ouol: yap ol 1TEfH1"Ef.J.VOf.LEVOL auwl. 
VOf.LOV cfluA.&ooouoLV &AA.& eEA.ouoLV Uf.Llic;; 1TEpL1"Ef.J.VE081XL, 'Lva EV -rfl Uf.l.HEPQ: oapKI. 
Kaux~owv-raL. Ef.LOL 6l: f.l~ yEvoLw Kauxlio8aL El f.l~ l:v -rQ omupQ wu Kup(ou ~f.LWV 
'I'rwou Xpwwu. It is important to note that Paul sets "boasting in the flesh" in 
antithesis with "boasting in the cross of Jesus Christ." The agitators wanted the 
Galatians to be circumcised in order that they may boast about the flesh of the 
Galatians. Since here Paul was presumably thinking of the flesh as the circumcised 
flesh (cf Gal3.3; Gen 17. 11, 13, 14; Jub. 15.26, 34; Rom 2.28; Phil3.3-5; Col2.11, 
13),72 it is fairly obvious that the agitators boasted in the Galatians' circumcised flesh 
because circumcision is a marker of pride in their choice as God's people, a sign of 
Israel's privileges, a mark of covenant membership, and the ground ofsalvation.73 
In contrast to the agitators' preaching and boasting in circumcision, Paul 
preaches Christ (crucified) (Gal 1.16; 1 Cor 1.23) and boasts in the cross of Jesus 
Christ (6.14). Why? It is fairly clear from his earlier exposition of the death of 
Christ. The basic point is that the cross is the sole ground of salvation. As noted 
70 Sanders, PUP, 19. 
71 Cf. Dunn, TPLG, 28-33. 
72 Cf. Dunn, "Circumcision," 89; Martyn, Galatians, 561; Matera, "Death," 295. The term 
must be taken literally, not in a moral sense (cf. Witherington, Grace, 449). Cf. §2.1.3. n. 61. Thus it 
should not be understood as self achieved merit (pace Betz, Ga/atians, 318; Bruce, Galatians, 271; 
Fung, Ga/atians, 306) nor as "merely human attainments" (pace Longenecker, Galatians, 294). In a 
broad sense, however, "flesh" may refer to Jewish heritage or privilege. This can be found in Phil 
3.4. When Paul speaks of his confidence in the flesh, he lays out his Jewish heritage and privilege as 
a Jew chosen by God. Cf. Dunn, Galatians, 339-340. 
73 So rightly Dunn, "Circumcision," 90-92. 
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earlier, for Paul the cross is the soteriological means by which Gentile believers 
receive salvific privileges such as the forgiveness of the sin (1.4), righteousness 
(2.21), redemption (from the present evil age - 1.4 and the curse of the law- 3.13), 
the blessing of Abraham (3.14), and the promised Spirit (3.14), which Jews assumed 
to be theirs exclusively. 74 For Paul the gospel of the cross is such a powerful 
counterbalance to ethnocentric covenantalism represented by the agitators' message 
of circumcision since the inclusion of the Gentiles into the covenant community 
depends not on circumcision but on the cross; the cross marks the end of a clear 
dividing line between covenant Jew and outlaw Gentile. 75 Christ's death as the 
saving power of God for Jews and Gentiles is a central content of Paul's gospel (1 
Cor 1.17-18, 24). 76 In short, Paul emphasises the sufficiency ofthe cross for the 
salvation of humanity both to argue against the agitators' message of circumcision 
and to persuade the Galatians not to depend on the agitators' ethnocentric 
covenantalism represented by their message of circumcision. 
7. 3. 5. Conclusion 
In light of the preceding study, we may justly conclude that Paul's main 
argument in the antithesis is to redefine the soteriological basis of justification. For 
Paul not the privileged Jewish identity as "circumcision" but Christ's death on the 
cross is the soteriological basis of salvation (forgiveness of sins, deliverance from 
the present evil age, justification, redemption, the blessing of Abraham, and 
receiving the Spirit). Not circumcision but Christ's death has power for forgiveness 
of sins, deliverance from the present evil age, justification, and redemption. The 
cross in Galatians plays an important role as a polemic directed against the 
ethnocentric covenantalism of the agitators. 77 Paul believes that the gospel of the 
74 See M. D. Hooker, Not Ashamed of the Gospel (Carlisle: Paternoster Press, 1994), 29-34; 
Matera, "Death," 283-296. 
75 See J. T. Caroll and J. B. Green, The Death of Jesus in Early Christianity (Peabody: 
Hendrickson, 1995), 118; Dunn, Galatians, 281. 
76 For the cross ass symbol of power, see Schiitz, Paul, 187-203. 
77 E. Kasemann rightly notes that the cross in Paul's gospel is polemical countering 
misunderstandings of the truth of the gospel ("The Saving Significance of the Death of Jesus in 
Paul," in Perspectives on Paul, 38). According to him, however, the real object of Paul's polemic 
through the cross is the legalistic piety of Jewish-Christian circles and the enthusiasm of the 
Hellenistic church. 
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cross nullifies the agitators' ethnocentric covenantalism and thus marks the end of a 
clear dividing line between covenant Jew and outlaw Gentile. 78 For Paul, in the 
sphere of Christ the Jewish perspective "circumcision/uncircumcision" which kept 
Jew and Gentile apart so far has been brought to an end by the power of Christ's 
faithfulness (i.e. the power of the message of the cross). In short, Paul formulates the 
antithesis both to argue against the agitators' ethnocentric covenantalism and to 
achieve his goal of persuading the Galatians to accept not the ethnocentric 
covenantalism of the agitators but the gospel of the cross. Those who continue to 
rely on circumcision render Christ's saving death ineffective and nullified. The 
antithesis entails two practical implications: 1) the equation of the status of Gentile 
and Jew before God; 2) the same ground on which justification of Jews and Gentiles 
is dependent: all need Christ's faithfulness. 
7. 4. Significance of the Antithesis 
First, what is the significance of the antithesis between "circumcision vs. 
uncircumcision" and Christ's faithfulness for Paul's opposition to Second Temple 
Judaism? It is important to see that the imagery of redemptive battle between 
ethnocentric covenantalism and Paul's gospel of the cross is reflected in the 
antithesis. The power to wage war against the power of "circumcision vs. 
uncircumcision" (n LoxuEL) which determines and dominates the Jewish mind-set 
and community is "Christ's faithfulness working through his love" (5.6)79 Christ's 
faithfulness came to the world and was revealed by God to redeem those under the 
power of the law (3.23). It destroys the regime of the law and gives believers 
freedom from the dominion ofthe law (3.23-25). Christ's faithfulness battles against 
the power of "circumcision vs. uncircumcision" and wins over it (5.6). Furthermore, 
78 Dunn (TPLG, 30) likewise argues, "the cross was of such epochal significance that it 
relativized everything else, the distinction between circumcision and uncircumcision not least." For 
the social significance of the Death of Jesus Christ in Galatians, see K. Grayston, Dying, We Live 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), 68-86. 
79 As we noted in §6. 1.1. and §6.1.2., the powerful nature of "Christ's faithfulness" is 
confirmed by both the exposition of Gal 3.23-25 and the analysis of the two verbs taxuw and 
kvEpy(w, of which rr(an~ is the subject. 
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the contrast between EV VDf.LC.V (5.4) and Ev Xpw-rQ 'ITJaou (5.6)80 also suggests that in 
contrast to the fact that in the sphere of the law "circumcision vs. uncircumcision" 
was effective, in the sphere of Christ it is not, because the eschatological "sphere-
transfer" relativized the Jewish value-system distinguishing Jew from Gentile. On 
the basis ofthe observations above, we may say that Paul rejects Jewish ethnocentric 
covenantalism because it has been nullified by the advent and revelation of Christ's 
faithfulness in the sphere of Christ and thus is inoperative for justification. 
Moreover, the obliteration of Jewish ethnocentric covenantalism is clearly 
expressed again in Gal 6.15 in which "circumcision/uncircumcision" is contrasted to 
KIXLV~ K-rLaLc; (new creation or a new cosmic order)81 As Martyn rightly observes,82 
here Paul contrasts between the ethnocentric Jewish value-system epitomised in 
80 Mufiner, Galaterbrief, 352. 
81 With regard to the meaning of KaLv~ KtLoL~, there is no consensus amongst scholars. It 
has been suggest that KaLv~ KtLOL~ refers to the individual believer, the believing community, or a 
newly-created cosmic order. Many interpreters have seen that the theme of the KctLV~ n(oL~ has its 
roots in the OT and in Judaism (Jub. 4.26; 1 Enoch 72.1; 4 Ezra 7.75; 2 Apoc. Bar. 32.6; 1QS 4.25; 
1QH 11.10-14; 13.11-12). It is likely that the concept ofKaLv~ Kt(oL~ is derived from the OT (Isa 
43.18-19; 65.17-25; 66.22). In these passages, the author alludes to the "new world" which is the 
creation of God. There were various developments within post-biblical Judaism. It is likely that the 
concept ofKaLv~ KtLOL~ in Pauline literature is derived from the OT references to God's creation of 
the world and of human beings. U. Mell convincingly argues that KctLv~ KtLOL~ was an technical 
term in Jewish apocalypticism, referring to the new or transformed creation expected to follow the 
destruction or renewal of the world (Neue Schopfung (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1989)). Thus KaLv~ KtLOL~ 
probably means "new creation" or a new cosmic order. This interpretation can be substantiated by 
Paul's use ofKmv~ KtLOL~ in 2 Cor 5.17. Some interpreters have suggested that KaLv~ KtLOL~ is not 
concerned with the individual believer, therefore, Paul is talking of a "new act of creation," not the 
personal dimension of a new birth. Cf. R. P. Martin, 2 Corinthians (Waco, Texas: Word, 1986), 152; 
idem, Reconciliation (Atlanta: JKP, 1981), 104; V. P. Furnish,// Corinthians (AB; Garden City, 
N.Y.: Doubleday, 1984), 332; M. J. Harris, "2 Corinthians," in The Expositor's Bible Commentary, 
vol. 10 (Zondervan: Grand Rapids, 1976), 353. Some interpreters interpreted that the phrase means 
"newly-created being." M. E. Thrall, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Second Epistle 
to the Corinthians (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1994), 1.426; Fitzmyer, Paul, 70. The chief argument 
in favour of the former view is the meaning of the phrases ta &pxa1a and ta Kmva. Although Paul 
does not define the phrases, presumably the phrases could be interpreted that "the old creation has 
gone, and now the new one is here" (JB). Moreover, it is plausible that Paul had in mind the 
passages in Isaiah which speak of a new heaven and earth (Isa 43.18-19; 65.17; 66.22). In light of 
the considerations above, it is likely that KctLv~ KtLOL~ refers to God's "new creation." Although Paul 
does not define "new creation" in Galatians, it can be understood as God's new act of creation in 
and through Christ and the Spirit. It could also mean "newly created order" brought by God's 
sending of Christ and the Spirit. Martyn (Galatians, 565, n. 64) writes, "Paul uses the expression to 
announce and to identify what God has done in Christ, inaugurating the end time struggle (Gal 6.15; 
2 Cor 5.17). See also scholars he quoted; E. Adams, Constructing the World (Edinburgh: T. & T. 
Clark, 2000), 226-228; Dunn, Galatians, 343. 
82 Martyn, "Apocalyptic Antinomies," 111-123; idem, "Events in Galatia," 161. 
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"circumcision vs. uncircumcision" and God's new creation by saymg oun yap 
TIEpL-roiJ.~ -r( Eonv oun aKpopuo-r(a &:Ufx. KaLv~ KtLOLc;. God's new creation came to 
its existence through God's sending of Christ and the Spirit and his sending and 
revealing of Christ's faithfulness. As Martyn convincingly argues, God destroys the 
world-view of the old-world whose structure lies in the particular "pairs of 
opposites" such as, circumcision/uncircumcision, Jew and Gentile, male and female, 
and Law/Un-Law83 The antithesis between "circumcision/uncircumcision" and new 
creation means that the Jewish ethnocentric value-system has lost its meaning and 
function because the belief-system maintaining that the circumcised are the chosen 
people ofGod and the uncircumcised are not belongs to the old creation. 84 Since the 
value-system is part of the old creation, it is no longer relevant and significant to 
those who live in the newly-created world (i.e. the Christian). 85 Paul appears to be 
employing apocalyptic motif to describe a new pattern of belief-system created by 
God's new creation, a new belief-system which overthrows the ethnocentric 
covenantalism. There is, in Paul's view, no basis in Paul's gospel for taking over this 
ethnocentric covenantalism, because the truth of the gospel does not share the same 
belief-system. In short, God's new creation through Christ and the Spirit is one of 
Paul's theological rationales for his rejection of ethnocentric covenantalism. 
The statement that the belief-system of "circumcision/uncircumcision" 1s 
impotent and inoperative would be a bold challenge to Paul's fellow Jews and the 
agitators not only because circumcision is both a physical symbol of the covenant 
community and a sign of election but also because "circumcision/uncircumcision" is 
one of the most important soteriological principles of covenantal nomism. This 
surprising theological declaration of Paul is based on his apocalyptic world-view that 
God's apocalyptic invasion into the world through both sending Christ and the Spirit 
(4.4-6) and revealing (3.23) and sending Christ's faithfulness (3.23, 25) made the 
ethnocentric covenantalism (of the agitators) inoperative and meaningless. From 
what we have said so far, we can conclude that Paul rejects Jewish ethnocentric 
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84 Cf. Betz, Galatians, 320; Martyn, Ga/atians, 570-571; Longenecker, Triumph, 43-44. 
85 Cf. Adams, Constructing the World, 228. 
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covenantalism (i.e. Jewish pride in ethnicity and boast in the circumcised flesh as a 
sign of election) because in the sphere of Christ it has been nullified by the advent 
and revelation of Christ's faithfulness and God's new creation through Christ and the 
Spirit. 
Second, the antithesis is one ofPaul's theological rationales for denying any 
distinction between Jewish and Gentile believers. 86 The antithesis signifies a 
redefinition of the social relationship in which the "old world" social division 
between "circumcision" and "uncircumcision" is abolished (Gal 6.15; 1 Cor 7.19; 
Col 3.11; cf Ram 3 .22, 30; 4. 9) and a new social relationship is created. With the 
antithesis Paul answers one ofthe issues at stake both in Antioch and in Galatia, i.e. 
the relationship between Jewish and Gentile believers. As a result of the triumph of 
Christ's faithfulness over the power of the distinction between circumcision and 
uncircumcision, the old epoch's distinction between Jew (Jewish believers) and 
Gentile (Gentile believers) based on Jewish exclusivism has been rendered 
inoperative. In other words, Christ's death is the antidote to the distinction between 
Jewish and Gentile Christians. In the sphere of the old age (the law's sphere) the 
distinction was effective, but in the sphere of Christ there is no such distinction. 
Thus, the defective status of Gentiles as outside the orbit of God's elect is now 
redefined as inside that sphere. In short, the antithesis is Paul's theological basis for 
the annulment of the social distinction between the two groups of Christians. 
Third, the antithesis is significant for Paul's view on the issue whether 
Gentile Christians must accept the customs, practices, and culture of Second Temple 
Judaism. The agitators argued that the Galatians could become descendants of 
Abraham by observing those works of the law that traditionally identify Jews as 
Jews: circumcision; food regulations, Sabbath and festival observances ( 4.1 0). The 
antithesis between "circumcisionluncircumcision" and "Christ's faithfulness" 
implies that the Christian's belief and praxis are not to be determined by the value-
system of ethnocentric covenantalism which requires those works of the law, but by 
86 No distinction between "the circumcision" and "the uncircumcision" in the Church is 
clearly expressed in 1 Cor 7.19 (~ TTEpL"t<J\..1~ ouflf.v E.anv KCll ~ cXKpol}ua-r(a ouflf.v E.anv). See further 
Braxton, Tyranny, 161-173. 
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the gospel of the cross. However, Donaldson argues that the uselessness or 
powerlessness of the distinction between circumcision and uncircumcision does not 
necessarily mean that Paul abandons ethnocentric covenantalism entirely in light of 
Rom 3.1 and 11.1, 29. He argues, "one should not be in haste to read the statements 
of 'no distinction' in a global and categorical way; the distinction being denied may 
well pertain to a much more limited dornain."87 According to Donaldson, in 5.6 "no 
distinction" between Jew and Gentiles has to do with Paul's theological conviction 
that ethnocentric covenantalism is not operative for justification. But he has missed 
the significance of "circumcision/uncircumcision" already outlined above, the 
importance of "circumcision/uncircumcision" as a shorthand for the Jewish 
ethnocentric world-view characterising the belief and praxis of Israel. Moreover he 
does not pay sufficient attention to the fact that the act of circumcision requires 
complete devotion to the observance of the law and the Jewish way of life (Esther 
8.17 LXX; Sir 44.20; Jdth 14.10; Josephus Vit. 113, 149; idem, Ant. 13.257; 20.39-
46, 145-146). As Thielman rightly criticises, 
"It is not clear to me, for example, why passages that appear to preserve ethnic 
distinctions within the people of God should control our understanding of passages 
where the dissolution of those distinctions seems to be a basic conviction. After all, 
Paul can speak of the dissolution of distinctions not only when discussing entrance 
requirements but when speaking of living as a member of God's people as well (1 
Cor 9.19-21; Gal 2.11-14; Rom 14.3b-4, 10). " 88 
It is likely, therefore, that the negation of the Jewish world-view "circumcision vs. 
uncircumcision" is one ofthe theological rationales why Paul urged the Galatians not 
to adopt the customs and practices of Judaism. 
87 Donaldson, Paul, 93. 
88 F. Thielman, "Review of Paul and the Gentiles (f. L. Donaldson)," JBL 118 (1999), 368. 
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CHAPTERS 
<CONCCII.JU§liON~ SUMMARY AND 
IIMJPLJICA 1fiTON§ JFOR PAUJLJINE 
JIN1f1ERPRE1f ATJION 
The preceding chapters ( chs. 1-7) have carried through an analysis of a 
single block of Paul's theological prose (Gal 5.2-6) where the six antitheses appear. 
In general, it may be fairly claimed that in spite of the significance of the antitheses 
in 5.2-6 for the interpretation of Galatians, the antitheses have not been given 
sufficient attention in previous studies of Galatians. The present study has attempted 
to provide a satisfactory explanation regarding the force and function of the 
antitheses in relation to the crisis and the issues at stake in Galatia and their 
significance for Paul's view of circumcision, the law, and first century Palestinian 
Judaism. Since summaries or conclusions are provided at the end of each chapter, it 
is more useful to summarise briefly the force, function, and significance of the 
antitheses as a whole on the basis of the observations in each chapter. And also it is 
appropriate to suggest the implications of the present study for the interpretation of 
Galatians and Pauline interpretation. 
8. 1. Summary of the Antitheses 
1. The antitheses in 5.2-6 are shorthand for deeper and larger conflicts between 
two gospels: "the other gospel" of the agitators based on covenantal nomism 
is contrasted with Paul's gospel ("the truth of the Gospel") based on God's 
saving act in and through Christ and the Spirit. 
2. The antitheses are Paul's polemical response to the agitators' gospel. Paul 
negates the essential contents of the agitators' gospel (i.e. justification in the 
sphere of the law and by Torah-observance, especially circumcision); since 
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salvation is in the sphere of Christ and by God's grace, the Spirit, and Christ's 
faithfulness, it is not in the sphere of the law or by the law and circumcision. 
The agitators hold together circumcision and Christ, the law and Christ, the 
law and God's grace, the law and the Spirit, and the law and Christ's 
faithfulness. But Paul separates what they wish hold together and denies 
circumcision and the law as the soteriological basis of salvation. For Paul 
there is no compromise in each antithesis. 
3. The antitheses play a role as the solution of the crisis in Galatia (i.e. the 
apostasy of the Galatians and "the other gospel" of the agitators - 1. 6-9) in the 
sense that the antitheses were designed to persuade the Galatians not to defect 
from the truth of the gospel both by warning them of the fatal consequences of 
following the other gospel (i.e. forfeiture of Christ's benefits, slavery under 
the law, separation from Christ and God's grace) and by reminding them of 
the salvific significance of God's grace, Christ (Christ's benefits, Christ as the 
sphere of justification, Christ's faithfulness), and the Spirit. In addition, the 
antitheses negate the central message of "the other gospel": justification in the 
law and through Torah-observance, especially circumcision. 
4. The antitheses provide the answer to the pivotal issue at stake in Galatia: what 
are the legitimate conditions on which Gentiles enter the people of God? 
According to Paul's gospel, neither circumcision nor the law, but Christ 
(Christ's salvific benefits, Christ as the sphere of justification, and Christ's 
faithfulness), God's grace, and the Spirit are the valid and sufficient 
soteriological bases of justification. 
5. The antitheses are the succinct summaries of Paul's view of the law and 
circumcision in Galatians; the antitheses encapsulate his view of the 
ineffectiveness of the law for justification and his reason for the rejection of 
circumcision (e.g. no justification in and through the law, the uselessness and 
inefficacy of circumcision). 
6. The antitheses represent Paul's theological horizon and conviction m 
Galatians; the antitheses portray the fact that God's saving act in and through 
Christ and the Spirit has brought about "the eschatological transition" by 
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which the old belief-system (represented by circumcision and the law) has 
been superseded by the new (represented by God's grace, Christ, the Spirit, 
and Christ's faithfulness). The antitheses are central to Paul's theology; they 
represent the paradigm shift from soteriology based on the law and 
circumcision to soteriology based on God's grace, Christ, and the Spirit. 
7. The antitheses contain Paul's theological conviction for his mission to the 
Gentiles (i.e. denial of circumcision, no justification in and through the law, 
God's grace antithetical to ethnocentric Jewish proselytism, the fulfilment of 
the promise to Abraham, the coming of the Spirit into the heart of the 
Gentiles, and the obliteration of the distinction between Jew and Gentile by 
Christ's faithfulness). 
8. The antitheses reflect Paul's theological reason for rejecting law-observant 
Judaism (the denial of circumcision as the sign of the covenant, the transition 
of the sphere of justification from the law to Christ, the change of the means 
of becoming the eschatological people of God from the law to God's grace 
and Christ's faithfulness, the change of the identity marker from the law to the 
Spirit, and the denial of a "circumcision vs. uncircumcision" value-system). 
9. The antitheses serve as Paul's answer to one of the thorny and inescapable 
questions in the beginnings of Christianity: Who are the people of God? To 
the question Paul answers that those who receive the salvific benefits of 
Christ, the Spirit, God's grace through Christ and the Spirit and those in 
Christ are the people of God, not those who accept circumcision and observe 
the law or those in the law. Neither circumcision nor the law but Christ and 
the Spirit define the people of God. Gentile believers are "children of God" 
(3.26; 4.6,7), "offspring of Abraham" (3.29), "heirs" (3.29), "children of the 
promise" ( 4.28), "children of freedom" ( 4.31 ). The antitheses seem to imply 
the exclusion of ethnic Israel from the eschatological people of God. 
10. The antitheses function as a hermeneutical key for the interpretation of 
Galatians; the antitheses summarise Paul's previous argument, foreshadow his 
following argument, represent Paul's theological perspective and conviction, 
and answer the issues at stake in Galatians. 
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In this section, on the basis of the investigation of Gal 5.2-6, we shall 
attempt to suggest the implications of the present study for the interpretation of 
Galatians. Some fairly definite implications for the truth of the gospel in Galatians, 
Paul's theological view on salvation history in Galatians, Paul's critique of the law in 
Galatians, the rhetorical function of Gal 5.2-12 within Galatians, and the theme of 
5.2-6, may be drawn in light of the present study. While it is not possible to explore 
these issues in this study, this section will seek to suggest the potential significance 
of this study for these issues and to indicate some of the directions in which further 
inquiry might proceed. 
8. 2. 1. "The Truth of the Gospel" in Galatians 
It is clear that the agitators preached the Galatians a different gospel (1.6-7) 
and wanted to pervert "the gospel of Christ" ( 1. 7). Having been persuaded by the 
agitators' gospel, the Galatians were following another gospel (1.6). The crucial 
issue at stake in Galatia was the Galatians' apostasy from the truth of the gospel as a 
consequence of the agitators' perversion of the truth of the gospel (1.6-9). Thus Paul 
wrote Galatians in order to solve the problems of both the Galatians' apostasy and 
the agitators' distortion of the truth of the gospel by proclaiming ~ a/..~8Ellx roD 
EmyyE!..Lou1 to the Galatians. With "the truth of the gospel," Paul makes a polemical 
attack on the agitators and their gospel 2 What then is "the truth of the gospel" in 
Galatians? It is very difficult to answer the question because Paul did not explicitly 
tell us what it is. Is there any clue in Galatians as to what it is? Gal 2.5 and 2.14 do 
not seem to state explicitly its content. Gal 5. 7, however, might present the reference 
of the truth of the gospel because it appears that "the truth" in 5. 7 might refer to what 
1 What is the meaning of the phrase ~ aJ..~9ua -rou EuayyEJ..(ou? It depends on how one 
interprets the genitive -rou EuayyEJ..(ou. Grammatically the genitive could be taken as subjective 
("the truth that the gospel pronounces"), possessive ("the truth belonging to the gospel"), or 
epexegetic ("the truth which is the gospel"). It is natural to construe the genitive as possessive and 
thus the truth of the gospel refers to "the true message contained in the gospel." Cf. Burton, 
Galatians, 86. 
2 See F. W. Hughes, "The Gospel and Its Rhetoric in Galatians," in Gospel in Paul, 21 0-
221. 
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Paul has said in 5.2-6 in which he attempted to solve the issue of "the other gospel" 
through the truth of the gospel. For the reference of "the truth" ( 5. 7) is "the truth of 
the gospel" (2.5, 14). 3 In other words, Paul's statement in 5.2-6 could be Paul's 
"truth-claim" in the letter, which Paul told to the Galatians (4.16) and by which he 
attempts to persuade the Galatians to obey the truth of the gospel and argues against 
the persuasion of the other gospel (5.8) 4 
As we observed in this study, in 5. 2-6 Paul succinctly summarises the most 
important conclusions of his entire argument in Galatians. So the truth of the gospel 
seems to be represented and summarised in the six antitheses in 5.2-6 because the 
antitheses encapsulate the substance of Paul's theological convictions and arguments 
and crystallise Paul's view of circumcision, Christ, the law, the Spirit, grace, Christ's 
faithfulness, and justification. Paul formulates the antitheses to express the true 
message contained in the gospel on which, and for which, he had fought to safeguard 
the truth of the gospel in Galatia (and Jerusalem and Antioch). The Pauline idea of 
the benefit of Christ (5.2) encapsulates many of the salvific effects of the saving 
work of Christ that Paul elaborated in Galatians (§2.2.2.). In the passage, moreover, 
there is significant vocabulary that encapsulates various central and pivotal terms 
appearing in the rest of the letter (§ 1.2.). And also 5.2-6 summarises important 
themes in the previous section (e.g. God's grace, the Spirit, justification, Christ's 
faithfulness). It is the phrase EV Xp wrQ 'I11oou ( 5. 6 - "in the sphere of Christ") that 
encapsulates Paul's foregoing exposition and represents his theological perspective 
by summarising God's saving activities, which have happened in Christ, as well as 
the salvific effects of the Christ-event available in Christ (§3.2.1.). It also represents 
Paul's conviction of the eschatological "sphere-transfer" of God's saving grace from 
3 (~) &A.~uo: is an abbreviation of~ &A.~9ua tou EuayyEJ..(ou (2.5, 14). Paul usually 
abbreviates the long phrases atOLXELa tou KOOIJ.OU (Gal 4.3) to atoLXELa (Gal 4.9) and n(anc; 
XpLatou (2.16; 3.22) to rr(anc; (3.23-25, 5.5). For further see eh. 6, n. 2. 
4 While J. Lambrecht ("Paul's Argumentation in Galatians and Its Relevance for Today," 
in The Truth ofthe Gospel, 239-241) rightly pays special attention to "the truth of the gospel," he 
wastes no ink on its content, without noticing the significance of Gal 5.2-6 for the topic. Although 
J. L. Martyn ("The Apocalyptic Gospel in Galatians," Int 54 (2000), 246-266) correctly states, 
"the gospel is not about human movement into blessedness, but about God's liberating invasion of 
the cosmos" (p. 246), he fails to note the significance of 5.2-6 for understanding the truth of the 
gospel in Galatians. 
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the law to Christ (§3.3.). The antitheses contain Paul's theological conviction for his 
law-free gospel and to ElJIXYYEALOV ti'j<; nKpopuorLIX<; (2.7). Finally, the antitheses in 
5.2-6 provide a solution to the issues at stake (e.g. circumcision, justification) and the 
crisis (i.e. the apostasy of the Galatians and "the other gospel" of the agitators- 1.6-
9) in Galatia. In light of the observations above, it is fair to say that Gal 5.2-6 
contains the truth ofPaul's gospel in Galatians. 
What then is the truth-claim of Paul's gospel encapsulated in 5.2-6? On the 
basis of the study of the preceding chapters, we may summarise the essential 
contents of Paul's gospel as follows. 1) God accepts the Gentiles as the people of 
God not through circumcision but through the sal vi fie benefits of Christ that God has 
provided in and through Christ (eh. 2). 2) God justifies Jews and Gentiles not within 
the sphere of the law but within the sphere of Christ (eh. 3). Participation in Christ as 
the soteriological basis of justification is a central content of Paul's gospel. 5 In the 
sphere of Christ, God creates the community of God's people within which there is 
intimacy and commensality between Jewish and Gentile believers, not distinction 
between the two groups6 3) God saves Jews and Gentiles by God's grace, and thus 
the Gentiles have become God's people through neither circumcision nor Torah-
observance but through God's saving activities (i.e. grace), such as God's calling, 
God's promise, God's sending of Christ and the Spirit, and God's knowing (eh. 4).7 
4) The antithesis between the law and the Spirit suggests that God's justification of 
5 Sanders suggests that "participation in Christ" is the centre of Paul's theology (PP J, 456, 
466-467, 498-499, 502-508, 514). For the relationship between "participation in Christ" and 
"justification," see Hays, Faith, 250-254. 
6 While Hays does not discuss the antithesis between the law and Christ (5.3 -eh. 3), he 
understands the community "in Christ" as an integral aspect of the gospel ("Crucified with 
Christ," 233). For the social implication of the truth of the gospel (2.14), see R. Jewett, "Gospel 
and Commensality," in Gospel in Paul, 240-252. 
7 Dunn (TPLG, 26) argues, "What Paul meant by 'the truth of the gospel' is hinted at in 
his reference to it as 'the gospel of Christ' and as focusing on God's call 'in grace' (1.6-7). This 
characterization of the gospel in terms of grace is a central element in Paul's theology in Galatians 
(1.15; 2.9, 21; 5.4)." He also argues, "integral to the truth of the gospel for Paul was that it was a 
gospel of grace for the Gentiles" (p. 27). Cummins (Crucified, 232) suggests, "for Paul the truth 
of the gospel centred upon the outworking of God's grace in the death and resurrection of Christ." 
Both Dunn and Cummins rightly take God's saving grace as a pivotal component of the truth of 
the gospel. The point that for Paul justification is wholly of God's grace is clearly expressed in 
Rom 3.24 (olK!XlOIJJ.lEVOl owpErlV t~ autoil xcipm). In Ephesians, furthermore, "grace" is 
understood as the basis of salvation (Eph 2.5, 8; cf. Acts 15.11). 
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the Gentiles by the Spirit, not by the law (and the works of the law), is a central 
component of Paul's gospel (eh. 5). 5) God justifies humanity not by the law but by 
Christ's faithfulness, i.e. the death of Christ on the cross (chs. 6 and 7), which is the 
heart ofPaul's gospel (cf. 1 Cor 1.17-24). 8 
In light of the observations above, we can conclude that the truth of Paul's 
gospel in Galatians is an announcement about God's (past, present, and future) 
salvation (especially justification) of humanity (Jews and the Gentiles) not in and 
through the law, but in and through Christ (and Christ's faithfulness) and the Spirit. 9 
8 If this is true, then the traditional understanding (especially in German [Lutheran] 
scholarship - e.g. H. D. Wendland, W. G. Kiimmel, E. Kasemann, H. Conzelmann, G. 
Bornkamm) of the truth or centre of the gospel as justification by the Christian's faith in Christ 
should be disputed. For the centrality of "justification by faith" in Luther' s works, see 
Westerholm, Israel's Law, 4-6. Pace Mufiner (Galaterbrief, 71-76) who argues that "Die 
iustification impii sola fide et gratia" as "die 'Mitte des Evangeliums' nach dem Galaterbrief' and 
Moo (Romans, 90); Seifrid, Justification by Faith, 270; who understands justification by faith as 
the heart of the gospel. According to Hays (Faith, 249), however, justification by the faithfulness 
of Jesus Christ is "the whole meaning of the gospel story." 
9 Martyn (Galatians, 406) argues, "the sentence comprising Gal 4:3-5 is the theological 
center of the entire gospel, relating its major motifs to one another in such a way that we may call 
the good news of Paul's letter to the Galatians. The center of this center is the news that God sent 
his Son." Martyn (Galatians, 198) also notes that the truth of the gospel is "the end-time event of 
God's redemption in Christ." N. T. Wright ("Gospel and Theology in Galatians," in Gospel in 
Paul, 232) proposes that the gospel, for Paul writing Galatians, is the fourfold announcement: I) 
"that the Lord of Israel is the one true God, and that the pagan deities are mere idols"; 2) "that 
Jesus of Nazareth, the crucified and risen one, is not merely 'Lord' in some cosmic sense, but is 
actually King- King oflsrael, and hence (on the Davidic model of passages such as Psalm 89) the 
King before whom all the kings of the earth shall bow; 3) "that Israel's destiny has been fulfilled, 
her exile fmished, her salvation won, but in a manner which undermine the Jewish ethnic and 
nationalistic hope that Paul had formerly espoused; 4) "that the rule of the pagan idols, which have 
kept the pagan nations in their iron grip, has been broken, and that those who follow and serve 
them are now summoned to share in the blessings of Israel's 'age to come'." Matera ("Galatians 
in Perspective," 245) suggests, "The truth of the gospel is the proclamation of the saving event 
that God has effected in Christ, apart from the works of the law." While Martyn, Wright, and 
Matera rightly point out that the gospel in Galatians centres upon God's salvation in and through 
Christ, as far as these statements are concerned, they do not pay sufficient attention to the equally 
important content of Paul's gospel, that is, God's salvation through the Spirit. Esler (Galatians, 
119) suggests, "For Paul, in fact, the 'truth of the gospel' means the freedom with which his 
Israelite and gentile converts can be members of the same congregation without having their 
'freedom' replaced with the demands of the Mosaic law." But freedom is one of the salvific 
effects of the Christ-event (2.4; 5.1). Sanders (PLJP, 5) identifies the basic conviction underlying 
Paul's argumentation as "God had sent Jesus Christ to provide for the salvation of all; that 
salvation is thus available for all, whether Jew or Greek, on the same basis ("faith in Christ," 
"dying with Christ"); that the Lord would soon return; that he, Paul, was called by God to be the 
apostle to the Gentiles; and that Christians should live in accordance with the will of God." I 
would like to add one thing to Sanders' statement: God had sent the Spirit as well as Jesus Christ 
to provide for the salvation of all (Gal 4.3-7). Interestingly, V. P. Furnish states, "If my earlier 
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This is the truth of the gospel which Paul attempted to defend against "false 
brothers" in Jerusalem (2.4-5), "certain people from James" and Peter in Antioch 
(2.11-14 ), and the agitators in Galatia ( 5. 7; cf. 4 .16). The truth of the gospel allows 
for no supplementation or augmentation by the law or any other different gospel (i.e. 
"the singularity of the Gospel"). 10 God's justification of the Gentiles in and through 
Christ and by the Spirit, apart from Torah-observance is Paul's "Torah-free" gospel. 
God's salvation of the Gentiles without circumcision is -ro EucxyyEA.Lov -rfjc;; 
aKpopoo-rCcxc;; (Gal 2. 7), which Paul proclaimed among the Gentiles (2.2). The truth of 
the gospel (2.5, 14) upon which Paul rebukes Peter, who compels the Gentiles to live 
like Jews, is that God includes Christ-believing Gentiles to the eschatological people 
of God through Christ and the Spirit, without Torah-observance (e.g. circumcision, 
food laws), and thus Jewish Christians and Gentile could have the fellowship of 
commensality. 11 This is the truth of the gospel that must be remained with the 
Galatians (2.5) and they must obey (5.7), and thus should not attempt to depend on 
the law and circumcision for justification. 
The above suggestion is consistent with Gal 2.15-21, which is Paul's 
restatement of the truth of the gospel (2.14) he argued for at Antioch, and thus, it 
contains the core of the truth of the gospel I 2 The thesis of 2. 16-21 is God's 
justification of Jews and Gentiles by the faithfulness of Christ, not through the works 
of the law. 13 The gospel that scripture preached in advance to Abraham is the 
message about God's blessing of all the nations (i.e. God's justification of all nations 
(x rrCo-rH.uc;;) through the seed of Abraham, i.e. Christ (described in Abraham- 3.8), 
suggestion is correct, that for Paul the gospel is 'the actual, eventful working of God's own saving 
power,' then at its core 'the truth of the gospel' concerns God's will and power to save; or, 
expressed differently, it concerns the enduring reality of God's justice and faithfulness" ("Where is 
'tl1e Truth' in Paul's Gospel?" in Pauline Theology vol. 4, 173). 
10 Gaventa, "Singularity," 147-159. 
11 Holmberg, ("Jewish," 414) similarly writes, "the phrase 'the truth of the gospel' (~ 
aJ..~ElELa "WU EUayyEALOU) in 2:14 refers to the Jerusalem agreement, in which it had been decided 
that Christ-believing baptized Gentiles belong to the church of God without having to be 
circumcized and to put on the yoke of the Law." 
12 So Barclay, Obeying, 77; Kok, "Truth"; Matera, "Galatians in Perspective," 235. 
13 So Longenecker, Martyn, Matera, Williams, Witherington; in particular, see Kok, 
"Truth." 
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not within the sphere of the law or through the works of the law. 14 Furthermore, this 
suggestion fits well with Paul's understanding of the central content of the gospel as 
OLK£noauvT) 8Eou ("God's saving activity" or "God's covenantal faithfulness") 15 in 
14 Gaston (Paul and the Torah, 13) understands the centre of Paul's gospel to be that God, 
who is faithful, is fulfilling God's promise to Abraham to bless the Gentiles. 
15 The focus of much discussion concerning bLKaLom)vTJ eEOu is the nature of the genitive 
emu. There are four main options: 1) objective genitive -"the righteousness which is valid before 
God"; 2) subjective genitive - "righteousness as an attribute or quality of God"; 3) genitive of 
authorship - "righteousness which goes forth from God"; 4) genitive of origin - "human's 
righteousness which is the result of God's action of justifYing." Generally, the Reformers and their 
theological heirs have interpreted the righteousness of God as an objective genitive. Bultrnann 
(bLKaLoauvTJ eEou, 12-16) attempted to combine both the objective and subjective aspects of the 
righteousness of God, suggesting a "genitive of authorship" to describe God's righteousness 
which is given to believers as the basis of one's relationship with God. E. Kiisemann argues that 
the righteousness of God is a technical phrase in Jewish apocalyptic (Dn 6.1 0; 1 QS 11.12), where 
it denotes God's saving power and activity as it is exercised in commitment to the covenant. He 
claimed that bLKctLOauvTJ emu (a subjective genitive) speaks of a divine activity: it is for Paul 
"God's sovereignty over the world revealing itself eschatologically" ("The Righteousness of God 
in Paul," 180). C. Muller (Gottesgerechtigkeit und Gottesvolk (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 1964), Stuhlmacher (Gerechtigkeit Gottes bei Paulus), and Kertelege ("Rechtfertigung" 
bei Paulus) follow a similar line of thought to that of Kiisemann. Nevertheless, the correctness of 
Kiisemann's interpretation is challenged by Cranfield (Romans, 1.97, 99), Stendahl (Paul, 78-96), 
and S. K. Williams ("The 'Righteousness of God' in Romans," JBL 99 (1980), 241-290). While 
scholars have debated the meaning of the phrase, there is no consensus among scholars. It seems a 
dominant view that bLKawauvTJ ewu is to be interpreted as subjective genitive and not as objective 
genitive or as genitive of origin. Thus bLKaLoauvTJ emu has been understood as "the righteousness 
of God" is God's salvation-creating-activity: Michel ("the eschatological salvatory action of God" 
- Der Brief an die Romer, 54, 171); Kasemann ("God's sovereignty over the world revealing itself 
eschatologically in Jesus" - "The Righteousness of God in Paul," 180; "God's own faithfulness 
and power in preserving his creation" - Romans, 24); Stuhlmacher ("the salvific activity of God 
the creator and judge" - Romans, 31f); Kertelege ("Heilshandeln Gottes" - Rechtfertigung bei 
Paulus, 296); Campbell ("God's saving purpose and activity"- The Rhetoric, 156); M. L. Soards 
("God's saving activity" - "The Righteousness of God in the Writings of the Apostle Paul," 
Biblical Theology Bulletin 15 (1985), 109); Moo (God's "eschatological justifYing activity" -
Romans, 219). While this view is widely accepted, alternatively a growing number of scholars 
interpret the phrase as "God's covenant faithfulness": (Williams ("God's faithfulness in keeping 
his promise to Abraham" - "Righteousness of God in Romans," 265); N. T Wright ("God's 
covenantal faithfulness" - "On Becoming the Righteousness of God," in Pauline Theology vol. 2, 
edited by D. M. Hay (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1993), 202); J. Piper ("God's absolute faithfulness 
always to act for his name's sake and for the preservation and display of his glory" - The 
Justification of God (2nd ed.; Grand Rapids: Baker, 1995), 150). Although many scholars agree 
that "the righteousness of God" refers to God' salvation-creating activity, some (e.g. Moo, 
Romans, 85 and scholars that he quotes; Seifrid, Justification by Faith, 99-108) dispute that the 
expression is an apocalyptic terminus technicus, as Kasemann and Stuhlmacher maintain. For 
further discussion, see M. T. Brauch, "Perspectives on 'God's Righteousness' in Recent German 
Discussion," in PPJ, 523-542; P. T. O'Brien, "Justification in Paul and Some Crucial Issues of the 
Last Two Decades," in Right with God, edited by D. A. Carson (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1992), 70-
78. 
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Romans (Rom 1.17). 16 Furthermore, this proposal is coherent with the theme ofRom 
3.21-26, which is God's righteousness in Christ and through the death of Christ, 
which contains an essential content of Paul's gospel in Romans. 17 The real content of 
the gospel in Romans is God's saving act (i.e. God's righteousness) that has been 
revealed and carried out in and through Christ and the Spirit. 18 The Pauline gospel as 
the message about God's salvation by his grace is reflected in Eph 2. 8-1019 and other 
Pauline letters (cf. 2 Tim 1. 9; Tit 2.11; 3. 7). Although it would be anachronistic to 
read Paul in the light of later "Trinitarian" formulations and creeds of the Early 
Church, it is nonetheless possible that the truth of the gospel is an announcement 
about the salvation of the sovereign divinity who is one in terms of three interrelated 
figures: God, Jesus Christ, and the Spirit. If this is true, "Trinitarian soteriology"20 
16 Most commentators agree that OLKawm!vlJ 9Eou is a pivotal theme of Romans and that 
Rom 1.16-17 is the summary statement or theme of the letter. Cf. e.g. Beker, Paul the Apostle, 92; 
B. Byme, Romans (Collegiville, MN: The Liturgical Press, 1996), 51-54; Cranfield, Romans, 
1.87-102; Dunn, Romans, 1.36-49; J. A. Fitzmyer, Romans (New York: Doubleday, 1993), 253-
265; Moo, Romans, 63-79; J. Ziesler, Paul's Letter to the Romans (London: SCM, 1989), 67. In 
particular, Kasemann ("The Righteousness of God in Paul," 168-182) understands the motif of 
God's righteousness as the centre of Paul's theology. P. Stuhlmacher understands the 
righteousness of God as an essential content of the gospel ("The Apostle Paul's view of 
Righteousness," in Reconciliation, Law, & Righteousness, 77-82; idem, Romans, 25-29). 
17 W. S. Campbell, "Romans iii as a Key to he Structure and Thought of the Letter," NovT 
23 (1981), 24-30; Fitzmyer, Romans, 341; A. J. Hultgren, Paul's Gospel and Mission 
(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1985), 47, 71; Kiisemann, Romans, 91-101; Moo, Romans, 218; J. 
Reumann, "The Gospel of the Righteousness of God," Int 20 (1966), 432-452; P. Stuhlmacher, 
"The Theme of Romans," in The Romans Debate, edited by K. P. Donfried (2nd ed.; Hendrickson: 
Peadobody, 1991), 333-345; idem, Romans, 57. Interestingly, however, Campbell (The Rhetoric, 
203) suggests, "Rom 3.21-26 is probably neither thesis paragraph of the letter, nor even perhaps a 
programmatic statement of Paul's gospel" without denying that the text contains a pivotal content 
of the gospel. 
18 See Hultgren, Paul's Gospel and Mission, 12-81; K. Snodgrass, "The Gospel in 
Romans," in Gospel in Paul, 288-314; D. A. Campbell, "Determining the Gospel through 
Rhetorical Analysis in Paul's Letter to the Roman Christians," in Gospel in Paul, 315-336. 
Stuhlmacher (Romans, 31) takes "the righteousness of God" as the centre of the gospel. 
19 C. L. Mitton (The Epistle to the Ephesians (Oxford: Clarendon, 1951), 155) says that 
Eph 2.8-l 0 "provide us with the most effective summary we have of the Pauline doctrine of 
salvation by grace through faith." C. L. Mitton (Ephesians (London: Oliphant, 1976), 1 00) states 
that Eph 2.8-10 "admirably express in summary the essence of Paul's gospel." Crowther ("Works, 
work and Good Works," 167) characterizes Eph 2.8-10 as "a brilliant summary in the whole of 
the Pauline Corpus of Paul's Understanding of the Gospel, and more comprehensive and complete 
than any single passage to be found in Romans or Galatians." Cf. P. T. O'Brien, The Letter to the 
Ephesians (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999), 174. For a critical evaluation of the suggestions and 
fme discussion of the text, see A. T. Lincoln, "Ephesians 2:8-10," CBQ 45 (1983), 617-630. 
20 G. D. Fee ("Paul's Conversion as Key to His Understanding of the Spirit," in The Road 
from Damascus, 176) notes that "Paul's Trinitarian soteriology is in full display" in Gal 4.4-7, in 
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could be a "coherent centre" (Beker) or "the fulcrum point" (Dunn) of Paul's gospel 
(or theology) 21 
If the claim above is true, Gal 5.2-6 is significant for further inquiry into the 
coherence of Paul's gospel. Many students of Paul have attempted to find the 
coherent centre of Paul's gospel (or theology)22 on the basis of the assumption that 
he is not an inconsistent thinker and there is a coherent centre in Paul's gospel. 23 
However, despite their diligent efforts, there is no consensus. Nevertheless, as P. 
Meyer indicates, although the labours of the Pauline Theology Group of SBL 
brought out no consensus in the interpretation of Paul's theology, most scholars of 
the group seem to accept Beker' s interpretive model in pursuit of the coherence of 
Paul's gospel. 24 With regard to the model Beker writes, 
Paul's hermeneutic cannot be divorced from the content of his thought, because he 
relates the coherent truth claim of the gospel directly to the particular situation to which 
it is addressed. His hermeneutic consists in the constant interaction between the coherent 
center of the gospel and its contingent interpretation25 
which the heart of Paul's gospel is represented. Cf. G. D. Fee, "Christology and Pneumatology in 
Romans 8:9-11 -and Elsewhere: Some Reflections on Paul as a Trinitarian," in Jesus of Nazareth, 
312-329. 
21 On the basis of an increasing consensus that justification by faith (i.e. the Christian's 
faith) can no longer be considered the centre of Paul's gospel or theology (e.g. W. Wrede, A. 
Schweitzer, K. Stendahl, E. P. Sanders), during last twenty years or so most interpreters of Paul 
have attempted to fmd the coherence or core of Paul's theology in Paul's Christology (for a list of 
scholars, see Koperski, Saying, 93-103). But they have not considered seriously Paul's "God-
Christ-the Spirit-centred soteriology" as a coherence of Paul's gospel (or theology). 
22 For a brief survey of the study of the centre of Paul's theology, see Koperski, Saying, 
93-103; D. N. Ho well, "The Center of Pauline Theology," Bibiotheca Sacra 151 ( 1994), 50-70; J. 
H. Plevnik, "The Center of Pauline Theology," CBQ 51 (1989), 461-4 78. 
23 Contra H. Boers who writes, "what gives coherence to Paul's thought is contradiction at 
its most fundamental level" ("The Foundation of Paul's Thought," Studia Theologica 42 (1988), 
68); Raisanen who contends that "contradictions and tensions have to be accepted as constant 
features of Paul's theology of the law." Raisanen, Paul, 11. See also H. Raisanen, "Paul's 
Theological Difficulties with the Law," Studia Biblica 1978:III (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1980), 
301-320. For a critique of Raisanen's work, see C. E. B. Cranfield, "Giving a Dog a Bad Name," 
JSNT 38 (1990), 77-85; Westerholm, Israel's Law, 93-101. In particular, see T. E. Van Spanje, 
Inconsistency in Paul? A Critique of the Work of Heikki Raisanen (Tiibingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 
1999). Sanders (PUP, 147) writes, "I still see Paul as on the whole a 'coherent,' though not a 
'systematic thinker." For a list of scholars who argue that Paul has consistent view of the law, see 
Koperski, Saying, 55-63. For a view of Paul as a coherent thinker, see Beker, Paul the Apostle; 
Silva, Explorations in Exegetical Method, 143-150. 
24 P. W. Meyer, "Pauline Theology," in Pauline Theology vol. 4, 140. 
25 Beker, Paul the Apostle, 11. 
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According to Beker, coherence refers to the stable, constant element which expresses 
the convictional basis of Paul's proclamation of the gospel. He considers the 
coherence as "the truth of the gospel (Gal 2.5, 14), apostasy from which elicits an 
apocalyptic curse (Gal 1.8, 9; see also Phil 1.27; 2 Thess 1.8; 2.12)."26 He further 
argues, '"the truth of the gospel,' that is, the apocalyptic interpretation of the cross 
and resurrection of Christ, is not only the abiding solution to Paul's private 
contingency (in answering the crisis of his personal life) but also the abiding solution 
to the various problems of his churches (in answering their several crises).'m He also 
suggests, "that coherence is constituted by the range of Paul's abiding theological 
convictions and comprises a network of symbolic relations, which are held together 
by Paul's apocalyptic interpretation of the Christ-event, the O:rroK&.A.mjJLc; 'ITlaou 
Xpwwu (Gal 1.12; cf. 1.16; 2.2). Apocalyptic motifs form the substratum ofPaul's 
thought, in that apocalyptic served as the filter, context, and grammar for his 
understanding the Christ-event. "28 Beker had argued that Galatians does not support 
the coherent theme of the triumph of God because of the contingent crisis in 
Galatia. 29 J. L. Martyn remarked, however, that Beker does not pay attention to the 
nature of Paul's apocalyptic in Galatians and thus excluded the letter from the 
coherent centre of Paul's theology. 30 In response to Martyn's remark, Beker states, 
"the thesis that Paul did not stress the theme of triumph of God in Galatians is no 
longer tenable."31 Thus, Beker and Martyn agree that Galatians does support the 
apocalyptic theme ofthe Gospel and can shed some light on the coherence ofPaul's 
gospel. My suggestion is that if Beker's model is correct in understanding the 
theology of Paul and the truth of the gospel and Martyn's apocalyptic interpretation 
of Galatians is right, then, Gal 5.2-6 is significant for further inquiry into the 
coherence of Paul's gospel (or theology) expressed in other letters of Paul. As noted 
26 J. C. Beker, "Recasting Pauline Theology," in Pau/ine Theology vol. 1, 15; idem, The 
Triumph of God (Translated by Loren T. Stuckenbruck; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1990), 15-19. 
27 Beker, "Recasting Pauline Theology," 17. 
28 J. C. Beker, "Paul the Theologian," Jnt 34 (1989), 356. 
29 Beker, Paul the Apostle, x. 
30 J. L. Martyn, "Review of Paul the Apostle (J. Christiaan Beker)," Word and World 2 
(1982), 194-198; idem, "Apocalyptic Antinomies," 113. 
31 Beker, The Triumph ofGod, 65. See also Beker, Paul the apostle, xix. 
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earlier, Gal 5.2-6 contains the coherence of Paul's gospel not only because 5.2-6 is 
Paul's truth claim of his gospel in Galatians, but also because 5.2-6 provides Paul's 
apocalyptic interpretation of God's saving-event in and through Christ and the Spirit 
as the abiding solution to the crisis and issues at stake in Galatia. 
8. 2. 2. The Antitheses and Salvation History in Galatians 
While salvation history in Galatians has been a controversial subject in 
recent Pauline scholarship, the importance of the antitheses in 5.2-6 for the subject 
has not been given sufficient recognition in the recent debate. 32 Without attempting 
to engage in the debate, 33 it is sufficient to indicate that our findings in the previous 
study of the antitheses generate further reflection and conversation on the issue. 
Our study of the antitheses suggests that Paul would have assigned the 
Jewish religion (i.e. ethnocentric covenantalism) represented by circumcision, the 
law, and the old Jewish value-system (i.e. circumcision/uncircumcision, Jew/Gentile, 
the Law/the Not-Law) to the old creation. According to Paul, ethnocentric 
covenantalism has now been superseded by the new creation represented by God's 
salvific act and effects in and through Christ, God's sending of the Spirit, and the 
advent and revelation of Christ's faithfulness. With God's new creation, the old 
antitheses, and thus the world based on the old value-system, have come to an end. 
Martyn perceptively notes that with the advent of Christ and God's new creation the 
old antinomies (i.e. Jew vs. Gentile, male vs. female, slave vs. free, circumcision vs. 
uncircumcision, the Law vs. the Not-Law) have disappeared and the new antinomies 
(i.e. the Spirit vs. the Flesh~ the death of Christ vs. the Law) have emerged.34 But he 
fails to observe that God's new saving act through Christ and the Spirit has brought 
32 Although the issue of salvation history in Galatians has been the object of the 
considerable discussion in the Pauline Theology Group of SBL (Dunn, "The Theology of 
Galatians," 125-146; Gaventa, "Singularity," 147-159; R. B. Hays, "Salvation History," in Pauline 
Theology vol. 1, 227-246; D. J. Lull, "Salvation History," in Pauline Theology vol. 1, 247-265; 
Martyn, "Events in Galatia," 160-179), it seems that they have not satisfactorily explained the 
significance of the antitheses in 5.2-6 for the issue. Unfortunately, Barclay (Obeying, 96-104) and 
Longenecker (Triumph, 5-23; 174-179) also did not pay sufficient attention to Gal 5.2-6. For an 
excellent study regarding the problem of continuity and discontinuity, see J. D. G. Dunn, "How 
New Was Paul's Gospel?" in Gospel in Paul, 367-388. 
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out other new sets of antitheses, such as circumcision vs. Christ, the law vs. Christ, 
the law vs. grace, the law vs. the Spirit, the law vs. Christ's faithfulness, and 
"circumcision/uncircumcision" vs. Christ's faithfulness. He also overlooks the 
significance of these antitheses for understanding Paul's view of salvation history. 
God's eschatological saving act (or "God's apocalyptic invasion into the 
world" - Martyn) through Christ and Spirit and the advent and revelation of Christ's 
faithfulness seem to indicate the heilsgeschichtlich discontinuity between the 
Israelites' (and the agitators') story about God's salvation and Paul's gospel of God's 
new saving act through Christ and the Spirit. As observed earlier, the salvific 
efficacy and benefit of circumcision has been negated by the salvific act and benefit 
of Christ. The age of the law was superseded by the new age created by God's 
sending of the Spirit and the advent and revelation of Christ's faithfulness, in which 
the law and circumcision is no longer effective, but Christ (and Christ's faithfulness), 
the Spirit, and God's grace are operative for the salvation of humanity. 35 The 
antitheses also indicate that God transferred the redemptive-historical salvific sphere 
from the law to Christ, the means of justification from the law to Christ (Christ's 
faithfulness) and the Spirit, and the identity marker of the people of God from 
circumcision and the law to Christ and the Spirit. The sphere of the law is no longer 
the realm of the existence of God's people; the sphere of Christ is a new sphere of 
existence. There is no linear heilsgeschichtlich continuity between those in the law 
(Jews) and those in Christ (Christians); the boundary redrawn (i.e. the boundary of 
Christ) excludes the boundary of the law. This implies the sociological discontinuity 
between the two groups; the perspective that those in Christ have been included into 
Israel in line with Israel's unfolding redemptive-history is not in view in Galatians.36 
The advent and revelation of Christ's faithfulness (3 .23-25) indicates that the 
discontinuity between ethnocentric covenantalism and Paul's gospel became 
logically inevitable at the very moment when the claim was raised that Christ's 
35 The contrast between kv VOfl<.o.J and kv XpwtQ 'IT]aou shows that the old redemptive-
historical era (i.e. the age of the law) has been superseded by the new redemptive-historical era 
(i.e. the age of Christ). Cf. §3.2.3. 
36 Cf. Longenecker, Triumph, 175-176. 
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faithfulness is the only way to salvation (2.16)37 God's sending of the Spirit (4.6) at 
the fullness of time (4.4) also points out that there is no continuity between the past 
and present activity of the Spirit as a soteriological agent of God's universal 
salvation. 38 And also the universalistic death of Christ brought to an end the 
"circumcisionluncircumcision" belief-system. In short, as far as Galatians is 
concerned, there is no continuity between the age of the law and that of Christ, no 
overlap between the sphere of the law and that of Christ, and no intimate fellowship 
between those in the law and those in Christ, no continuity between God's past and 
present dealings with his people, no relationship between the law and God's grace as 
the basis of justification, and no continuity between the past and present activity of 
the Spirit as an agent of justification of the Gentiles. 
Furthermore, the antitheses suggest that there is no continuity between the 
Abrahamic covenant and covenantal nomism. Rather for Paul there is continuity 
between the Abrahamic covenant and the gospel of Christ, jumping over the 
intervening period of "Mosaic dispensation'' As noted earlier (eh. 4 ), Paul 
understands that God's justification of the Gentiles in and through Christ is in full 
continuity not with the Sinaic covenant, but with the Abrahamic covenant (i.e. God's 
promise to Abraham). Paul relates the Abrahamic covenant, not with the law, but 
with Christ (cf. 3.15-18).39 As Sanders rightly notes, "the covenantal promises to 
Abraham do not apply to his descendants, but to Christians (Rom 4.13-25; Gal3.15-
29)."40 In Gal 4.21-31 Paul dissociates the Sarah covenant with the Mosaic (Sinai) 
covenant by contrasting the two covenants. 41 Furthermore, Paul has seen the death of 
the world defined by the nationalistic law and the old antitheses and now lives in a 
37 While Raisanen ("Galatians 2.16") notes the significance of Gal 2.16 for Paul's break 
with Judaism, he interprets n[anc; XpLatou as the Christian's faith in Christ. 
38 While Lull (Spirit, 175) rightly indicates the discontinuity, he overstates that "before the 
nJ..~pwf.La tou xpovou, there was no activity of the Spirit in the world." In fact, there was the Spirit's 
activity before the nJ..~pwf.La tou xpovou, as testified in the OT. In my view, it is more appropriate 
to say that there was no activity of the Spirit before the time as a salvific agent of justification of 
non-proselyte Gentiles. 
39 Martyn (Galatians, 347-348) rightly notes, "the covenantal promise uttered by God 
seems to have remained in a docetic state until the advent of the singular seed." See also Das, 
Paul, 71-74; Longenecker, Triumph, 117-118. 
40 Sanders, PPJ, 551. 
41 Das, Paul, 74-76; Martyn, Galatians, 447-457. 
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newly created world which came into existence through God's new creation in and 
through Christ and the Spirit (cf. 6.14-15). 42 Whereas, first century Judaism divided 
the world into Jew and Gentile, circumcision and uncircumcision, those in the law 
and those outside the law, the apocalyptic perspective divided the world into those in 
Christ and those outside Christ, creation into the old creation and the new, and time 
into old age and new age. 43 We can therefore conclude that Paul does not interpret 
the story about God's saving event through Christ and the Spirit as a simple linear 
Heilsgeschichte from covenantal nomism to the gospel of Christ. 44 The horizon is in 
contrast to the agitators' assumption of continuity between their own Jewish 
religious heritage (i.e. covenantal nomism) and the gospel of Christ. 45 
In light of the observations above, it is fair to say that there is no linear 
heilsgeschichtlich continuity between Israel's unfolding redemptive-history and the 
new redemptive-history of God through Christ and the Spirit. 46 For Paul, God's 
invasion into human history by sending Christ and the Spirit and through the advent 
and revelation of Christ's faithfulness has introduced a redemptive-historical 
discontinuity between ethnocentric covenantal nomism and the gospel of Christ. 47 
Paul believes that with God's new creation through Christ (Christ's faithfulness) and 
the Spirit, the old Jewish religious system whose structure lies in the old set of 
antitheses, had disappeared and the new religious system whose structure lies in the 
42 Martyn (Ga/atians, 571) notes, "For crucifixion with Christ means the death of the 
cosmos of religion." See also Martyn, Galatians, 564. 
43 Martyn, "Apocalyptic Antinomies," 112-123. 
44 For the character of discontinuity in Galatians, see Dunn, TPLG, 46-51; idem, "In 
Search of Common Ground," 318-319. For the discontinuity of the gospel in Pauline letters, see 
Dunn, "How New Was Paul's Gospel?" 374-378. 
45 See Martyn, "Events in Galatia," 179. 
46 Cf. Hays, "Crucified with Christ," 237; Longenecker, Triumph, 175; Martyn, "Events in 
Galatia," 178-179. 
47 However, this does not necessarily mean that Paul denies the existence of covenant 
relationship between God and ethnic Israel prior to Christ. Paul cuts the line of continuity between 
Mosaic religious system and the gospel of Christ in the sense that a form of covenant relationship 
has been changed from the old covenant based on the law to the new covenant based on Christ 
and the Spirit. The perspective is clearly expressed in the Hagar-Sarah allegory (Gal4.21-3l) and 
2 Cor 3.6-18. Cf. Grindheirn, "The Law Kills But the Gospel Gives Life," 97-115; Longenecker, 
Triumph, 174-179. Contra Martyn ("Events in Galatia," 174): Galatians gives "no indication of a 
covenant-created people of God during the time of the Law." Furthermore, there is continuity 
between God's promise to Abraham and Paul's gospel (cf. 3.8). For the continuity of the gospel, 
see Dunn, "How New Was Paul's Gospel?" 369-374. 
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new set of antitheses has emerged. 48 In short, in consideration of Paul's heated, stern 
and uncompromising letter to the Galatians and the exclusivistic and eschatological 
character of the antitheses, we can conclude that Galatians lacks a full-blown form of 
salvation-historical linearity. If the observations above are right, then this suggestion 
. I . h h . . f B k 49 M 50 d B W agrees m arge measure w1t t e posttlons o e er, artyn, an . . 
Longenecker51 and also differs from the position ofWright52 
8. 2. 3. Paul's Critique of the Law in Galatians 
What is the significance of the antitheses for understanding Paul's critical 
attitude to the agitators' view of the law in Galatians?53 We have observed that Paul 
formulates the antitheses to argue against the law as both the soteriological means of 
justification and the salvific and social boundary within which covenant membership 
1s given. In our analysis of the antitheses in which Paul's view of the law is 
48 Betz (Galatians, 263) went as far as to say that 5.6 implies that "Paul separates Gentile 
Christianity from Judaism and establishes it de facto as a new religion." 
49 Beker (Paul the Apostle, 51) argues, "The peculiar logic of the argument shows that the 
salvation-historical thrust of the Abraham story can be used by Paul against the Judaizers only if 
he centres the story Christocentrically (Christ as the exclusive seed) and therefore discontinuously 
... Because the Judaizers stress the continuity in salvation-history between Abraham, Torah, 
circumcision, and Christ, Paul can use the Abraham story only in terms of discontinuity." See also 
Beker, Paul the Apostle, 99-100. 
50 Martyn ("Events in Galatia," 179) concludes, "Galatians shows us a Paul who does not 
accept 'covenant' as a term indicating a fundamental building block of his theology. However 
disappointing it may be to have to say so, this apostle is not a covenantal theologian ... Neither 
does he present his theology a form of Heilsgeschichte in which Christ is interpreted in line with 
Israel's history." 
51 B. Longenecker (Triumph, 175-176) states, "it may be that, on the basis of Galatians, a 
notion of linear salvific history that stretches from the early Hebrews at one end and includes 
Christian believers at the other must be relegated to the position of a peripheral extra in Pauline 
theology; the unfolding story of ethnic Israel as the context into which believers have been 
included is not a central, essential, irreplaceable feature of Paul's theology." But he is distinctive 
from Beker and Martyn when he contends, "If in Galatians Paul does not defend a line of 
salvation-historical continuity leading from the covenant people of Israel and culminating in 
Christ, neither does he intend to repudiate that a form of covenant relationship existed between 
God and ethnic Israel prior to Christ" (Triumph, 178-179). 
52 Wright says, "The Pharisee [Paul] ... had been zealous for the one true god, longing for 
his victory over paganism on behalf of his ethnic people of Israel, [and] had become convinced 
that the victory had after all been won in Christ, and that the one true god was thereby revealed" 
("Gospel and Theology in Galatians," 231). Wright (Climax) interprets the Christ-event as the 
climax of the covenant. 
53 As noted already (eh. 2, n. 5), Paul's arguments concerning the law (and the works of 
the law and circumcision) were formulated in dispute not with non-Christian Jews, but with fellow 
Christian Jews (i.e. the agitators). 
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represented, we have found no firm evidence to support the traditional understanding 
of Paul's critique of the law, that Paul was arguing against legalism that one could 
earn salvation by meritorious works of the law. What then is the focus of Paul's 
critique of the law? In light of the preceding study (chs. 3-6), we may summarise 
Paul's theological rationale for his rejection of the law as follows: 1) For Paul the 
law is no longer the legitimate sphere of God's justification because God created a 
new place, i.e. the sphere of Christ within which the gift of righteousness is granted 
to all humanity freely and universally (eh. 3). The valid realm of salvation has been 
transposed from the realm of salvation provided by the law (i.e. "in the law") into the 
sphere of salvation "in Christ" created by the Christ-event. Paul's attack on the law is 
focused on the law functioning as the salvific boundary of justification both 
protecting Israel from outsiders and preventing Gentiles from enjoying God's grace. 
2) Paul rejects the law as the soteriological basis of justification not only because the 
exclusivistic law prevents the Gentiles from enjoying the sal vi fie effects (e.g. 
righteousness, the Abrahamic blessing, sonship, election) of God's saving activity 
through Christ and the Spirit, but because God's eschatological salvific acts (e.g. 
God's calling, God's promise, God's sending of Christ and the Spirit, God's 
knowing) brought these salvific blessings to the Gentiles apart from the law (eh. 4). 54 
For Paul the law as a means of justification is incompatible with God's grace through 
Christ and the Spirit (especially God's promise to bless the nations) making the 
Gentiles the people of God, and thus to add Torah-observance to God's grace 
nullifies the sufficiency of God's grace for the salvation of Gentiles. 55 3) Paul no 
longer accepts the law both as the soteriological basis of justification and as an 
identity marker of God's elect in Judaism because the true soteriological basis of 
justification and identity marker of God's people has been transferred from the law 
54 Dunn (The Partings, 137) convincingly argues, "Thus it begins to become clear that 
Paul was not against the law as such- far less against 'good' works. What he aimed his arguments 
against was the law understood and practised in such a way as to limit the grace of God, to 
prevent Gentiles as Gentiles enjoying it in full measure." See also Howard, Paul, 46-65. 
55 Sanders (PUP, 47) argues similarly, "What is wrong with the law, and thus with 
Judaism, is that it does not provide for God's ultimate purpose, that of saving the entire world 
through faith in Christ, and without the privilege accorded to Jews through the promises, the 
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(and circumcision) to the Spirit (eh. 5). 41) Paul denies the law as a soteriological 
means of justification on the basis of justification by the faithfulness of Christ; the 
valid means of full membership ofthe people of God is not the law (and the works of 
the law) but the faithfulness of Christ (eh. 6). Christ's faithfulness ts the 
soteriological means by which God's promise (i.e. God's justification of the 
Gentiles), righteousness, and God's adoption as sons are freely and universally given 
to Gentile believers. 
In light of the considerations above, we may justly conclude that Paul denies 
the law (and the works of the law) neither because the law cannot be obeyed, nor 
because the observance of the law leads to legalism, i.e. meritorious self-
righteousness. Nor is it completely satisfactory that Paul's problem with the law is 
limited to its social function (i.e. boundary marking feature) as the barrier between 
Jews and Gentiles, which makes it difficult for Gentiles to accept Christianity. 56 
Rather Paul's critique of the law focuses on both its sociological role as a boundary 
of God's people57 and its soteriological role as the salvific sphere (3.11; 5.4) and 
means of justification (2.16, 21; 3. 18, 21) 58 To put it differently, Paul rejects the law 
covenants, and the law." As I have already pointed out (§6.4.), however, I disagree with Sanders' 
anthropological interpretation of TILanc;; Xp wtou. 
56 Pace Dunn (JPL, 224) who argues, "For what he [Paul] is attacking is a particular 
attitude to the law as such, the law as a whole in its social function as distinguishing Jew from 
Gentile" and Watson, PJG, 177-178. Das (Paul, 273) argues, "the 'new perspective' went astray 
in limiting Paul's critique of the law to its ethnic, boundary marking features." See also 
Gathercole, "Mter the New Perspective," 180-207. 
57 This is properly pointed out by Dunn's works (e.g. JPL). See also J. Buckel, Free to 
Love (Louvain: Peters/Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1993), 125-126. While Smiles (Gospel, 125-128) 
rightly notes that Paul's critique of the law is closely bound up with its theological function (i.e. 
the law as the soteriological basis of the right relationship between humanity and God), he does 
not justice to the social function of the law. 
58 Paul thinks that the agitators ascribe saving value to the law (the works of the law) in 
terms of the sphere and means of justification. This point is different from Riiisanen's argument 
that Paul thinks that Jews "ascribe saving value to the fulfillrnent of the precepts of the law" (Paul, 
162-164) and thus Paul misconstrues Jewish soteriology (i.e. covenantal nomism) by considering 
the law as the Jewish gateway to righteousness (pp. 177-191). For the argument that obedience to 
Torah was a basis for vindication at the eschaton in Early Judaism, see Gathercole, "Mter the 
New Perspective," 40-134. However, we have to differentiate between that in the agitators' view 
Torah observance is necessary for the salvation of Gentiles and that in Paul's view Torah-
observance is the path Jews pursue for salvation. As noted already, for Jews Torah observance is 
not the means of "getting in" because the covenant was established before the law and they were 
born into a people already in covenant relationship with God. In contrast, for the Gentiles "getting 
in" (i.e. salvation) was on the basis of keeping Epyo: VOIJ.OU because they could not enter into the 
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as a sphere and means of justification not only because God changed the redemptive-
historical salvific sphere from the law to Christ, the means of justification from the 
law to Christ (Christ's faithfulness) and the Spirit, and the identity marker of the 
people of God from the law to the Spirit, but also because the law excludes Gentiles 
from enjoying God's grace. This conviction provoked Paul's view of the law that 
differs considerably from the agitators who argued that the Galatians should accept 
Christ and also be circumcised and accept the law for salvation. In short, Paul 
renounces the law as the soteriological basis of salvation not only because the law is 
incompatible with God's saving grace, Christ (and Christ's faithfulness), and the 
Spirit, but also because the former has been replaced by the latter. 59 Since salvation 
is by God's grace, Christ (and Christ's faithfulness), and the Spirit, it is not by the 
law. Paul's critical attitude to the law as such is based on his "God-Christ-the Spirit-
centred soteriology" that is, God has provided the new way of salvation in and 
through Christ and the Spirit, and thus the law as a means of salvation has been 
superseded by God's grace through Christ and the Spirit. This suggestion might be 
significant for further inquiry into the reason why Paul argues that the law cannot 
60 
save. 
8. 2. 4. The Rhetorical Function of Gal 5.2-12 within Galatians 
Our investigation of Gal 5.2-6 is significant for understanding the rhetorical 
function of Gal 5.2-12 within Galatians. In 5.2-12, one can find significant data that 
motivates an investigation into the function of Gal 5.2-12 within Galatians. As we 
already observed, in 5.2-6, there are six antitheses that summarise and recapitulate 
covenant without becoming proselytes through the observance of the deeds of the law, especially 
circumcision (§2.1.2.). It should be kept in mind that Paul attacks the agitators' notion of the law 
as the soteriological basis of justification, not that of the Jews. 
59 It is not completely satisfactory to argue that Paul's major difficulty with the law is 
based on Paul's "exclusivist Christological soteriology" alone. This perspective does not do justice 
to Paul's "exclusivistic pneumatological soteriology" upon which he rejects the law as a valid 
means of justification (eh. 5). Pace Sanders, PPJ, 550-551; Buckel, Free to Love, 129. 
60 For a brief survey of scholars' answer to the question, see R. B. Sloan, "Paul and the 
Law: Why the Law Cannot Save," NovT 33 ( 1991 ), 42-46. According to Sloan' s survey of 
scholars' proposals, we cannot find any proposal which paid due attention to God's eschatological 
replacement of the means of justification from the law to Christ (and Christ's faithfulness) and the 
Spirit as Paul's theological reason for his rejection of the law as a means of salvation. 
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most of the pivotal theological themes and issues of the letter. In 5.2-12, moreover, 
there is significant vocabulary that encapsulates various central and pivotal terms 
appearing in the rest of the letter (circumcision, being justified, righteousness, the 
law, Christ, grace, faith, the Spirit, love, truth, the cross). 61 In this section, Paul 
attempts to solve the crisis in Galatia, that is "Galatian apostasy" and the agitators' 
perversion of "the gospel of Christ" (1.6-7- 5.2-12). The passage also tackles the 
issue of circumcision first, which is the real bone of contention in Galatians. It is also 
to be noted that in this section Paul deals with specific issues at stake in Galatia: 
justification (2.15-21; 3.6-4:7 - 5.4-5), circumcision (2.3-5; 6.12-13 - 5.2-3, 6, 11 ), 
the other gospel (1.6-9- 5.8-10), and the agitators (1.7-9; 6.12-13- 5.7-12). In 5.2-6 
Paul solemnly answers the central issue at stake in Galatia: what is the soteriological 
ground of the inclusion of the Gentiles into the people of God? In 5.2-6 Paul uses the 
Pauline emphatic E.yw (5.2, 5.10, 5.11) and several formulas of solemn affirmation 
("li>E E.yw IlaOA.o~ A.E.yw Uj.!1v on in 5.2, ~apn)po~aL bE mXA.LV in 5.3, and E.yw 
1TE1TOL8a El~ u~ii~ EV KUpL4J on in 5.10). Gal 5.2-6 provides a highly-condensed 
summary of Paul's previous argument and the truth of the gospel. Because of its 
summarising character, the passage is extremely concise and consists of dogmatic 
abbreviations. Furthermore, in 5.7-12 we find what appears to be "a rambling 
collection of pointed remarks, rhetorical questions, proverbial expressions, threats, 
irony, and, climaxing it all, a joke of stark sarcasm."62 In particular, as several 
scholars have observed,63 we have significant parallels between "5.2-12" and "1.6-1 0 
and 6.11-18." We need to explain the function of 5.2-12 in relation to the parallels in 
1. 6-10 in which the issues at stake in Galatia are raised and 6.11-18 in which there 
are the concluding remarks of the letter. 64 In short, all of these observations lead us 
to conclude that the section 5. 2-12 plays a very important rhetorical role within 
Galatians. 
61 See§ 1.2. 
62 Betz, Galatians, 264. 
63 Dunn, Galatians, 261; Longenecker, Ga/atians, 222; Matera, "Culmination," 83 and 90, 
n. 14; Witherington, Grace, 360. 
64 Betz, Ga/atians, 313; Weima, "Gal. 6:11-18," 90-107. 
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Commentators have disputed the literary function of Gal 5.2-12 within 
Galatians. The material in 5.2-12 has sometimes been regarded as part of Paul's 
paraenesis in 5.1-6.10.65 Some commentators have taken it as part of a "request 
section."66 The section has often been understood as a summary and conclusion to 
the main body of the letter. 67 Recently some scholars have regarded the section as a 
climactic piece that culminates the previous arguments and foreshadows what 
follows 68 Nevertheless, in my view, although there are, of course, some elements of 
truth in the views just mentioned, these views are not completely satisfactory 
because these proposals have missed an important dimension of the problem. Once 
again, I refer, in particular, to the six antitheses which play an important role in 
summing up Paul's view of the law and the substance of the theology of Galatians. 
Moreover, they have not paid appropriate attention to the way in which Paul deals 
with the crisis and the specific issues at stake in Galatia. 
On the basis of the analysis of the antitheses in 5.2-6 and the observations 
above, it is fair to say that 5.2-12 is not part of Paul's paraenesis in 5.1-6.1069 
Moreover, the section is more than a summary or conclusion of the previous 
argument. The function of the section can be divided into two parts. On the one 
hand, Gal 5. 2-12 is the climax of Galatians because it summarises the preceding part 
and introduces a new phase of argument70 The passage is the climax of Paul's 
argument within Galatians with regard to the crisis in Galatia in the sense that here 
65 E.g. Betz, Ga/atians, 253; Bligh, Ga/atians, 416; Burton, Ga/atians, 269; L. L. 
Cranford, "A Rhetorical Reading of Galatians," Southwestern Journal ofTheo/ogy 3 7 ( 1994) 4-1 0; 
Ebeling, Truth, 239-245; Guthrie, Ga/atians, 127; G. W. Hansen, Ga/atians (Downers Grove, IL. 
IVP, 1994), 151-161; Hong, Law, 73; Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation through Rhetorical 
Criticism, 147-151; Kraftchick, "Ethos and Pathos," 271-272; Russell, The Flesh/Spirit Conflict in 
Ga/atians, 60; Ziesler, Ga/atians, 71. 
66 Hansen, Abraham, 53-54; idem, Ga/atians, 30; Longenecker, Ga/atians, cix. 
67 Amadi-Azuogu, Paul, 296-297; Anderson, Rhetorical, 158; Fung, Ga/atians, 221; 
Liihrmann, Ga/atians, 98; McKnight, Galatians, 251; Merk, "Der Beginn der Paranese im 
Galaterbrief," 1 00; Ridderbos, Ga/atia, 186; Schlier, Galater, 229; Smit, "The Letter of Paul to 
the Galatians," 19. 
68 Matera, Ga/atians, 185; idem, "Culmination," 79-80; Witherington, Grace, 359-360. 
Although Dunn views 5.1-12 as the conclusion to the main argument, he also notes the climactic 
character of the section in Galatians (Ga/atians, 260-261). 
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70 See Matera, Galatians, 185-186; Witherington, Grace, 359-364. 
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Paul attempts to solve the crisis in Galatia and to answer the specific issues at stake 
in Galatia. Since 5.2-6 contains the truth of the gospel, it is Paul's climactic 
statement of his argument to the Galatians. Since Galatians is designed to defend the 
truth of the gospel,71 Gal 5.2-12 is the apex of the defence. On the other hand, the 
passage is a crnx interpretum for the interpretation of Galatians in the sense that 5.2-
6 is Paul's truth-claim for his Gospel in Galatians and the section not only 
summarises the theological themes of Galatians but also presents Paul's theological 
conviction and horizon. As noted earlier, the antitheses are vital interpretive clues for 
understanding the substance of Paul's theology in Galatians, Paul's pivotal 
arguments against the agitators, and Paul's view of circumcision, the law, 
justification. The passage also contains Paul's solution to the pivotal issues and crisis 
in Galatia. In light of the considerations above, the thesis that I would suggest is that 
5.2-12, which is the summarising review of 1.1-5.1 and the preview of6.11-18, is 
both the climax of Paul's argument to the Galatians and a crnx interpretum or 
hermeneutical centre for the interpretation of the letter72 
8. 2. 5. The Theme of Gal 5.2-6 
Most commentators have understood that the theme of 5.2-6 is "freedom" 
under the assumption that "freedom" in 5.1 is the headline theme of 5.1-12 73 
Nevertheless, this view is unlikely because 5.1 seems to function not as the headline 
of 5.1-12 but as the conclusion of 4.21-31.74 The reasons are as follows: 1) 5.1 
71 D. E. Garland, "Paul's Defence of the Truth of the Gospel Regarding Gentiles 
(Galatians 2.15-3.22," RevExp 91 (1994), 165-181. 
72 Compare Hays ("Crucified with Christ," 242) who suggests that Gal2.20-21 looks like 
the hermeneutical centre of the letter and Weima ("Gal. 6.11-18," 90-1 07) and Betz (Galatians, 
313) claiming that Gal 6.11-18 is a hermeneutical key to the Galatian letter. 
73 E.g. Betz, Ga/atians, 256; Bruce, Ga/atians, 228; Burton, Galatians, 269; Dunn, 
Ga/atians, 260; Ebeling, Truth, 244; Eckstein, Verheif3ung und Gesetz, 247-248; Hong, Law, 75; 
K. Kertelege, "Freiheitsbotschaft und Libesgebot im Galaterbrief," in Grundthemen pau/inischer 
Theologie (Freiburg: Herder, 1991), 197-202; idem, "Gesetz und Freiheit im Galaterbrief," in 
Grundthemen pau/inischer Theologie, 191; Longenecker, Galatians, 220; Morris, Galatians, 151-
162; MuBner, Ga/aterbrief, 342; Saldanha, "The Concept of Freedom in Galatians." 
74 Cf. Bruce, Cole, Duncan, Lightfoot, Martyn, NEB, NRSV, UBSGT. Some exegetes 
have rendered it as a transitional or independent verse (Burton, Cousar, Fung, Longenecker, 
Williams, Witherington). 
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functions as the conclusion ofthe Hagar-Sarah allegory75 because there are linguistic 
and conceptual links between 4.21-31 and 5.1 ("freedom," a call to "stand fast," and 
"slavery"). 76 Paul's response to the issue of the Galatians' subjection to the law 
raised in the beginning ofthe section (4.21) is summed up in 5.1. 2) "IcSE E.yw IIau.A.o<; 
AEYW UIJLV on (5.2a) strongly indicates that 5.2 is a new beginning of his argument. 77 
Moreover, a good number of interpreters have maintained that the theme of 5.2-6 is 
"freedom" on the basis of that 5.1 is the beginning of the paraenetic material and thus 
the heading of 5.1-12. No consensus has been reached among scholars concerning 
the issue where the paraenetic material begins78 There are four major views on the 
beginning of the paraenesis in Galatians: 1) 5.1 (Betz, Burton, Ebeling, Guthrie, 
Lightfoot); 2) 5.13 (Barclay, Dunn, Fung, Howard, Huhner, Luhrmann, Martyn, 
Matera, Merk, Muf3ner, Oepke); 3) 4.12 (Longenecker, Hansen); 4) 5.2 (Bruce, 
Cousar). In my view, the second view is more preferable not only because there are 
no imperative and hortatory verbs in 5. 2-12, but also because 5. 2-12 is the summary 
and climax of the previous argument (§8.2.4.). Furthermore, the theme "freedom" is 
not further developed in the section 5.2-12. The word "freedom" and its cognates 
emerge not in 5.2-12 but in 5.1 and 5.13. The theme is the subject of the Hagar-Sarah 
allegory rather than 5.2-12. In light of the observations above, it is unlikely that 
"freedom" in 5. 1 is the headline theme of 5. 1-12. What then is the theme of the 
passage? The theme of 5.2-6 is, as we already argued, God's salvation (i.e. 
justification) of humanity (Jews and Gentiles) neither within the boundary of the law 
nor through the law (the works of the law - especially circumcision), but within the 
boundary of Christ and through Christ, the Spirit, and Christ's faithfulness. 
8. 3. Implications for Pauline Interpretation 
In this section, on the basis of the investigation of Gal 5.2-6, in particular the 
six antitheses, we attempt to suggest the implications of the present study for Paul's 
75 Martyn, Ga/atians, 468. 
76 Longenecker, Ga/atians, 223. 
77 It is noteworthy that f.yw IlaDA.oc; + verb signals an introduction of a new and important 
argument (Rom 15.14; 2 Cor 10.1; I Thes 2.18; Phm 19). Cf. Martyn, Ga/atians, 468. 
78 For a list of different views, Kern, Rhetoric and Ga/atians, 113-114. 
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critique of covenantal nomism, Paul's mission to the Gentiles, and the meaning of 
n(anc; XpwtoD. 
8. 3. 1. Paul's Critique ofPalestinian .Judaism (Covenantal Nomism) 
Although the immediate target of Paul's polemic in Galatians IS the 
agitators' "modified covenantal nomism," the antitheses reflect Paul's critique of 
first-century Palestinian Judaism. On the basis of the analysis ofthe antitheses in the 
previous chapters, we may summarise Paul's theological rationale for his criticism of 
ethnocentric covenantalism as follows: 1) Paul opposes covenantal nomism 
maintaining that the Gentiles can enter the covenant community of God through 
circumcision because it is not circumcision but rather the salvific benefits of Christ 
which are the valid basis and guarantor of participation in God's people. (eh. 2). 2) 
Paul criticises covenantal nomism asserting that salvation is available only within the 
boundary of the law (i.e. covenant) because it is antithetical to God's justification of 
the Gentiles in the sphere of Christ (eh. 3).79 3) Paul denies the ethnocentric or 
nationalistic "covenantal nomism" claiming that God's grace extends only to the 
circumcised and that covenant status of non-proselyte Gentiles is dependent upon 
observance of the law80 because it denies and nullifies God's universal saving grace 
welcoming Gentile believers as the offspring of Abraham, God's children, and as 
equal and full members of the people of God apart from the observance of the law 
and circumcision (eh. 4). Paul's rejection of covenantal nomism is based on his 
conviction that God's promise of justification of Gentiles was fulfilled through 
Christ and the Spirit. 81 4) Paul resists covenantal nomism not only because it 
79 While he does not note the antithesis between the law and Christ as two antithetical 
spheres of justification, Dunn similarly argues, "Paul was attacking neither the law, nor the 
covenant, but a covenantal nomism which insisted on treating the law a boundary round Israel, 
marking off Jew from Gentile, with only those inside as heirs of God's promise to Abraham" (The 
Partings, 138). 
80 Barclay, Obeying, 240; Dunn, "Perspective," 95-122; idem, "The Theology of 
Galatians," 125-146. 
81 Hong (Law, 193) similarly argues, "the reason for Paul's rejection of Judaism is that he 
realizes, in the light of the Christ event, that by carrying away the curse of the law fallen on the 
Jews because of their transgression (Gal. 3.10, 13) Christ has fulfilled the promise of universal 
salvation which had been given to Abraham (Gen. 12.3; cf. Gal 3.8) and has thus established a 
new covenant with all mankind in him." 
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renounces the work and power of the Spirit making the Gentiles members God's 
people, but also because it denies the fact that God sent the Spirit of his Son into the 
hearts of non-proselyte Gentile believers (eh. 5). For Paul, the Spirit is the sufficient 
soteriological basis of justification in the sense that the Spirit is the new identity 
marker of God's people, the medium of the blessing of Abraham, and the agent of 
sonship. 5) Paul negates covenantal nomism because it denies the soteriological 
sufficiency of Christ's faithfulness (i.e. the self-giving death of Christ on the cross), 
which welcomes Gentile believers as the recipients of the gift of righteousness 
(2.16), the Abrahamic blessing (3.22), and God's children (3.26) apart from the law 
(eh. 6). 6) Paul rejects ethnocentric covenantal nomism represented by "circumcision 
vs. uncircumcision" belief-system not only because the advent and revelation of 
Christ's faithfulness and the cross have ended ethnocentric covenantal nomism, but 
also because for Paul "ethnocentric covenantalism" is no longer operative in the new 
redemptive-historical age that God brought into human history (eh. 7). 
In light of the observations above, it is reasonable to claim that Paul rejects 
covenantal nomism not only because it denies the fact that God has provided for the 
salvation of all who believe in and through Christ and the Spirit, but also because it 
excludes the Gentiles accepted by God through his grace from the people of God and 
thus nullifies the grace of God making the Gentiles full members of the community 
of God's people and children of God82 Paul criticised Jews who relied on God's 
election based on both the law and the covenant of circumcision (cf. Rom 2.17, 25; 
3.1) because they rejected God's universal saving grace, Christ (Christ's salvific 
benefits, Christ's faithfulness), and the Spirit as the legitimate basis of salvation. 83 
Paul's denial of circumcision and the law (i.e. identity markers of God's people) 
82 Sanders' argument (PUP, 155) that Paul's criticism of Judaism has two focuses: "the 
lack of faith in Christ and the lack of equality for the Gentiles" is not completely satisfactory 
because he scarcely pays attention to other convictions of Paul upon which he criticizes Judaism 
(e.g. the salvific benefits of Christ, Christ's faithfulness, the Spirit). 
83 Paul's criticism toward the Jews maintaining nationalistic covenantal nomism is 
reflected in I Thes 2.15-16 ("they displease God and oppose everyone by hindering us [Paul and 
his coworkers] from speaking to the Gentiles so that they may be saved. Thus they have constantly 
been ftlling up the measure of their sins; but God's wrath has overtaken them at last"- NRSV). Cf. 
Hamerton-Kelly, "Sacred Violence and 'Works of the Law'," 64. For Israel's current hardened 
rejection ofthe gospel, see 2 Cor 3.14-15. Cf. Hafemann, Paul, 363-386. 
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implies his rejection of covenantal nomism's emphasis on Israel's election evidenced 
by circumcision and the law. 84 In short, the antitheses indicate that Paul denies the 
very fundamentals of Judaism: election, covenant, Torah, and other Jewish salvific 
prerogatives (e.g. adoption, redemption) exclusive to Jews,85 and thus seems to mark 
his break with covenantal nomism. 86 In conclusion, Paul's criticism of first century 
Palestinian Judaism is not so much concerned with Jewish legalism (i.e. justification 
by meritorious works of the law)87 as with ethnocentric covenantal nomism that the 
Gentiles must accept circumcision and observe the works prescribed in the Mosaic 
law in order to become full members of the covenant community of God. 
8. 3. 2. Paul's Mission to the Gentiles 
What is the significance of the antitheses for understanding Paul's 
theological rationale for his mission to the Gentiles?88 On the basis of the analysis of 
the antitheses in the present study, we may summarise Paul's theological rationale as 
84 For an excellent discussion about the issue of whether Paul affmns covenantal 
nomism's emphasis on Israel's election, see Das, Paul, 95-112. Das concludes, "Israel's election, 
insofar as it offers a place in the world to come for an ethnic people, is probably the most crucial 
element in covenantal nomism 's gracious framework. The concept of election has been redefmed 
by Paul in terms of those (especially Israelites) who believe in Christ. The law that had served as 
the mark of an elect people no longer serves that function" (p. 112). 
85 Sanders (PPJ, 551) rightly argues, "Paul in fact explicitly denies that the Jewish 
covenant can be effective for salvation, thus consciously denying the basis of Judaism." See also 
Sanders, PLJP, 46-4 7. While not paying sufficient attention to the significance of the antitheses in 
Gal 5.2-6 for Paul's critique of Judaism, Sanders (PUP, 208) is right in saying that Paul denies 
"two pillars common to all forms of Judaism: the election of Israel and faithfulness to the Mosaic 
law." On the basis of the comparison the key motifs of covenant, election, and sacrifice in Paul 
and in covenantal nomism (Paul, 70-144), Das concludes, "Paul nullifies the gracious framework 
of covenant, election, and sacrifice in favor of a very different framework centered on Christ" (p. 
269). 
86 Grabbe, "Orthodoxy in First Century Judaism," 150-151; Raisiinen, "Galatians 2.16," 
548-550. 
87 Sanders (PPJ, 233) convincingly argues that the "view that Rabbinic religion was a 
religion of legalistic work-righteousness in which a man was saved by fulfilling more 
commandments that he committed transgression" is "completely wrong": "it proceeds from 
theological presuppositions and is supported by systematically misunderstanding and 
misconstruing passages in Rabbinic literature." 
88 For a comprehensive study about Paul's conviction for his mission to the Gentiles, see 
Donaldson, Paul. Unfortunately, Donaldson fails to give enough weight to the significance of the 
antitheses in Gal 5.2-6 for Paul's conviction to the mission to the Gentiles. It is remarkable, in 
particular, that Donaldson's work contains no discussion concerning the Spirit as the ground of 
Paul's mission to the Gentiles. For Paul the Spirit is a soteriological basis of justification of the 
Gentiles and a new identity marker of God's people (§5.2.). 
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follows: 1) Gentiles become members of the community of God's people not by 
accepting circumcision but by receiving the sal vi fie benefits of Christ (eh. 2). Israel's 
unique privileges (e.g. righteousness, sonship, the blessing of Abraham) were granted 
universally to the Gentiles by means of the Christ-event, without their becoming 
proselytes through circumcision. 2) Gentiles can become God's people within the 
boundary of Christ without entering within the boundary of the law (i.e. Israel) 
through proselytization (eh. 3). 3) God's saving grace was shown to Jews and 
Gentiles together, not limited to Jews only (eh. 4). The fulfilment of God's promise 
to Abraham through God's saving work by Christ and the Spirit is a central 
theological basis for Paul's mission to the Gentiles89 4) God accepts Gentiles as 
God's people by granting the Spirit to non-proselyte Gentile believers, apart from 
Torah observance (eh. 5). 5) God justifies Jews and Gentiles through the faithfulness 
of Jesus Christ, not through the works of the law (eh. 6). 6) In the sphere of Christ, 
the Jewish perspective "circumcision/uncircumcision," which kept Jew and Gentile 
apart, has been brought to an end by the power of Christ' faithfulness and Christ's 
death is universalistic and effective for the salvation of all humankind (eh. 7). 
The antitheses represent Paul's theological transition from "ethonocentric 
soteriology" (i.e. Israel-centered soteriology -justification in and through the law) to 
"Christocentric and pneumacentric soteriology" (i.e. justification in and through 
Christ and the Spirit). The antitheses function as the theological basis for Paul's law-
free and circumcision-free mission to the Gentiles and ro Euayy() .. Lov rf]c;; 
cXKpopuar(ac;; (Gal 2. 7). Paul's theological conviction that leads him to the mission to 
the Gentiles is that God justifies Gentiles as well as Jews not in and through the law 
(Jewish particularism) but in and through Christ and the Spirit (Christian 
universalism). This conviction is based on Paul's Christological and pneumatological 
interpretation of God's universal salvation in and through Christ and the Spirit. In 
short, as far as Galatians is concerned, Paul's mission to the Gentiles is based on his 
conviction that God's promise to bless the nations (Gen 12.3; 18.18; cited in Gal3.8) 
89 Barclay (Obeying, 88) rightly notes, "the Abrahamic promises already legitimated Paul's 
law-free mission to the Gentiles." See also T. R. Schreiner, Paul (Leicester, England: Apollos, 
2001), 73-85. 
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always had the justification of the Gentiles in view from the beginning and was 
fulfilled at a preordained time by God's sending of his Son and the Spirit and the 
advent and revelation of Christ's faithfulness. This conviction far exceeds some form 
of Jewish universalism,90 such as a concept of "righteous Gentiles," a concept of 
"eschatological pilgrimage," and Jewish proselytism91 Paul's Christological and 
pneumatological universalism has no true antecedents or equivalents in pre-Christian 
Jewish literature92 
8. 3. 3. Meaning ofll(an<; Xpw1:oG 
The present study is significant for the nCanc; Xp wtoG debate. In light of the 
fact that the unqualified n(an<; references in 3.23-25 and 5.5-6 refer to "the 
faithfulness of Christ," all the n(an<; occurrences in Galatians (nCanc; 'IT)aoG 
Xpwtou -Gal 2.16; 3.22, its equivalents,93 and the noun nCan<;) which emerge in the 
context of justification probably denote "the faithfulness of Christ. "94 The phrase EK 
nCatEwc; (5.5) is a dogmatic formulaic summary95 which recapitulates the various 
phrases ()La nCatEw<; 'IT)aou Xpwtou (2.16a), E:x nCatEwc; Xpwtou (2.16b), EK 
nCatEwc; 'IT)aou Xpwtou (3.22), EK nCatEwc; (3.8), and bLa tile; nCatEw<; (3.26) which 
describe the instrument of justification96 One corollary is to be mentioned. From the 
claim in the preceding study, we can infer that EK nCatEW<; (Rom 3.30; 5.1; 9.30, 32; 
90 Similarly Smiles, Gospel, 139. 
91 For these various patterns of Jewish universalism, see Donaldson, Paul, 51-78. 
92 Pace Donaldson (Paul) who argues that Paul's mission to the Gentiles should be 
understood in terms of a revision of Jewish universalism rather than a rejection of Jewish 
particularism. 
93 TTL<JtL<; 'Itwou (Gal2.16); TTL<JtL<; rou ULOU rou 8EOU (Gal2.20); EK TTL<J!EW<; (Gal3.8, 24; 
5.5); bLa rile; TTL<J!EW<; (Gal3.26). 
94 Dunn ("III~TI~ XPI~TOY ," 74) states, "The irony of the subjective genitive reading of 
rr(anc; Xpwrou, therefore, is that in order to sustain it, other unqualified references to 'faith' have 
to be taken as echoing or pointing forward to that meaning, 'Christ's faith'." The irony seems to 
be resolved by our exegetical study of the unqualified rr(onc; references in 3.23-25 and 5.5-6 
(§6.1.). 
95 Betz, Galatians, 262. 
96 Campbell ("Romans 1.17," 267) seems to argue that EK rr(on:wc; in Rom 1.17 is a 
formulaic summary when he suggests that Rom 1.17 "clearly deploys the critical phrase EK 
rr(an:.wc; as an intertextually motivated allusion to the faithful death of Christ ... , such a 
christological reading of Rom 1.17 has powerful implications for Paul's repeated use of this 
phrase- and rr(onc; itself- in the famous arguments that follow." 
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10.6), 6ux rfjc; rrCarEw<; (Rom 3.30), and 6ux rrCarEw<; Xpwrou (Phil 3.9) which 
appear in the context of justification mean "by or through the faithfulness of Christ." 
On the basis of the exegetical study of the rrCanc; references in Gal 5.5-6, I 
would suggest that Gal 5.5-6 is a crnx interpretum for the rrCanc; Xpwwu debate (at 
least in Galatians). 97 Gal 5.5-6 (and Gal 3.23-25) can be seen as determinative of 
Paul's usage of nCanc; Xpwrou in the rhetorical context of the justification issue. 
The rrConc; references in Gal 5.5-6 are neglected evidence for the interpretation of 
rrCanc; Xpwwu as "the faithfulness of Christ" in the history of the rrCanc; XpwwD 
debate. Also Gal 5.6 is an important text both for understanding the meaning of 
rrCanc; XpwwD as Christ's faithfulness working powerfully for justification through 
his self-giving love on the cross (cf. Gal 3.23-25) and for considering humanity as 
the object to which Christ's faithfulness is displayed. 
8. 4. Concluding Remarks 
In spite of the significance of 5.2-6 for the interpretation of Galatians and its 
contribution to Pauline interpretation, it has been neglected in the history of 
interpretation of Galatians. This project has attempted to shed some fresh light on the 
issues in Galatians, particularly the six antitheses in 5.2-6, circumcision, the salvific 
benefits of Christ, justification E:v VOfl4J and Ev Xpwre\), the meaning of rrCanc; 
XpwwD, the truth of Paul's Gospel in Galatians, the issue of salvation history in 
Galatians, and Paul's view of the law in Galatians. The present study has also sought 
to contribute to understanding some important issues, such as Paul's critique of 
covenantal nomism, Paul's denial of circumcision, Paul's mission to the Gentiles, 
and the antithesis between E:pya VOf..LOU and rrCanc; Xpwrou. Moreover, this thesis 
attempted to clarify the rhetorical function of Gal 5.2-12 within Galatians and the 
theme of Gal 5.2-6. 
This investigation has sustained the thesis that Gal 5.2-6 encapsulates the 
truth of Paul's gospel and represents the heart of Paul's theological interpretation of 
97 Campbell proposed that Rom 1.17 and its messianic use of Hab 2.4 is a crux 
interpretum for the n[anc; XpLa·wu debate ("Romans 1.17," 265-285; idem, "False 
Presuppositions in the IIII:TII: XPII:TOY Debate," 713-719). 
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God's eschatological saving event in and through Christ and the Spirit. Moreover, 
this thesis has established that the antitheses in Gal 5.2-6 contain interpretive clues 
for understanding Paul's view of circumcision, the law, the inclusion of the Gentiles 
into the people of God, and the truth of the gospel in Galatians. Furthermore, I 
advanced the claim that the antitheses function as a summary of Paul's argument to 
the Galatians, the answer to the pivotal issues at stake in Galatians, the solution of 
the crisis in Galatia, and the rationale for Paul's opposition to the agitators' gospel. 
In conclusion, Gal 5.2-6, where the six antitheses appear, is the truth-claim of Paul's 
gospel, the summary and climax of Paul's argument to the Galatians, and a 
hermeneutical key to Paul's letter to the Galatians. 
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